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SYNOPSIS
Much has been written during the 1980s about the changes 
taking place within the British newspaper industry, 
emanating out o-f the development of computer i sati on and 
the concomitant demise of hot-metal production methods. 
However, most of the work undertaken in this field has 
tended to be either accounts of specific instances of 
conflict over the introduction of new technology, or have 
been focussed upon structural changes taking place within 
the industry and the trade unions. But given the radical 
nature of change occurring at the point of production, 
little work has been done on the perspective of the shop- 
floor worker and the longer term implications for inter­
union relationships at the plant level. The following 
thesis therefore, attempts two main tasks. Firstly, in an 
empirical context, to bridge the 'gap' in the literature, 
by focussing on an analysis of the ways in which changing 
technology has interacted with and influenced the 
interrelationship between three highly differentiated 
categories of newspaper industry unionised employees - 
journalist, clerical and craft workers. And secondly, in a 
theoretical sense, to develop a conceptualisation which 
differentiates between structural change in the world of 
work, and perceptual change within the 'consciousness' of 
the workers, by focussing on the concept of 
'sectionalism'.
Theoretically, throughout the 1980s, both pluralists and 
neo-marxists have commented extensively on the prevalence 
of 'sectionalism' within British trades union 
organisation, for the most part arguing that it is an 
inherently negative phenomenon inimical to the development 
of broader 'class' solidarity action by the working class. 
However, orthodox Marxist-Leninists have attempted to 
counter-act this negative perspective, arguing that 
sectionalism is an organic phenomenon, on the basis that 
sectional action by groups of workers sets in motion an 
ant i —cap i tal i st collective dynamic inevitably' Leading to a 
broader class based consciousness.
However, it will be argued in this Thesis, based on a 
soc .i o—hi st or i cal analy-'sis of newspaper unionised workers, 
that 'sectionalism' is neither the polar opposite of, nor 
organically linked to 'class consciousness', but is rather 
a constant sociological factor, which whilst historically-' 
shifting, underpins relationships between differentiated 
groups of workers. Nevertheless, this perspective of 
sectionalism need.not lead to pessimism regarding the 
ability of organised labour to act as an agency of change, 
but rather a more critical perspective of the 
relationships between workers must be adopted in our 
sociological understanding of working class activity-' at 
the point of production. In short, this study attempts to 
develop a conceptualisation of sectionalism by researching 
the phenomenon at a historical moment of change.
Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
A/ Structure of Thesis
B/ A Technical Note oh the Use of 
Printing Terminology
C/ A Brief"Overview of the Thesis:
the Workers, the Industry & the Researcher
D/ Aim & Rationale of Study
Chapter One: INTRODUCTION
A/ Structure of Thesis
The structure of the following study is essentially 
divided into two parts. Part one incorporating Chapters 
1-4, constitutes the introductory sections of the thesis: 
Chapter 1 outlines the main aim and rationale of the 
study; Chapter 2 explains the multi-disciplinary research 
methodology behind the thesis; Chapter 3 presents an 
analytical framework, which posits the way in which the 
research findings are to be interpreted throughout the 
thesis; and Chapter 4 consists of a technological outline 
of three generations of printing technology, and the 
concomitant division of labour in the production process.
The second part of this study - Chapters 5-8, constitute 
the substantive research findings and analysis: Chapter 5 
gives a brief history of the impact of changing technology 
in the newspaper industry since 1973, and attempts to 
illustrate how the print unions at national level have 
approached the industrial relations problems presented by 
technol ogical change; Chapters 6-8 present the main body 
of field research findings for each of the three main 
categories of workers studied in this thesis - journalist, 
clerical and craft.
And the final Chapter - 9, offers an overall summary of 
the main arguments made in the thesis.
A Technical Note on the Use of Printing Terminology
For the purpose of precision, print/newspaper industry 
terms will be used where applicable; for the purpose of 
clarity, the approximate general industrial relations term 
will be put in parenthesis for the first few times when 
the printing term appears. For further ease of 
understanding, a glossary of terms will be found in 
Appendix 2.
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C/ A Brief Overview of the Thesis: the Workers, 
the Industry & the Researcher
The workers involved in the present research are organised 
in the following unions: the journalists union, the 
National Union of Journalists (NUJ); the main clerical 
workers union, the Society of Graphical Allied Trades'82 
(SOGAT'82); the craft unions, in England and Wales (and 
for a minority of workers in Scotland), the National 
Graphical Association'82 (NGA'82) and for the majority of
craft workers in Scotland, the Scottish Graphical Branch 
of SOGAT'82 (SGB). Table 1.1 below outlines the relative 
numerical position of newspaper union members in their 
respective unions:
table 1.1 : print union membership - 1987 C 1 3
Uni on Nati onal Newspapers
NUJ 30,000 5,000
Sogat'82 196,000 18,000
(clerical 8,500) 
NGA'82 130,000 20,000
SGB 5,500
The three categories of worker - journalist, clerical and 
craft, are all involved in what is termed the or i gi nation 
(or pre-press) side of the newspaper production process; 
that is those work areas engaged in producing a newspaper 
prior to its actual printing and distribution. It is in 
the origination areas that changing technology is having 
its most radical and problematic impact (although most 
areas of the production process have been/are being 
affected by technological change).
The three types of worker are, in fact, represented by 
four distinct unions, as there are two craft unions in 
this study - the NGA'82 and SGE<. The main rationale for 
studying two craft groups lay in the fact that in 
Scotland, the SGB has been amalgamated with the general 
print union Sogat'82 for over a decade (since 1975), and 
thus represent an empirical example of the impact on 
inter-workgroup relations of a craft and general union 
merger.
However, print union structure is made more complex by the 
inclusion of Scotland, as the SGB organise not. only the 
majority of craft workgroups, but also most clerical 
workgroups in Scottish newspapers as well. The SGB in fact 
constitutes a distinct trade union in man'/ ways, acting to 
a c er ta i n d egr ee somewh at i n d ep end en 11v o f S og a t '82, wi t h 
i t. s o w n o f f i c e r s a n d office outwit h the m a i n u n .i. o n .
Howe v e r , u. n 1 e s s o t h e rwi.se stated, t h e r e s e a. r c h d a t a has 
been compiled between categories of worker, ie journalist, 
clerical a n d craft, r a t h e r t h a n b e t w e e n u n i. o n s . T h e r e f o r e
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da\ta received on Scottish clerical workers will appear 
under Sogat'82 clerical section, rather than the SGB.
It should be noted at this juncture, that it is necessary 
to distinguish between the newspaper industry, and the 
wider paper, printing 5. publishing industry. In workforce 
terms, table 1.2 gives some indication of the respective 
size of the constituent parts of the overal1 industrial 
sectors
table 1.2 : workforce size of paper, printing & publishing 
industry (1980) £21
paper & board manufacture/conversion = 200,000
general printing & publishing = 200,000
r/ ews paper s = 75,000
periodicals = 65,000
printing ink manufacture == 6,000
total = 546,000
In 1983, one estimate put newspapers as accounting for 
just 67. of all sales in printing materials, amounting to 
some £166million 13 31.
Newspaper production then, constitutes just one sector of 
the printing industry, therefore any conclusions drawn 
from the present study should be understood primarily as 
concerning the newspaper industry, and only indirectly the 
broader printing industry. And whilst it is an often made 
(and valid) criticism by those in the industry, that too 
much attention is paid to the newspaper world, and not 
enough to the less 'glamorous' sectors of the printing 
industry, it is beyond the scope of the present study to 
incorporate technological change and inter-workgroup 
relationships outside of the newspaper sector; both of 
which have a rather different character to that found in 
newspaper production. However, as many aspects of this 
study - union amalgamation for example, can only be 
understood in terms of the printing industry as a whole 
(as none of the three unions exist solely in the newspaper 
sector), it will be necessary to sometimes refer to 
workers/unions as being in the pri nti ng industry, rather 
than the newspaper sector of the latter.
The methodology employed in this study attempts to develop 
both a historical and contemporary perspective, and will 
be discussed fully in Chapter 2. But briefly, the socio- 
histor.ical background is based upon research of the
histor i es of the respect i ve unions, and soci o1og i ca1
studies of the relevant workgroups/unions. And a 
contemporary analysis is drawn from data compiled from a
series of interviews and gr oup d i scussi ons conducted wi t h
approximately 100 rank & file members of the three unions, 
and a quest i onnai re completed Idy 139 pr i nt trades
■•• 11 -
unionists. The field work was carried out between the 
summer of 1985 and autumn of 1986. For the purposes of 
discretion, the newspapers researched will be referred to 
as the fallowing**
'Paper 
'Paper 
'Paper 
'Paper
(a national quality daily paper; 
researched summer 1986)
(a large English provincial daily 
researched autumn 1986)
evening;
(a Scottish 
researched 
(a Scottish 
researched
regional daily & evening; 
summer 1985 & spring 1986) 
regional daily & evening; 
spring 1986)
Finally, it is perhaps relevant at this point to comment 
on the researcher's own background in the printing 
industry, working as a hot-metal compositor for 
approximately 13 years (between 1971-1984). This included 
a five-year apprent i cesh i p , a year spent working at. a 
local newspaper, and several 'casual' engagements on 
national newspapers in Fleet Street. The researcher has 
also been a member of the NGA'82 since 1973, and still 
holds an 'honorary card' (membership). Thus, 'academic 
neutrality' could be questioned in this thesis, with 
perhaps some validity. I would make just three points in 
my defence. Firstly, the idea of a value-free academic is 
not one the present researcher believes valid in any 
instance; personal bias will normally be present in both 
overt and sub-conscious ways. Secondly, my own experience 
as a printer will hopefully shed some insight into the 
subject matter that might otherwise be missing. And 
lastly, a sincere attempt was made to approach this study 
in an objective way as possible, but of course, ultimately 
the reader will have to judge the extent to which the 
latter has been achieved.
* A brief discription of these newspapers can be found in 
Appenidix 4.
LV Aim ?■' Rationale of the Thesis
The present study began life as an empirical attitudinal 
survey on the nature of 'craft exclusiveness' among 
chapels (workgroups) in the Scottish newspaper industry, 
for a Master's degree in 1985 C43. Originally intending to 
base the present thesis on a larger scale version of the 
latter, it soon became apparent that some of the most 
interesting aspects of this question were being ignored by 
concentrating solely on craft workers. Given the radical 
changes taking place in production technology in the 
1980s, the world of the craft worker has become 
increasingly intertwined with two other differentiated 
groups - journalists and clerical workers. It is in a 
study of the dynamics of this changing interrelationship 
that the most fundamental questions appear to be raised, 
in particular regarding workers self-identity and the 
phenomenon of sectional attitudes and actions.
However, in planning this study, it was immediately 
apparent that the subject matter was potentially very wide 
ranging, and the first difficulty lay in narrowing down 
the focus of the thesis to a manageable format. The main 
issue to be resolved was whether the thesis was to be 
pr i mar i I y an ernp i r i ca 1 sur vey of wor ker at t i t ud es at t he 
plant level, or a theoretical study of the dynamics of 
'sectionalism' amongst organised labour in the printing 
industry. This dichotomy in fact, proved misleading, as it 
became increasingly clear through the course of the 
research that the most fruitful, albeit problematic, 
approach to the study, was to combine both empirical and 
theoretical perspectives together. Thus whilst much of the 
background material is of an empirical nature, for example 
in the use of questionnaires and recorded 
interviews/discussions, an attempt to construct a 
theoretical understanding of the concept of sectionalism 
is made in part on the basis of the empirical work. Hence 
the central focus in analysing the dynamics of the 
changing relationship between differentiated groups of 
newspaper workers, will be the concept of sectionalism, 
and how the latter has interacted with changes i n 
product i on technology.
The concept of 'sectionalism' is in fsict problematic, and 
will be analysed fully in Chapter 3. However, the 
rationale for focussing upon 'sectionalism' is essentially 
three-fold. Firstly, the importance of studying the * 
concept of 'sectionalism' amongst differentiated groups of 
workers lay in the general manifestation of disunity which 
has proved a key weakness in the response of organised 
1ab our to rad i c a 1 in d ust ri a1, economic and politics1 
change taking place in late 20th Century British 
c a pi t a1i sm. The d i v isions within the r an k s of t h e min er s 
d u r i n g t hi e b i 11 e r y ear long mining i n d u s t r y d i s p u t. e d u r i n g 
19 S 4 / 85, h o r e w i t n e s s t o t h i. s w e a k n e s s g e n e r a 1 1 y « I n t h e 
newspaper industry specifical1y , the News International 
(Happ i n g ) di sp ut e of 1988/87, has b een t he most n ot a b1e
example of the prevalence of 'sectionalism', manifested in 
a lack of trade union solidarity both between different 
union memberships (for instance with the majority of 
journalists failing to support their fellow print 
workers), and within the ranks of the same union (most 
significantly with the national membership of SOGAT'82 
voting against an emergency levy, essentially aimed at 
financing the News International dispute - in January 
1987).
Secondly, most academic work on working claiss 
differentiation has tended to be based either on a broad 
aggregate level, such as inter-union rivalry at national 
level, and changing patterns of political 
behaviour/attitudes (Hyman 1975; Hobsbawm 1981). Or has 
focussed upon just one individual category of worker, most 
notably male blue-collar groups such as assembly line 
workers (Beynon 1973), continuous process workers 
(Nichols/Armstrong 1976), and 'male-craft' workers/unions 
(Flanders 1970; Cockburn 1983 for example). In short, 
there has been an absence of analysis of the 
i nterrelati onshi p between diverse groups of workers at the 
shop-floor level. This factor is critical, as a central 
premis of the present thesis is that the most direct and 
immediate manifestion of 'sectionalism' occurs at the 
shop-floor level between differentiated groups of workers. 
In other words, 'sectionalism' can only be understood as 
an outcome of soc i al relati onshi ps at the point of 
producti on , and not in the first instance as a phenomenon
manifested by one isolated type of worker in response to 
another abstracted group, or on an aggregate level as 
inter-union rivalry (although of course this does not deny 
the interrelationship of these different levels of 
analysi s) .
The third main reason for focussing upon sectionalism 
stems from point two. Throughout the 1980s, both 
pluralists and marxists C51 have commented extensively on 
the prevalence of 'sectionalism' within British trades 
union organisation, for the most part arguing that it is 
an inherently negative phenomenon inimical to the 
development of broader 'class' solidarity action by the 
working class (see eg Hyman 1975). However, the weakness 
of this conceptualisation, 1 ay i n a lack of i ntensive 
sociological investigation of 'sectionalism'; in other 
words, the tendency only indirectly to analyse the 
un d er1y i n g d ynami cs of sec t i on a1i sm at the point of  ^
production - that is the relationships between 
differentiated groups of workers. Also, an over- 
concentrat i on on the sociology of the craft worker has led 
to static conceptualisations of sectionalism, or to 
sweeping hi stor i cal di si11usi onment with the apparent 
'conservat i s m ' of trades un i on ism i n g ener a1 (see eg 
H o b s b a w m 19 81 > .
However , orthodox iviarx i st-Leninist attempts to counter-act 
this negative perspective, are equally flawed, perceiving
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sectionalism as an organic phenomenon, on the basis that 
sectional collective? action by groups o-f workers sets in 
motion a collectivist anti-capitalist dynamic inevitably 
leading to a broader class based consciousness 
(Foster/Woolfson 1986, Kelly 1988). It will be argued in 
this thesis, based on a socio~historical analysis of 
newspaper unionised workers, that 'sectionalism' is 
neither the polar opposite of, nor organically linked 
to'class consciousness', but is rather a constant although 
historically shifting sociological phenomenon, which can 
be seen as locked into a dialectical relationship of 
tension within and between differentiated groups of 
workers. Nevertheless, this perspective of sectionalism 
need not lead to pessimism regarding the ability of 
organised labour to act as an agency of change, but rather 
a more critical perspective of the relationships between 
workers must be developed in our sociological analysis of 
organised labour, so as to understand better both the 
limitations and possibilities of working class action.
As well as the researcher's personal background as a 
printing compositor with experience in the newspaper 
industry, the rationale for selecting this industry for 
emp i r i cal ex ami nat i on 1 ay in the highly sect i onali sed 
production process of newspaper work, which in part has 
led to historically consistent (albeit shifting) 
manifestions of sectionalism between various groups of 
newspaper workers. More importantly, the research was 
undertaken at the very time that these workers were 
experiencing a radical restructuring of both work 
organi sat i on and i nter-workgroup uni on relat i ons, i n 1arge 
part due to changing technology. In this respect, the 
question of print trade union amalgamati on was (is) of 
critical practical importance to the workforce from the 
early 1980s onwards, and thus for the purpose of 
sociological field research, offered a fruitful empirical 
case study of the socio-historical phenomenon of 
sect i on a1i sm.
T h a t c ii a n g i n g technology is h a v i n g a m a j o r i m p a c t o n 
i n d u s t r i a 1 rel a tion s i n t h e n e w spaper i n d u s t r y is b y n o w 
we 11 known , being dramat i ca 11 y derncnstrated over the past 
f e w y e a r s i n h i g h profile d i s p u. t e s in b o t h the p r o v i n c i a 1 
and nat i ona1 press i n Bri tain„ The conf1ict foetween Eddie 
Shah and the NGA'82 at the 'Stockport Messenger' (SM) 
n ewsp aper in 1983/84, an d t h e New s In t er na t i on a1 (NI)
dispute in 1986/87, highlighted many of the fundamental! 
problems facing organised labour in the printing industry 
generally, and the newspaper sector in particular. Df 
central importance has been the relationships between the 
d i. f f erent i ated wor kgroups , or chapels, who have
number of years, up until the? mid-1980s. Sisson 1976, saw 
this sectionalisation as being underpinned by what he 
characterised as a 'sub-contracting* system, whereby the 
chapel were paid to perform a certain number of tasks by' 
management, but with the former having direct control over 
the work process. Overseers (1 ine~mana\gers) were solely 
responsible for technical aspects of the production 
process, and not man-management. And the personnel 
management managed purely through the payment system, 
'...to all intents and purposes, the chapels have a 
relatively free hand in making decisions about working 
arrangements' 1161. This would entail the FOC (shop- 
steward), inter alia, organising overtime and shift 
working arrangements. Moreover, once the traditions had 
been established over a number of years, it equally suited 
many managements to continue interacting with the unions 
in an industrial relations structure that was highly 
sectionalised C71. In short, demarcation patterns made it 
largely unnecessary for individual chapels to negotiate 
with management on a broader multi-chapel basis.
However, sectionalisation of the production process came 
iricreasingly to be seen by newspaper owners as the major 
problem as changes in technology made it ever more 
conducive to management to restructure long standing 
demarcation lines. By the early' 1980s, this factor was 
perceived to he the critical industrial relations problem. 
Whilst a detailed account will be given in Chapter Four, a 
brief job description of the three main categories of 
worker researched, gives some indication of the impact of 
technological change on the job demarcation structure in 
the newspaper industry.
The job tasks of journalists revolve around the more 
'creative' aspects of newspaper production; such as 
reporting, photography' and the sub-editing of editorial 
matter. Increasingly, given the impact of computer 
technology, journalists are using computer keyboards for 
both the relaying of reporter's stories from the 'field' 
into the editorial room, and for the direct inputting of 
editorial copy' ready/ made for insertion into the page. It 
is the latter that is the most problematic aspect of 
changi ng technology vi s-a-vis i nter-union/workgroup 
relations, as the editorial room increasingly takes over 
the work of the composing department.
Clerical workers are the most diverse pre-press group, 
engaged in tasks such as administration, circulation 
management, taking advertisements over the phone (tele—ad 
sales) and in a host of other jobs. It is the tele-ad 
sales workgroup that is being most radically affected by/ 
computerisation, in that the latter now has the ability to 
di rec11 y i nput advert i si ng c o p i  nto t he computer system 
for final page mak e-up. Ag a i n , th is aspect of changin g 
t e c h n o 1 o g y is i m p a c t i n g pj r i m a r i 1 y o n t h e t'/ pesetting role 
of the craft workgroups.
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For its part, t h e c;r af t gr oups i n t h© or i g i n at :i. on ar sas 
carry out a number o-f tasks, such as preparing art work 
and processing photographs, setting editorial and 
advertising copy, making—up the printed page, and moulding 
plates -from the made-up page to be sent down to the press 
machine room to be printed. Computerisation has had its 
most dramatic impact o-f all in the cra-ft areas, in 
particular the setting o-f type, which is now done 
basically only once (single keystroking or direct input). 
At the present time, page make-up is still largely done as 
a separate -function 'off-screen ' , by NGA'82 and SGB 
members, but this will almost certainly constitute the 
next major area o-f change given the advances being in made 
in -full electronic page make-up H81.
Overall then, most workgroups in the origination side at 
newspaper product i. on are exper i enc i ng a rad i cal change i n 
their working practices in the 1980s, with the craft 
groups in particular being at-fected on two fronts, in 
respect of both editorial and advertising typesetting.
Thus from the mid-1970s onwards, changing technology put 
increasing pressure on long standing patterns of 
sectionalisation within the newspaper production process, 
which in turn heightened sectional tension between the 
di f f erent i ated wor kgroups.
With the tendency of micro-chip computer technology both 
to deskill some aspects of the production process, and to 
radically challenge the logic of long standing job 
demarcation structures, the complexity of inter-union 
relations has been an especially problematic issue. From 
the trade union perspective, one of the most pressing 
difficulties is the inter-uni on tension and sometimes 
overt conflict, that has resulted from the restructuring 
ta!••:i ng p 1 ace i n thie newspaper i ndustry in the 1980s. For 
example, by 1985, when this study first began, relations 
between the printing unions had reached a low point, after 
a series of acrimonious articles had appeared during the 
suminer of t h at y ear i n r esp ec t i v e un i on jour n a 1 s l 9 3 , 
reflecting the antagonism between unions at several 
provincial and national newspapers over the introduction 
of direct input technology 110 3.
In specific terms, changing technology had brought craft 
w o r ker s i n t h e NGA'82 in t o con flict w i t h jour n a1i s t s i n 
the NUJ and clerical workers in SOGAT'82, over which group 
was to have jurisdiction over the typesetting of editorial 
and advertising matter. An article by SOGAT'82 national 
officer Bill Niles for instance, illustrated the mistrust 
and bad feeling between his union and the NGA'82, whilst 
at the same time recognising that al1 newspaper workers 
and print unions would be the lasers if the trade unions 
withdrew into a sectional, intracidal battle:
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"Surely, i f there was a time -for greater unity 
and understanding it is now, when the whole 
scenario of... newspapers is likely to be the 
subject of violent change and fluctuations 
in the next two or three years...It is a time 
for understanding and not emnity. 'How the 
mighty have fallen' — is not an epitaph that 
we would wish to see placed on the NGA. There 
must be a better way."
CSOGAT Journal Special Edition, July 1985 : pp.4-53
Much has been written in the press itself, and in academic 
literature during the last five years or so about the 
changes taking place within the newspaper industry, 
emanating out of the development of computerisation and 
the concomitant demise of hot—metal production methods. 
However, most of the work undertaken in this field has 
tended to be either accounts of specific instances of 
conflict over the introduction of new technology (Jacobs 
1980, Dickinson 1984 and Melvern 1986), or have been 
focussed upon structural changes taking plaice within the 
industry and the trade unions (Marshall 1983, Gennard/Dunn 
1983 arid Goodhart/Wintour 1986). But given the radical 
nature of change occurring at the point of production, 
with the exception of Cockburn 1983, little work has been 
done (in Britain) on the perspective of the shop-floor 
worker and the longer term implications for inter-union 
relationships at the plant level.
The following thesis therefore, attempts two main tasks. 
Firstly, in an empirical context, to bridge the 'gap' in 
the literature, by focussing on an analysis of the ways in 
which changing technology has interacted with and 
influenced the interrelationship between three highly 
differentiated categories of newspaper industry unionised 
employees - journalist, clerical and craft workers. And 
secondly, in a theoretical sense, to develop a 
conceptualisation which differentiates between structural 
change in the world of work, and perceptual change within 
the 'consciousness' of the workers.
In summing-up this introductory chapter, the rationale for 
basing a theoretical analysis of sectionalism upon an 
empirical examination of the newspaper industry, lay in 
the latter's highly differentiated workforce currently 
experiencing a major restructuring and dynamic realignment 
of both job content, and inter-workgroup relations. In 
short, the present study attempts to develop a 
conceptualisation of sectionalism by researching the 
phenomenon at a historical moment of change.
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Chapter Two: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A/ Introdnetion
The main aim o-f the study is to develop a theoretical 
conceptual i sai ton o-f 'sectionalism' through an empirical 
analysis o-f the dynamics of inter-workgroup relations in 
the newspaper industry, with specific reference to changes 
in production technology. The present chapter attempts to 
define the methods of social investigation employed in 
this thesis.
Given one important aim of the study is to assess the 
extent of change (quantitatively and qualitatively) being 
experienced by organised labour in the newspaper industry, 
it is clear that the experience of change is central in 
formulating a methodological framework in which the 
following analysis of the dynamics of workgroup 
sectionalism is to be structured. However, assessing the 
extent of change in any context is problematic. To begin 
with, a historical bench-mark needs establishing by which 
to measure the contemporary data. As there is no previous 
data to compare and contrast directly the contemporary 
findings, for example over the question of workers' 
aittitudes to union merger in the printing industry, a 
second type of methodology is necessary. Hence to develop 
a historical bench-mark, secondary sources were used, such 
as academic studies on the relevant unions and workgroups, 
whilst a contemporary account relies primarily on original 
source material, in particular the use of interview and 
group discussion material. Thus a general rather than 
specific assessment of change is used to structure the 
thesis„
The research methodology' employed in the study therefore, 
is of a multi-discipiinary character, which attempts to 
develop both a sociological and historical analysis, from 
w i t hi i n a q u. a n t i t a t i v e a n d qualitati v e p e rspe c t i v e .
Essen t i a11y , the thesis entailed two phases of research. 
The first phase concentrated on a library based search o-f 
t h e r e 1 e v ant s o u r c e m a t. e r i a 1 and i n f o r m a t i o n ; a n d t h e 
second phase involved field research at four large 
nat i ona1 an d pr ov i n c i a1 newspapers i n En gI an d an d 
Scot1 and.
B/ The Library Based Research
In order to gai n the socio-• hi storica 1 ' benchmar k " by whii ch
t.o assess the degree of change i n i nt.er—  wor kgrou.p 
r e 1 a t i o n s , t h e ini t i a 1 p h a s e o f t h e s t u d y entail e d a n 
ext en siv e libr ar y b ased r esear ch of t he r e1ev ant 
literature. The sources used were various, and included 
the followings official histories and sociological studies 
of the respective trades unions/workgroups; specialist 
s o c i a 1. s c i e n t i f i c a n d p r i n t i n g i n d u s t r y j o u r n a 1 s ; m o n t h 1 y
journal s o-f the NUJ, SOGAT'82 and NGA'82; post-graduate 
dissertations relating to the printing industry; various 
commissioned reports and trades unions/employers' 
association documents; quality national newspapers, and 
television and radio current affairs programmes.
Whilst the above types of source material and literature 
were used so as to place the current experiences of 
newspaper workers in a broader socio-historical framework, 
the different categories of research material were 
employed to provide insights from varying perspectives. A 
full bibliography' (and further reading list) will be given 
at the end of this thesis, but the following 
categorisations, it is hoped, will provide some indication 
of the? relevance of the source material used in this 
study.
To begin with, four basic categories can be distinguished:
a) industrial relations in the printing industry;
b) changing technology re industrial relations generally;
c) the concept of 'sectionalism' within organised labour; 
c!) mi seel 1 any.
a) Printing/newspaper industrial relations -
this category' can be sub-divided into five streams:
* * Off i ci al hi stori es of the trades unions, for example 
Mansfield 1943, Musson 1954 and Moran 1964. Although 
the latter tend to be written in a 'magnificient 
journey' style, and therefore often lack critical 
insight Cl!], these histories provide a wealth of 
information on the respective unions, and constitute 
an important source for gaining an overall 
understanding of the development and growth of each 
printing union. In particular, the union histories 
are an invaluable source for charting the family 
trees of the present day unions.
ii. Sociologi cal studles of the relevant unions and
workgroups. See for instance Sykes 1967, Christian 
1977, Cockburn 1983 and SOGAT'82 1985. The latter 
□roved an important source for developing a critical 
approach to the background of the respective 
workgroups, and bridged the gap between the \
histories of the un ions an d the con temp or ary 
situation in which newspaper workers find themselves 
in in the 1980s.
i i i « The i mpact of changi ng technol ogy' on newspaper 
indust ri a1 relations. For ex amp1e , Mar t i n 1981 , 
Gennard Dunn 1983, Marshal 1 1983 and Good hart
Wintour 1986. Whilst some of these studies are 
aIrea d y dated g i ven t he r api d a n d r adi c a1 
de ve 1 op men t s i n r;ewspaper i ndu.s t r i a 1 r e!. at i ons
dur j. ng t hie p ast f ew year s , t h ey nevert he 1 ess 
constitute a good background to the main structural 
changes taking place within the industry in the 
1980s. In order to keep abreast of the latest events 
concerning changing technology and industrial 
relations in the newspaper world, the monthly 
publications of the NUJ, SOGAT'83 and NGA'82 were an 
important, if somewhat partisan source of 
information. Newspaper stories also proved a useful 
mechanism for compiling an up-to-date record of the 
most recent events (as were television and radio 
reports).
v " Speci fi c studi es of major di sputes revolving around 
the introduction of new technology at particular 
papers. See Jacobs 1981, Dickinson 1984 and Melvern 
1986. These highlight in dramatic terms the seminal 
instances of industrial conflict between newspaper 
publishers and organised labour at 'The Times' 
(1978-79), the 'Stockport Messenger' (1983-84) and 
News International (1986-87) respectively. Again, 
newspaper articles, television/radio reports and 
union journals proved useful in gaining background 
information on conflict situations. Newspapers 
dating back to 1973 were referred to, a date which 
marks the first important new technology dispute in 
the provincial press C23.
v. International stud i es of newspaper industrial
relations. See for example, Winsbury 1975, Zimbalist 
(ed) 1979 and Rogers & Freidman 1980. Although the 
present research is essentially a British based 
study, both in terms of the concept of sectionalism 
and changes in newspaper technology, references will 
be made to work undertaken abroad (particular1y the 
USA) on indiginous printing industries, where it is 
felt that the latter allows for insights into the 
British situation [33.
Changi n g t e c hn o1og y & i n d ust r i a1 r e1 at ion s - 
this category falls into two main parts:
i. empi ri cal studi es on the trades unions response to 
the introduction of new technology. See for example, 
Manwaring 1981, Robins & Webster 1982 and Batstone & 
Gourlay 1986. The latter constitute research on tjie 
ways in which trades unions have responded at both 
national and shop-floor levels to the impact of 
changes in production technology across British 
industry as a whole. These studies were valuable in 
putting the print trades unions approach to changing 
technology into a broader perspective.
i. Thcareti cal perspecti ves on the nature of changing 
t echnology. See for i n s t an c e , W i1k i n son 19S3 a n ri 
McKenzie & Wajcman 1985. This literature is part of
a growing sociological focus and debate on the 
concept of 'new technology' and its 
interrelationship to capitalist development.
c) 'Sectionalism' and organised labour:
See for instance Flanders 1969, Hyman 1975, Foster & 
Woolfson 1986 and Kelly 1988. These studies focus in 
part on the nature of sectionalism and sectionalisation 
amonsgt various groups of workers in British industry, 
and allows for a broader contextualisation of 
sectionalism within the newspaper industry. A full 
theoretical discussion on the concept of sectionalism 
will be given in chapter three.
d ) Mi seel 1 any:
In addition to the above, miscellaneous sources of 
information were used, including trades unions and 
employers document's and correspondence [43, 
Certification Officer Annual Reports, Royal Commission 
Reports, and various ACAS publications.
Overal1 then, it was the aim of the first phase of the 
research to gain a broad understanding of the 
printing/newspaper industry, changing technology and 
sectionalism, so as to develop a coherent foundation on 
which to base the second, contemporary field research 
pahse of the thesis.
C/ The Field Research
At the outset of the research, it was envisaged that there 
may well be difficulties in obtaining access to as many 
papers as ideally was required, at least six were 
initially hoped for. In fact, gaining access to newspapers 
did prove problematic, for two main reasons. Firstly, the 
field work entailed an extensive period of time spent by 
the researcher at each newspaper on a day-to-day' basis, 
and therefore involved some interruption in production 
time; this was very often quoted as the reason for 
refusing access to the researcher. And secondly, the very 
reason for basing the thesis in the newspaper industry !L 
the radical changes in industrial relations and working 
pract i ces curren11y being ex per i enced - produced a naturaI 
wariness towards the researcher's initial approach and 
towards the content of the finished thesis. It became 
apparent that many managements (and some chapel 
representat i ves) f e 11 the t i me i nopportune to have thei r 
n e w5p ap er r e searched b y a s oo i a1 scientist. Thus the 
weeks, then the months went by, and only slow process was 
made in gaining access to the various newspapers. The 
final total of four papers researched was therefore less
than initially hoped for. However, those newspapers that 
did allow me access showed a remarkable willingness to 
assist in the mechanics of the field work. This was true 
of both management and trade unions (representatives and 
members). This factor is worth more than a passing 
reference in a footnote, as it made a vital and 
qualitative difference to the outcome of the thesis. In 
many instances, union members were allowed time off work 
(often three to four at a time) to speak to me in group 
discussions that lasted on average 45 minutes (sometimes 
longer). The latter, coupled with the degree of freedom 
given me to wander around the plant and talk informally to 
whoever I wished, allowed for the development of a much 
greater understanding to be gained in a broad but detailed 
sense, of the changes taking place in the newspaper world 
in the 1980s. The newspapers themselves will remain 
anonymous, although a brief description of each one is 
presented in Appendix 2, so as to give the reader some 
idea of the size, structure and history of the companies 
involved in this research.
Whilst the library based phase of the research was aimed 
primarily at establishing a socio-historical framework, 
the second, field work stage, constitutes the main body of 
the thesis, that is an examination and analysis of the 
contemporary character of workgroup interrelationships 
between journalist, clericia.1 and craft workers. The field 
research was designed to develop both a quantitative and 
qualitative perspective, through the methodologies of at 
survey and group discussions respectively. The field work 
at the four papers was undertaken between the summer of 
1985 and autumn of 1986. Three to four weeks was spent at 
each newspaper, and involved arranging for the 
questionnaires to be distributed amongst the members of 
the relevant chapels, and the setting up of a series of 
interviews and group discusisons with management 
representatives, Mothers/Fathers of the chapel (M/FOC's - 
shop-stewards) and rank & file trades unionists from the 
three unions - the NUJ, SOGAT'32 and the NGA'82. Overall, 
139 quest i onnai res were returnsd, and approxi mately 100 
people participated in tape recorded interviews/group 
disc uss i on s C5].
* " lij-E. ®Ltant i tati ve Approach
Using a quantitative approach as one method in analysing 
contrad ictory tensi ons within and between each of the 
three categories of worker studied, is problematic. P’rom a 
marxist perspective, Oilman 1984 criticises the use of the 
survey/questionnaire method on the grounds that "those who 
conduct such surveys generally assume that the answers 
they get back are honest, of similar intensity, easy to 
i nterpret, and most suepecf. of a 11 , re 1 at i ve 1 y st ab 1 e 
(pp.2-3). Oilman goes on to suggest that no survey ever 
predicted any of the great outbursts of working class 
c o n s c i o u s n e s s t hi a t h a v e o c c u r e d h i storic a 11 y (p „ 3) ., 0 n t h e
question of 'honesty' in the workers response, this seems 
over cynical. Why' should we assume 'dishonesty"? More 
importantly, this negative view of the survey methodology 
misses the point that al1 social analysis depends partly 
on method, and partly on interpretation. If one starts out 
from the perspective of looking for the contradictions in 
the questionnaire response, this'would surely offset the 
problems of a more mechanical approach which Oilman tends 
to characterise. For example, if workers in the newspaper 
industry overwhelmingly reply in the positive to the 
question of 'are you in favour of your union amalgamating 
to form just one single union for the printing industry', 
but then respond negatively to the question 'do you think 
that combining with members of the other unions will 
strengthen your collective bargaining position within the 
industry', then a priori either the questions are poorly 
designed (therefore a technical, not analytical problem) 
or more likely, the workers in question have responded in 
a contradictory fashion. It is a premise of the present 
research's methodology that only when the researcher 
attempts to 'iron-out' contradictions of this sort (ie 
interpreting them as being technical faults) that flaws 
arise in interpretation. If the researcher primarily 
focusses upon 'contradictory' responses, and interprets 
them as reflecting contradictions in consciousness, then 
the survey method can prove a useful adjunct to the 
overall methodology used. Mann 1977 makes a similar point 
in discussing 'explosions of consciousness's "in fact from 
surveys, we can easily perceive latent consciousness of 
class, which, in certain situations, can explode' (p.229). 
Perhaps Mann goes too far in implying that simply the use 
of surveys can be used to interpret such complex issues as 
consciousness, but nevertheless there seems to be no a 
pri ori reason for dismissing the questionnaire method out 
of hand a la Oilman.
In order to gain a quantifiable source of data, two 
questionnaires were compiled C6I. The first, and most 
important (QA), was aimed at examining some of the 
fundamental attitudes of the respective chapel members, 
both towards other groups of workers and toward their own 
self-perceptions of occupational status differentiation 
wi thi n thie newspaper i ndustry. Th i s quest i onnaire, i n 
fact, evo1ved into two separate quest i onnaires duri ng the 
course of the field research, as it became apparent that 
for the clerical workgroups, many of the questions in the 
original questionnaire appeared irrelevant to their own* 
experi ences withi n the i ndustry. In part, thi s probiem may 
have been caused by the researcher's own craft background 
in the industry, which may have led to the use of 
t er mi no1ogy that f avoured the latter group, and not 
immediately definable by clerical groups. Thus a second 
questi onnai re was produced specif i cally f or the clerica1 
wor kgr ou.ps , although i t was designed to be ana 1 ysed i n 
c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h t h e o r i g i n a 1 , w h i c h w a s u s e □ f o r 
journa 1 i st and crat t groups. (Although i n some i nsi:ances , 
the data is not comparable between the three categories of
workers, but only two. Where this occurs, it will be 
indicated in the text). In retrospect, it would have been 
more efficient (both from the chapel's point of view in 
completing the questionnaire, and in analysing the results 
afterwards) to have compiled three separate, but 
compatable questionnaires for each of the three categories 
of worker.
In fact, this stage of the research proved to be the most 
problematic, owing to both the researcher's lack of 
experience, and only a vague idea at the outset of where 
precisely the research as a whole was going. Two 
weaknesses in particular became apparent in the original 
questionnaire. Firstly, about a third of the questions 
were of a speculative nature, centering around the theme 
of what would be the worker's attitude to various issues 
'if there was only one union in the printing industry'.
The questions asked in this respect were probably too 
detailed, and involved too high a degree of a priori 
theorising on the part of the respondent. As one 
sociologist, sympathetic to the quantitative approach, has 
commented:
"...the practical problems of organising such 
studies mean an inevitable temporal divorce 
between an attitude when measured and the past 
circumstances to which it may relate. Of course, 
the difficulty is by definition all the more 
intractable when measuring attitudes that may 
relate to some possible future circumstance 
whose occurence is indefinite. Such a separation 
in time may...seriously compromise the sociological 
analysis by questionnaire of some issues, and 
perhaps industrial relations with their exceptional! 
volatility, are an area where this is the case. 1 
I HUSBANDS 1981 s p.933
However, in defence of the qualitative methodology 
employed in this thesis, the question relating to union 
arna 1 ga.ma11 on i s so central to a di scussion concerni ng 
'sectionalism', and. the issue has such a high profile with 
newspaper workers at the present time, that it was felt 
that this should not detract from the legitimacy of the 
research findings, as it is precisely the group's 
subjective feelings vis-a-vis other groups of workers, 
that will have a significant impact on the prospects for 
f u t u r e u n i o n a m a 1 g a m a t i o n .
The second major weakness of the original questionnaire 
1 ay i n i t s 1 en g t h , c on s i s t i n g of 21 main q u e s t i o n s , rn a n y 
of which were sub-divided into 4-5 constituent parts. This 
could have been reduced, particularly by compiling three 
s e p a r a t e q u e s t i o n n a i r e s f o r t h e t h r e e ci i s t i n c t c a t e g o r i e s 
of worker, as several of the questions were group 
'specific. In general , the length and detail of the 
questions may well have contributed to the rather poor 
return rate, particularly amongst the craft and journalist
c h a p e 1 s . T in e r e t: u. r n e d q u. e s t i o n n a i r e s i n f a c t t o t. a 11 e d o n e 
h u n d r e d and t h i r t y nine, a b r e a k d o w n o f w h i c hi .i s g i v e n 
beIow in table 2.1 (p.29)
The questionnaires themselves were structured around four 
main categories of question:
i. personal details to build-up a profile of each 
workgroup;
ii. orientation towards the job and perceptions of new 
technology?
iii. attitudes towards print industry trade unions at 
the national level? 
iv. attitudes towards other workgroups/unions at the 
shop— floor level.
(Appendix 6 presents the questionnaire data in full)
In the relevant sections of this thesis, the survey data 
is presented as a comparison between the particular 
workgroup being studied, and the total findings for all 
workers surveyed on the respective question. In other 
words, the figures relating to 'all workers' is the 
overall average including the specific workgroup being 
studied. Whilst it may have been more insightful to 
compare the particular workgroup with an amalgam of all 
other workgroups, it was felt that given the low sample 
number of returned questionnaires (139), the validity of 
t h e st ati st i c s needed maximising. This met hod never t h e1ess 
enables a reasonable analysis of the unique response of 
t h e s p e c i f i c w o r k group c o m p a red w i t h t h e general respon s e 
of all workers. The statistical methodology was to wei ght 
the responses, in order to take account of missing answers 
for each category of worker. For example, the NGA'82 
workgroups returned a total of 42 questionnaires to the 
researcher. Thus if in a particular question, only 39 
answers were recorded (ie three were missing), the 
responses were weighted by a factor of 1.08 (ie 42439 to 
1h e nearest two decima I p o i n t s ) . Th e f i g ur es c a 1 c u. 1 a ted 
for 'all workers' were based on the average for all 
E &t egor i es of wor k er , t h us g i v i n g a mor e ac c ur ate fig Li.r e 
in respect of workgroup variations (the essence of the 
research) than an individual weighted count of each 
individual response would have provided. The latter method 
w ou1d h ave been p ar ticular1y mi s1eadi n g as t h er e are larg e 
v a r i a t i o n s i n t Si e a b s o 1 u t e n u m b e r s o f r e s p o ndents in e a c h 
category. Hence the craft workers would have distorted the 
average for 'all workers' as they are in a majority. The 
m e t h o d c h o s e n e 1 i m i n a t e s t h i s p r o b 1 e m b y t a k i n g i n t o 
account only the percentages arr i ved at f or each group, 
and not the total number of respondents involved. The
The second questionnaire (QB) to be completed by M/FOC's 
o-f the r espect i ve chapels, related to inter-union 
structural changes that may have taken place in industrial 
relations practices at the particular paper. The questions 
asked were primarily designed to examine the extent to 
which inter-chapel relations had altered (if at all) in 
respect of collective bargaining units over the 
introduction of new technology. In other words, whether or 
not bargaining with management over technology had 
produced a more united approach between the different 
unions, than was the case when bargaining over other 
issues, QB was a relatively short multiple-choice type 
survey, consisting of nine questions. It was not envisaged 
that QB would form the basis of a scientif.ical 1 y sound 
pool of data itself, due to the smallness of the sample. 
But rather it was to be used as an aid in developing a 
structural picture of changes in inter-chapel relations, 
to assist in the interpretation of the findings from QA.
In all, eight union representatives completed this 
questionnaire (see table 2:1).
taible 2, 1 : breakdown of questionnaire returns by
workgroup category and occupational status
j o u r n a l . i st cleri cal craf t 171
QA QB QA QB QA QB
Paper 1 10 ij. i •**» 1 10 •*
Paper 2 10 l * / 1 o 1 17 •j
Paper 3 - - 5 - 45 1
Paper 4 - — — - 13 I
total 20 34 85 4
2. The Quali tati ve Approach
Up to this stage, the research methodologies were designed 
primarily to create a quantifiable pool of empirical data, 
on which to base the study. The final research method 
employed was a series of individual interviews and group 
discussions, with workers and managers at the various 
newspapers (see table 2.2). All the interviews/discussions 
wer e t ape r ec or d ed , an d ex t en s i v e 1 y t r an sc r i b ed .
table 2,2 : breakdown of numbers involved in interviews^
■T discussions by wor kgroup/occupat i onal status
journalist clerical craft E83 mgt 
rank & file il 10 49
M/FOC 5 3 5 -
management - - - 7
total ‘ "16 13 55 7
T h e i n d i v i d u a 1 i n t e r v i e w s too I-: p 1 a c e w i t h a manage m e n L 
representative (normally the personnel manager) and the 
M/FGC"s of the respective chapels, and were designed to 
gain an overall picture of the industrial relations 
climate at the specific newspaper, and to gauge the 
changes that had occured in respect of production 
technology. These interviews often took place over several 
sessions, each one lasting from between 20 minutes to 2 
hours.
The group discussions were organised to include three to 
four chapel members at a time, and lasted on average about 
45 minutes. The technique used in these discussions was 
fairly informal, with the researcher just guiding the 
participants through the main points of the discussion 
(usually revolving around the type of questions asked in 
the survey), and letting the workers themselves bring out 
what they felt were the most salient issues regarding 
changing technology and inter-chapsl /union relations C93.
These sessions formed the basis of the qualitative 
contemporary analysis of the thesis, and are quoted 
extensively in chapters six, seven and eight, so as to 
a11ow the chape1 members to articulate their feelings and 
perceptions towards the issues raised in this research. It 
should be noted however, that the quotes are used 
pr i mar i1y on 1y when they illustrate a generally held 
attitude amongst a specific group of workers, and will not 
just reflect an individual 's beliefs. At the outset of the 
r e s e a r c h i t w a s e n v i s aged t hi a t t h e group d i s c u s s i o n s m a y 
prove the most problematic -aspect of methodology, both to 
arrange and carry-out successfully. These initial fears 
were in retrospect unfounded, largely due to the excellent 
assistance and cooperation I was given at the newspapers 
concerned. Middle management and overseers (line managers) 
went out of their way to allow for the group discussions 
to take place, more often than not in production time. At 
each of the four paper the Ti/FOCs of the respective 
chape1s or gani sed for the researcher, those chape1 members 
wi 11i ng to take part i n the group di scussions, often on 
their own initiative arranging for a cross section of 
workers to be present, in respect of age, sex and general 
attitudes towards trade union affairs. And finally, the 
chapel members themselves proved to be eager to discuss 
the issues currently affecting their working lives, in an 
ar t i cu 1 at e and □ os i t i ve mann er . Of cou.r se , inheren t i n an 
interview/discussion format are many difficulties, not *
1 e a s t t h e r e s e a r c h e r ' s o w n b i a s , both i n c hi a n n e 11 i n g the 
disc u s s i o n a1on g a p a r ti cu1 ar route, and in interpreting 
what i s be ing said by the p ar t ic i pan t s. Rerhaps this 
problem was especially acute given the personal background 
of the researcher and the nature of the research. However, 
this qualitative methodology proved fruitful for several 
reasons,. Firstly, so as to allow the researcher to develop 
a more open and understandi ng relationship with the 
various managers, workers and chapels at the respective 
newspapers. Secondly, to enable a more insightful
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interpretation to take place in respect of the 
questionnaire data, thus attempting to avoid a 
'mechanical' process of data analysis occuring. In other 
words, the interviews/discussions were to be used 
interactively with the survey findings. Thirdly, by 
involving groups of workers in discussing their 
experiences and perceptions together, rather than 
individually, it was felt that this would produce a more 
representative result in respect of chapel orientation, 
thus emphasising the need to distinguish between 
i ndi vidual perceptions and col 1ecti ve manifestations of 
those attitudes. And lastly, the interviews/discussions 
were used to gain a quali tati ve perspective on which could 
be developed a theoretical analysis of the concept of 
'sectionalism'. In short, it was felt that the above 
rationales for adopting a qualitative approach, more than 
offset the negative aspects of this type of research 
methodology.
Of course, ultimately, the analysis of qualitative and 
quantitative material will be largely shaped by the 
framework in which the interpretation is made, and the 
following Chapter will present a discussion concerning the 
analytical framework in which this thesis is to be 
understood.
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Chapter Three: SECTIONALISM: an ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
A/ Introducti on
Although 'sectionalism' as a concept is a problematic, it 
has tended to be used as a negative term in a
theoretically very loose manner. The mere manifestion of
'isolated' action has been perceived as 'sectionalism', 
defined as being action inherently negative to other 
groups of workers. Regarding its theoretical usage, a 
useful starting point can be gained from a study of the 
shipbuilding industry conducted in the early 1970s:
"One of the most striking features about the 
independent action exercised from the employees 
side is that it is highly sectional in character.
That is the action is generally taken by individual
unions or individual workgroups working in 
isolation from, and at times in conflict with, 
other unions and workgroups."
[COMMISSION on INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 1971 : p.1091
In other words, 'sectionalism' relates to the attitudes, 
perceptions and actions of separate workgroups/unions, 
which manifest themselves as defensive/hostile to the 
interests of other groups of workers. At first glance, one 
can immediately see the apparent relevance of this basic 
definition when applied to the newspaper industry, 
particular1y with the inter-union rivalry of the mid 
1980s.
However, the present chapter attempts to develop a more 
rigorous theoretical understanding of the concept of 
sectionalism, firstly be looking at the somewhat lose way 
in which the concept has been used to refer to newspaper 
workers; and secondly by formulating two ideal type 
conceptualisations of sectionalism: the static-
conservative and the dynamic—embryonic. Each approach will 
be examined in turn, and a critique will be offered of 
both perspectives, with the aim of developing a 
sociological understanding of the nature of 'sectionalism' 
outwith the above two frameworks.
B/ Sectionalism Amongst Newspaper Workers
In examining studies undertaken specifically in the 
printing/newspaper industry, two flaws in the use of the 
term 'sectionalism' are evident: firstly, there tends to 
be a lack of clarity of and rigour in defining and using 
'sectionalism' as an explanation of the character of 
organised labour; and secondly, this first point has been 
exacerbated by an over-concentration on specific instances 
of industrial disputes, which have often entailed some 
degree of inter-union conflict. Of course, most studies 
have not been directly concerned with 'sectionalism' per 
se, and other works have quite legitimately been focussed 
upon major newspaper disputes, particularly over the past 
decade. But in general, these studies have been 
underpinned by an uncritical understanding of the concept 
of sectianalism. For example, the belief that sectionalism 
is an important and pervading characteristic of organised 
labour in the newspaper industry is now a commonplace, and 
references to this concept permeate much of the relevant 
literature. In examining the nature of sectionalism in the 
newspaper industry, it is clearly at the level of the 
chapel (workgroup) that one needs to focus primarily. An 
ACAS report on the provincial press in the 1970s for 
example stated:
"At chapel level we found from our case studies 
that the tradition of sectional action is deeply 
ingrained. The long history and stability of the 
chapel and its scope for independent action have 
influenced the view that chapels can best defend 
their interests by acting independently."
I!ACAS, 1977 s p. 2161
In other words, the individual chapel is the basic unit 
for collective bargaining purposes with management, and
there is little perceived advantage for negotiating on a
broader based collective level with other chapels/unions. 
In this context, sectionalism is a structural element of 
industrial relation's, and can be referred to more 
precisely as sect i on a1i sat i on. To the extent that ACAS's 
•findings were accurate in respect of the provincial press, 
the national press represents an even stronger case for 
the contention that organised labour in the newspaper 
industry has traditionally been highly sectionalised at 
the chapel level. Martin 1981 for instance, comments that:
"The limited success of attempts to co-ordinate 
tactics even at individual house level through 
the election of Imperial Composing FOCs, and 
the unpopularity of proposals for a system of
Federated House Chapels, at least with the London
national newspaper chapels, indicate that chapel 
separation...remains a considerable force."
[MARTIN 1981 : p. 1143
The historical validity of the above two quotes need not 
concern us for the time being, but rather their importance 
lay in the way in which they conflate two constituent 
elements of workgroup differentiation. As can be seen in 
ACAS 1977, workgroup divisions exist as a structural 
element of industrial relations in the newspaper industry 
(sectionalisation) of organised labour. In this sense, 
sectionalisation refers to the fact that the individual 
chapel/workgroup is the basic unit for collective 
bargaining purposes with management, and there is little 
perceived advantage for bargaining on a broader level with 
other chapels/unions. This does not mean however that the 
workers or workgroups themselves are necessarily sectional 
in attitude, which is implied by the above two quotes. Of 
course structural divisions may lead to sectionalism, but 
this is a matter of empirical investigation rather than an 
a priori assumption. In other words, theoretical1y , 
sectionalism has been used uncritically, through a failure 
to distinguish clearly between structural divisions, and 
perceptual sectionalism. This in turn has implied a 
misleadingly mechanistic relationship between two distinct 
constructs. In order to understand more precisely the 
concept of sectionalism, it is therefore necessary to go 
beyond studies of the newspaper industry, and explore more 
generally theories of worker differentiation.
C/ Theories of Sectionalism
In order to develop a more rigorous theoretical approach 
towards sectionalism, using ideal type formulations, two 
competing perspectives can be distinguished in the 
literature on worker differentiation: (i) the 'static-
conservative'; and (ii) the 'dynamic—embryonic‘ approach.
* * St at i c-Conservati ve Ferspecti ve
The static-consernative perspective essentially 
understands workgroup/union sectionalism as an inherently' 
conservative phenomenon, inducing in the sectionalised 
group a negative perception of other, differentiated 
groups of workers. Underpinning this conceptualisation of 
sectionalism, is an over-concentration on the world of the 
craft worker, characteristical1y a white, male, apprentice 
trained/socialised worker, who in contradistinction to the 
wider 'semi/unski 11e d ' sector of the workforce, perceives 
himself and is perceived by others as an 'elite' part of 
the workforce (or labour aristocracy).
Implicitly using this type of conceptualisation, both 
pluralists and marxists til have commented extensi vely on 
the prevalence of sectionalism within the the labour force 
and between the trades unions, for the most part arguing 
that it is an inherently negative phenomenon inimical to 
the development of broader solidarity action by the
w o r k i n g  class. This is not to argue that trade unionism in 
itself cannot develop and progress, in organisation and 
outlook, perhaps because of occupational restructuring and 
changing technology, but that the development of organised 
1abour would remain stati ca11y 1ocked into an 
organisational framework, that by its very definition was 
sectional and economistic in orientation, inhibiting what 
some marxists see for example, as the development of a 
'class consciousness'.
From a pluralist perspective, Flanders .1975 for example, 
saw changing technology as essentially exacerbating the 
conservatism of a relatively priviliged craft section of 
the workforce, by inducing in it a heightened 
defensiveness in order to combat what the craft worker- 
perceived to be a threat to hi s privileged position in the 
1ab our mar k et.
"...technical change, by shifting the boundaries 
of traditional crafts and eroding their genuine 
skill content, strengthens rather than weakens 
the force of craft tradition." 
tFLANDERS 1975 : p.2863
In other words, rather than the de facto erosion of craft 
skills, required at the point of production leading to a 
mechanical stripping of the worker's 'skill label', those 
sections of the workforce that have been former!'/ treated 
as being 'craft workers', react defensively to real 
changes in the labour process and attempt to retain 
(Flanders felt in the 1960s quite successfully) their 
sectional craft position and status. Eldridge 1968 noted 
that this competition over job rights cannot be directly 
conf1ated with sect i onali sm, as the clai m f or wor k i s 
"grounded in certain moral considerations", and entails an 
acceptance by one craft group of other craft workgroups 
rights to their traditional jobs (p.109). However,
Eldridge similarly to Flanders, also sees the problematic 
nature of this type of 'moral' framework, given the often 
rad ical changes i n wor k organi sat i on and product i on 
technology:
"The argument is that over time job rights 
based on claims of exclusive competence 
have become i ncreasing1y art i fi ci a1. Sk i11 
m o nopo1y on an ob j ec t i ve assessmen t may be 
regarded as more notional than real, yet it *
i s mai ntai ned thr ough techniques deve1oped 
by craft unions as interest groupss the 
rn a i n t en a n c e o f a c 1 o s ed s h op and a s t r i c: t 
regu1 ation of condi t i ons of entry to the
Despite major differences between pluralists and marxists 
on the question of worker differentation, there are clear 
similarities of thought between the two regarding 
sectionalism. As Hyman argues:
"Class bias is built into everyday thought and 
1anguage...si milar constraints encourage workers' 
self-conception in essentially sectional terms: 
the nation of the working class as a group with 
common interests* opposed to those of employers 
as a class is excluded from everyday language. 
Fragmented in their presentation, the interests 
of the majority can thus paradoxically be 
construed as mi nori ty interests, to be pursued 
defensively and apologetically."
CHYMAN 1975 : p.1473
However, unlike the pluralist perspective, politically for 
marxism, this then raises the problem of how to overcome 
sectionalism, and develop a broader based class 
consciousness, if in fact, such a development is 
attainable. In the 1970s, mainstream marxism tended to 
follow the Leninist dictum that trade union organisation 
leads to sectional unionism, and not solidaristic class 
based activity. Marxists such as Hyman argued that 
sectionalism is structurally endemic in the organisation 
of trades unionism: "The principle obstacle to a coherent 
radicalisation of the objectives of industrial 
struggle...Cis3 the sectionalism inherent in trade union 
action" (1975, p.177). Thus only the development of 
broader political organisation(s) and action can overcome 
this basic conservatism within the ranks of organised 
labour. In the dialectical relationship between capital 
and labour, the former has overdetermined the historical 
development of the trades unions, in such a way that:
"Unions were moulded according to the contours 
of capitalist industry and accepted as legitimate 
the sectional interests which resulted; sectionalism 
blurred any awareness of the common problems of 
workers inherent in capitalist work relations - 
which necessitate a class response."
CCLARKE 1977 : p. 163
In other words, not only are 'skilled' working class 
groups manifestly defensive in their status perceptions, 
but the working class as a whole are locked into an 
inherently sectional organisational framework. This is not 
to imply that that this stream of marxist thinking allows 
for no progression and development of trade unionism as 
such, but that in organisation and outlook the development 
of working class activity will remain statically locked 
into a framework that by its very definition is static and 
conservative, inhibiting what some marxists term as the 
development of a 'class based consciousness' amongst 
organised labour. In short, what is required for this 
latter development is a broader based revolutionary
□ o 1 i ti ca 1 par t:y capab I e of transcend i ng the i nbu.i ]. t 
conservatism of industrial organisation.
In the 1980s, one stream of marxism, generally denoted as 
'Eurocommunism', has gone further in its critique of the 
nature of the working class and its organisations, arguing 
that not only is trade unionism an inherently sectional 
entity, but that the working class is no longer, in 
itself, the agency of revolutionary (or even progressive) 
change in capitalist society. Trade unionism, from this 
perspective, thus becomes just one of many 'pressure 
groups' within society, representing a series of diverse 
sectional worker interests.
Eric Hobsbawn 1981 has been perhaps the most influential 
theorists in respect of the 'Eurocommunist' school, which 
has come to adopt, in essence, a pluralist understanding 
of the 'working class': "we now see a growing division of
workers into sections and groups, each pursuing its own 
economic interest irrespective of the rest" (p.14). 
Moreover, any form of politics (be it revolutionary or 
otherwise) based on the activity of organised labour is 
fatally flawed, as the working class at the point of 
production no longer have the coherence and strategic 
importance to fundamentally alter society.
2. The Dynami c--Embryoni c Perspect i ve
In contradistinction to the latter viewpoint, some 
orthodox marxist-1eninists have held onto the belief that 
tixe wor k i ng c I ass are st ill the agency of change , and that 
t h e 1 at t er an d i t s or g an i sat i on is cap ab1e of 
revoluti onary transformat i on. Foster & Woolf son 1986 
f or mu 1 at ed wh at c an b e t ermed a ' d y n ami c ~emb r yon i c ' 
conceptualisation of workgroup trade unionism, in a study 
of the Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (UCS) occupation in 1971. 
For them, the workers' primary organisation ~ the 
wor kg r oup - c on t a i n s wi t hin it t he emb r y onic f or rn of 
h ro ad er soli dari st i c cl ass b ased c on sciousness. The 
c e n t r a 1 r a t :l. o n a 1 e b e h i n d t h i s v i e w p o i n t i s t h a t t h e 
w  o r k g r o u. p i s t h e ini t i a 1 col 1 ect i vi st organisation that 
I abour cr ea t es , thus r  epr  esen t i ng the f i r st movemen t away 
from the i ndivi duali sm that capitalist society inculcates 
in the c on sc i oi.i s ness of the worker. In criticising the 
Eu r o c om m u. n i s t p o s i t ion i n g ener a I , a n d Hy m a n i n 
p a r t i c li 1 a r , F o s t e r & W o o 1 f s o n a r g la e t h a t e rn p i r i c a 11 y , t !n e 
st atic-con ser vati ve perspec t ive on wor kg roup sec t i on a1i sm 
fails to account, for three specific features of the 
s h i p b li i 1 d i n g i n d u s t r y s i . a h i s t o r v mar k e d by explosions 
of broad based class activity; ii . the general strength of 
the individual craft based organisations have been matched 
by a wider work--force cohesi veness; and i i i . a very high 
level of formal industrial militancy. And therefore 
theoretical 1y criticises the static/conservative 
perspective over its lack of definition of where to draw a 
1 i n e between sec t :i. on a 1 and so 1 i d ar i s t :i. c / c 1 ass h a sod 
ac t i on:
" What, .is 1 ac: k i. rig ...is an ability to i d en t i f y 
where class activity starts. Whether it is 
limited to the protection of craft status 
or extends to much wider class aims, it must 
begin at the same point: a col 1ective not 
individual, attempt to limit the market freedom 
of capital. At either level, the strength of 
the workgroup in day-to-day bargaining is 
central, and it is here that the character 
of shipbuilding tchnology assumes especial 
importance. Just because it was so conducive 
to the maintenance of workgroups based on 
skill, but at the same time continually 
changing, it posed with particular force 
the issue of who controlled production, and 
did so in ways that sustained a permanent 
challenge to the power of management."
CFOSTERWOOLFSON 1986 : p.1413
In other words, in this dynamic-embryonic perspective, the 
workgoup is central, as it is the primary collective 
organisation of the working class, thus breaking down the 
individualist ethos of capitalist society. Hence workgroup 
action (inherently sectionalised) constitutes an embryonic 
form of a greater class consciousness, rather than being a 
block to the latter.
More recently, Kelly 1988 has argued for more rigour in 
analysing sectionalism than the static-conservative 
approach tends to adopt. Kelly notes a conflation of three 
distinct aspects of working class activity in the use of 
sectionalism; o r g a n i s a t i o n f  a c t i o n  and consciousness;■ and 
goes on to argue that given the often ill-defined and 
pejorative use of the term sectionalism,
"...it would therefore be valuable to 
distinguish between three different 
forms of the phenomenon. C o m p e t i t i v e  
sectionalism refers to actions be one 
group of workers that are taken at the 
expense of another group. E e n e f i c i a  1 
sectionalism refers to actions by a 
□roup of workers that promote the 
i nterests of wi d er sect i ons of wor kers.
F i n a11y b e n i g n  sec tionalism r ef er s to 
actions fay a group of workers that have 
no effects on others. "
IKELLY 1988 : p. 145-46 3
Similarly to Faster L Woolf son, Kelly's arguments:' are 
underpinned by a dynamic-embryonic conceptualisation of 
sectionalism, as being the 'raw material' of working class 
i nterest and aspi r at ions, out of whieh socialism must be 
c o r i st r uc ted < p.146).
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C/ Critique of the Theories of Sectionalism
Foster Woolf son offer a detailed soci o-hi star i cal 
explanation for the dialectical realignment of 
sectionalism and solidarity in the shipbuilding industry, 
which clearly presents an empirical and theoretical 
challenge to the generalisations of the static- 
conservative approach to sectionalism. And Kelly points to 
another weakness in the latter perspective, which lay in 
the avoidance of intensive investigation of
'sectionalism'. In other words, there is a tendency on the 
part of many theorists of working class differentiation to 
only indirectly tackle the question of the underlying 
dynamics of sectionalism at the point of production. This 
becomes ahistorical, in the sense that little real 
attention is paid to the changing relationship between 
workers at the point of production but rather upon broader 
socio-political aspects such as voting intentions and 
patterns. In short, there has been a scarcity in analyses 
of the interrelationship between diverse groups of workers 
at the shop-floor level. Moreover, an over-concentration 
on the sociology of the craft worker has led to static 
conceptualisations of sectionalism, or to sweeping 
historical disillusionment with the apparent 
'conservatism' of trades unionism in general; the central 
guilty party beings male, white, skilled, craft unionised 
workers (particul ar 1 y noticeable in the methodology of 
Cockburn 1983). It's not that male, white, conservative 
craft workers are not 'sectional' in certain respects, but 
all groups of workers manifest some forms of 
'sectionalism', including 'liberal' journalist and female 
clerical workers. Thus it is misleading to solely 
concentrate on the apparent negative attitudes and actions 
of craft workers/unions in a void, without analysing in 
conjunction their relationship to other groups of workers 
at the point of production. And more importantly, without 
exploring the way in which these sectional contours are 
actually restructured through the changing relationships 
b et ween different i at ed g r oups in the p roducti on p r oc ess.
The above understand i ng of sectionalism has had serious 
imp1ications, and has in part underpinned the 
Eurocommunist claim that the working class can no longer 
be seen as am homogeneous entity, but rather is 
increasingly heterogeneous - (i ncreasing1y more akin to a
W eber i a n t h a n M a r x 1 s t v i e w) manifested in time s o f 
conflict in 'sectionalism' as defined above. The present 
s t u d y a 11 e f n p t s t o c h a 11 e n g e t h e a b o v e ' s t a t i c— 
conservative' conceptual i. sat i ons of sectionalism by 
ex ami ni ng and an a1ysi ng t he phenomenon at a h i st or i ca1 
moment of change; amongst a workforce that is experiencing 
a radio: a 1 r e s t r u c: t u r i n g o f i t s w o r k i n g e n v i r o n m e n t , 
underpin ned b y c h an ge s i n tec hn o1og y p r od uc i n g a d y n a m i c 
r e a 1 i g m e n t o f i n t e r - w o r k g r o u p / u. n :i. o n rela t :i. o n s , i n 
p ar t i c u i ar i n the area of b1ue/whi t e c o11 ar s k ill, g en der, 
occupat: :i. ona 1. and cu 11ur a 1 oJ i f f er ent :i. at i on „ Essent .i. a 1 I y , 
t h i s t hi e s :i. s w i. 13. a r g u e t h a t s e c t i o n a 3. i s m .i. s n e i t h e r
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static, nor -inherently 'conservative', but must be seen as 
a historically dynamic phenomenon, which creates its own 
limitations and possibilities regarding the development of 
broader class based solidarity.
However, the dynamic-embryonic approach can be criticised 
in respect of its tendency to rest on a flawed a priori 
dichotomy: that is that sectionalism should not be seen as 
a static phenomenon, unaffected (or even exacerbated) by 
'capitalist development* and changing technology, but that 
sectionalism contains a dynamic that can develop into a 
broader based class consciousness. Indeed, defining where 
sectional action ends, and class action begins implies 
that a clear cut division can be theoretical1y 
distinguished, which itself is misleading, and assumes a 
dynamic undercurrent which can/will lead to 'class 
consciousness'. This perspective has tended to have more 
of a political imperative than a sociological one, and 
whilst not wishing to create a false barrier between 
political and sociological analysis, it is important from 
an industrial sociological viewpoint to clearly 
distinguish sociological analysis from political ideals.
To elaborate upon this point, it can be seen that in many 
ways, both of the above two ideal type formulations on 
sectionalism have stemmed from the classical marxist ideas 
of a 'class in itself', and a 'class for itself'. The 
'class in/for itself' dichotomy denotes the distinction 
between the idea that social classes objectively exist in 
the structure of capitalist society in antagonistic 
relationship to each other (centrally in the form of 
capital and labour), but are not necessarily aware of 
their position in relation to other classes (class in 
itself). And the subjective development of a 'class 
consciousness' whereby the working class for instance, 
begins to understand its position in society as being 
primarily determined by its antagonistic relationship to 
the capitalist class. Or as Oilman puts it:
"In dealing with the possibility of socialist 
revolution in the present...it is not enough 
to treat people as embodiments of social- 
economic functions...the people involved 
must still respond to these influences in 
ways that make what is possible - actual.
In Marxist terminology, they must become 
class conscious."
COLLMAN 1984 : p. 83
This dichotomy between objective class position and 
subjective consciousness of that position has been the 
problematic for marxist thought in the post-1945 period. 
And both the static-conservative perspective (or at least 
its Eurocommunist element) and the dynamic-embryonic 
thesis has largely arisen out of a tension in the theory 
of marxism, between a 'humanist' and 'structural' 
perspective, which moreover have been heavily influenced
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by the needs of political expediency. The humanist 
tradition reflected in Marx's early work, particularly the 
Economic & Philosophic Manuscripts 1844, and a 
'structural' perspective which argues that Marx's later 
work, especially Capital 1867 (V.l), can be seen as an 
epi stemol og:i. cal break from Marx's early 'humanist' period, 
and represents a view of social class which stresses the 
reality of structural class locations irrespective of 
consciousness of those locations.
The structural position is represented most notably in the 
work of Althusser (1970, with Bali bar) and the early 
Poulantzas (1973), who argue that consciousness is 
determined equally by political and ideological 
structures, as well as economic (ie class relations of 
production). All three societal structures interrelate in 
a dialectical process, thus the working class do not 
simply develop a class consciousness directly as a result 
of its 'economic' position - as 'labour' inherently 
antagonistic to 'capital'. Indeed, political and 
ideological structures can often blur working class 
perceptions of society'. More i mportant 1 y' for the purpose 
of the current discussion on sectionalism, the structural 
account of class consciousness tended to minimise the 
relevance of individuals and collectives who constituted
the class as being acti ve agents in the formation of the
class. Putting it crudely", the working class (or any other 
class) existed structural 1y , not because of the 
perceptions of its members vis-vis class location. As 
Pou 1 an t z as, ar g Lies x
"...while it is true that the agents themselves 
must be reproduced - 'trained' and 'subjected' — 
in order to occupy certain places, it is equally 
true that the distribution of agents does not 
depend on their choices or aspirations but on 
the very reproduction of these positions...
These two aspects are features of the 
ensemble of reproduction, inside which the 
reproduction of social relations...is dominant.
E-:ut in the ensemble of reproduction, including
t he re p r o ci u c t i o n o f s o e i a 1 relation s „ t hi e
reproduction of places constitutes the p r i n c i p a l  
a s p e c t „ "
CPOULANTZAS 1982 “ p.Ill, original emphasis!
The political implication of this conceptualisation wasy 
t hat the wor k i ng c1 ass was not capable of a se 1 f- 
development of 'class consciousness', but were rather 
p a s s i v e r e c i p i e n t s  o f h i s t o r i c a I r ealigmen t s o f s o c i e t. a 1 
structures. The implicit assumption here was that the 
work i ng class had t o be dir ect ed and 1ed by a c1 ass 
c ons ci ou s re vo1ut i o na r y van g uar di st pa r t y , wh i ch itself 
would reflect favourable objective? historical conjunctures 
of interrelated structures Cl!. However, this was not the 
'voluntarism' advocated by Lenin due to the political 
e xp ed i en ci es of t he situ a t i on in Russ i a in t he e ar1y 201 h
Century, which emphasised the need -for the working class 
to create a revolution, led by a conscious centralised 
party, but rather (particular1y in respect of Althusser's 
somewhat Stalinist political leanings), a recipe for 
political inaction on the part of the working class, under 
the benign leadership of a centralised party. A priori, 
from this stand point, sectionalism within the ranks of 
organised labour can be seen to reflect primarily adverse 
historical conjuntures, outside the direct influence of 
differentiated groups of workers, rather than being a 
phenomenon that was capable of being transformed (or even 
restructured) by the working cla\ss itself through its own 
activity.
In contradistinction to this type of structural marxism, a 
humanist tradition re-emerged within marxism, initiated 
amongst others by Thompson 1980, who in attacking the 
authoritarianism and elitism that the structural school of 
marxism had historically led to, stressed the voluntary 
self-activity of the working class, in its own makings
"I do not see class as a 'structure', nor even as 
a 'category', but as something which in fact happens 
...in human relationships. The class experience is 
largely determined by the productive relations 
into which men are born - or enter involuntari1y .
Class-consciousness is the way in which these 
experiences are handled in cultural termss embodied 
in traditions, value-systems, ideas, and 
institutional forms. If the experience appears 
as determined, class-consciousness does not." 
[THOMPSON 1980 : pp.8-91
The humanist a\pproach to class formation is not in an 
abstract sense, historically determined, but rather by its 
very definition, allows for an open-ended development of 
class consciousness; or more precisely, does not 
understand consciousness in the structural sense, but 
rather sees it as the total set of relationships between 
a n d w i t hi in c 1 a s s e s which is con t :i. n u o u s 1 y b e :l. n g 
restructured and reformulated. A p r i o r i , this implies the 
d i st i nc t possi b i1 i ty that f or ms of sectiona1i sm wi11 
c o e x i s t a 1 o n g s i d e m a n i f e s t i o n s o f b r a a d e r c 1 a s s 
consc i ousness w:i. thi i n the per cept i ons of the wor k i ng c 1 ass. 
Following the logic of this approach it will be the aim of 
thi s thesi s io show that although wor kgr oup sect i ona1i sm 
i s a profound1y dynamic phenomenon, offeri ng the potential 
for a broader based unity amongst organised labour, 
capitalist restructuring leads to a r e a l i g n m e n t  o f  
sect i o n a  1 i s m , rather than a progressive deve1opment 
t owar ds an ahst ract idea of ' c 1 ass con sc: i ousness ' Mor e 
specifically, it will be argued that each of the three 
categor i es of worker studied in th:i. s thesi s -- journa 1 i st , 
clerical and craft — exhibit a complex set of 
c o n t r a d i c t o r y  p e r c e p t i o n s  a n d  a t t i t u d e s „ within a 
framework of ' t e n s i o n s '  specific to each group; in part
—  4  4  —
reflecting the historical trajectory of organised labour 
in the newspaper/printing industry.
Moreover, both Eurocommunists and orthdodox Marxist- 
Leninists tend to imply that radicalisation of the working 
class is determined historically, and thus the working 
class have either missed its chance for radical change 
(Eurocommunism), or that the historical factors have yet 
to manifest themselves, therefore working class radicalism 
is yet to come (orthodox Marxist-Leninist). But the 
chances for radicalism come and go, and spaces appear at 
historical moments, hence the importance of being 
sociologically rigid in analysing the chances that are 
created at particular moments, but to recognise the 
limitations and overall sectional framework that these 
situations will exist within. In short, sectionalism and 
class consciousness are not polar opposites 
(static/conservative), or organically related 
(dynamic/embryonic), but are locked into a dialectical 
relationship of tension, in which the terms themselves are 
but abstract conceptualisations in which to attempt to 
understand the experience of working class activity.
Reference (Chapter Three)
1. For a full critique of the structural marxist position 
on this question see Connell in Giddens/Held 1982.
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Chapter Four: THREE GENERATIONS of NEWSPAPER TECHNOLOGY
A/ Introdneti on
Before we turn to the substantive part of the thesis, it 
is necessary to look specificalIy at how changing 
technology has affected workgroup/union job demarcation 
structures at the shop-floor level- It should be noted at 
the outset, however, that this chapter does not attempt a 
systematic or detailed description of newspaper technology 
through the ages for the following reasons: firstly, it is 
not directly relevant to the present thesis; secondly, it 
lay beyond the researcher 's competence; and thirdly, 
experts in the field have written extensively on the 
subject C 1 3 . But rather the purpose of this chapter will 
be simply to give the reader a basic understanding of the 
plant level division of labour within the newspaper 
production process, by outlining some of the main job 
tasks of the various workgroups within the hot-metal 
system of printing (see diagram 1), and examining briefly 
how the job content of each group has been affected by 
computerisation C23. Primarily for heuristic purposes, the 
present chapter distinguishes three basic generations of 
technology, and the typi cal (though not sole) job 
demarcation pattern concomitant to each period:
1. the 'old' technology: hot-metal printing, which 
in its 'modern' form dait.es back to the 1890s and 
into the 197Os;
2. the 'intermediate' stage of technology; early 
phase photocomposition (generically termed 'cold- 
type ' ) which began to be introduced in British 
provincial newspapers on a large scale from 
between the late 1960s and the mid 1980s;
3- the 'new' technology: fully computerised systems
of printing- This 'state of the art' technology 
b e i n g g r a d u at 11 y i rn t r o d u c e d i n n a t i o n a 1 a n d 
p!'"ovincial newspapers from the mid 1980s
^// ' 01 d ' Tec h n o 1 o g y l 33
1- Introduction
Letterpress printing, the principle of a relief surface* 
mak i ng an impression on p aper (or ot her su it ab1e 
(material.) , i s t he o 1 d est met h od of p r i n t i n g , d at i n g b ack 
to 8th Century Japan. The f irst movab1e type i s known to 
have b e e n d e v e 3. o p e d at r o u n d t h e m :i. d d I e o f t h e 1 11 h C e n t u r y 
in China, using hard baked clay,. Four-hundred years later, 
t h e a b i 3. i t y t o m a s s p r o d u c e p r i n t e d m a t. e r i a 3. f r o m m o v a b 1 e 
type was set in motion by the European Johann Gutenberg, 
who is popularly accredited with the mantle of being 
'father of the printing process'- Hot-metal movable
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type soon replaced the earlier use of wood, and other 
peri j::)hera], chanqes i n 1 e11epr ess techniques t ook p 1 ace, 
b u t b a s i c a 1 1. y the principle o f r e 1 i e f p. r i n t i n g 1:3 y u. s e o -f 
movable type? remained unaltered (as a technology) between 
the 15th and 19th Centuries.
By th e ear 1 y 191h Centur y mechan :i. sat i on was deve 1 op i n g 
rapidly in Europe, and the -first mechanical typesetting 
machines began to take shape in the 1840s, although it was 
not until the 1890s that the 'Linotype' and 'Intertype' 
machines (see glossary of terms in Appendix 2) were 
introduced on a large scale in the British printing 
industry. However, despite the many further advances in 
printing technology, making inroads into the general 
pr i nt i ng i ndustry, part i cular1y wi th the development of 
1i thograph i c technology, little change occured i n the 
or gan i sat i on of the product i on pr ocess i n the Br i t i shi 
newspap er i ndust r y.
Thus between the 1890s and the late 1960s, with the advent 
of early forms of phototypesetting, there developed a 
rigid job allocation structure?, in a relatively highly 
u n i o n i s e d i n d u s t r y , w i th the chapel f orm i ng the b as i c un i t 
of wor kp1 ace organi sat i on. The or i g i nat i on side of 
newsp ap er p r oduc t i on cen t r ed ar oun d a t hi r ee t :i. er d i v i s i on 
of I abour. Journal i sts were responsi b 1 e f or the gather i ng , 
writing and processi ng of news stories and art i c1es, a set 
of functions that can be termed as the 'creative' si tie of 
newspaper wor k„ Cleri cal wor kers were emp1oyed as both 
admin1strative and advertising personnel, responsible for 
the collation of advertisements as well as general 
admi n i strati ve duties. And craft wor k ers, who were engaged 
upon a variety of tasks revolving around the mechanical 
‘setting and making—up of the printed page. Diagram 1 
i 11 ustr ates the job dema.r cat i on structure typ i ca 1 of most 
n a t i o n a 1 and pro v i n c i a 1 n e w s p a p e r s i n B r i t a i n u p t o t hi e
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In the editorial department, journalists -fall into four 
basic categories: photographers, reporters/specialists, 
feature writers/columnists, and sub-editors. However, more 
importantly, the organisation of journalists work can be 
seen as a dichotomy between news gatherers (the first 
three groups) and news processors (the sub-editors). 
Tunstall 1971 (p.15) lists the following as a typical
breakdown of 'gatherers' and 'processors' in a national 
and a large provincial newspapers
Gatherers
foreign correspondents 
f i n anc i a1 spec i a1i st s 
other news specialists 
sports specialists 
general sports reporter 
photographers 
leader writers 
column i sts, cartoon i sts 
f eat ur e wr i t er s , cr i t i cs 
general reporters 
regional sports/news reporters
In fact, feature/leader/columnist writers are in practice 
very often not in the NUJ, being either loJ members or
n o n - u n .i o n „ These jo u r n a 3. i s t s t e n d t o b e h i g h 1 y p 1 a c e d i n
r es□ec t of st at us pos i t i on wi t hi n the ed i t oria1
department, but this would not normally be reflected as an
authority position within the editorial room hierarchy.
The work content of these groups is to write analytical 
pieces and reflect the general editorial stance of the 
p a r t i c: u. 1 a r n e w s p a p er.
The photographer usually works with a reporter when it is
deemed necessary to obtain a picture to accompany a 
specific story. The photographer would bring his/her day's 
w o r k b a c k t o t h e e d i t o r :i. a 1 room , w here it. w o u 1 d b e s e n t 
along to the composing department to be developed by the 
process workers. The term 'reporter' in fact encompasses 
two main types of journalist: general reporters (for
examp1e news and sports) and special ist reporters (f or 
i nstance F'ar 1 i amentary Lobby Correspondentis and f orei gn 
correspondents). The reporter's job, as the term implies, 
is to go into the 'field' to either report on, or to *
ohtai n , mater i a1 f or the newspaper to pubIi sh i n each 
ed i t i on , I n hiot-meta 1 days , the reporter wou 1 d retu.rn tine 
s t o r y t o t h e e d i t o i 1 c:\ I r o om, to be later typed-up on a 
mechanical typewriter. The typed copy would then be passed 
a 3. o n g t o t hi e r e 1 e v a n t is u is - e d i t o r (t h e r e b e i n g d i f f e r e n t 
s u b-ed i t or ' d e s k s' conas po n ding t o t h e k i n d o f st o ry 
b e i n g p r o c e s is e d - f o r o , -unn 1 e s p o r t s , n e w s o r f e a t u r e s > .
Processors.
news & specialist subs 
sports sub-editors 
features sub-editors
The job of the suh-edi tor is essentially to correct, edit 
and possi b 1 y restructure the repor ter ' s and ou.tisi de 
contributer's editorial material, carrying out copy 
i nstruct i ons a 1 ong the way (tor i nstance concerni ng ' sty 1 e 
of the house' typography). Tunstall 1971 lists what one 
senior processor describes as the characteristics of an 
ideal sub-editor: a capacity to check and check and check:
an organised mind5 a sense of time - a good sub must 
al way's watch the clock; an understanding of type; an 
ab i 1 i t y to assess length; an ab i 1 i ty to count. head 1 i nes; 
an ability to write clearly in a well ordered way; an 
a b i 1 i t y t o w r i t e b r i g h t h e a d 1 i n e s; t h e k n a c k o f g e 1 1  i n g t o 
the heart of a story; a c 1 ear understanding of when re- 
writing is necessary and when it's not; a continuing sense 
of excitement about change; and a capacity to cope with 
d u 11 st or i es and g et the best. out of them (pp. 31 -32) , 
Already one can see a distinction between the 'routine' 
work of the sub-editor', and the non-routine work of the 
r e p o r t e r , a d i c h o t o m y t h a t. will b e e x p lore d m o r e 
thorou.gh 1 y i n Chapter 6 ,
The sub-edited material would then be sent, through to the 
com poising room to be typeset in hot-met a I . It is worth 
noting that although it is the job task of the reporter 
wh i c h c or r espond s most c 1 os’e 1 y t o t h e lay p er son ' s 
p e r c e p t i o n o f w h at ' j o u r n a 1 i s t s ' do, it i s t h e si u b - e d i t o r 
who genera 1 1 y has the hi gher ' statu.s ' in the i ndust.ry , 1 n
as much as most journalists begin their working lives as 
reporters, and work their way 'up' to the sub-editing 
desk . Th i s h i gher statu.s ref lects a be 1 i ef amongist 
journalists that the skill factor involved in sub-editing 
is greater than that necessary for reporting. As one NUJ 
chapel representative commented to the researcher:
“Sub-editing is actually a second tier of journalism, 
most sub-editors are reporters first, so you don't 
become a sub-editor until someone trusts you to 
hand 1 e their story. . In point of fact, a sub-edi tor 
has to be able to review and edit the story, which 
is a more responsible job than writing the story 
i n th e f i r s t place." 
lPAPEIR 1. interview : 17/6/(361!
The above factor becomes critical when examining the 
attitudes of journali sts to the question of greater i nter- 
wor kgr oup f I ex i b i 1 i ty gi ven chang ing techno3. ogy , as will 
be seen in Chapter 6 . In all then, the total amount of ^
e qu i pmen t any j ourn a1 i s t wouId need at their disp o sa1 in
hot metal days, would be a pen, note-pad and mechanical
typewriter.
3!. C3. er i cal wor kgr oups
The second category of workgroup   Lhe clerical workers -•
are e n gaged i n the a d m i n i strati ve, a d v e r t i s i n g a n ri 
aux :i. 3. i ar y f un c t i ons of the or i g i nat1 on pr od uct i on
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ocesb. Many of those jobs have not been radicall' 
•f e c t e d b y changing t e c h n o 1 o g y , alt h o u g h f e w h a v e
r e m a :i. n e d c o m p I e t e 1 y u n a f f e c t e d „ A s can b e se e n i n d i a gram 
1, eight main workgroups have been distinguished in the 
clericad. area C4 3. The circulation and marketing 
workgroups have responsibility for promoting the newspaper 
and maintaining/improving its circulation figures and 
advertising revenue. The administrative work of the 
clerical groups could involve anything from accountancy to 
personnel work. Library workers are responsible for- 
keeping newspaper cuttings and other forms of research 
material, to liaise with the reporter/sub—editor when the 
latter needs background information on a particular 
subject. Editorial assistants are basically engaged in 
handling paper copy, and distributing the copy from one 
department to another. Readers' assistants act as 'copy 
holders' to the apprenticed trained reader, and read out 
the copy as the latter corrects the proof. The reccaption 
(or front office) workers deal mostly with enquiries from 
the general public, and write down on paper the 
advertisments brought into the newspaper by hand, to be 
passed onto the composing room to be set in type. Finally, 
the tele-ad sales workgroup, have two basic functions: 
firstly, to take classified adverts over the telephone and 
t r a n s c r i b e t h e m o n t o paper, a 1 s o t a b e sen t. a I ong to the 
composing room for setting; and secondly, to canvass by 
teIephone reguI ar advertisers i n order to boost 
adver t i si nq sa 1 es«
Thus f or t.he most par t , c I er i ca3. wor ker s ar e on X y 
i n d i r e c 11 y i n v o 1 v e d in t h e hi o t - m e t a 1 production p r ocess. 
This of course does not mean that the skill requirement is 
iTi a r gin a .1 , alt h o u g h it t e n d s t o b e n o n - n e w s p a p e r s p e c i f i c , 
entailing as it does job tasks such as accountancy,
□ ersonne 1 and recept i on wor !•■:. Ha wever , some wor !••:groups i n 
ihe c I er i cai 1 area c 1 ear 1 y have wor k skill s di r ec11 y 
c on c  er ned w i t h n ewsp ap er p r oduc t i on, in par t i c u1ar t he 
t e 1 e - a d s a 1 e s d e p a r t m e n t. T hi i s 1 a 11 e r group h a s b e c o m e 
increasingly central to newspaper industrial relations 
with the developments in computerisation in the 1980s, a 
subject that will be looked at in detail later in this
4. Composing Workgroups
As it is the craft workgroups that have been most \
radically affected by computerisation of the printing 
process, it is necessary to examine the job content of the 
hot-metal craft worker in slightly more detail than for 
t he j our na 1 i st and c 1 er i c a 1 gr  a ups , so as t o g i ve t hie 
r e a d er a c I e a r u n dersta n d i n g of j u s t h o w fa r - r each :i. r"i g 
changing technology has been in respect of craft work.
The composing department encompasses six m a m  work areas, 
each task being a clearly defined, demarcated work 
process*.
The stages for preparing the actual printing matter for 
the press are as follows. Firstly, the linotype operator 
taps out individual lines of type (slugs) on a mechanical 
typesetting machine, which has a 90—key keyboard layout, 
rather differ cant from the standard 'qwerty' boards used in 
typewriters and computer keyboards. The machines used in 
mechanical line composition are called 'Linotypes' or 
'Intertypes'. (The machine operators however are generally 
known as '1ino-operators). The principle of both machines 
are the same; the machines being in a single unit in which 
the setting and casting of the type are performed by one 
operator, who also hyphenates and justifies each line. The 
matrices are assembled in word formation by the depression 
of a keyboard, and the casting and delivery of the metal 
sI ug i s done aut omat i c a 11 y . Anaver age of 3-5 lines of 
type can be produced per minute using this method, with a 
reasonable operator making one mistake every 10-20 lines 
[53. During the 1960s, this basic hot—metal method of 
typese11i ng was deveIoped by the use of teletypestting 
(ITS) techniques. Davies 1932 (p.4) notes four key aspects
o f T T S (i n i t i a11y d ev e1oped in the 1930s)s
a) it enabled a unit value method of calculating 
characters, word, line width (inter alia important 
for eva1uati n g pi ece wor k sc a1es of p aymen t) ;
b) it enabled the use of coded paper to drive the 
typesetter, and had the ability to justify (thus 
in theory separating the initial operating 
f u n c t ion fr om t h e p oss i bIe i n u11 i p1e production 
type);
c ) T T S  u s e d  o f f - l i n e  k e y b o a r d s  ( s i m i l a r  i m p a c t  t o  
' b ' above):
o-
hot—metal orocess.
TTS machine lay in its separation of the 1i ne-operator 
from his casting machine. Instead, the TTS operator 
produced a punched tape which could be fed into any number 
of line casting machines to produce the metal slugs %
automatically. Furthermore, the tape could be used 
s i m u 11 a n eously i n s e v e r a I p lant is
o f t h e craft wo r k q r o u p s  d e f i n e  d i n di. aor am 1 were 
oraanised i n i ndi vi dua 1 trade uni onis
Also, the use of punched tape in one machine was quicker 
than with an orthodox operator tapping out the metal type 
directly C6 3. However, despite its apparently radical 
i m p 1 i c a t i o n s -f o r t h e la b o u. r p r o c e s s , T T S w a s a b r i e f 
interlude (and a minor technological stepping stone) 
between hot—metal and computerised typesetting. And whilst 
TTS did cause some inter-union conflict between the then 
separate unions of compositors (who set the type) and the 
press t elegraphi s t s (who t ran smi t ted the t yp e) , t hi s w as a
r e 1 a t i v e1y s ho r t-1i v e d p r obIem I7 3.
Two other line casting machines are also used in hot.-metal 
p r o d u c t i o n , b u t c a n n o t b e r e f e r r e d t o a s c o m p o s .i. n g
machines in the strict sense of the terms 'Ludlow' and
' N e h .i type' , w h i c h a r e u s e d f o r c a s t i n g d :i. s p 1 a y I i n e s
(3. arge type as used i n newspaper head 1 i nes) . The matr i ces
are set by hand, and have to be distributed back into this 
matr i x case by hand « Thi s wor k i s nor mally undentaken by a 
separate group of compositors - 'case-hands'. Both the 
1ino-operators and case— hands would usually be paid at 
piece rate scales, as their work output was more easily 
measured than the other composing groups, who were
normally paid a standard 'stab' rate 1183.
A f t e r t h e t y p e h a s b e e n m e c h a n i c a I 1 y c o m p o s e d , it i s 
worked upon by the hand compositor who makes the necessary 
corrections, adding headlines and illustrations (half­
tones) where appropriate,, The hand compositor then 
assembles the type into a required format, such as a page 
or as an advertisement to be placed in the page at a later 
stage. The hand compos!tor is occasionally responsible for 
setting lines of individual pieces of type from a 'type 
case' (although this is a rare task in newspaper work).
And lastly, the compositor 'imposes' the printing matter -
i.e. the made-up page   on a flat work bed (a 'stone') in
a way that ensures the correct positioning of the page 
when it is finally printed in the machine room. As it is a 
'stone' that most of the hand compositor's tasks are done 
in newspaper work, this workgroup is commonly known as 
'stone—hands' .
The reader's (or corrector of the press) job is to check
for errors in the proofs that are sent into the reading
room at various stages of the process (for example 'galley 
proofs' when the type is first set, page proofs when the 
page is initially made-up, and machine revises as the page 
is being printed). The reader's precise job is to correct 
literals, spelling, and spot 'outs' (missing chunks of 
type often caused by misplaced copy). In many cases the 
reader verifies facts and corrects j ourna1i sti c errors„ 
Essentially, the reader has overall responsbiIity for 
making sure that the 'style of the house' is followed 
t hroug hou t t he o r ig ina t ion pr oc e ss. A m a jo r aspect o f the
reader's s ki11 r equ ir ement is the kn owIedg e of
proofreading symho1s (64 in all) , which enab1es the 
e f f 1. c i s n t c o r r ec t i on o f p r i n t i n g err or s i n a I a n g u age 
un derstood by all printers. Unti1 1966, the readers were
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organised separately in a union called the Association of 
Correctors of the Press (AGP)„
Two smaller workgroups involved in the composing 
department are the wire-room operators and the process 
workers. The wire-room operators are employed to receive 
agency news copy over a telex machine (or teletype 
printer). This copy is then handed to the linotype 
operators to be set in type. Wire-room operators are 
mostly drawn from the ranks of compositors. The process 
workgroup constitutes the artist/retouchers and camera 
operators, responsible for preparing and developing 
artwork and photographic images (half-tones) prior to 
insertion on the page. The process workers, until 
amalgamation with the NBA in 1982, were in a highly 
organised autonomous craft union - the Society of 
Lithographic Designers Engravers (SLADE). SLADE itself 
had witnessed a major technological change in the early 
1960s, with the introduction of a a 'powderless etching' 
technique, which replaced the traditional way of producing 
process engraved illustration blocks for letterpress 
printing. The new method required less labour and less 
manual attention during engraving, although the time saved 
was offset by the greater amount of corrections that had 
to be made at the 'negative' stage of the process [9 3.
The final workgroup involved in the work of the composing 
r o o m i s t h e 'found r y ' , who s e w o r k e r s a r e c ax lie d 
stereotypers and electrotypers. There are four phases in 
the sequence of the f oundr y process: i. for me pr eparati on;
ii. making the mould; iii. casting the plate; and iv. 
f i ni shi ng the pI ate - by which the foundry mouIds the page 
of type into a saddle shaped 'flong', which is essentially 
a method of prod uc i ng a ii ar dened image of t he or i g i n a 1 
metal type so as to allow for extended printing runs where 
metal type would otherwise wear out. Several 'flanges' are 
made for this purpose, depending on the length of the 
printing run. This foundry process then, completes the 
or i g i nat i on si de of t he pr oduc t i on process, at wh i ch poi n t 
the moulded page plate is sent down to the machine room to 
be printed.
C/ The 'Intermediate' Stage
T hi e t r a d i t i o n a 1 h o t—m e t a 1 m e t h o d o f n e w s p a p e r p i - o d u c t i o n 
continued basically unchanged into the late 1960s/ear1yy 
1970s. However, attempts to produce photoset matter
(generically termed 'cold type' composition) began as loni
ago as 1925, although the first machine to become a 
practical proposition was the Hagedo film—setter invented 
in Holland in 1948. This machine was the film equivalent 
of the Ludlow and Mebitype hot—metal machines, producing 
display size matter from hand-set plastic negative 
character s F r o m  the 1950s onwards , techno 1 og i ca 1 advance 
accel erated wi th deve 1 opinenthi i n computer techno 1 ogy , 
which became increasi ngly app1i cataIe to the 'i nformation
industry in general , laved the foundation -for cold type
tec:hno 1 ogy i n t.he pr inti ng i ndustry. In Br i tai n , the 
general print industry started to undergo a radical 
restructuring i n the 1960s, with the joint development of 
pih ot oc omp osi t i on an d the web of f set pr ess , c r eat i ng a 
g r o w t h o f ' i n s t a n t ' p r i n t s h o p s a n d " i n - h o u s e " p r i n t i n g , 
h o t h of w i"i i c h made .1 a r g e sc ale i n r oa □ s i n t o w or k h i t h e r t o 
u n d e r t a k e n i n c o m m e r c i a 1 print hi o u s e s 1 10 3 ,,
I n t h e n e w s p a per s e c tor- o f t h e p r i n t i n g i n d u s t r y v 
technologica 1 c:hange was to tak e 1 onger to come about, 
w i t hi a n e a r 1 y p h a s e o f p hi o t o c o m p o s i t i o n m a k i n g i t s m a r k i n 
the late 1960s/eariy 1970s- There have in fact been three 
stages of photosetting technology within this early phase 
peri od [113; f i rs11y, camera based equi pment mode1ed on 
hot-metal casting machines;; secondly, 1 i g h t f 1 ash methods 
w hi i c h r e m o v e d m o s t o f t h e m e c h a n .i c a 1 m o v e m e n t s o f p r e v i o u s 
techni ques; and thirdly, cathode ray tube techni ques, 
whi ch r eprodneed type e1ectron i ca11y with very r api d 
speed, producing 1 , 000--10 ,000 characters per second, 
compared to the 5 produced from line casting machines.
In general, the basic principles of photo-composition are 
as follows- All photocomposing machines produce a piece of 
film or sensitised papier bearing the required image- The 
character images are exposed to a light source, which 
through an optical system of prisms and lenses, are 
ultimately positioned on the photographic film or paper. 
The system is very flexible, different type sizes being 
produced merely by an adjustment of lenses, and the matter- 
produced is of very high quality,. In the early phase of 
photocomposition, the system could be divided into two 
groups; the first being maj or systems, which can be 
compared to hot-metal type casting machines - i„e- the 
Linotpye and Intertypie - which produce text matter.. The 
f i 1 m c oinpos i n g mach i nes f i r st i n t r od uc ed were based on t h e 
principles of their hot-metal counterpart, for example 
with the 'Fotosetter' being a new technology version of 
the Intertype- More complex computer aided systems began 
to be developed which produced text at very high speeds, 
f o r i n s t a n c e t h e ' P h o ton', ' L i n o t r o n ' and ' D i g i s e t ' « Some 
of these syterns could produce large size characters (for 
headlines) but were mainly used as text setters., The 
second group in this period were mi nor systems, which had 
the specific function of producing display size matter,,
Ejn c e t he t yp e h ad b een set on the p hot oc omp os :i. t i on 
m a c h i n e , t h e f :i. I m (or pane r ) had t o b e p r o c e s s e d I i k e apy 
o t h e r p h o t o g r a p h i c mate r i a I « A f t e r t h i s i t h a ci t o h e cu t 
and ashiemb I ed i nto a page f orm on an i 1.1 umi natad hi 1 op i ng 
glass-topped console- Finally, proofs (for correcting 
purposes) had to be taken as in hot-metal days, and this 
was g e n e r a I 1 y p e r f o r m e ci o n ci y 1 i n e c o p y i n g u n i t s i n w h i c h 
t he f i 1 il i mage r epr-oduceci o11 I :i. ght sensi t i ve paper -
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A short history of the industrial relations implications 
of photocomposition technology will be given in chapter- 
five, but for the purposes of the present chapter, the 
m o s t i m p o r t a n t p o i n t t o note is t h a t w h i 1 s t t h i s i n i t .i a 1 
introduction of photosetting gradually replaced hot-metal 
w i t h el ectron i c: t e c hi nolog y , w o r k i ti g p a t ter n s c o n t i rt u e d t o 
follow the logic of hot-metal demarcation of jobs, as can 
b e seen in di ag r am 2- For the j our n a 1i st workg r o u p s , life 
r ema i n ed mu c h the same as before, d e spi te the f ac t t h at i n 
theory, photocomposition enabled the sub-editor to input 
e d i t o r i a I rn a t e r i a 1 d i r e c 1 1 y in t o t h e c o m p u t e r s y s t e m 
(direct input/single keystroking), thus by-passing to a 
certain extent the craft typesetters in the linotype room. 
F u r t. h e r m o re, b y u sing a v i s u a 1 d i s p 1 a y u. n i t /1 e r m i n a 1 
(VDU/V D I ) attached to the computer keyboard , thii s cathode 
ray tube could display 'chunks' of type at. the press of a 
code button, enabling the journalist to correct errors in 
the typeset matter, thus eradicating much of the work 
t r a d i t i o n a 11 y ci o n e b y c r aft re a d e r s . V D U ' s a n d c omputer 
keyboards then (or 'front-end' systems) offered the 
technol ogi cal potential for a fairly' far reaching 
r estr u c t uring of t he origin at ion prod uc t ion p r oc e s s , an d a 
r a d i c a 1 c h a n go in t he job content of b o t h j o u r n a 1 :i. s t s a n d 
craft workers. As one enthusiast wrote in the mid~1970s;
" T h e p h o t o c o m p o s i t i o rt m a c h i n e h a s r e v o 3. u t i o n i s e d 
t rt e b as i c met hod of getting wor ds i n t o p r i n t . The 
sophisticated photocomposition machines of today 
c a n b e d r i v e n b y s e v e r a 1 m e t h o d s s a k e y b o a r d , 
e 1 e c t r o rt i c i m p u 1 s e s f r o m c a m p u t e r s , p u n c h e d p ape r 
t y p e , o r m a g rt e t i c tap e . Ess e n t i a 11 y , w h a t a 
p h o to c omp o s i t i on machine d oes is tran s 1 at e the 
i nput i nto a pr i nteci readout of the or i g i na 1 cop y . 
The copy reappears in column form just as it will 
f i na11y ap pe ar i n t h e n ewspaper.There ar e man y sizes 
and types of photocomposition machines. Speeds range 
from 25 lines per minute for less sophisticated 
machi nes up to severa 1 thousand lines per' mi rtute 
for high priced, computer driven models. 
Photocomposition machines take the place of Linotype 
and headcasting machines and the operators needed 
to run th e m . Because of their high accuracy, they 
elimate mechanically caused typesetting errors, 
thus contri but i rig to the el i mi nat i on of the proof 
reading process. "
IIUJINSBUEY 1976 g p. 17, emphasis adcieckl
For the most part however, this direct input technical 
ability was little utilised either in the provincial or 
national press C121. Some provincial papers did install 
systems that had a direct input capability to replace hot- 
metal machinery, but very few papers actually used the 
pnot.ose11 i ng equi pment i n thi i s r ad i cal way. Thus sub- 
editors still carried out their work within the logic of 
hi ot -n'ieta3. met hi od si, b ut i n st ead of employ i n □ a mec hi an i c a 1 
typewriter, some began to use computer keyboards. But the 
ed i t or i a 1 mater i a 1 st i 3.1 c on t i nued t o be typeset again
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(double-keystr ok i ng) by the craft composi tors.
Furthermore, electronic full page make-up on screen was 
sti11 not tec hn i c a11y f sasab1e at t hi s poi nt in t i me, t hus 
the sub-editor and paste—up artist continued to work side 
by side whilst making up a page, much the same as in hot- 
meta 1 days , only pi ec:es of paper wou. 1 d be posi t i oned onta 
a make-up sheet rather than manipulating metal type on a 
stone. The job content of the reporter and photographer 
was virtually unaffected by the early phases of 
p hot oc omp os i t ion, i t being an o t her t en y ear s or so b efor e 
t ec h n o 1 og i c a 1 ad vance was t o t ur n i t s a11 en t i on t o t h e 
former group of workers.
I n t hi e c 1 e r i c a 1 a r e a s , ear 1 y p h a s e p h o t o c o m p o s i t i o n 
similarly allowed for the direct inputting of advertising 
fi a 11 e r , p a r tic u 1 a r 1 y b y t h e t e 1 e -ad s a 1 e s w o r k g r o u p , but
again this tended not to happen for various technical and
industrial relations reasons C133. For clerical workers in 
g e n e r a 1 , 1 i 111 e c h a n g e d i n t h e n a t u r e o f t h e i r job conte n t
d ur i ng mos t of t hie 1970s.
For t he c r af t wor ker , t hi e 1970s did i n f ac t hi er a 1 d a
period of change in the character of work, but not in its 
1 o g i c , w 11 hi t hi e era f t w o r k e r r e t a i n i n g a d e f a c t o d o u b 1 e 
keystroking function in respect of advertising as well as 
e d i t o r i a 1 m a t e r i a 1 . T h u s 1 i n o t y p e m a c h i n e s w e r e r e p 1 a c e d 
by electronic keyboards that produced tape which could be 
•fed into line casting machines (or photosetting 
equipment), or more efficiently by direct impression 
keyboards. And whilst this electronic change produced 
marginally greater flexibility between various craft 
workgroups hi43, normally it was the linotype operator who 
transferred onto the keyboarding function. In short, it 
was the craft unions that maintained jurisdiction over the 
electronic keyboard.
The specially prepared paper or film produced by 
photocomposition, was then given to a 'paste-up artist' to 
P  o s i t i o n t hi e m ate r i a I i n t o 1 1 s requi red f or mat ^ t h i s 
latter process directly mirroring the work of the hand- 
compositor (stone-hand) and done by this same workgroup, 
o n 1 y n o w hi a n d 1 i ng pa p e r r a t h e r t h a n metal, type. As for t h e 
otheI", sma 11 er craft groups , agai n I i ttle changed i n i.he 
logic of their work, although the materials and equipment 
being used began to change and reflect the growing use of 
photocompostion typesetting techniques. Indeed, a new 
stage in the production pi roc ess was created by the need to 
transform the pasted--up page into a printing plate, 
suitable for either web offset or 1etterpress printing
machines (as in hot-metal days a page of type went
strai ght into the foundry to be moulded into a flong). 
Within a photocomposition system, the process or foundry 
wor kgroup wouI cl use a 1 arge camera to take a phctograpihi c
i m a g e  o f  t h e  p a s t e d  u p  p a g e ,  w h i c h  i n  n e g a t i v e  f o r m  i s
r e a d y t o b e made i n t o a p; r :i. n t i n g p I a I: e l :!. 51! .
Overall, despite the potential of this 'intermediate' 
phase of photocomposition, its technical practicabi1ity 
remained ambiguous. Even as late as 1979, it was possible 
for the following to be written in a scientific journal:
"It has not yet proved possible to perform fully 
electronic composition for a British national 
newspaper largely because of the need for extreme 
sophistication, speed and reliability in the 
softwar'e. No one has yet generated software 
which will do all the work required on time."
CNEW SCIENTIST 28.6.79 : p.10863
In fact, the importance of the early phase of 
photocomposition lay not in what it achieved in a 
technical sense, but rather in its making initial inroads 
into the long standing traditions and working practices of 
hot-metal production methods. In particular, it laid the 
ground work for the eventual reshaping (although not 
complete erosion) of the clearly demarcated three tier job 
structure between journalists, clerical and craft workers 
C161, as will be seen in the final sction of this chapter.
D/ The 'New' Technology
If the technically limited intermediate phase of 
photocomposition systems is located essentially in the 
1970s, a second, much more far reaching phase of changing 
technology came on stream in Britain in the 19B0s. This 
was the development of a highly sophisticated fourth 
generation laser based computerised system, specifically 
designed for the newspaper production process, which could 
scan copy, set type, compose pages and insert halftones 
and drawings all 'on screen' C171. The radical changes 
underway in the newspaper industry can to some extent be 
equated with change in the production methods of the 
advanced industrial economies as a whole, generalised in 
the USA as 'flexible specialisation', and in Europe as 
'neo-fordism' ClSl. In short, the moving away of 
industrial techniques from 'Fordist' methods of mass 
production, large scale centralised workforce structures, 
towards a radically more flexible administration, 
marketing, production and distribution system; whereby 
economies of scale can be achieved on relatively small- 
scale batch p r ad uc t ion, mu11 i-pur p ose mac hi n er y , t h r oug h 
computerisation and micro-chip technology. Concomitant 
with these technological changes is the requirement for a 
more flexible workforce, not rigidly demarcated either by 
union structures or mass production line principles of 
minutely' defined work tasks. As an example of the trends 
in printing technology-' world wide by the mid-1980s, an 
unpubl i sheed report by' the Economist Intelligence Unit and 
the Printing Industries Research Association C191, 
compared the 'backward' British newspaper industry' to the 
USA- and West Germany-', where single ke'/stroking was almost 
universal, and major initiatives were underway to 
introduce electronic page make-up. Craft typesetters, it 
was argued, should be re-deployed as sub-editors, press 
room operatives and in advertising sales. Events, however, 
moved quickly-' in Britain, and a year later 'The Economist' 
exitedly-' summarised the potential that a developing neo­
fordism was offering to national newspaper proprietors:
"For the first time since medieval typesetters 
created Britain's most secure closed shop in 
'the London Print', there is now a chance of 
br e-a k i ng t he pr i n t lab<3ur duopo 1 y of the NGA 
and SOGAT'82. This in turn offers the enticing 
prospect of a completely-' new national press... 
National newspapers can be printed locally in 
full colour, with inserts and supplements 
directed at specific areas of interest groups.
Groups of journalists can transmit material 
and subcontract production and distribution
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to the -fast growing network of local contract 
printers, escaping the high costs of unionised 
central London plant. British newspapers could 
begin facsimile products elsewhere in the English 
speaking world, following the footsteps of the 
'Wall Street Journal', 'Financial Times' and 
'Asahi Shimbun'. Britain's booming local and 
weekly press have shown the way."
CThe ECONOMIST 4.1.86 s p.163
Nevertheless, despite this broad perspective on changing 
technology, the single most important aspect regarding its 
introduction, was the technique of direct input (DI), a 
term which- is itself complex and needs further 
exploration.
To begin with, DI has not had such a straightforward 
impact on the production process as is sometimes inferred. 
Firstly, there are approximately a dozen individual job 
tasks that could possible be affected by single 
keystroking, only about half of which, given present 
'state of the art' technology, are suitable for immediate 
use of DI. This is how Paper 2 broke down its precise 
introduction:
Categori es of job tasks i n respect of DI in the editori al 
§1 advert i si ng areas -
sui table for i mmedi ate transfer to DI 
(editorial matter)
i.copy from newspaper's own staff; 
ii.copy telephoned by newspaper's own staff to 
copytakers/recording machines? 
iii.copy received from the wire service agencies;
(advertising matter)
i.classified adverts taken over the phone; 
ii.display advertisements from newspaper's own 
advertising staff; 
i i i . hou.se/promot i onal adverts received from own 
staff.
k' not sui table for i mmedi ate transfer to DI 
(editorial matter)
i.copy telephoned to copy takers/recording 
machines from non-staff journalists 
ii.readers 1etters/contributed features in 
manuscript form; 
iii.copy from contract printing customers in 
manuseript/typed form;
(advertising matter)
i.classified adverts in manuscript/typewritten 
form from advertisers
ii.display adverts in camera ready form 
iii.display adverts in manuscript/typewritten form 
from advertisers.
Thus, DI in practice, still leaves some scope for the 
t ypese1 1 i ng of edi t or i a 1 and ad ver t i si ng matter t.o be done 
b y t h e c r a f t w o r k g r o u p s.
Sec ondly, one needs to differentiate between broadsheet 
newspapers (as used by the 'quality' press, e.g. the 
'Financial Times') and tabloid papers (normally the size 
used by the 'popular' newspapers such as 'The Daily 
Mirror'), when assessing the efficacy of DI techiques of 
p h ot oc ampos it ion:
"The needs of a quality and a popular are 
d i f f er en t in t hr ee main respects: the qualities
handle a greater volume of text in the form of 
1 arge numbers of c1 assified and semi-d i sp1 ay 
a d v e r t i s e m e n t s r. i n t he p o p u I a r s the design of 
the page is very important and much effort is 
spent on making page? layouts; and stories in 
the populars, though shorter, are more rewritten 
by sub-editors."
CRCP Interim Report 1976 : p. 50]
I n short „ DI i s rs 1 at i ve? 1 y 1 ess i mportant to the popular 
tabloids than to the quality broadsheets C203. However, 
many newspapers are current!y at the stage of negotiating 
over the direct input of some of the above mentioned 
secondary job tasks, and in general, DI has had a major 
impact on many workgroups, particularly in the craft 
areas. Referring to diagram 3, one can see that a fully 
computerised DI system allows for a rapid movement away 
from the logic of traditionally demarcated work 
structures, towards a more flexible production process, 
incorporating far fewer individual workgroups than 
hitherto.
In the editorial area, the possibility for journalists to 
key matter directly' into a central computer, to be stored 
and later recalled onto a VDU, is now a working reality. 
This has meant that the job content of the sub-editing 
wor kgroup increasi ng1 y i nvo1 ves a reading/correct i ng 
function C213, as well as typesetting, thus significantly 
eroding the work of the craft readers and keyboard 
operators. This is how two well known specialist reporters 
described the job content of the journalists under the 
newest forms of technology:
"Each journalist has his own private basket 
of material to which no one else has access but 
on c e a r  epor ter e1 setr on i c ally sen d s his copy 
to the newsdesk for evaluation and subbing, an 
elaborate hierarchy built into the computer 
software comes into play, restricting access 
to sta rx es to var ious 1eve1s of edi tori aI
management. The sub editor works by altering
copy on the screen, ensuring that it will fit 
the space allocated on the page. The computer 
wi ]. 1 a 1 so t e 1 1 whet her t he pr oposed nead 1 i n e
w i l l  f i t .  F a r  a n y  h e a d l i n e  t h a t  d o e s  not., t h e  
n u m b e r  o f  c h a r a c t e r s  o r  e v e n  t e n t h s  o f  a  
c h a r a c t e r  b y  w h i c h  t h e  h e a d l i n e  ' b u s t s '  w i l l  
b e  d i s p l a y e d .  T h e  s u b ' s  t y p e s e t t i n g  c o m m a n d s  
t e 1 1 tlie p I i o t o s e 1 1 e r  w h i  c h f o u n t , s i  z e  a n d  
c o l u m n - w i d t h  t o  u s e  i n  t h e  s t o r y . "
C G O G D H A R T  &  W I N T O U R  1 9 S 6  p. 5 5 - 5 6 . 1
I t  i s  n o t  o n l y  t h e  w o r k  o f  t h e  s u b - e d i t o r  t h a t  i s  
r a d  i c a 1 1 y  a 1 1 e r e d  b y  c o m p u t e r  i s a t i  o n , t h  i s  i s  h o w  o n e  
r e p o r t e r  d e s c r i b e d  h i s  p o t e n t i a l  j o b  g i v e n  ' s t a t e  o f  t h e  
a r t '  t e c h n o l o g y :
" I t  w i l l  b e  e a s i e r  t o  t r a n s m i t  copy', b y  s e n d i n g  
i t  t h  r o u g  h ' t a n  d y s  ' L' p o r  t a b l e  t e r  m  i n  a  1 s  1 d o w n  a 
t e l e p h o n e  l i n e . . . s o  i t  c o m e s  u p  o n  a  t e l e p r i n t e r ,  
q u i c k l y ,  s o  y o u  d o n ' t  h a v e  t o  d i c t a t e  e v e r y t h i n g  
t o  a  c o p y  t a k e r . . . T h e  w h o l e  b i t  o f  c o m m u n i c a t i n g  
y'our c o p y  a n d  g e t t i n g  y o u r  c o p y  b a c  k -  b a r  r i n g  
t e c h n i c a l  b u g s . . . I t h i n k  t h a t ' s  g o i n g  t o  b e  b e t t e r . "  
[ P A P E R  1 i n t e r v i e w  : 2 3 . 6 . 8 6 1
I n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  t h e  r e p o r t e r  c a n  n o w  t r a n s m i t  h i s / h e r  
s t o r y  f r o m  t h e  ' f i e l d "  d i  r e c t i ' /  i n t o  t h e  c o m p u t e r  b a c k  a t  
t h e  n e w s p a p e r ' s  o r i g i n a t i o n  d e p a r t m e n t .  A s  t h e  J O U R N A L I S T  
r e p o r t e d  i n  i t s  F e b r u a r y  1 9 8 6  e d i t i o n  ( p . 9 ) ,  n e w s p a p e r  
m a n a g e m e n t s  w i l l  w a n t  t o  i n t r o d u c e  p o r t a b l e  t e r m i n a l s  o n  
a n  i n c r e a s i n g  s c a l e ,  n o w  t h a t  t h e y  a r e  n o  l o n g e r  j u s t  
m o v e a b l e ,  b u t  v e r y  l i g h t  a n d  p o r t a b l e  ( w e i g h i n g  j u s t  5 -  
l O l b s ) .  T h e  l a t e s t  m a c h i n e s  h a v e  a c c e s s  t o  m e s s a g e  
f a c i l i t i e s  s u c h  a s  ' T e l e c o m  G o l d ' ,  a n d  c a n  s t o r e  u p  t o  1 5  
s t o r i e s  a t  o n c e .  " S o m e  e m p l o y e r s  w i l l  s e e  l i t t l e  p o i n t  i n  
g i v i n g  r e p o r t e r s  V D T  t e r m i n a l s  t h a t  c o s t  t w i c e  a s  m u c h ,  d o  
t h r e e  t i m e s  m o r e  t h a n  i s  r e q u i r e d ,  a n d  t a k e  u p  f a r  m o r e  
s p  a c  e " (i b i d „ p » 9) „
O v e r a l l ,  c o m p u t e r i s a t i o n  h a s  c r e a t e d  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  f o r  
t h e  v i r t u a l  r e d u n d a n c y  o f  p a p e r , a l l o w i n g  e a c h  p i e c e  o f  
e d i t o r i a l  a n d  a d v e r t i s i n g  m a t t e r  t o  b e  s t o r e d  i n  t h e  
c o m p u t e r  a  n  d c a l  l e  d  -  u  p o  n a v D  U  f o  r c o  r r e  c  t i n g , e  d :i. t  i n g 
a n d  f i n a l  p a g e  m a k e - u p ;  t h u s  b y - p a s s i n g  t h e  w o r k  n o t  o n l y  
o f  m a n y  o f  t h e  e r a f  t g r o u p s  , blat a 1 s o  a f rrsany o f  t h e  t a s k s  
d o  n  e  b y  c I e  r i c a l  w  a  r k e  r la la la c h a  la r e a d e r s  ' a n d  e d  i t o  r i a  1 
aslai lat a n t  la . H d w s v s r  , e v e n  i n a f la 1 J. y  e l  e c t r o n  i c 
o r i g i n a t i o n  p r o c e s s , ' e d i t o r i a l  a s s i s t a n t s '  w o u l d  s t i l l  b e  
n e  e  d e  d f o  r la u  c h t a  la I-: s  a  la r e c s  :i. v  i n g a n d  d i r e  c t i n g a g e  n c y  
c o p y  t o  j o u r n a l i  s t s , k e y i n g - i n  c o n t r i b u t e d  c o p y ,  p r o d u c i n g  
r o u t i n e  t a b u l a r  w o r k ,  p r o c e s s ! n g  s p o r t s  r e s u l t s ,  
a d m i  n i  s t e r i  n g  t h e  e l e c t r o n i c  l i b r a r y ,  a n d  a s s i  s t i  n g  
j o u r n a l l s t l a  i n w o r  ki  n g  t h e  p a g e  m a k e — u p  s c r e e n s  [ 2 2  j  .
G i v e n  t h a t  s o m e  o f  t h e s e  t a s k s  e m a n a t e  f r o m  t h e  d e m i s e  o f  
t h e  c o  m  p o  la i n  g w o  r k g r o  u  p s  , d :i. a g  r a  m  3  s  h  o  w  la t h  i la n e  w  
w o r k g r o u p  o f  ' e d i t o r i a l  a s s i  s t  antis ' a s  b e i n g  o r g a n i  s e d  b y  
b o t h ~ S G G A T ' 8 2  a n d  t h e  N G A ' S 2 .
W  h i 1 la t m o s t  w o  r k g r  o  u  p s  i n t h e  c 1 e  r i c a l  a  r e  a  la o  f S  G  G  A  T  ' 8  2  
a r e  u  s  :i. n g c o  m  p la tor- i la e  ci t e  c h  n o  1 o  g y  , for' e  x a  m  p I e  , t h  e
..6 5  -
adminstrative, marketing and circulation reps, this has 
had only a marginal impact on workgroup structures. The 
two clerical groups that have had their job content and 
inter"workgroup relationships radically affected by 
computerisation are the tele~ad sales and the 
receptionists. Both sets of workers are now able to 
directly input classified adverts into the computer 
system, thus by-passing again the work of the craft 
compositors. This to a certain extent has improved the 
scope, efficiency and job content of the respective 
clerical group's work, as was made clear during a group 
d i scussion:
"We work in a much cleaner environment now, 
much quieter... there used to be typewriters, 
now there's VDUs..»You can keep up to date 
records, so we can give more information to 
our customers, especially our account customers, 
because we keep library adverts and at least 
then we know what they have had and we can recall 
them. We've got things at our fingertips...We 
can give them information straight away because 
we've got reference to it; whereas before we would 
have to say...'right, I'm going to have to let 
you know and call you back ' "
I PAPER 2 group discussion s 21.10.B6j
It should be stressed however, that in practice, many 
provincial and national newspapers are by no means fully 
commited to applying the latest technology to its full 
extent. Indeed, Paper 2 had a written policy of only 
introducing tried and tested techniques, rather than being 
the innovator:
"Our initial basic philosophy was to install 
only proven and demonstrable hardware and 
software, we s h o u l d  n o t  h e  p i o n e e r s  i n  t h e  
i n t r o a u c t i o n  o f  n e w  b u t  u n p r o w e n  s y s t e m s .
We should keep close behind the forerunners 
in the field ready to take full advantage 
of changing circumstances within our industry."
C Paper 2 s internal company notes for IFF<A seminar I
In particular at Paper 2, a relatively well advanced Di 
system was in use, but had retained the use of paper 
proofs so as to 'copy taste' (obtain a quick glance idea 
of the material being used) at regular stages of the 
editorial process II231. The retention of paper has an 
important implication for several of the workgroups 
already mentioned, such as editorial assistants. As 
Winsbury 1976 argued a decade ago L241 , the advances made 
.i n elect r on i c a 11 y p roduc ed i n f or mat i on in t h e w i d er 
c omiiiun i c at i on s i n d ust r y , has been an i mp or t an t i mpet us 
behi nd the 11ewspaper technological revolution, but even i n 
the 1980s the former has its Ii mi tat i ons. F<jr instance, 
w hi1s t d i ag ram 3 ha s e11 m i n ate d the library wor kgroup 
(organised in SQGAT'82), because theoreticalIy technology
can transf er its 'newspaper cuttings' f unction into a 
computerised data based system of information storage, in 
p r a c t i c e t h x s m a y n o t h a p pen. T h i s i s w h a t a 1 i b r a r y 
worker (and chapel representative) at Paper 1 had to say 
on this point to the reseachers
"We were a bit apprehensive because... they 
LI management 1 are planning for DI purposes 
to have journalists having terminals on all 
their desks.».Theoretically you could have 
each journalist accessing the data bank 
himself with no further need for any cutting 
service. But as we suspected, and as it seems 
currently to be working out in practice, a 
journalist uses cuttings for different 
purposes...So you either go to one or the 
other depending on your own experiences to 
where you're going to find it I i nf or mat i on Ii 
quickest - because it's 'time critical' most 
the stuff. And it tends to be 50/50; about 
507. of the time you find that the old cuttings 
service is bt:i. 1 1 usef u 1 ... and that a 1 so app 1 i es 
to the journalists themselves. 11 
T.PAPER 2 intervi ew s 18.6.S6]
Moreover, it was suggested that the data bank usage could 
become a 'sk i1 1 ' i n its own right, t hus cr eating a new j ob 
area - 'a data bank query person'. While the above only 
refers to a small workgroup area - the library - it does 
r e f loot the prod 1 e m a t i c c in a r  a c t e r of c h a n g i n g t e c h n o 1 o g y 
in general, in that the full technical possibilities of a 
given system is rarely used in a pure sense; the practical 
aop 1 i cat i on of that technique bej. ng modi f i ed to suit the 
particular needs of a specific newspaper C253.
F o r t h e era f t war-k g r o u p s , the la 1 1  e r h as a n important 
implication, paticularly concerning the page make-up 
function. Thus whi1 st by the mid 1980s, fu 11 y electronic 
p a g e m a k e u p o n scree n had b e c o m e a r e a 1 i s t i c tec h n i q u e , 
most nationaI and provinci a1 newspaper preferred to 
maintain a separate page make-up task off-screen 112613» One 
technical reason for this reluctance to go 'fully 
electronic' is that it basically requires a one supplier 
system, and thus the future of the individual newspaper 
could be at the mercy of another single company 11271. This 
became a problem in fact for Eddie Shah in the run up to 
production of the 'Today' newspaper in March 1986, when^ 
Shah found out that the company supplying his origination 
computer system - Haztec - were i n severe financial 
d i f f i cu 1.1 i es C 28 Ii „
In workgroup terms, this means that the ex hand-compositor 
largely retained the paste-up function, working alongside
a sub ed i tor i n maki ng-up the page, foi1 owi ng much the
same logic as in hot-metal days.
B y  i/jay o f  a n  a c t u a l  e x a m p l e  i n  t h e  n a t i  o n a l  p r e s s ,  t h e  
' F  i n a n  c i a  1 T  i m e s  ' i n  1 9 8 6  p u h  1. :i. s h e d  a n  i n t e r  n a 1 d o c  u m e n  t 
o  u t i l n  i n g i t s  w o r k g r o u p  r e  s t  r u  c t u r i  n g  p 1 a  n s  t o  b e  c a  r r i e d  
o u t  b e t w e e n  1 9 B 6 ~ S 8 .  I n  c o m p o s i n g  r o o m  w o r k g a u p  n u m b e r s ,  
t 'n i s  m  e  a  n t t h  e  f o  11 o  w  i n g :
F i n a n c i a l T i  m e s c o  m  p o  s  i n g r o o  m  r e  s t  r u c t u r i n g
1 9 8 6 - 8 8  C 2 91!
1 9 8 6 N o 1 9 8 8  N o .
1 i n o - o p s 6 7 cofiiposi t o r s  5 6
t i  m e h a n d s 8 9 p r o c e s s  2
r e a d e r s p i a t e m a k i n g  1 8
r e v i  s e r s 8 1 f a x  t r  a nsrni s s i o n  8
p r o c e s s 1 6 (w i  r e r o o n i )
f o u n d r y 2 7
w i  r e r o o m 8
m o n o c a s t e r
p r e s s m e n 7
t o t  ail 2 9 7 t o t a l  8 2
( v o l u n t a r y  r e d u n d a n c i e s  -  2 1 b )
G e n e r a l l y ,  e v e n  i n  t h e  l a t e  1 9 8 0 s ,  c o n t r a r y  t o  p o p u l a r  
p e r c e p t i o n s ,  t h e  c r a f t  w o r k e r  s t i l l  has. a  n o t i c e a b l e  ( i f  
n u s n e r  i c a  11 y  m u c h  r e d u c e d )  p r e s s n c e  i n  t h e  o r  i g i n a t  :i. o n  
p r o d u c t i o n  p r o c e s s ,  n o t  o n l y  i n  t h e  p a s t e - u p  a r e a  b u t  a l s o  
i ri t h  e  p r o c e s s  a  n  d p i  a t e m a  k i n  g f u  n c t i o  n  s , H  e  n c e  i t  s h o u l  d 
b e  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e  w o r k g r o u p  d e m a r c a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e  
i 1 1 u  s t  r a t e d  i n  d  i a  g  r a  m  3  r e  f ]. e  c  t  s  t h e  t h  e  o  r e  t i c a  1 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s  o f  ' s t a t e  o f  t h e  a r t '  n e w s p a p e r  t e c h n o l o g y ,  
r a t h e r  t h a n  w h a t  i s  t h e  t y p i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h a t  
t e c h n o l o g y .
E/ fltimmarY.
F r o ii: t h e clearly cl e f i n e d j o b I o g i c of in o t -•; t i e t a i p r o auction 
t o t h e con t empor ar y high - 1 ec h wur 3. d of c cmp u t er :isation, 
where there is an increasingly blurred demarcation line 
between the task of the journalist, clerical and craft 
w o r k e r , t hi e a b o v e c h a p t e r w :l. 11 hi a v e In o p e f u 1 j. y p r o v i d e d t h e 
reader, albeit in a simplified fashion, a basic 
understand!ng of the magnitude of change currently being 
ex □ er i enc ed i n t hie wor k i n g 3. i ves of t hi e n ewspaper 
workforce.
The following chapter" will ex ami ne the recent hi story of 
i ndustr i a 1 r el at i ons and chang i ng t echino 1 ogy i n t he 
newspaper industry, so as to put the technological change 
outlined in the present chapter, into the problematic 
c o n t e x t o f t hi e r e a I w c r 1 d o f; n e w s p a p e r n d u s s r :i. a 1 
rel ations .
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Chapter hive: TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE & INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
in the NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY: 
An Overview 1973-88
A/ Ijntroduct i on
Chapter four outlined the job demarcation pattern of three 
generations of newspaper technology, and chapters six- 
eight concentrate on the maxi n body of analysis of the 
research, namely the interaction between changing 
technology and inter-workgroup relations. It seems 
appropriate therefore, to build links between these 
chapters by examining, on an industry wide level, some of 
the important changes that have taken place over the last 
two decades, vis-a-vis the print unions and technological 
change in the newspaper industry. It should be noted from 
the outset, however, that no attempt will be made to 
present a systematic history, but rather an attempt will 
be made to analyse some of the main underlying trends that 
have emerged since the early 1970s, that are specifically 
re1evant to the study.
The structure of this chapter is problematic, as to some 
extent it. would be fruitful to focus on the recent history 
of t.h e newsp aper i ndustr y i n a chr ono 1 og i c a 1 f ash i on But 
this approach would be flawed for two reasons. Firstly, it
wou1 d tend to lead to an in-depth foeus on the mi nutiae of
m a j o r e v e n t s , t hi e 1 a 1 1  e r .being a 1 r e a d y c o v e r e d both in
t e r m s o f s p e c i f i c d :i. s p u t e s (s e e J ax c a b s 1980 , Die k i n s o n
1984 and !Yie 1 ver n 1986) , and on print /newspaper i ndu.st r .i a 1 
relations in general (see Martin 1981 and Goodhart/Wintour 
1986). And secondly, a chronological structure would 
p r ob ab 1 y 1 ead t o a d esc rip t :i. ve, r at h er t h an an a 1 y t .i. c 
approach, it being mors relevant to develop a qualitative 
understanding of change on an industry wide level so as to 
h i. g h 1 i g h t some of t h e over a 11 trends in i n d ust rial 
re.1. at i ons „ Thus the f o3.3. owi ng sectians of this chapter , 
whilst being divided into two respective decades, 
concentrate on issues raised by the introduction of new 
t e c h n o 3. o g y , r a t h e r t h a n a c h r o n o 1 o g i c a 3. h i s t o r y o f the 
latter. However, for the purposes of clarity, table 5.1 
presents an at-a-glance outline of major events since the 
early 1970s.
tabI e b. 1 major industrial relations landmarks 1973-87
Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978 
Nov
1979 
1982
1983
1983
-84
1985
1986 
Jan
Event
Nottingham Evening 
Post dispute
Royal Commission 
on the Press
Peterborough Standard 
(Sharman's) dispute
SOGAT & SGA merger
Programme for Action: 
NPA & union leaders 
agree DI in Fleet St
Royal Commission 
publishes Report
Times/Sunday Times 
1ock-out
Times/Sunday Times 
resume publication
SOGAT/NATSOPA 
= SOGAT'82 
NGA/SLADE = NGA'82
Project Breakthrough: 
NS plan for 
provincial DI
Most nationals 
announce move out of 
Fleet St
Stockport Messenger 
d i spute
T he Way F or war d:
NGA'82 response to 
N S 's Project 
Breakthrough
Wolves. Express & 
Star/Kent Messenger 
di sputes
N e w s I n t e r n a t i o n a 1 
(Wap ping) d i sp ute
Outcome
NEP de-unionises production 
areas
To investigate press's 
'financial crisis'
NGA retain double-keystroke 
function
Unique general /'craft merger
Rejected by FS rank & file 
due to lack of consultation 
& fear of major redundancies
Stresses financial crisis re 
staffing & chapel position 
new technology
Climax to industrial unrest 
in national press in 1970s
Compromise: NGA agree job 
cuts/retain double-keystroke
Leads to just two 
production unions in print 
i ndustry
Several years of talks with 
NGA'82 but ultimately is not 
implemented
Early attempt to break 
'Fleet Street' IR culture
NGA'82 defeat and loss of 
uni on recogni t i on.
Rejected by NS. not favoured 
by SOGAT, as it allows NGA 
recognition in editoriaxl 
advertising areas
NGA'82 looses recognition at 
papers, journalists sign DI 
deal
Mlirdochi moves production 
to new plant at Wapping, 
locks-out NGA, SOGAT S< AEUW
1986 Most natianals
a n n o u. n c: e m o v e t o 
London doc k 1 an d s
B b q :i. n n i n g o f t h e 0 n d o f 
■' F 1 0 e t. 8 t ", an d m a j o r 
redundanc1es amongst 
print workers
1987 'Mapping" dispute 
F e b cal 1 e d - o f f b y u n i o n s
NGA, SOGAT & AUEW lose 
recognition.
June United Newspapers
1 a s t n a t i o n a 1 g r o u p 
move from F1 eet Street
Central London loses last 
I a b o u r i n t e n s i v e p r o d u c t i o n 
ind, End of 'Fleet Street'
It is of c o u rse, d i f f i cu1 1 t o d ec i d e on a st ar t i n g d at e 
for the analysis, any year chosen will be arbitrary to 
some ex tent „ The stor y of conf J.J. c_t over the i ntr oduct i on 
of new technology in the newspaper industry dates at least 
as f ar bac k as 1814, when ' The Ti mes' i nsta11ed the f i rst 
steam powered cy I :i. nder press i n F1 eet Strest. The pressmen 
on the paper were only told of its existence after the 
steam press had printed its first edition in an adjacent 
b u i 1 d i n g t o the origin a 1 ' T i rnes " plant !I11. Bringing the
topic into a more recent context, Cockburn 1983 has marked 
the mid--1960s as the techno 1 ogi ca 1 turni ng point in the 
British printing industry, noting for example, the 
'Eeadi ng Eveni ng Post' being the f irst newspaper in 
B r i t a :i. n t o b e p r o d u c e d b y ph o t o c o m p o s i t i o n a t t h a t t i m e 
LI2 Ii. In fact, f or Cockburn , thie 1959 nat i ona3. pr i nt i ng 
strike had already resulted in a significant loss of union 
'power', paving the way, as far as the employers were 
concerned "to the technologi cal revolution that was 
looming on the American horizon..." L".31. The 'revolution' 
however was to prove some way off for the British 
newsp ap e r in d ust r y. E mpIoyer s were still c omp1 a i n i n g in 
the mi d — 1960s about 'art if ici al " uni on imposed Iabour 
restr1 ctions, a point taken up by the National Board for 
Prices & Incomes l41. The real problem, according to the 
Board lay in the i nsu.f f i c i ent use of 1 abour , which in turn 
was bound up with the problem of demarcation:
"...the technological developments of recent years 
have tended to blur the old distinctions between 
un ions an d t o thr ow a11 c ategor ies of wor ker 
into a closer reI ationshi p ."
INAT11JNAL BOARD f or PRICES & 1NC0MES, 1965 : p.451
However, whilst the mid-1960s may be a relevant starting 
P o i n t f r om a tec h n a I og :l. c a 1 s t an d p o :i. n t , i t seems r eason ab 1 e 
to argue that it was not until the early 1970s that the 
r ad i c a I i mp 1 i c a t i on s «:<f c h an g i n g t ec h n o 1 ag y began t o ma k e 
fundamental inroads into the perceptions of the majority
0 f r a n k O f :i. I e t r a d e u n i o n m e m b e r s in t h e news p aper
1 nciustry . There were three mai n reasons f or th 1 s lag
between wor ker percep t i on and technolog :i. ca 1 potent i al . 
Firstly, the implementation of photocomposi ti on systems 
did not begin on a large scale in the newspaper i ndustry 
unt i 1 the early 1970s.. Secondly, the t echnol og i cal change
that had taken place up to this point in the printing 
i n d u s t r y a s a w h ole, h a d p r o d u c e d a n u n e v e n e m p 1 o y m e n t 
i. nipact. (As trade un i on members ex i st wi th i n the pri nt i ng
& publishing industry, rather than just the newpaper 
sector, it is relevant to examine employment -figures when 
disc ussi n g the impact t h at t h e 1 a1 1  er has on wor ker 
perceptions of their position and strength within the 
industry). Hunter et al 1970 (p.91) produce the following 
figures for the 1960s.*:
i. 2 ; n u. m b e r e m p 1 o y e d 0 “/. change in main pri nting
o c c u p a t. i o n s i n 1964 & 1967
occupation 1964 1967 change
machine minders
- let t e r p r e s s 22,980 22,680 i»
- offset 4,780 5,2 0 0 + 8 . 8
- gravure 1 ,820 2 ,0 0 0 + 9.9
machine assistants 17,810 17,780 - 0 . 2
compositors 48,910 46,800 - 4.3
process engravers 4,610 2,810 -39. 1
electro/st ereotypers 4 „ 640 3,830 -17.5
skilled binders 25,240 29,060 + 15.1
s e m i - s k i 11 e d to i n d e r s 2 2  I 650 24,550 + 8.4
other man u a1 wor k ers 97,470 93,560 - 4. 1
a11 man ua1 wor ker s 250,910 248,270 - 1 . 1
T h u s m a n u. a 1 w o  r k e r s i n t h e □ r i n t i n d u s t r y o v e r a 1 I h a d 
exper i enced j ust o v e r a  1Z fa11 in emp1 oyment between 
1964—67. These industry wide figures tended to support 
evidencs encountered in the case studies Hunter et a1 
r esearched, whi ch was summar i sed thus:
"...as with most new installations of printing 
machinery, the principal motive for the 
introduction of new typesetting equipment 
h a s b een a g r ow t h i n deman d . Par t i c ulariy 
where TTS equipment with quite clear labour 
saving effects has been installed, this growth 
in demand has prevented any serious problems 
of redundancy; the increased labour productivity 
has served to prevent an increase in the work 
force, rather than to reduce it. Filmsetting 
does not generally save any significant amount 
of labour, as the essentially manual keyboarding  ^
operation remains, though systems based on 
typewriter keyboards do appear to have a higher 
output per man than conventional keyboards."
[ HUNTER et a I 1970 : pp. 69-70.1
Moreover, it was estimated by the Department of Employment 
a Productivity, that in London between 1967-72, the number 
of c:omposi tors ( i nc 1 udi ng past e-up art i sts) was actually 
going to increase from 17,900 to 18,340. Other traditional 
areas were however declining, such as stereotypers and
e I ec tr otyper s , who dun. ng the same period were estminated 
to fall from 850-590 (p.46— 47).
Th e t li i r d f a c t or a f f e c 1 1 n g wor k e r s ' p er c ep t :i. o n s o f t h e 
changing nature of the printing industry, was that changes 
i n s k ill c o n t e n t d u e t o t e c h n ological c h a n g e h ad re m a :i. n e □ 
relatively marginal. It was certainly the case that 
process and foundry workers had experienced a notable 
'deskilling' impact during the 1960s, due to powder less 
e t c h i n g a n d s e n s i t. i s e d / a u t a m a t e d p 1 a t e m .a k i n g r e s p e c 1: i v e 1 y 
II5 3 . An a a s ma 11 prop or t i on of c omp os i t □ r s hi ad see n TTS 
e r o d e t h e i r ' h y p h e n a t ion ' a n d " j u s t i f i c a t i o n ' s k i 11 
r e qu i remen t in setting type. However, or i g i n ati on wor k er s 
gene r a 13. y h a d e x p e r i e n c e d o n 1 y m a r g i n a 1 c h a n g e :i. n t h e i r 
job content re new technology during the 1950s/60s.
0 v e r a11 t h erefore, the ear1 y 1970s wou1 d ap p ear a more 
relevant starting date for the purpose of the present 
study, with 1973 marking a par t :i. cul ar I y important year as 
it w i t n e s s e d t h e fir s t m a j o r d i s p u t e o v e r t hi e i n troduc t ion 
of new technology in the provincial press..
Before turning to a detailed account of the recent history 
of newspaper industrial relations, it is useful to comment 
brief], y o n t hi e d i s t i n c t i o n s h e t w e e n t h ie n a t i o n a I a n d 
provin c i a1 pr ess. Gen er a1is i n g , t rends in t he n at ion a1 
newsp aper sec t or of t hie i nd ust r y h ave f o 11 owed mor e easi 1 y 
definable lines than in the provincial press, for three 
main reasons. Firstly, the national press is a homogenous 
entity, synonymous, up to 1986, with the label 'Fleet 
Street'. Hence events at any one paper (induistrial 
relations or otherwise) are soon known throuighout the 
national sector. Secondly, there is far greater internal 
competition between national newspapers in respect of 
circLilation and advertising revenue than in the provincial 
press; the latter being more suibject to external 
c omp et i t i on suc h as 1 oca1 radi o  and 'free' newsp  ap er s .
Thus if one national paper cuts its costs, there is a 
strong impetus for the others to follow suit. And thirdly, 
t h e e c o n o m i c p o s i t i o n o f t in e n a t i o n a 1 press has 
historically appeared to follow similar trends,
□ a r t i c u 1 ar 1 y n oticea b 1 e d u r i n q p e r i o d s o f FI eet St roe t 
wide 'financial crisis'. In examining the i n t r od uc t i on of 
c h a n g i n q tec h n o 3. o g y i n t in e i n d u s t r y o v e r t he la s t f i f t e e n 
years or so, one needs therefore, to distinguish between 
the provincial and the national sectors, particularly as 
there developed a marked disparity between the two sectors 
in t h s use of p hot oc omp osit ion in t he 1970s «
In many ways, the 1970s and 1980s can be seen as two
distinct periods, with sub periods of intensified activity
within each decades in the provincial press -• 1973 75 and
1982-86:; in the national press   1974~-76 and 1983-86. Of
c o u r s e , any c o n s t r u c t :l. o n o f t h x s k i n d i s s o m e w h a t 
arbitrary, and no period presents a clear cut phase of 
t e c h n o 1 o g i c a 1 i n t. era c t i o n w i t h n e w s p a p e r i n d u s t r i a I 
r e3. at i ons. Mor eo ver , f :■ oit; a t heor er. j. s a 3. per spec 11 ve , t ipe
ab o ve p er i od :i. sa t i on :i. s n ot. ine an i: t o imp 1 y t h at e i t h er 
employers or trades unions entered a pre-determined 
pathway along the road to change in 1973 (or at any other 
time). Rather, the present chapter attempts to illustrate 
the complex and often ad-hoc manner in which new 
technology has entered the newspaper industry, and the 
various approaches/responses adopted by employers and 
unions.
B/ TSie 1970ss Technoloqical Potential Unrealised
Throughout, the 1970s, in the provincial press, the change 
over from hot—metal to computer systems of newspaper 
production progressed steadily, but was interspersed with 
two major instances of conflict between unions and 
employers, which in part, had the effect of restricting 
the actual use of new methods by channelling its 
introduction along lines of existing demarcated job 
structures, rather than implementing more radical changes 
in the pattern of work (see chapter four)»
July 1973 saw the first salvo over new technology, in an 
industrial dispute at a newspaper that was soon to gain 
notoriety in the eyes of many trade unionists, the 
'Nottingham Evening Post' (NEP). Three-hundred printers 
and journalists took action over what was initially the 
attempted introduction of a plastic platemaking machine 
£63. During this dispute, the striking chapels combined to 
produce their own paper - 'The Press', whilst emergency 
editions of the 'Post' were produced by the newspaper's 
owner, T«Bailey Forman, and other executives and managers 
£73. This dispute ultimately led to the loss of 
recognition of production trades unions at the 'Post', 
despite a widespread campaign by the print unions and the 
local Labour council. Undoubtedly, T.Bailey Forman was the 
first British newspaper proprietor to demonstrate the 
potential shift in the ‘'balance of power' between unions 
and employers, which was underpinned by changing 
technology £83. A few year later, the NUJ reported:
"Since then new technology has spread- its wings 
through all departments: from tele—ads to the 
editorial floor, and from payroll accounting to 
commercial printing. The company CNEF‘3, in 1973, 
were able to prove to representatives in newspapers 
■throughout Europe that they had reached their 
editorial objective. The visitors saw the Post's 
reporters at the keyboards of visual display units, 
sending their copy direct to the computer."
CNUJ 1980 s p.333
However-, at the same time, the dispute also demonstrated 
to other newspaper owner s t h a t the trade unions were 
prepared to put up strong resistance to non-negotiated 
attempts at change. In fact, the NEP was to be the only 
provincial paper (excluding free sheets) that published 
wit h out recognising the pr i n ting p r oducti on un ions (an d 
later the NUJ) throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s 
£93.
Two years after the dispute at the 'Post', a second major 
dispute erupted in the provincial press, at the 
'Peterborough Standard', owned by Peter Sharman. The 
'Sharmans' conflict involved an attempt by the management 
to introduce an optical character recognition (OCR) 
phototypesetting system into the origination process, in 
essence an earl, y f or m of d j. r ec t i n p ut £ 10 3 . Ivian ag ement ' s
rationale for attempting to introduce this technology was 
to turn a weekly newspaper into a -five-day evening paper 
without increasing the forty strong NGA composing staff. 
The NGA at chapel and national level resisted this move, 
and despi te edi ti ons of the paper being pubIi shed with the 
assistance of most MATSOPA and NUJ members (although the 
NUJ executive instructed its members not to cross picket 
lines), a seven week lock-out resulted in a compromise 
settlement, with Sharman abandoning his plans for a new 
evening paper. The NGA ' s relative success in this dispute 
can be seen to be partly due to the high priority given it 
at national level (involving the use of mass picketing by 
the NGA for the first time), and to solidarity action 
shown by NGA workers at other newspapers in blacking 
advertisers that used Sharman's publications £113.
However, for its part, the managmerit at. Sharman's were 
able to induce the NGA into agreeing that NUJ members 
could type copy on OCR compsitable typewriters, leaving the 
NGA to set non journalist copy such as readers' letters 
and advertisements. Several NGA jobs were lost as a result 
of this compromise through the mechanism of 'natural 
wastage' £123. The symbolic importance of this early 
dispute was not lost on the wider newspaper industry:
"As many newspapers, including the Daily Mirror, 
the Daily Express and The Guardian, have announced 
plans to modernise their production methods, the 
Peterborough situation is seen as a microcosm of 
the whole British industry."
CThe TIMES 1.7.75 : p.23
The compromise reached in the Sharman's dispute did not 
halt the steady development of new technology in the 
provincial press, although it did appear to have some 
bearing on how that technology was actually utilised, 
particularly regarding the continuation of a double- . 
keystroking function, carried out by the craft workgroups. 
For example, Journalist Charter 1976 reported the 
following developments in the mid-1970s. An experiment at 
Portsmouth & Sunderland Newspapers, in the use of OCR 
technology had led the way in the provincial press for a 
joint NUJ/NGA agreement over its use. But in the wake of 
the Sharman's dispute, the NGA blacked all further 
management attempts at introducing OCR- At the Coventry 
Evening Te1 egraph, a £300,000 investment plan for a new 
technology composing room was only implemented after the 
NGA had been given assurances that they would remain the 
keyboard operative workgroup. (Although it was envisaged 
and agreed in principle that DI would be the company's 
eventual negotiated aim). At. the Halifax Evening Courier a 
two phase plan was put to the unions in March 1976, which 
in the origination section involved the loss of between 
20-50 NGA jobs (including the entire reading room), 
t h r oug h t he in trod uct ion of p hot oc ompos i t i on and VDUs. The 
NUJ agreed to the proposals within the fourteen days 
specified by management, with the proviso that there would 
be no compu1 sory redundanci es. The Warr i ngton Guardian
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installed VDU equipment, but on the agreement that it 
would only be operated by NGA members. The Bel-fast 
Telegraph introduced a photocomposition system that was 
plagued with technical problems. At the Kettering 
Northants Evening Telegraph a Li no-Paul System V was 
installed which was adaptable -for DI, but retained a 
double keystroke function. And at the Kentish Times, the 
NUJ, NGA, NATSQPA and SLADE held regular joint demarcation 
meetings when management began considering the 
introduction of a Linotron System V £133.
Gradually, the relatively slow pace of change began to 
accelerate in the provincial press sector by the mid- 
1970s. The Advisory, Conciliation & Arbitration Service 
(ACAS) reported in 1976 that 387. of provincial houses had 
introduced either web offset presses, or one or other of 
the new technical processes in the composing room over the 
previous few years. Furthmore, many more newspaper houses 
were in the process of changing their technology or had 
advance plans to do so (p.1 2 )
Although the implementation of DI tended to be 'put on 
ice' during the latter half of the 1970s, the increase 
usage of photocomposition in the provincial press 
continued apace into the early 1980s, by which time it was 
difficult (outside London at least) to find a newspaper 
house using hot-metal production methods.
In the national press, a very different history unfolds in 
respect of the experience of new technology in the 1970s. 
The period 1974-76 is important as it marks the first and 
last attempt by national newspaper publishers and the 
trade union leaderships to introduce new technology on a 
planned, industry wide basis, based on a formula outlined 
in the 'Programme for Action', which was issued jointly by 
the Newspaper Publishers Association (NPA) and print 
industry trade unions in 1976. It is worth looking briefly 
at the background to this initiative, as it marked a 
watershed in Fleet Street industrial relations.
By 1974, the third Royal Commission on the Press this 
Century had been set-up, primarily (like its predecessors 
in 1949 and 1962) to investigate the cause of an apparent 
crisis in the financial position of the British national 
press £143. The objective reality behind the 'crisis' has 
been questioned £153, but whilst an examination of the 
latter is not necessary for the purpose of the present 
study, it is important to note that the general tone of 
the Commission's report made a signifcant impression on 
the □r i nt trades uni on leadership, parti cu1 ar1 y over the 
need to introduce technological change and reduce staffing 
levels at a much faster pace than had previously been the 
case. Thus against the background of the Royal Commission, 
and a perceived economic crisis, the impetus for radical 
c h a ng e i n t ec h no1 og y staffing levels g ot f i r m 1 y un d er w ay 
in the mid-1970s. 'The Times' had already embarked on i 
f i r st ser i ous contempor ary approach to new technoIo□y i n 
1973, formulating a plan that was to cuiiminate in the
-SO -
'Times' dispute at the end of the decade Ci6.IL In July 
1975, the 'Financial Times' was the -first national paper 
to follow 'The Times' lead, by announcing plans to cu.t its 
staff by 337 (a total job loss of 769) £.1.73. In the same
month the 'Daily Mirror' stated that it intended to 
convert all of its titles to photocomposition by early 
19771 Having left the NF’A in 1974, the 'Mirror' offered a 
wage increase over the 67 being offered by NPA members, in 
return for union acceptance that jobs lost through 
'natural wastage' would' not be automatically replaced. 
Whilst the NGA chapel membership accepted this offer, 
NATSOF'A members rejected it CISII „ In August. 1975, the 
'Observer' followed suit and demanded a 307 staff 
reduction, issuing notices to 200 of its 700 workforce.
And then in September, 'The Dai 1y Telegraph' stated it too 
wanted to drastically cut its staff of 1600 by between 
560-720 C193. Together with 'The Guardian', which had 
slightly less ambitious plans at'the time, 'The Times', 
'Financial Times', 'Daily Telegraph', 'Observer' and 
'Daily Mirror' all wished to introduce DI systems using 
contemporary state of the art technology, casting a 
technical eye over- to some of the most up-to-date American 
newspapers, such as the 'Baltimore Sun' C203.
For the leadership of the print craft union, the NGA, the 
above events in the mid-1970s began to induce a profound 
change of attitude towards new technology. With the Royal 
Commission reinforcing a belief that newspapers were in 
poor financial health, and with the experience of the 
'Sharmans' dispute in the provincial press demonstrating 
the potential of DI in the craft areas, new perceptions 
began to take shape- By the summer of 1975, the NGA's 
leaders were coming round to the idea that' radical change 
in the national newspaper industry was imminent, and that 
the latter would involve large-scale job loss. As the then 
General Secretary of the NGA - Joe Wade — argued:
"It would be a brave man who would attempt to 
assess the amount of overmanning in Fleet 
Street, but it would be a foolish one who 
denied its existence. It is now manifest that 
there is no way in which we can avoid grasping 
the nettle of overmanning."
CPRINT 28.8.753
The above attitude towards Fleet Street industrial 
relations was.not confined to the NGA, but became 
increasingly generalised throughout the printing trades 
union leaderships. The then new General Secretary of the 
NATSOPA 'semi-skilled' union Owen O'Brien wrotes
"Now is the time for a complete reassessment 
of the situation in our industry, and we can 
make a final attempt to put it on a rational 
basis to provide security for a 1 arge number 
of our members.“
ilNATSOPA JOURNAL 26.9.75, emphasis added)
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O'Brien was in -fact alluding to the 'Programme -For 
Action', which had basically emanated from the TUG 
Printing Industries Committe (TUG—PIC)„ The TUG—PIC had 
deci ded that an industr i a1 1 eve1 approach to changi ng 
technology in the national press had become the 
appropriate strategy, and it was agreed by the print 
i ndustry trade unions that a joint aproach should be 
sought wi tli the NPA. Thus i n 1975, the Genera 1 Secretari es 
of the then four main print unions - the NUJ, BOGAT, 
NATSOPA and the NGA -- together with national level 
representatives of the EETPU and AEUW, joined together 
with the NPA to create the 'Joint Standing Committee for 
National Newspapers' (JSC) C2iJ. The JSC's function was to 
formulate and oversee technological change at the level of 
the entire national newspaper industry,.it being felt by 
both sides at this juncture that it would be detrimental 
to employers and unions if the alternative to a national . 
approach, an ad-hoc paper by paper negotiation of 
technologicad change' and staffing reductions were to 
ensue.
Clearly then, the leaderhsip of those unions involved in 
the newspaper industry had been convinced that radical 
change was round the corner, and that the unions should 
act accordingly, in order to try to exert as much 
influence as possible over the future of the newspaper 
industry. However, by way of stressing the point that 
there was a distinct lack of determinism involved in this 
historical process, feelings of ambiguity amongst the 
trades union national officials were obviously present.
For example, a JSC policy document was published in 
November 1975, entitled 'National Newspapers: Manpower & 
Technology', outlining briefly the industry wide plan to 
introduce new technology, erode old demarcation lines, and 
reduce staffing levels 1223. The latter was to be 
accomplished without compulsory redundancies, but by a 
comb in ait ion of : early retirement provisions, 
decasualisation, retraining-redeployment, lump sum 
payments on voluntary redundancy and the maintenance of 
incomes for those displaced. However, although six out of 
seven trade unions involved in organising Fleet Street 
workers were initial signatories to the above policy 
statement- the NGA, SLADE, SOGAT, NATSOPA, NUJ and EETPU - 
SLADE were later to pull out of the JSC in December 1975 
!I 23 J. An d whi1st t he AEUW even t ua11y entered t h e 
negotiations, both they and the NGA leadership harboured 
serious reservations II243. One source of disagreement 
between the NPA and the unions revolved around defining 
the exact nature of Fleet Street's 'financial crisis', 
with the employers putting great emphasis on overstaffing. 
F o r t h e u n i o n s h o w e v e r , w hi i 1 s t agreeing t h at work fore e 
reductions were necessary and could assist in the 
i mpr ovemen t of t h e eo on omi o si t uat i on of t he nat i on a 1 
pr ess, n ever t he1 ess f e1 1 t hat t h e ma i n p r ob1 ems lay i n 
r i s i n g n e w s p r i n t c o s t s , f a 1 1 i n g a d v e r t i s i n g r e v e n u e a n d 
dec 1 i n i n g c i r cu 1 at i on s II25 3. 0ver a 11 however , t he above
.lI. ties were overcome, and in November 1976, the JSCr i*
published its plan under the title 'Programme for Action'. 
In its Forward, the national union leaders left the rank & 
file membership in no doubt as to the position of the 
formers
"If. ».the provisional agreements are rejected, 
there will be no agreed overal1 framework 
through which the problems facing the industry 
can be dealt with and the consequences of this 
could-.-be extremely grave and have a serious 
affect on the continued viability of some titles 
in the industry, the maintenance of ernpl oyment, 
and the continuation of a strong and effective 
trade union organisation. For these reasons, we 
commend the proposals..-to members employed in 
national newspapers...The industry's future, 
the future of your union's organisation in national 
newspapers, and. your own future depends on it."
CPROGRAMME for ACTION, 1976.s p.4, original 
emphasis!
But despite this clear cut warning of future perils, the 
membership of al1 the production unions in Fleet Street 
rejected the proposals, put to them in early 1977, with 
only the journalists approving it. Table 5.3 below details 
the ballot result for the two most important newspaper 
unions at that time, the NGA and NATSOPA.
table 5.3 : ballot result over the 'Programme for Action' 
C263
for agai nst
NGA 889 3,778
NATSOPA, 4,296 4,598
The reason behind the rank & file rejection of the 
'Programme for Action' are complex. Certainly the fear of 
large scale redundancies played a part. But probably more 
importantly, the failure on the part of the union leaders 
to consult what had traditional1y been very independent 
minded Fleet Street chapels caused much resentment amongst 
the membership. The latter was a particularly salient 
point in the case of NATSOPA, where personal animosity 
between leading shop-floor union activists and the 
national leadership had reached bitter proportions during 
the 1970s C27!. The narrow margin voting against the 
'Programme' in NATSOPA nevertheless reflected a generally 
more favourable appraisal of the potential of new 
technology for uplifting the position of so-called semi­
skilled workers in the newspaper industry, than was the 
case amongst the craft workers, who feared the 
'deskilling' aspect of computerisation L28!. Overall, the 
somewhat autocratic stance adopted by the respective 
national union leaderships at this juncture, was not a
majori ty 
agai nst 
2,889 
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tactical error as such, as far as the latter were 
concerned. The chapel as a level of the union, it was 
felt, was in general too powerful and exercised an 
unhealthy autonomy vis-a-vis the national unions. Indeed, 
it was this latter belief that in part led to the union 
1 ead er s ap p r□achi n g t h e empIoyer s i n the first instance, 
to formulate a joint approach to the introduction of new 
technology in Fleet Street? thus by-passing the 
' intransigent' shop-floor chapels. Hence to a large 
extent, it would have appeared to have been a self 
defeating exercise for the union leaders to consult, in 
any meaningful way, the rank & file. In any event, the 
'Programme for Action' proved a short lived first and last 
attempt to introduce changing technology into the national 
press on an industry wide basis.
The first half of the 1970s then, had produced an 
uncertain situation in the newspaper industry in respect 
of changing technology. In the provincial press, 
photocompostion systems of production had been steadily 
introduced, but the potential of DI had remained 
unutilised, in part because of the industrial relations 
problems encountered in the few newspaper houses that had 
attempted to introduce it C29II.
In the national press, computerised technology had made 
little impact into the traditional hot-metal method of 
printing, with the only' attempt at formulating an industry 
wide level plan for its introduction being rejected by the 
rank St file membership of the respective unions. Moreover, 
the actual technical abilities of computer systems, 
remained at this stage uncertain.
In many ways, events in the latter half of the 1970s 
consolidated rather than altered this complex situation.
In the provincial press, the implementation of DI tended 
to be 'put on ice' during this period, although in 
Scotland, several regional newspapers were involved in a 
series of new t echn o1 ogy/DI di sput es i n 197S C 303. But 
again, the trades unions were general 1 '/ able to prevent 
any' large scale redundancies due to technol ogi cal change, 
and DI was still to be a realised goal as far as 
managements were concerned.
In the national press, the introduction, of new technology 
took a step backwards if anything, with the Mirror Group's 
attempt to convert the 'Sport i ng Life' to photocompositi on 
overnight in May 1978, ending in technical failure with 
the paper having to revert back to hot—metal. The 
problem a t i c n a t u r e o f t: e c h n o I o g y w a s t h u s highlighted, 
although as Duncan Cambell argued:
"Th e 1 esson t o d r aw i s n ot t h at a11 t echnology 
does not work, for much of it does. But ove r - 
eager computer printing salesmen, together with 
n e w s p a p e r m a n a g e m e n t w h o i n c: r e a s i n q 1 y see t h e m s e 1 v e s 
as managing just one more profitable product line
•fan multinational companies, have oversold their 
abilities to equip or manage national newspapers, 
and undersold traditianal ski1 Is and sensibi1 i t i es» 
The or i g i na1 1970s 'crisis' of FIeet Street that
started the fuss about the new technology 
revolution, largely over escalating newsprint 
prices, has been solved- It is ironic that it has 
1 eft a f urther , unnecessary, crisis in its wake-" 
[.CAMBELL in New Statesman 28.6-79 s p.10883
It lay beyond the scope of the present study to examine 
industrial relations in the national newspaper industry 
during the latter half of the 1970s [313, but it was 
certain1 y a peri od of hi ghtened conflict, as much intra­
union as uni on/empI oyer L323. Unofficial chapel action was 
rife, particularly in the case of NATSOPA and the NGA, 
which not only presented problems to the Fleet Street 
publishers, but equally was creating severe and overt 
strain between chapel and national levels of the unions. 
'Wildcat' action at the 'Observer' in May 1978 brought 
this situation to a head in the NGA, with its then General 
Secretary Joe Wade, threatening the unprecedented step of 
replacing the chapel members (in the machine room) who 
were talking unofficial action, with an alternative labour 
force supplied by the London Region of the NGA. Clearly, 
for the NGA leadership, the action taken by the 'Observer' 
machine chapel represented something far more serious than 
the possible closure of a newspaper (although this was 
viewed as serious enough). Reflecting a general fear at 
the time amongst other union officialdoms, Wade stated:
"I don't think we have ever taken such an action 
as severe as this against one of our Fleet Street 
chapels. We saw this as a complete chal1enge to 
the authority of the executi ve and if we did not 
take these steps other people might be tempted to 
follow in the footsteps of the twenty-five [machine 
minders]."
[The GUARDIAN 20.5.78 s p.i, emphasis added 3
This deteriorating industrial relations situation in the 
national press culiminated in the best known newspaper 
dispute in the 1970s, the 'Times/Sunday Times' lock-out, 
which took place between November 1978 and November 1979. 
Like most other specific instances of conflict in the 
newspaper i ndustr y , 'Th e T i mes' dispute was extremely
complex, involving issues of control over the production 
process b et ween man ag emen t an d chapels, DI technology, a 
disputes procedure and a host of other secondary issues.
□f course, all the above factors were interconnected, but 
it is not the place here to explore the minutae of this 
d i s p u t e (see J a c o b s .1.9 S 0 , S o c i a 1 i s t W o r k e r s Par t y 1980, 
Martin 1981 and Routledge 1981). However, it can be 
reasonably argued that 'The Times' dispute was more a 
confirmation of the confused state of the industry at that 
stage, rather than a major watershed in newspaper 
industrial relations. As Hird L Wintour 1978 commented at
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the time- a combination of five main factors led to "a 
highly complex bungle" rather than any 1 ong term 
"conspi.ratori al plan"s the enrichment of the Thomson 
Organisation (owners of 'The Times') through North Sea 
oi1 5 the Thomson family decision to give up financial 
responsibility far. 'The Times';; many never ending 
industrial relations battles with the chapels; technical 
failure of new technology systems;; and a curious off-hand 
attitude towards Times Newspapers Ltd (p„568)„
This complex and confused industrial relations situation 
of the 1970s is reflected in the divergent assessments of 
the outcome of 'The Times' conflict,. It is generally
agreed the dispute brought to a conclusion one marked
trend of the 1970s, that was a growing autonomy and 
strength of the Fleet Street chapel organisation vis-a-vis 
the respective national union organ! sti ons El 33 li. However, 
for Jenkins 1981, the unions as whole were clearly the 
victors, demonstrating once again their defensive ability 
to "obstruct change" by retaining a double-keystroke 
function (p-57)„ But for the Socialist Workers Party 1980 
<p«2) and Routledge 1981 (p-9), one of the most notable
aspects of the dispute was the unions' apparent weakness 
in conceding the principle of job reductions under future 
computerised printing systems. Thus whilst it may be 
legitimate to talk in terms of 'power battles' between 
capital and organised labour in the newspaper industry 
[341 at a certain level of abstraction, at the level of
everyday understanding and perceptions, it seems fair to
conclude that 'The Times' dispute symbolised and brought 
to a close a very uncertain and confused period in the 
history of changing technology and industrial relations in 
the newspaper industry.
One final point to demonstrate further the complexity of 
the situation in the national press at this stage-, was- the 
rather contradictory employment pattern of the late 1970s. 
Thus whilst the employment level fell overall, the use of 
craft workers actually increased slightly in some areas, 
as table 5.4 showss
table 5.4 s employment in H e e t  Street . 1976-/9 13511
This increase in the composing workforce was, in part, the 
result of 'The Times' dispute, as its rival newspapers 
took on more staff to increase their pagination 136 3 to 
take advantage of Thomson's titles being off the street. 
But for the purpose of the present study, this factor is 
important i n i1 1 ustr at i ng the camp1 ex i t i es i n wark er 
perception of their si tuat i on i n thie nat i ona 1 press.
year total composi tors 
4,0101976-7 36,402
1977-8 36,361
1978-9 36,309 4 ,202
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Empirically, it was the cra-ft worker who -felt himself most 
at risk given the potential changes taking place in the 
newspaper industry in the 1970s. But together with the 
non-utilisation of DI in the provincial press, craft 
worker perceptions of radical change were offset to a 
certain extent, with the more far reaching impact on 
employment levels still to be experienced by the end of 
the 1970s.
It is worth mentioning at this juncture, that the present 
chapter has concentrated on events, specific to the 
newspaper industry, and has tended therefore to emphasise 
the more 'reactive' strategies adopted by the print unions 
in the 1970s to changing technology. But the unions were 
also taking initiatives to solidify their respective 
positions in the industry as a whole, particularly in the 
form of organisational restructuring. In the 1970s, the 
most notable example of this was in the 1975 amalgamation 
of the Scottish Graphical Association (SGA), which 
represented craft workers north of the border, and SOGAT. 
This merger will be discussed in more detail in chapter 
seven, but two factors are worth noting. Firstly, the 
SOGAT/SGA merger presented an almost unique example of the 
possibilities of a 'general' and 'craft' union merging in 
the printing industry C373. And secondly, it also put the 
Scottish craft workers in a relatively stronger position 
vis-a-vis their Southern counterparts in respect of job 
demarcation, as most workers in the newspaper industry in 
Scotland were now organised by a single production union - 
SOGAT C383.
A second important istance of union restructuring took 
place in 1979, when the National Union of Wallcoverings, 
Decorative ?< Allied Trades (NUWDAT) transferred its 
engagements into the NGA. This merger will be discussed 
■more fully in chapter eight, but for now it is useful to 
note that the merger gave the NGA a white-collar base, 
through which it could pursue a strategy of broadening its 
recruitment area away from its traditional craft bsae 
C393. The job demarcation implications of both mergers 
were to become increasingly salient in the 19S0s.
C/ The 1980s; Technological Potential Into 
Technological Fact
If the end result of events in the 1970s was one of 
uncertainty and contradiction, both in terms of the 
relationship between capital and labour, and in respect of 
technological know-how, the decade of the 1980s produced a 
more clearly defined, yet still problematic outcome.
The changes that have taken place in the newspaper 
industry in the 1980s have tended to be characterised in 
the form of two major disputes: firstly at the 'Stockport 
Messenger' in 1983/84, between the paper's proprietor 
Eddie Shah, and the craft union the NGA'82;; and secondly, 
in the News International ('Wapping') dispute during 
1986/87, between the multinational media magnate Rupert 
Murdoch, and the print unions SOGAT'82, NGA'82 , NUJ 
together with the engineers union the then AEUW. It is 
unnecessary to examine in detail these disputes, both have 
been extensively documented (see Dickinson 1984 and 
Melvern 1986 respectively). But undoubteldly, both 
instances of conflict have had a profound effect on the 
attitudes and perceptions of the printing/newspaper 
unions, both at national and chapel level. Unlike most of 
the disputes discussed in the 1970s, the 'Messenger' and 
'Wapping' disputes produced clear cut results, namely the 
loss of recognition and negotiation rights for the unions 
involved (except the NUJ) C403. However, neither dispute 
was typical of the general trends in the provincial or 
national press, although it is generally accepted that the 
'balance of class forces' have been radically shifted in 
favour of newspaper employers, largely as a result of the 
defeats suffered by the print unions at Stockport and 
Wapping 14111. But in order to understand some of the 
underlying trends in newspaper industrial relations in the 
1980s, it is necessary to look beyond the latter two 
atypical instances of conflict, and towards more 
generalised events during this period.
The 1980s began on a relatively high note for the printing 
unions, with the first national print industry dispute 
since 1959 taking place in 1980, after the annual round of 
collective bargaining between the joint employers 
representatives - the British Printing Industries 
Federation (BPIF) and the NS C421 - and the NGA, had 
broken down. The NGA was able to sustain a national lock­
out situation (lasting for up to twelve weeks in some  ^
commercial' print/newspaper houses) which resulted in the 
virtual collapse of the BFTF/NS as a united bargaining 
organisation. Even so, this dispute emphasised the 
unpredictabi1 ity of the 'balance of power' in the 
industry, rather than marking any long term continuation 
of apparent union strength, as will be seen later in this 
chapter. Another positive outcome was achieved by the 
print unions in the early 1980s, when in 1982, two large- 
scale amalgamations took place. SOGAT and NATSOPA re­
amalgamated (after an abortive attempt in the mid-1960s)
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to -form SOGAT'82; and the NGA and SLADE merged to create 
the NGA'82. Both mergers brought to fruition long term 
restructuring plans by the respective unions, and were 
largely, although not entirely, a response to the growing 
problems and potential difficulties that changing 
technology was presenting to the trades unions throughout 
the printing industry. (Both mergers will be discussed 
more fully in Chapters 7 and 8 ).
In respect of changing technology specifical1y , two 
factors need exploration regarding their influence on the 
industrial relations climate in the 1980s. Firstly, 
external to the industry, has been the impact of the 
Conservative governments industrial relations legislation, 
in particular the 1980 and 1982 Employment Acts. The 
second and more important factor, internal to the 
industry, has been the growing impetus on behalf of the 
newspaper publishers, to put into effect the radical new 
technology potential of DI. In dealing briefly with the 
former issue first, it is noticeable that the use of the 
law has only been reverted to by employers in extreme and 
limited circumstances, and has not been generalised. Thus 
to date, there have been only three major instances of 
recourse to legisation by an employer against one or more 
print unions: Messenger Group Newspapers during the 
'Stockport Messenger' dispute; Wolverhampton Express &
Star in a dispute with the NGA'82 in 1985; and by News 
International during the 'Wapping' dispute in 1986 C433»
It would of course be naive to ignore the wider 
implications of legislation as applied to set-piece 
confrontation situations C441. In particular, these laws 
have had a notable effect on the type of industrial action 
that the NGA'82 has been increasingly involved in since 
the 1970s, i.e. picketing, blacking work from 
'unrecognised' sources, and putting pressure on third 
parties not to handle work emanating from an employer in 
dispute with the Union C453. And there is little doubt 
from the perspective of worker perceptions, the industrial 
relations legislation of the 1980s have had a marked 
impact C463. Nevertheless, it remains fair to argue, that 
from an empirical per s-pect i ve, the use of the law has been 
the exception rather than the rule.
The second factor will be looked at in more detail, that 
is the increasing impetus to introduce DI on behalf of the 
newspaper employers. This has ben reflected both in the 
provincial press since 1982, and in the national press  ^
since 1983. The introduction of new technology had 
continued steadily throughout the 1970s in the provincial 
press, but given the far reaching potential of 
computerisation, it was generally felt by the NS that 
progress had not been fast enough. An NS circular written 
in 1984 in response to a NGA'82 initiative on DI , 
commented:
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"It was pointed out to the NGA that although it says 
it is not opposed to new technology, little progress 
has been made in this direction since discussions 
commenced on OCR in 1972. Employers can no longer 
accept delay if they are to protect their businesses 
and the jobs they provide."
CNEWSPAPER SOCIETY Ref. PB47 14.5.84 : para 101
Williams & Steward 1985 note that the 1982 'Information 
Technology Survey' for the printing and publishing 
industry showed that 877. of managements surveyed said that 
they would like to utilise more advanced new technology: 
407. stating that labour problems restricted its use 
(mostly in larger firms); 337. stating that financial 
constraints inhibited technological progress (mostly in 
smaller firms); whilst 117 of employers said that they 
possessed new technology* equipment which was unutilised 
(p.76). Hence in 1982, the NS initiated 'Project 
Breakthrough' (PB), which rather like the 'Programme for 
Action' of 1976, attempted to devise an industry wide plan, 
for the introduction of DI technology, only' this time in 
the provincial press, "to facilitate commercial 
competitiveness of provincial newspapers, the use of 
technolog'/ to its full, to cut costs, improve existing 
publications and introduce new publications" C471. Not 
least in the minds of the employers in the provincial 
press was the growing competition from 'free sheet' 
newspapers C4S1, and local radio in the 1980s. The main 
thrust of the NS plan was to develop an industry wide 
framework, within which each individual paper could work 
out its specific requirements in respect primarily of the 
changeover to DI, "where technology disturbs the 
traditional allocation of duties and responsibilities 
between unions or existing departments" C491. For the NS, 
the crux of the matter was "that where technically* 
passible, duplicate operations shall be eliminated" C501 , 
an obvious reference to the double keystroking fuction 
that the craft workgoups had retained into the early 
1980s. Examples of the specific nature of changes 
envisaged by the NS were given in 'PB', reflecting the 
serious intent of the employers to finally break out of 
the keyboarding control exercised by the NGA'82 C511:
a) single keyboarding including remote terminals 
by editorial staff and contributers and by 
marketing staff, leaving specific kinds of
copy to be keyboarded by a composing section; t
b) operation of full page make-up by editorial 
and mar k eti ng staff;
c ) d i rect input from ad ver t i sers;
d ) d i  r e c t  i n p u t  w i  t h o u . t 1 i mi t o f  w i r e  service c o p y .
The N S 's 'P B ' initiated a long running series of
d i s c u s s i o n s w i t h t h e n e w s p a per u nions especially-1' the
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NGA'82, which tor its part responded in 1984 with a policy 
document entitled 'The Way Forward' (TWF). The latter 
quite clearly reflected a profound change of attitude 
undergone within the craft union during the 1980s to the 
question of D I , with an overt acceptance that the days of 
the labour intensive composing room were at an end. The 
experience of the 'Stockport Messenger' dispute, and the 
concomitant realisation of the difficulties of using 
industrial action (due partly to unfavourable legislation, 
together with more long term changes taking place in the 
industry as a whole), no doubt played a part in this new 
attitude towards the introduction of DI. Thus clause 2.6 
of 'TWF' stated:
"The introduction of new technology (single 
keystroking) will combine what are at present 
entirely separate occupations, ie tele-ad staff 
and typesetters, editorial staff and typesetters, 
and wi1 1 ...completely obliterate traditional 
demarcation lines throughout the industry."
CNGA'82 1984 : p.21
The wording of this clause is instructive, as the NGA'82 
National Executive saw not the elimination of the 
necessity for craft workers per se, but a general blurring 
of all job tasks. The logic of the NGA'82s 'follow the 
job' policy was to attempt to create an 'origination' 
area, within which the three main print unions - the NUJ, 
SOGAT'82 and the NGA'82, would have an equal share in the 
representation of 'origination' workers C521. Furthermore, 
in order to solidify what had been relatively less well 
organised areas of production, such as the editorial and 
advertising workgroups, and also to maximise trade union 
representation, the NGA'82 proposal contained the clause 
that Qn 1 V trade union members would be allowed to operate 
the DI technology C533. Non-union workers, outside 
contributors and Institute of Journalist (IoJ) members 
could continue to produce editorial or advertising matter 
for the newspaper, but their original material would have 
to be double-keystroked by a NUJ, SOGAT'82 or NGA'82 trade 
union member C543.
The NGA'82 proposals proved problematic on two fronts. 
Firstly*, although the NS welcomed the fact that the NGA'82 
accepted that it could no longer retain at monopoly' on the 
keyboarding function, the newspaper employers were unable 
to accept the principle that only-' union members of one ^f 
the three 'bone-fide' TUC affiliated unions could use the 
DI technology/ C541. The de facto closed shop that the 
N GA' 82s proposals would create, plus the inefficient use 
of available technology* both figured in the N S ' s 
opposition to clause twenty-eight of 'TWF'. Moreover, even 
the principle of a three way split in union membership for 
'origination' workers did not appear practical to the N S , 
particularly as it failed to take into account IoJ 
members, most of whom were highly' placed journalists at 
their r espect ive newsp aper s [561.
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The second area of dispute concerning 'TWF' was at the 
inter-uni on level. In short, neither the NUJ or SOGAT'82 
felt it desirable to allow the NGA' 82 into what the former- 
regarded as their traditional areas of recognition and 
recruitment. On the whole, it was this inter-union area of 
contention that was to prove the most difficult to 
overcome. The first round of conflict in this respect took 
place between the NGA'82 and the MLJJ (primarily because 
newspaper managements generally attempted to obtain an 
editorial DI deal before going onto reorganise the 
advertising area), and revolved around conflict at three? 
newspapers. In its desire to reach agreement with at least 
one major provincial newspaper group, so as to demonstrate 
its willingness to negotiate and be flexible, the NGA'82 
signed what it hope would be a trend setting DI agreement 
with Portsmouth & Sunderland Newspapers (PSN) . Stage one 
of this agreement was actually signed in September i98i, 
but it was stage two, signed in October 1984 C571, that 
led to protests from the NUJ at national level, as the 
deal allowed for NGA'82 recognition and negotiating rights 
for the ex compositors who transferred into the editorial 
room (three at that time). A NUJ statement spelt out its 
objectione:
"n
"It is not in the interest of NUJ members or 
indeed trade unionism for the NGA to organise 
on the editorial floor...We do not accept that 
there is any case behind the argument that 
editorial staff are taking over the jobs of 
compositors and readers. It has always been the 
job of subs Csub-editorsi to read and correct 
copy. The new technology takes out a functi on - 
it does not transfer i t ."
C Th e GUARD I AN 27.10.84 ; p „ 3 , emp h as i. s add ed 1
The? NUJ's preference, in the light of the PSN deal, was 
the? establishment of a 'joint union chapel ' , leading 
eventually to possible merger of the two unions C581. 
Interestingly, the NUJ chapel at PSN endorsed the 
agreeement to allow NGA'82 transferees to retain their 
membership of the craft union, but the NUJ's National 
E xec ut ive overrode the former's 'acqui escen c e ', argui n g 
t h a t on 1 y e i g h t een ou t of sevent y se ven c hi a.p e 1 memb er s h ad 
attended the meeting which voted in favour of the 
NGA'82/PSN deal C591. The NUJ chapel responded to its 
national officials directive, and refused to cooperate 
with the new agreement. This lead to PSN management 
locking—out seventyfour NUJ chapel members in January 1985 
1601 over t heir refusal to handle DI t echno 1 ogy . Th i s 
d i spute 1 asted for ni neteen weeks hefore a retur n to wor k 
was negotiated [611.
As the PSN dispute continued, a second NUJ/NGA'82 wrangle 
broke out at the Wolverhampton Express Star (WES) in 
February 1985. This time the issue was reversed, after the 
NUJ chapel negotiated a DI agreement with WES management, 
after the latter had 1ocked-ou the NGA'82 chapel after
failure to reach an advertising DI deal with the craft 
union C623, The WES situation highlighted the problematic 
nature of introducing DI , even within a highly planned and 
negotiated framework. By chance, Williams & Steward 1985 
had investigated the introduction of new technology at the 
newspaper shortly before the dispute broke out, and give a 
detailed account of events prior to February 1985 C633. A 
three stage plan had in fact been agreed to by management 
and the unions for the phasing in of DI, the first stage 
being agreed to in October 1979. At this point, management 
negotiations were primarily with the NUJ, as the NGA were 
not particularly affected by stage one proposals, and had 
tacitly consented to the plan. Indeed, stage one was 
generally seen as little more than 'glorified■typing', and 
thus posed few problems. The second stage of 
implementation (to come on stream by early 1980, but 
actually implemented in April 1983) was viewed positively 
by most journalists, given the favourable outcome of stage 
one, although this phase of 'story managment' was to prove 
more problematic. Essentially, the journalist workgroups 
who were most keen on further developments of DI were 
those who were not pressurised by tight deadlines (eg the 
sports and feature writers). On the other hand, those 
journalist working on the 'news desk' found themselves 
under increasingly tight schedules, and were thus less 
enthusiastic about the changes in the editorial production 
process. In general however, WES management's plan to 
introduce DI progressed well, and allowed management to 
secure an open-ended commitment re stage three of the plan 
from the unions without the latter being pi need-down to a 
specific time table. Overall, the perceptions of the 
journalists involved to this new technology were summed-up 
thus:
"...the majority of journalists welcomed the 
technology. At the same time, these respondents 
felt that the computerised editorial system had 
only a minor impact on the quality of their 
working lives. The computer was seen as merel y 
a sophi sti cated tool , anci 13. ary to the central 
function of a journalist."
[WILLIAMS & STEWARD 1985: p.92, emphasis added!
Clearly then, NUJ members felt that they had something to 
gain from the introduction of new technology at the WES, 
but for the craft workers, initial acceptance of the early 
stages of the management/NUJ agreement came unstuck when 
the crunch came to introduce DI in the other key area, the 
advertising department.
The problems at PSN and WES were obviously complex, but 
eventually the folly of entering an internicine battle 
over DI was realised by the NUJ and NGA'82. In March 1985, 
the Annual Conference of the NUJ responded to an approach 
by the NGA'82s Executive, and passed a motion calling on 
t he NU J 's leadership to start join t n eg ot i ati on s wi t h th e 
NG A '82 ov er DI. A1 1 h oug h t he compiexi t y an d a m bi g u i t y i n
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the attitude of the NUJ memership was reflected in the 
fact that the Conference defeated a motion calling for 
mutual respect of picket lines and the formation of 
'Federated House Chapel' by fortythree to twentyone votes 
[643. As a result of this reduction of tension, at least 
nationally, between the NGA'82 and the NUJ, the latter's 
Executive asked the NUJ chapel at the WES not to go ahead 
with operating the DI technology, until the national 
executives of both unions had time to work out a joint 
approach to the problem of demarcation C653. At the same 
time, the NUJ agreed to NGA'82 recognition in the PSN 
editorial department, but not for collective bargaining 
purposes [663. A compromise agreement was finally reached 
at PSN between the NGA'82, the NUJ and PSN management, and 
the NUJ chapel returned to work in April 1985 after 
nineteen weeks on strike [673. However, in the same month, 
NUJ members at the WES narrowly decided by 42--39 votes to 
go against the NUJ Executive's instruction, and signed a 
deal with the WES for the direct injdufting of editorial 
material [683, and continued, along with SOGAT'82 machine 
minders, to cross NGA'82 picket lines [693..
The third DI dispute between NGA'82 and NUJ-members also 
began •in -April 1985, at the Kent Messenger Group (KMG) of 
newspapers. After being instructed by its National 
Executive, the NGA'S2 chapel refused to handle new 
technology equipment from 'Press Computer Systems' (PCS), 
the same firm that had supplied the WES with its 
computerised production system [703. This dispute resulted 
in the sacking of 144 NGA'82 chapel members, who to date 
have failed to gain reinstatement. Whilst the NUJ chapel 
showed some degree of sympathy for its NGA'82 colleagues, 
the continuing crossing of the latter's picket line, made 
more di f f icu1 1 the a 1 ready prob1 emati c attempt at uni ty 
between the NUJ and NGA'82 at national level.
By the summer of 1985, the overall position of the three 
main print unions had reached a contradictory stage. The 
above men t i on ed inler-uni on wr an g1es at PSN, WES and KMG, 
had exacerbated tension at national level between the NUJ 
and NGA'82. But it was not all bad news for the craft 
union, as by* July 1985 it had managed to reach interim 
agreements wi 1".h four 1 arge NS members over the 
introduction of DIs Westminster Press, the Morthcliffe 
Group, United Newspapers and Thomson Regional Newspapers 
[713. Furthermore, talks had got underway between the 
NGA'82 and the NUJ over a joint approach to new 
technology. These talks had been given further impetus by 
a dispute at the 'Brighton Evening Argos' (BEA) in April 
1985, in which a pay dispute involving the NUJ chapel had 
been given strong support by the NGA'82 chapel, who 
refused to cross NUJ picket lines, although members of 
SOGAT'82 continued to work II72 3. Partly' as a result of the 
s o I i d a r i t y a c t ion s h o w n i n t h i s d i s p u t e , t h e NIJ J a n d 
NGA'82 set up a federated house chapel to monitor 
developments at BEA re new techno 1 ogy. In fact, the 
si mp 1 i st i c sect i ona3. i st pi cture of ten pai nted of the pr i nt
unions, had by July 1985, been -further offset by joint. 
NUJ/NGA'82 approaches to new technology being agreed at 
six major provincial press houses in: Brighton (BEA), 
Ipswich, Sunderland (PSN), Blackpool, Birmingham and 
Basingstoke C733.
However, whilst the NUJ and the NGA'82 appeared to be 
making progress in working out their demarcation problems 
caused by DI, SOGAT'82 was becoming increasingly 
antagonistic to what it saw as encroachments by the craft 
union into its territory - the advertising and clerical 
departments. Relations between the NGA'82 and SOGAT'82 
reached a low point in the summer of 1985, after a series 
of acrimonious articles had appeared in the unions' 
respective journals in July of that year C743, reflecting 
growing antagonisms between the two unions over events in 
the provincial press in the early months of 1985. In 
particular, SOGAT'82 had been angered by a NGA'82 
agreement with Northern Counties Newspapers for DI in the 
advertising area. The latter deal had come about largely 
because the NGA'82, untypically, had jurisdiction over the 
twenty strong tele-ad sales workgoup C753. But even at 
this stage, whilst tension remained high between SOGAT'82 
and the NGA'82, there was a distinct underlying stance 
that argued for the necessity of the two unions (and the 
NUJ) combining to form one union, for instance, the 
General Secretary of the NGA'82, Tony Dubbins wrote:
“If forced, the NGA will stand and fight for its 
corner. But I feel sure the vast majority of NGA 
members would prefer closer working relations with 
SOGAT and the NUJ which will protect the job, terms, 
conditions and trade union organisation for all from 
whatever union. In the end that's the only road.
From the other path only the employers will win. We 
still have a little time if others will recognise 
this."
CPRINT July 1985 : p.4 3
And Danny Sergeant, the then President of SOGAT'82 also 
stressed the centrality of amalgamation, because of, not 
inspite of, inter-union problems raised by DI:
“I don't accept that there is a more important 
issue at the present time than amalagmation 
between us CSOGAT & NGA3 - to strengthen our 
membership, to increase our ability to negotiate 
the agreements that we so desparately need with 
employers and to save the jobs of all our members."
CSOGAT SPECIAL Special Issue, July 1985 : p . 6 3
Despite the overriding imperative of union amalgamation, 
tension increased between SOGAT'82 and the NGA'82, and at 
the end of July 1985, SOGAT'82 announced that it would be 
holding talks with the EETPU over a joint approach to new 
technology in the newspaper industry, obviously posing a 
threat to the NGA'82, who feared being squeezed out of the
newspaper industry by just such a development. At the same 
time, SOGAT'82 stated that it would be willing to 
negotiate a move out of Fleet Street with News 
Internat i onal , even i f the NGA'82 could not reach an 
agreement with Rupert Murdoch [761.
Towards the end of 1985, the situation between the NGA'82
and the NUJ had began to resolve itself. In September, at
the East Anglia Daily Times' in Ipswich, the NUJ chapel 
had insisted, against the advice of its National 
Executive, to press ahead with a joint approach with the 
NGA'82 chapel over editorial DI. The agreement reached 
allowed for the transfer of five craft workers into the
editorial room, and the adoption of a joint NGA'82/NUJ
union membership system E771. Eventually, the NUJ 
nationally accepted the deal, under the auspices of a 
joint approach agreed upon with the NGA'82 to cover all 
provincial newspapers. For its part, the NGA'82 had run 
down the WES and KMG disputes, thus aleviating a long 
running sore between the two unions E78I - The new unity 
between the NUJ and NGA'82 was further demonstrated in 
October 1985 when management at the 'Liverpool Post &
Echo' announced that the craft union must loose eightyfive 
jobs at the paper, due to direct inputting of editorial 
and advertising matter [791. Both the NGA'82 and the NUJ 
pressed SOGAT'82 into forming a united front at Liverpool 
to tackle the problems raised by new technology [801. But 
as events in the provincial press were beginning to settle 
down, the situation in Fleet Street was reaching a climax.
Since the demise of the 'Programme for Action', only slow 
progress had been made with the introduction of new 
technology in the national press. For example, by 1985, 
three Fleet Street papers were still totally hot-metal, 
and five were using a hybrid hot and cold system of 
production C811. And in 1979, News International announced 
its plans to move 'THe Sun' and News of the World' out of 
Fleet Street, and into a new sight being developed in 
London's old docklands area. But only in 1983, did serious 
talks get underway with the trades unions over the move 
CS21. Overall, the apparent inability of the Fleet Street 
publishers to achieve their aims, was demonstrated in 
November 1983 when Fleet Street workers stopped work for 
one night in support of their union, the NGA'82, which had 
had its funds sequestrated during the 'Stockport 
Messenger' dispute. However, the NPA's call for united 
action against this secondary/solidarity action by the  ^
Fleet Street printers initiated an immediate split in the 
former's ranks. The 'Mirror', 'Sun', 'Express/Star',
'Times' and 'Sporting Life' stuck to the lock-out called 
by the NPA, but the 'Mail', 'Guardian', 'Financial Times' 
and 'Daily Telegraph' all reached independent deals with 
the chapels concerned; thus nullifying any effective- 
coordinated NPA action [831. By 1983, most national 
newspaper publishers had (apparently independently) 
decided to move out of Fleet Street and into London's 
docklands, partly in an attemt to break out of the 'Fleet
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Street culture?' of 'high wages', and union restrictions on 
new technology and staffing levels [843. Only the 
'Financial Times' and the 'Daily Express/Star' planned to 
stay in Fleet Street at that stage.
The single most important factor behind this resurgence in 
the impetus for change in the national press was the 
discovery that 'Reuters', the international news agency, 
could be floated on the Stock Exchange, yielding millions 
of pounds to most of the national newspaper publishers, as 
eached owned shares in 'Reuters', which by the early 1980s 
had become a very profitable company [853.
In May 1985, events started to accelerate. Robert Maxwell 
announced plans to move Mirror Group Newspapers (MGN) out 
of Fleet Street by July 1987, and in August 1985 
threatened the NGA'82 with closure of all MGN titles if no 
agreement was forthcoming [863. Under much pressure, the 
NGA'82 had already agreed to the installation of new 
technology at 'The Daily Telegraph' and at the 'Daily 
Express' in Manchester, partly due to the EETPU reaching 
an agreement with Eddie Shah in July 1985, for a single 
union deal for all production workers, at the latter's new 
national paper 'Today' [873. The Shah/EETPU deal thus 
breaking the organisational hold on national newspapers by 
the traditional printing unions. Both the NGA'82 and 
SOGAT'82 made concessions to Rupert Murdoch in August 
1985, although not in unison, with SOGAT'82 offering 
Murdoch a single union deal a la the EETPU [883.
With the introduction of DI causing inter-union friction 
in the provincial press, Eddie Shah's apparent successful 
move into the national press sector, and the EETPU move 
into organising production workers in the national press, 
the planned launch of several new national papers for the 
following year added to the pressure that both NGA'82 and 
SOGAT'82 felt by late 1985. Within a few months, in 
January 1986, the most bitter newspaper dispute (probably 
in the private sector in the 1980s) erupted, when News 
International unilaterally moved its entire operation to a 
new printing plant in Tower Hamlets (Wapping), which very 
much influenced both the structure of the national press, 
and trade union perceptions of their position within it.
At this juncture, it appeared that the print unions worst 
fear that other newspaper publishers would follow the lead 
of News International in taking unilateral action, were-j 
not realised. Tony Dubbins for example, expressed the 
following points, during a television interview:
"...there are employers such as the 'Daily Telegraph' 
and a number of others who have been prepared to 
negotiate change with us CNGA'823, to allow us to 
phase in the introduction of new technology, and 
indeed on the basis of that I think to share the 
rewards wi thi thei r wor k force, to ensure that 
people do not lose their employment as a result
of technological change. There are others who appear 
to be using the new technology as a platform to 
go on from there, to seek the actual reduction or 
indeed elimination of any effective trade union 
presence in the industry."
[PANORAMA, BBC1 : 20.1.863
As far as the restructuring of the national press is 
concerned, two factors are most prominent: firstly, the 
marked increase in the number of new national titles being 
published; and secondly, the demise of 'Fleet Street' 
itself as a printing entity. Looking at the former factor 
briefly first, in March 1986, 'Today' was launched by 
Eddie Shah; in April 'The Racing Post' came out, published 
by a non—traditional publisher; in October 'The 
Independent' was launched by leading ex-journalists from 
the 'Daily Telegraph'; in December Robert Maxwell set-up 
the 'London Daily News' to rival United Newspapers 
'Evening Standard'; and in April 1987, the left of centre 
trade union backed 'News on Sunday' was launched. Overall, 
however, the air of optimism of early 1986 in the ability 
of new papers to make a healthy profit on relatively 
limited circulation figures using state of the art 
technology proved naive. Only 'The Independent' proved 
viable, with 'Today' never getting ou of the red, and was 
soon out of Shah hands first by the owner of 'The 
Observer' - Tiny Rowlands Lonhro, which in turn sold it 
soon after to News International.
Regarding the second point, whilst the move out of Fleet 
Street was planned by most national publishers in 1983, 
only News International envisaged converting to a fully 
computerised system of printing once the move to docklands 
was completed. All other newspapers believed they would be 
using only a non-direct input photocomposition system 
[893, thus raising some doubt as to the rationale behind 
the move out of Fleet Street, and suporting the contention 
that it was more to do with other costs incurred in 
production in Central London, than with the unions 
'intransigence' over new technology. Perhaps there was 
also a vague feeling of wishing to leave the 'Fleet Street 
industrial relations climate' behind. As the 'Financial 
Times' commented:
"...talk of a golden age in Fleet Street sounds 
premature...Taken together... three factors - more 
stable profitability, new owners and perhaps a 
consequent improvement in managerial morale, plus 
the spur of increased competition - have at the 
very least created an opportunity for change. It 
remains to be seen whether an industry chronically 
attuned to the skills of muddling along is ready 
to take it."
[FINANCIAL TIMES 25.11.853
Hence the News International dispute would certainly have 
appeared to have played a major part in both accelerating 
the move out of Fleet Street, and also more importantly 
enabling the employers to negotiate much more radical 
agreements with the unions in respect of new technology 
and staffing levels, averaging approximately a 33“/. 
reduction in employment at most national papers. For 
example, in January 1986, just after the News 
International dispute had begun, United Newspapers (owners 
of the 'Daily Express' and 'Star') announced plans to 
reduce its workforce by 337, making 2,000 workers 
redundant [903. (Although United Newspapers still 
envisaged remaining in Fleet Street at that time). In 
February, Associated Newspapers (owners of the 'Daily' and 
'Sunday Mail') stated its intention of speeding up its 
already existant restructuring plans [913. In the same 
month, 'The Guardian' also announced major staffing 
reductions in its 1,000 strong workforce [923. In July, 
the 'Financial Times' issued a statement outlining its 
blueprint for the move out of Fleet Street, shedding 637. 
of its total workforce (72.47. of its composing staff)
[933. In August, 'The Observer' announced an unspecified 
job reduction plan, which appeared to herald the ending of 
all its part-time staffing requirements (numbering 650) 
£943. And in December 1986, the 'Daily Telegraph' stated 
it wanted to make redundant 30/1 of its workforce [953. All 
the national newspapers by the end of 1986 had, except for 
United Newspapers, formulated plans for the move out of 
Fleet Street, major workforce reductions, and the 
implementation of DI technology at new sights, mostly in 
London's East End docklands. In July 1987, United 
Newspapers finally' put the last nail in the coffin of 
'Fleet Street', when it announced that it too would be 
moving the 'Daily Express' and the 'Star' to a new plant 
in docklands, and shedding a further 2 , 0 0 0  jobs in the 
process [963.
However, it is important to note that the very worst fears 
at national level of the unions were not realised, and no 
other proprietor attempted to follow the path trodden by 
Rupert Murdoch, but rather continued negotiating with the 
unions instead, albeit with the balance of power 
considerably shifted towards the employers. Three possible 
reasons can be offered behind the rationale of the 
publishers attitude to industrial relations during and 
after Wapping. Firstly', there were few, if any, publishers 
who had the financial ability to invest in the type of  ^
operation that Murdoch had undertaken over the move out of 
Fleet Street. Secondly, the Wapping scenario had by' no 
means a pre-determined outcome, the entire venture was 
extremely risky for the proprietor. And thirdly, perhaps 
most important of all, there remaims a reasonably strong 
commitment to pluralist industrial relations structures 
and philosophy amongst national newspaper publishers. Thus 
the idea of attempting to completely de-unionise their 
industry would not find much favour, even if it seemed a 
practical propost ion, which is doubtful. Indeed, even News
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Internatianal found it expedient to cooperate with at 
least one union - the EETF'U. Whatever one thinks of the 
EETPU's involvement in Wapping (see Melvern 1986), it does 
illustrate the overall difficulty of a total, non-union 
philosophy towards industrial relations in the newspaper 
industry. Further evidence to support the contention that 
pluralism' is still a strong underlying principle in 
newspaper industrial relations, comes from Frank Barlow, 
the Chief Executive of the 'Financial Times', who spelt 
out his company's policy when announcing the 'Financial 
Times' restructuring programme in July 1986:
"I do not intend to do a Wapping. I intend to do 
the very opposite of a Wapping. I intend to do 
exactly what the print trade union leaders have 
always said is the proper way to achieve change.
I intend to negotiate the introduction of 
frontending [Dll and the introduction of a modern 
web-offest printing plant using the existing four- 
printing and maintenance unions and drawing the 
workforce from among our existing employees.
I intend to do an anti-Wapping... Instead, we have 
decided to negotiate the future with our own 
workforce, and within the trad i t i onal print uni o r  
structure. Our aim is to keep as many of our 
existing employees with us as is practical." 
[FINANCIAL TINES L ST.CLEMENTS PRESS, 1986 : pp.3 & 
4, emphasis addedU
Accepting the above, it was clearly the case however, that 
the experience of Wapping had shifted the balance of power 
towards the employers, and it is worth stressing that all 
above mentioned radical changes met with only a minimum of 
opposition from the trades unions. Moveover, the most 
notable evidence of the long term trend in this shift of 
power, cfi me in 1986, when the NPA announced unilaterally 
that industry wide collective bargaining would cease, thus 
further weakening the unions position in the hitherto 
ability to exert pressure on an industry wide basis during 
periods of industrial conflict C97I1. The impact of Wapping 
on inter-union relations has been harder to assess, and in 
many ways is paradoxical. Despite most members of the NUJ 
voting to work throughout the dispute, reI at i ons between 
the NUJ and the NBA'82 have continued to improve since the 
low point of early 1985. This is reflected in the 
provincial press by the continuation of a. pre Wapping 
agreement to negotiate on a joint basis any introduction 
of DI technology [9811. Indeed, the latter initiative has 
been viewed with alarm by four of the largest provincial 
newspaper chains - Thomson Regional Newspapers, United 
Newspapers, Northcliffe Newspapers and Reed International 
(who between them employ approximately 50/' of all local 
newspaper employees), all of whom have to date, refused to 
e n ter into j o i n t N U J / N G A ' 8 2 disc u s s i o n s over- DI [ 9 9 I . I n 
fact in December 1987, the 'South Wales Argus' (published 
by United Newspapers) entered into a dipute with the 
NBA'82 and NUJ over DI, in an attemot to break the ioint
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union accord [1001. The relative efficacy of this joint 
approach to DI was outlined in a survey conducted by the 
NUJ in the summer of 1986. The latter found that in 15 
newspapers where DI had been introduced in the editorial 
area with joint NUJ/NGA'82 agreement, only 100 jobs had 
been lost. Whilst in just two newspapers ~ the WES and the 
'Liverpool Post & Echo' - where a joint union agreement 
was not secured, approximately 2 0 0  jobs had been lost (all 
in craft areas) [1 0 1 1 .
This further demonstrates that the trades unions are still 
of major relevance in the newspaper industry as a whole, 
and suggests the potential increase in strength if the 
unions formulate a united front approach to new 
technology, and indeed to collective bargaining in 
general. However, the possibility of amalgamation between 
the NUJ and NBA'82 remained by mid 1988 some way off, and 
when spoken about officially by the NUJ tended to be 
mentioned in the framework of a broad ranging merger of 
all media unions. Thus Lionel Morrison, outgoing President 
of the NUJ, told the Union's ADM in April 19SS that there 
is an alternative to reactive tactics employed by the NUJ 
in recent years towards the attack from employers in 
various sectors of journalist employment:
"But that desperately needs a new input of 
political energy and skill to move forward, 
and start the process of meaningful inter­
union relations leading to a federation of 
all media, print and broadcasting unions, 
namely NBA, S0BAT, ACTT, BETA, Equity and
the Writers' Build. That is the only answer
to our survival in the future... "
[JOURNALIST April 19S8 : p.23
A 'united front' appeared to have ellubed the NBA'82 and 
SOBAT'82 at national and chapel level until very recently. 
Whilst the News International dispute brought the two 
unions together in the short term, even during the course 
of the dispute, relations became strained over conflict in 
the provincial press re the introduction of DI in the 
advertising area, most notably at the 'Birmingham Post L
Mail' and the 'Liverpool Daily Post Echo'. For its part,
the NS, in a confidential circular at the beginning of 
1985, made clear its preference as to which of the two 
unions should gain recognition in the clerical sections of 
local newspapers. The NBA' 82s 'TWF' proposal for a 50/5)0 
split in membership for clerical and advertising staff, 
was not acceptable as it meant a de facto closed shop in 
the latter areas. Moreover, where the NBA'82 had made 
inroads into this non-craft department, wages and 
conditions had tended to be noticeably better than that 
secured by SOBAT'82:
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"Where substantive agreements have been negotiated 
these invariably produce an increase in terms and 
conditions over those provided by the national 
clerical agreement and the minimum grade rate 
•for NGA production workers is often the target.
It is interesting to note however that the NGA 
has not always been able to retain its membership, 
particularly where it has only a recognition."
CNEWSPAPER SOCIETY, 1985 3
Thus for the NS, it was clearly' preferable to have 
SOGAT'32, if any union, organising clerical workers. 
Although in fairness to the NS, this was not just -for 
economic reasons, or of the fear of greater trade union 
strength resulting from membership of the NGA'82. The 
above mentioned circular also made clear the industrial 
relations problems that the NGA'82s unti lateral axttempt to 
recruit in 'traditional' NATSOPA/SOGAT'82 areas could 
potentially" cause.
Throughout 1987, tensions remained over this issue at 
newspapers in Reading, Liverpool, Sunderland and Preston 
[1023. Attempts to settle the demarcation problems caused 
by DI of advertising matter met with little success. The 
NGA'82 s 'TWF' remained unacceptable to SOGAT'82 [1031, 
and a similar deal put foward under the auspices of the 
TUC in Mar/ 1987 was again rejected by SOGAT' 82 [1041. 
Nevertheless, amalgamation talks between the two unions, 
opened up in March 1986 in the context of the Wapping 
dispute, continue albeit in a problematic context. In June 
1987, a meeting of SOGAT'82 branch secretaries was told 
that recent merger discussions with the NGA'82 had centred 
around difficulties over financial matters, and also over 
the office/branch structures of the two unions [1053.
However, by mid 1988, there appears to be growing optimism 
again about the possibility of a successful merger, with 
SOGAT'82 announcing in an 'Interim and Progress Report" 
published in April 1988, that agreement had been reached 
with the NGA'82 over the national structure of the new 
union, the senior officers, and election of the national 
executive and delegate conference. It is is perhaps 
reflective of the still problematic relationship between 
workgroups at the chapel level that the Report also stated 
that whilst "it is hoped...that the amalgamation of 
chapels will progress in a positive manner", there would 
be no compulsory merger, but rather this would be left to 
the chapels themselves to decide on a voluntary' basis
D/ Summary
In examining newspaper industrial relations since the 
early 1970s, there has undoubtedly been a sea-change, in 
terms of both employer/union, and inter-union relations. 
However, qualitatively assessing this change is highly 
problematic, particularly in respect of shop-floor 
perceptions. It has been suggested in this chapter that 
the high-profile industrial disputes since 1973 over the 
introduction of new technology, have been atypical of 
general trends, although it would be naive to conclude 
that the various set-piece confrontations have had no 
impact or influence on newspaper industrial relations.
Host importantly for the purposes of the present study, 
shop-floor chapel perceptions have certainly been affected 
by disputes such as at 'Stockport' and 'Wapping'. At the 
national level, industrial action by the trades unions has 
proved of limited efficacy in combating what many see as 
the negative aspects of changing technology, such as job 
losses and a weakening of the trade union presence in 
newspaper houses. The NGA achieved some success in new 
technology disputes at 'Sharmans' in 1975, and during 'The 
Times' lock-out in 1978-79. But conflict in the 1980s has 
tended to highlight the weakness and divisions between 
(and within) print industry unions. Generalising, one can 
argue that the more radical an impact changing technology 
has, the less efficacious is industrial action. In other 
words, what is needed from the unions' point of view is a 
long term strategical structural change, rather than 
falling back on short term reactive tactics of industrial 
action. And given the radical implications of state of the 
art technology, together with the current unfavourable 
industrial relations legislation, there is no a priori 
reason to assume that industrial action will prove of any 
greater efficacy than it has been in recent years.
Nevertheless, despite all the changes that have taken 
place in the newspaper industry over the last fifteen 
years or so, this has not led to an easily definable shift 
in the balance of power between capital and labour. This 
is not to say that there has been no shift in the balance 
of strength between class forces, the latter has been 
clearly demonstrated in the mid 1980s, most notably in the 
national press sector. But whilst the trade unions may 
have suffered numerically, there is no mechanical 
relationship between numbers and power. It now seems clear 
that the majority of newspaper publishers, both in the 
provincial and national press, have not followed the lead 
of either Shah or Murdoch by' attempting to take away' the 
recognition and negotiating rights of the traditional 
printing unions. Thus the underlying principle of 
"pluralism' appears to be a prevailing factor in the world 
of newspaper i ndustr i a1 re1 at ions. However, g i ven that 
r a d :i. c a 1 t echno logical change is now a n e x i s t i n g r e a. 1 i t y , 
f e w w o u Id o i s a g r e e 11") a t rest r u c t u r i n g m u s t b e t h e m a j o r 
task facing the unions in the late 1980s and into the 
1990s.
Within this organisational change, trade union 
amalgamation is both long term and problematic, but offers 
at the very least the potenti al for a breaking down of 
what has persistently threatened to become an increasingly 
divisive sectionalism between the various unions and 
workgroups, and a chance to create a more cohesive and 
homogenous newspaper/print industry workforce.
Furthermore, 'one union for the print' would also provide 
a realistic basis for the possible development of a single 
union for the communications/media industry, within which 
the printing industry is becoming increasingly 
complementary. As Marshall 1983 argues:
"The British print unions must wake up to the 
fact that the industry is not dying in the way 
that has been predicted throughout the past 
decade. The industry is changing, and the future 
of print workers within a bigger communications 
union depends on this being made clear to every 
mother and father of the chapel and every full­
time union official."
[MARSHALL 1983 : p.110 3
Within this overall context then, few can deny the 
overriding imperative for union merger. In fact the trades 
union leaderships have for some years acknowledged this, 
as can be seen for instance in the opening of merger talks 
between the NGA and the NUJ in 1981, the print union 
amalgamations of 1982, and the current merger talks began 
in 1986 between SOGAT'82 and the NGA'82.
It is in an attempt to contribute to an understanding of 
the problems, complexities and possibilities of how a 
greater unity maty develop at the most important level, the 
shop-floor, that the fallowing chapters now turn to, in an 
exploration of the interrelationship between changing 
technology and inter-workgroup relations.
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A.Hare (Financial Times)
R.Harrison (Observer)
J.Evans (Daily Telegraph)
B.Matthews (News Group)
P.Roberts (Mirror Group)
J.Stevens (Beaverbroak)
G.Taylor (Guardian)
EJ Wi nni ngton-Ingram (Assoc. NPs) 
Joint Secretaries: TUC NPA
K.Graham J .Di xey
J.Monks J.Le Page
22. See the Programme For Action 1976, p.5.
23. Financial Times 2.12.75.
24. ibid.
25. The Times 25.11.75.
26. Statistics taken from SWP op.cit., p. 15 and Goodhart 
Wintour 1986, p.53.
27. For a full account of NATSOPA's internal divisions in 
the 1970s see Martin 1981 ch.4.
28. i bi d , ch.6 .
29. Storey 1978, pp. 47-48 states: "In fact only three 
newspapers in the whole of the country have introduced 
and are able to make the optimum use of the most 
modern methods available, and they have achieved this 
ability by confrontation with the unions, leading in 
one case, to the closure of a local
paper ... Management...is willing to live with the 
out-of-date methods it has got and rely, during 
the camouflage of an inflationary age, on raising 
advertising rates and c o v e r  prices in order to 
maintain profitability. "
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For a brief account of these events see SWF’ op.cit.,
p.2 1 .
For a full account of industrial relations in the 
newspaper industry in the 1970s see Martin op.cit.
See for example The Times 12.3.77, p.15; Sunday Times 
7.5.78, p.3; Guardian 20.5.78, p.l.
For Fleet Street in particular, the orientation of 
industrial relations towards the chapel in the 1970s 
was so notable that several commentators argued that 
this plant level bias should be taken to its logical 
conclusion, and that the chapel and management should 
collectively bargain totally free of any wider 
national organisational influence (see Dixey in Henry 
1978, pp.57-58; and Jenkins 1981). Since the rank & 
file rejection of the 'Programme for Action' in 1977, 
it was felt by many that any further attempt to create 
a highly centralised industrial relations system for 
the national press was doomed to failure. Thus the 
autonomy of the Fleet Street chapel vis-a-vis its 
national union, should be accepted, and the de facto 
focus of industrial relations at the chapel level 
should be institutionalised. For some, the latter 
would induce a less conflictual relationship between 
management and chapels: "This would be to create
industrial entities 'within which employees would come 
to recognise the needs of their company, and would 
bargain accordingly" EDixey in Henry 1978, p58 3. This 
decentralisation viewpoint was given further emphasis 
in the wake of the 'Times/Sunday Times' dispute in 
1978/79, with most commentators agreeing the one 
definite outcome of the conflict was to consolidate 
chapel autonomy in Fleet Street, in relation to the 
unions nationally (eg Jacobs 1981; and Routledge 
1980). Jenkins 1981 argued that management should 
treat the chapel as an ally rather than an enemy, and 
harness the latter contractually to the production 
process, by tying the chapel to profit and loss 
performance of the newspapers. Managers may see this 
as a reduction of management prerogative, but... "in so 
many areas of newspaper production the relationship of 
manager and chapel is contractual in all but 
name...The classic emp1 oyer-emp1 oyee relationship 
simply does not exist" (p.65).
SWP op.c i t . , p .2
Table t a k en f r om Mar tin op.cit., p .340
36. Pag i nat i on refers to the total number of pages in any­
one edition of a newspaper. During 'The Times' dispute 
rival newspapers increased their pagination in order 
to increase advertising revenue, tapping into the lost 
revenue of 'The Times/Sunday Times' - an example of 
the fierce Fleet Street competition, which has 
traditionally made it unprofitable for employers to 
take united action against the unions.
37. This merger between SOGAT and the SGA somewhat offsets 
the critique that print union amalagamations have 
tended to strengthen craft sectionalism rather than 
reduce it, ie because the unions have tended to merge 
on a craft/non-craft basis. However, as will be seen 
in Chapter S, the former amalgamation has not 
necessarily had a positive impact in respect of 
reducing sectionalism.
38. This factor has played an important part in the 
industrial relations of the late 1980s, especially7 
over the issue of direct input of advertising matter. 
This will be discussed in Chapter 8 more fully7.
39. For a fuller account of the NGA tactics in the 1970s 
see Gennard/Du.nn 1983.
40. Thus the NGA'82, SOGAT'82 and AEU lost their
negotiating rights at News International. Although the 
NUJ, despite being involved in the dispute at national 
level, retained recognition because most of the NUJ 
chapel members on all News International titles 
continued working during the dispute. The NUJ National 
Executive finally7 called of its fight against Rupert 
Murdoch in February7 1987, after the two main print 
unions ended their dispute officially7.
41. It is, of course, problematic assessing how 
influential the 'Messenger' and 'Napping' disputes 
were? hi storical ly. In part, they both certainly- 
demonstrated the weakness of the trade unions in 
taking industrial action in pursuit of a trade dispute 
against determined employers. However, even before
' Wappi ng ' , Goodhart i n the Fi nanci. al Ti mes C1 6 . 7. 85) 
wrote about the NGA'82 under the heading 'All Change 
for a Once Proud Union', denoting the apparently7 weak 
position of the craft based union in the contemporary 
printing industry7.
42. The BPIF and NS had for many7 -years negotiated as a 
j o i n t b o d y r e p resenting emp 1 o y ers in t hi e
general/periodical/book printing and provincial 
n ewsp ap er s ec tor s r esp ect i v e1 y . Scotland an d Ire1 an d 
! "i a v  e t h e i r o w n e m p 1 o y  e r s a s s o c i a t i o  n s . A  d e s c r x p 1 1 o n 
of the reI evant Assoc i at i ons f or the purpose of thie 
present t h e s i s  is given in Appendix 3.
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Chapter JOURNALISTS in the NUJ
National Union of Journalists (NUJ)
Membership 1988 : 32,000
Female members : 11,560 (297.)
Newspaper members s 5,500 (167.)
Other areas o-f 
membershi p
jurisdiction : periodical/book publishing
& broadcasting
A/ Structure o-f Chapter
The -following chapter is structured around -four main 
themes. Firstly, a brief outline o-f the Union's 
organisational structure is given. Secondly, the history 
of the NUJ is examined, based not on a chronology of 
events per se, but rather focussing upon specific events 
and issues pertinent to the thesis. As was stated in 
Chapter Two, the rationale for presenting a historical 
account of the NUJ, is to create a sociological 'bench­
mark' by which to assess the extent of change manifested 
by the union's membership. The third part of this chapter 
focuses upon the various perspectives within the NUJ since 
the 1970s towards new technology. The fourth section 
concentrates in depth on the contemporary field work data 
collected bv the researcher during 1986. And a final 
section of the chapter will summarise the main theoretical 
implications of the concept of 'sectionalism' as applied 
the journalists in the NUJ 5 arguing that the historical 
tension that exists within the Union between the ethos of 
'professionalism' and the reality of 'trade unionism', 
manifests itself in contemporary terms as an acute factor 
during a time of radical restructuring of both the labour 
process and inter-workgroup/union relationships.
B/ Organisational Structure of the NUJ
The NUJ has a four-tier organisational structure: (i) the
chapel, headed by an M/F0C and a Clerk. Under the rules 
every office where there are four or more members must 
have a chapel? <ii) the branch, which usually covers a 
geographical area. There is something like 200 branches in 
the NUJ? (iii) the Area Council, which consists of 
representatives of the branches in an area? and (iv) the 
National Executive Council, consisting of 35 members, and 
is made up for the most part, of members elected by postal 
ballot from groups of branches. This is the central 
adminstrative b o d y o f t h e U n i. o n . To c a r r y o u t i 15
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C/ Some Historical Aspects of Journalist Unionisation
1. Formative Years : 1907-1940
a) Introduction
The National Union of Journalists (NUJ) began life in 
1907, when a small group of journalists centred in 
Manchester, broke away from the Institute of Journalists 
(IoJ), to create a union that was to be, in the opinion of 
an early general secretary,'a fighting machine for wages'
Ci1. Some indication of the tensions and cantradications 
within the character of the NUJ in its formative years, 
can be seen on three interrelated levels: in an
occupational context; in an industrial context; and in a 
class context. We shall now look at each of these in turn.
F’glat i ons Wi thin the Qccupati on
Political and technological developments in the first 75 
years of the 19th Century, created the conditions in which 
'journalism' became a distinct paid occupation, rather 
than a pastime indulged in by a relatively small number of 
'wealthy' social commentators. The growth of periodical 
publishing at the beginning of the 1800s, turned this 
'literati' into full-time editors. By the mid-19th 
Century, the introduction of steam printing had enabled 
daily newspapers to replace periodicals as the main public 
opinion formers, during a period when public opinion was 
perceived to be increasingly important politically', after 
the Reform Acts of 1832 ?•< 1867 had enfranchised a sizable 
proportion of the middle and skilled working classes C2 1 .
18S4 saw the first organisation of journalists 
established, under the title of the National Association 
of Journalists (NAJ), with a membership of approximately 
250 in 1886 C3D , being incorporated by .Royal Charter six 
'/ears later, becoming the Institute of Journalists (IoJ) 
in 1890 C43. In 1892, membership of the IoJ had reached 
3114 C51 15 years later, a minority, based in Manchester, 
broke away' from the IoJ to form the National Union of 
Journalists (NUJ) in 1907. At this stage, the respective 
membership figures were 738 in the NUJ, and 2575 in the 
Institute C63. Table 6.1 below compares the contrasting 
fortunes of the two unions in membership terms during this 
early period of journalist unionisation, and maps out the 
steady relative marginalisation of the IoJ in this 
respect.
‘ 6 . 1 comparison of NUJ--IoJ Member silip 1886—
NUJ IoJ
Year No. 7. No. /m
1886 250 Too
1900 2, 930 100
1907 738 2,575 78
1910 1 ,907 46 2, 400 54
1915 3,127 61 1 ,989 39
1920 4,888 70 2,119 30
1925 4,827 70 2,036 30
1930 5,574 72 2,164 28
1935 5,919 71 2,465 29
1940 7,092 "J 2,758 28
However, the impetus behind the development of 
organisation amongst the ranks of journalists is complex, 
and by no means heralded a direct movement towards 'trades 
unionisation', although the formation of the National 
Union of Journalists (NUJ) in 1907, was, in large part, a 
response to what some members of the IoJ at the time felt 
was a lack of 'trade union orientation' amongst the 
majori ty of the latter's membership. FJ Mansfield (an 
early General Secretary of the NUJ) for example, wrote, in 
a thinly veiled attack on the 'professiorial ' aspirations 
of the IoJ:
“In the first decade of this Century an experiment 
of high consequence to the body politic of 
journalism was hazarded by a few daring spirits.
It was nothing less than a call to the workers to 
form themselves into a trade union, in what was 
politely called a profession, but what in fact 
was an art and craft that yielded many of its 
rank & file nothing more, and often something 
less, than the subsistence of menial labour." 
[MANSFIELD, 1943 p.133
As well as pouring scorn on the IoJ, Mansfield's remarks 
may well have been aimed at convincing the NUJ membership 
of the need for a coherent 'trade union' emphasis within 
the Un i on. F or ex amp1e , some i nd i cat i on of the NUJ's 
complex character can be seen in the diverse role models 
it used in its formative years: the title National Union
of... was taken from the recently formed white 
collar/semi-professional body, the National Union of 
Teachers,; the NUJ ' s rul es were adopted in large part from 
the skilled blue collar union the Amalgamated Society of 
Engineers; and, somewhat more debatably, it has been noted 
that the sty1e of the early NUJ followed closely to that 
of the new1 y formed clerical unions [83.
Furthermore, the formation of the NUJ m  1907 did not in 
itself, totally constitute a clear cut break with the IoJ, 
chore □ e i n g several atcempts at some t or in of re al J. iance
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in the years before the Second World War: in 1816, 1921
and 1927 [93. Even in the post-War years, when the NUJ had 
firmly established itself as a relatively small but viable 
print union, and the IoJ had for many people, ceased to be 
an effective force C103, there have been various efforts 
to merge the two unions. It is worth looking briefly at 
the history of merger attempts between the two journalist 
unions to illustrate the complexity of the character of 
journalist organisation.
In 1916, the IoJ initiated talks regarding merger, but was 
rebuffed by the NUJ, as the latter's Executive still 
regarded the Institute as being too influenced by press 
emp1 oyers:
"In stating the union case frankly, we are equally 
sincere in our desire for a complete organisation 
of journalists, on a basis which is best suited 
for the calling. So far none of the Institute's 
advocates of fusion appears to admit the case for 
the elimination of proprietors, managers or manager 
editors from membership. It must be said firmly 
and definitely that upon this point there can 
be no compromise so far as the union is concerned." 
[The JOURNAL, October 1916 (NUJ NEC Statement) - 
quoted in MANSFIELD 1943 p.343 3
The following year, 1917, the Annual Delegate Meeting 
(ADM) of the NUJ endorsed the Executive's position, and 
voted against amalgamation with the IoJ on the grounds of 
it being unnecessary and undesirable, apart from the 
efficacy of joint action on a few general issues [113. In 
1921, the question of merger was raised again, but met 
with too many problems to bear fruit, particular1y as 1920 
marked the beginning of a notable shift within the NUJ as 
whole to pursue a harder line over the issue of the closed 
shop [12 3.
However, a few years later, the 1926 General Strike was to 
send shock waves through the journalist unions, which 
inter alia, led to more serious and detailed merger 
discussions between the Institute and NUJ in 1927. Some 
have argued that the General Strike had exacerbated a 
tension within the NUJ between a generally more 
'conservative' rank & file membership and the Union's 
more trade union oriented Executive, although this 
probably presents too clear-cut a dichotomy'. At the onset 
of The Strike, the NUJ set-up an 'Emergency Committee', 
which issued a directive to all NUJ Branches instructing 
them that they were not on strike, and were to continue 
working normally. However, despite the fact that the NUJ 
had dis-affi1itated from the TUC in 1924, branches were 
also instructed not to undertake any duties normally done 
by members of those unions that were on strike, or indeed 
t o w (3 r k w i t h a n y n o n - la n ion I a b o u r intro d need by employer s 
during the course of The Strike [133. Perhaps in part, 
ref1 ecting t h e ma j ority d ecis ion t o Ieave the TUC two
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years earlier, branches and many rank & tile NUJ members 
i gnored Un i on po 1 icy, denoting a certai n similanty .i n 
attitude to the General Strike (or at least the printing 
industry's part in it) to that of the IoJ, whose members 
willingly followed the Institute's instructions to assist 
the employers in producing newspapers [143. Nevertheless, 
the differing response of members regarding NUJ policy, 
can perhaps be illustrated by taking Scotland as an 
example of nation wide feelings within the NUJ towards the 
General Strike. A circular issued by the then General 
Secrerary HM Richarson, outlining the NUJ's position in 
asking its members not to supply 'copy' to 'blackleg' 
print workers, met with a mixed response. The Dundee 
branch completely ignored it; the Edinburgh branch issued 
a statement "claiming complete liberty-' of action for all 
members"; whilst Glasgow branch obeyed the Union's 
instructions, and 6 6 “/. of the Abrdeen branch were still on 
strike- until the 12th May C153.
The overall effect of the General Strike pushed the NUJ 
generally' (at least in the short-term) more in the 
direction of accomodation with the 'moderate-conservative' 
IoJ. A mutual membership plan was agreed, and the 
de'iimination of functions between the two Unions was 
drawn-up, based on the IoJ handling all professional and 
Educational related matters, whilst the NUJ would 
essentially be responsible for wages/conditions issues. 
However, this set of agreements were to founder on the 
rock of the Institute's Charter, which made it 
structurally impossible -for the joint cooperation plans to 
be implemented [163. Whilst merger with the IoJ continued 
to prove elusive largely for occupationally based reasons, 
global political developments in the 1920s provided the 
impetus for NUJ affiliation to the International 
Federation of Journalists (IFJ) in 1926. Whilst membership 
of the IFJ implied lofty ideals, such as the promotion of 
'peace' and combating the rise of 'fascism' in Europe (by 
maintaining accuracy' in news reporting during a period 
when 'propaganda' use of news was perceived to be 
distorting the role of the press) [173, it is doubtful 
whether the 'average" rank & file member of the NUJ felt 
IFJ affiliation to be on the same level of importance as 
the merger with the IoJ.
T a k i n g membership fig ures a s one import an t factor in 
a1 1 i tudes and r eI ati onshi ps between the un i ons generally, 
less than a decade after its formation, the NUJ organised 
the majority' of unionised journalists, and by the mid- 
1920s, the IoJ membership was less than half that of its 
fellow union. Although in relative terms, the ratio of 
membership in the respective unions hovered around a 707. - 
307. split for two decades (1920s/30s), the number of 
o r g a n i s e d j o urnaiis ts in c rea s ed s ig n i f icantly, givi n g the 
N U J an e v e r i n c r eas i n g n u meric aI ad v an t ag e over t h e IoJ.
By 1940, the respective figures were 7092 to 2753 [183, 
thus giving the NUJ approx 1 mately 727 of all organised 
j o u r n a 1 i s t s .
c) Relations with the Broader Industrial Labour Force
Whilst for twenty years or so after its formation, the 
issue of merging with the IoJ had constantly been raised, 
two other key issues regarding the NUJ's position within 
the 'labour movement' were manifest in these early years, 
which essentially clashed with the effort to achieve 
greater cohesion with the IoJ: these being affiliation to 
the Printing & Kindred Trades Federation (F’KTF) , and to 
the Trades Union Congress (TUC). Both of these questions 
raised much controversy within the Union, reflecting the 
continuing tension within the NUJ between the desire to 
attain a 'professional' status, and the perceived need to 
adopt actions and develop strategies that were based 
partly on 'trade unionism'.
The years around the First World War - 1913-19 - Mansfield 
1943 has labelled 'the period of affiliation controvesry' 
(p.296), in respect to arguments within the NUJ over 
whether or not to join the printing industry trades union 
federation, the PK'TF, founded in 1901 by the main manual 
unions. At its formation, the PKTF consisted of 13 
individual unions comprising some 43000 members; by 1914, 
the Feder at i on had grown to include 23 ■ af f i1i at ed un i ons 
covering 82000 members Cl93. As will be seen in later 
chapters, print union amalgamation had been a constant 
fact of life throughout the 19th Century and before; thus 
once the NUJ had been established as a bonafide trade 
union organisation, there was a natural tendency on the 
part of some of its members to look towards the older, 
established and larger print unions for some form of 
merger, or at least greater cohesion of axil workers in the 
i n d ust r y. A 1 1 houg h t his at 1 1 1 ud e was by no mean s 
universal. Mansfield cites five main reasons why many 
journalists argued against print union merger (p.303): 
i.it was a leap in the dark; ii.an absence of any real 
unity of interest, between the manual and white—collar 
un ions; i i i . j our nalists h ad un i que oc c up at i on a 1 p r ob 1 erns; 
iv.the NUJ was at a relatively embryonic stage compared to 
the long establi shed craft unions; and v.affiliation 
ob 1 i gat i ons < i e sol i dar i ty support, dur i ng d i sputes) waul d 
be difficult for the NUJ to deliver given the lack of 
editorial closed shops. (In 1915 for example, the NUJ 
organ i sed apr rox i mat.e 1 y on 1 y 407. of all j ournalists C 20 3 ) . 
In other words, for the anti-affi1iation lobby, the NUJ 
was neither ready, willing nor able to take part in a 
wider print industry union.. This latter viewpoint was held 
p a r t i. c u lari y h y j a u r n a 1 i. s t. s in Central London and t h e 
South East, in part reflecting the high ratio of national 
newspaper journalists in London, many of whom were 
specialist correspondents, who saw very little in common 
with bI us collar pr oduct i on workers [213.
Neverthe!ess, in 1913, Delegates at the NUJ's ADM in 
Manchester, voted by 1298 to 1106 in favour of approaching 
the 3 main craft uni ons at the time — the Typographical 
Association (TA), the London Society of Compositors (LSC)
and the Scottish Typographical Association (STA) [223 - to 
d i scu.ss t he possi bill ty of some f orm of af f i 1 i at i on .
Whilst the NUJ's membership itself was much divided over 
the issue, a pro-merger Executive was rebuffed by the 
' sk i11e d ' pr i n t ing un ions, who wer e on1y pr epar ed to 
support the NUJ on pragmatic grounds during disputes with 
the employers, and did not want a formal merger to take 
place. The idea of a 'United Newspaper Workers Union' was 
raised again in 1915, but could not gain enough support. 
Mansfield argues that many journalists perceived any form 
of 'industrial union' as being synonymous with the 
syndicalist idea of 'the general strike', and were thus 
against a structural unity with the other print unions 
[233. Given the large scale increase in industrial action 
in Britain (and elsewhere) between the years 1910-14, 
inspired in part by the anarcho-syndi cal i st belief of the 
'great general strike' bringing down capitalism [Hinton 
Ch53, Mansfield makes a fair point. However, fear of 
industrial militancy' clearly wasn't held by all NUJ 
members, or if it was, many journalists seemed prepared to 
accept that factor, for after four more years of argument, 
the NUJ decided to affiliate to the recently restructured 
PKTF in 1919.
The question of affiliation to the PKTF was in fact of a 
slightly lesser magnitude than a complete merger of all 
print unions, as the PKTF was a loosely knit federation of 
unions, which may partly explain the eventual large 
majority' in favour of affiliation - 1192 for /192 against 
[243. Eiven so, PKTF affiliation had been raised formally' 
at each AE>M in the intervening years between 1915-19 
without success. In 1916 a motion favouring a ballot on 
affiliation was defeated. In 1917, Delegates voted to 
support a ballot on the issue, but despite a long 
statement issued by the NUJ Executive in the October issue 
of the 'Journal', stressing the 'moderate' nature of the 
PKTF, the 1918 ADM voted agai nst af f i1i at i on by 1618 to 
1235 [253. One possible factor in this decision seems to 
he the distinct possibility of London based journalists on 
n at i ona1 p aper s secedi ng f ram t h e NUJ sh ou1d aff i1itiat i on 
take place [263.
What finally' seems to have swung the argument in favour of 
affiliating to the PKTF in 1919, was the latter's decision 
to set up a Joint Industrial Council (JIC) with the 
employers under the auspices of the Liberal Government's 
Whi 11 ey Cou.nci 1 i ndustr i a 1 rel at i ons str ategy' [27 3 . The % 
conciliation function of the JIC was seen as particularlV 
useful by the NUJ, and Mansfield argues that it was this 
f a c t o r t h a t p e r s u aded the NUJ member s hi i p t o r e m a i n in t h e 
PKTF after the 1926 General Strike, when the issue of 
membership was raised again in the turmoil of the Strike's 
immediate aftermath. This time, the ballot in favour of
5  o  f i • r n  o  l i f ) r o  u  i _
The NUJ were to remain in the PKTF until the latter's. 
demise in 1974, when its role was taken over by the 'Print 
Industry's Committee' of the TUC (FTC-TUC), in which the 
NUJ played an active part.
table 6.2 : NUJ affiliation ballots to the PKTF 1918-1926 
[293
Conference Vote Membership Bad 1ot
Year For (7.) Aqai nst (7.) For (7.) Aqai nst (7.)
1918 1,235 (43) 1,618 (57) None held
1919 3,075 (95) 118 (5) 1,192 (86) 192 (14)
1926 No card vote 1,532 (67) 756 (33)
^  Pel ations wi th the Wider Labour Movement
The division between the NUJ Executive and its grass roots 
membership, has been noted regarding the 1926 General 
Strike. But perhaps the NUJ's relationship with the TUC in 
the years prior to the Second World War, illustrates most 
vividly the tension existant in attitude and perception 
within the ranks of the NUJ, regarding their 
social/economic class position as workers. Mansfield 1943 
argues that although to some extent it appeared a logical 
step to join the TUC, there was also a feeling that it 
would be unfair to bond a politically mixed group of 
workers, such as journalists, to an organisation which 
supported the Labour Party, and which was also perceived 
to be 'militant' in its use of industrial action (p.318). 
However, at the 1920 ADM in Cardiff, assent was won to put 
TUC affiliation to the ballot of the membership. Despite a 
rearguard action being fought by specialist journalists in 
London, (particular1y the'Pariiamentary Lobbyists' based 
on national newspapers) , the ballot for affiliation was 
won by 1380 votes to 816 (approx i mate1y a 50% turnout)
[303. Almost immediately, the anti-affiIiationists 
launched a campaign to reverse the decision, with a motion 
put forward at the 1921 ADM to withdraw from the TUC, 
which was defeated by 3241 to 596 [313.
T h e c o m p I e x i t y o f j o u r n a 1 i s t a 11 i t u d e s t o w a r d s t h e T U C 
however, was again highlighted by a ballot decision in 
192'4 not to f i nanci a 11 y support the TUC dr i ve to f und t e  
labour based newspaper - the 'Daily Herald". Only 257. of 
the membership voted, but the result was 738-399 against 
f unding t h e ' Da i1y Her aid' [32 3. Th i s ap p ear s to h avs 
s h i f t e ci o p i n i o n w i t h i n the NUJ o v e r TUC a f f i 1 i a t i o n , wit h 
the 1923 ADM deciding to put the issue to another ballot 
to be held in 1924. This time, the membership voted to 
dis-affi1iate, by 1180 to 1094. A break down of the major 
area/ branch votes (see table 6.3 below) reveals that 
whilst a small majority of national newspaper journalists 
in Central London and Manchester voted to retain
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affiliation, the Parliamentary Lobbyists (and thus 
probably most specialist journalists) voted by a large 
majority against TUC membership. Interestingly, a majority 
in both Leeds and South Wales also voted against 
affiliation. It is beyond the scope of the present thesis 
to explore the reasons for the differences in branch 
voting however.
table 6.3 1924 NUJ Branch ballots over affiliation to TUC 
[331
Branch For Against
Glasgow 53 47
Leeds 21 49
Liverpool 31 26
London Central 231 211
Manchester 44 40
Par1.Lobby 21 51
S.Wales 40 70
During the 1930s, longer term trends within the NUJ were 
difficult to ascertain, and a.l though no merger/cooper at i on 
talks between the NUJ and the IoJ were to take place after 
1927 until the late 1940s, the former Union continued to 
manifest a tension between the concepts of 
'professionalism' and 'trade unionism. This factor was 
reflected in the affiliation of the NUJ to the non-TUC 
white-collar National Federation of Professional Workers 
(NFPW) at the start of the decade (1930) L342, and its re­
affiliation to the TUC at the end of the decade (1940) 
C351. In fact, membership to both organisations raised 
controversy in the NUJ. In respect of the NFPW, some 
journalists, saw affiliation as another means of 
broadening alliances outside of the printing industry, 
with white-collar workers whose attitudes and workplace 
problems were perceived to be similar to those of 
journalists, without necessarily being anti-TUC; whilst 
others believed that NFWP affiliation implied an anti-TUC 
bias, and were in favour of joining partly for that reason 
L 3<b 1.
It was not until 1940, that the NUJ decided to re-join the 
TUC, after the short-lived membership in the early 1920=;. 
This time, journalists voted by 1949 to 865 for re- 
affiliation [371. Christian stresses two factors behind 
the vote to re-join the TUC; firstly the experience of 
high levels of unemployment throughout the 1930s; and 
secondly the intensification of press c.ommer c i al i sat i on , 
i n d u c i n g a fee 1 i n g of insec u. r i t y r e e m p 1 o y m e n t in the 
industry C383. It would also see mi reasonable to argue in a 
wider historical sense, that the journa1i sts ' decision was 
influenced within the context of the World War which had 
created the perception of a need for greater work-place
un i t y. Cl ear1y , TUC at f i1iat i on was still not fully 
accepted, as ten years later another ballot was held over 
the issue, with approximately 407. at those voting deciding 
against membership.
table 6.4 details of NUJ af •filiation ballots to the TUC 
1920-1950 C393
Year For (7.) Agai nst (7.)
1920 1 ,380 (63) 816 (37)
 ^cp o ~i; 802 (46) 943 (54)
1924 1 ,094 (48) 1 , 180 (52)
1931 1 ,224 (42) 1 ,663 (58)
1934 987 (45) 1 ,194 (55)
1936* 2,870 (59) 1 ,977 (41)
1936* 1 ,425 (47) 1 ,600 (53)
1939 2,020 (59) 1 ,376 (41)
1940 1 ,949 (69) 865 (31)
1950 3,037 (60) 2,034 (40)
(* Mansfield 1943 gives figures for 2 ballots in 
1936, the second one being held in December)
This brings the study into the post-War years, and with 
the 1950s being relatively uneventful for the NUJ, 
attention is now turned to the early 1960s, and what was 
the start of a 'militant' wages campaign within the Union.
2. Mature Years: 1962-1987
a) Introduction
In the post-War years, two main themes are prevalent in 
the history of the NUJs firstly, a period of 'wage 
mi 1 i ta\ncy ' , most notab 1 e in the 1970s , and concomi tan11 y , 
attempts to create post-entry ciosed-shops in the 
editorial area of newspapers.
Since the mid-1970s, however, another issue had come 
increasingly to the fore, which overshadowed (and 
interacted with) the NUJ's attempt to improve wages and 
conditions, and presented, in some journalists opinion, 
the opportunity for enhancing the relative position of , 
journalist without recourse to industrial action — this 
being the introduction of changing technology, a suibject 
that will be looked at in detail in in the next section of 
Chapter 6. E^ ut firstly, a background sketch will be 
presented of attempts in the post-War years to improve the 
absolute and relative wages and conditions of members of 
the NUJ.
b) 'Wage Militancy' and the Closed-Shop
Throughout this section, figures will be presented 
comparing selected journalist rates of pay to that of 
craft and clerical grades. Whilst the present thesis is 
not directly concerned with pay levels, it is important in 
analysing the concept of 'sectionalism' to gain some
approximation of this particular issue so as to gauge the
importance of wage di f f erent.ials in producing a 
differentiated labour force in the newspaper industry. It
should however be stressed at this stage, that the 
researcher makes no claims of statistical expertise, and a 
comparative examination of wage levels in the newspaper 
industry is a complex skill. Thus whilst the figures given 
will be relatively accurate, being drawn mostly from 
secondary sources, the comparative analysis should be 
understood only in approximate terms.
To some extent, it is misleading to single out any 
particular period in the history of the NUJ with the label 
'wage militancy'. For some, the very formation of the NUJ 
in 1907 was largely to create an organisation capable of 
radical 1y i mprov i n g t h e wages (and conditions) of t h e b u1k 
of poorly paid members in the provincial press C403. Given 
the historical!'/ low rates of inflation in the 1920s/30s, 
with a fall in the overall retail price index between 1920 
and 1935 [413 it would seem that the NUJ achieved some 
early success in this goals in 1913, one estimate puts the 
average weekly pay of reporters and sub-editors in the 
provincial press at £1.15s, whilst by 1933, the 
corresponding figure had risen over three-fold to £4.7s.6p 
[423. However, the period 1962—78 certainly marked an 
upturn in activity over the wages question, with two sub­
periods standing outs 1967-72 and 1974-78.
The NUJ's first contemporary period of 'wage militancy' 
began soon after the 1962 Royal Commission on the Press- 
published its Report, which, whilst being based on a 
perceived crisis in the newspaper industry, had inter 
alia, in the vi ew of the N U J , hi ghlighted the r e 1 ati vs 
weak position of journalists in terms of wages and 
con d i t i on s c amp air ed t o t h e i r fell ow b 1 us—c o liar p r i n t 
wor kers. Looki ng at the figures presented in the RCP 
h o w e v e r , <and i t w i 11 be argued throughout this section
us i ng data f r om ot her sour c e s ) , figu.r es r ef 1 ec t i ng 
rel at i ve pay di f f erent i als present a compI ex pi c t u r e .
P ar t i c u1 ar1y in t e rms of wor k er perceptions, a prior i ane 
can argue that feelings of 'unfair' wage structures would 
centre around comparisons between, and knowledge of, 
workgroups in daily contact with each other. On a wider 
scale wage differentials could be interpreted very 
d i f f er en 11 y .
At the shop-f 1 oar 3. eveI , wor ker perceptions may we 11 have 
revolved around comparisons between the highest paid craft 
workgroup - case hands (on piece rates), and the lowest 
paid journalist grades   reporters and sub-editors.
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Certainly these workgroups would have had some daily 
contact in the work process, unlike many other 
journalist/craft workgroups, and at individual newspapers 
would probably have had a rough idea o-f each others 
earnings. Average actual weekly earnings (gross) given for 
these three groups were case hands £35, reporters £31 and 
sub-editors £35 E433. (The figure for sub-editors includes 
section heads, so the average for most non supervisory 
sub-editors would certainly be lower). Hence based on 
selective criteria, NUJ members may well have thought they 
had cause for complaint- However, comparing other 
individual grades produces different results- Most, 
notably, stone-hands (page make-up compositors) averaged 
£23 per week, markedly below both reporters and sub­
editors- Moreover, in comparing a broader selection of 
journalist grades to selected craft workgroups, the actual 
earnings (gross) per week were £37»40p and £27,. 80p 
respectively (adjusted from pre-decimalisation currency) 
[443. Both selected groupings include workgroups whose 
earnings were at the top end of the respective pay 
structures; for journalists - special is t „ writers and 
foreign correspondents; and for craft workers - 
typesetters on piece work (case hands and linotype 
operators)- Furthermore, there is little doubt that nearly 
all clerical workers would have earned considerably less 
than both journalist and craft workers. A similar 
compilation of clerical pay grades given in the RCP 
produces a figure of £15.60p gross earnings per week C453; 
with editorial assistants earning an average of £14 per 
week, less than half the average for the lowest paid 
workgroup of journalists (reporters). Table 6.5 below set 
out these figures in more detail.
table 6.5 : comparison of journalist actual weekly
earnings to that of craft and clerical workers
--• 1961 [463
journali sts £ craft £ clerical £
reporter 1 stone-hand editorial 14-
sub-ed 5 reader 24 advert. 14
correspondent O 1i no-op ?C; admin 16
speci ali st 41 foundry library 17
foreign corr. 42 case-hand •3D copyholder 17
all journos 37. 4 all craft 0*7 O all cleric 15,
Nevertheless, perhaps partly out of a genuine belief that 
a wage disparity unfavourable to NUJ members existed, and 
partly in an attempt to raise absolute levels of pay, the 
NUJ defined three main aspects underlying its apparent 1ow 
standing^ in- the industry; i . the lack of a closed shop 
system for journalists in most national and provincial 
newspaper establishments; ii.no guarantee against what it 
saw as often arbitary dismissal; and iii.a sectionalised 
u. n i o n st r uc 11..i r e d i vorci n g j o ur n a 1 i s t s f r o m p r od uc t :i. o n
workers [471. A priori, the ' cl osed-shop ' issue was the- . 
key to improving the journalists relative position, as it 
underpinned the problem of dismissal, and played an 
important part in determining the relationship between the 
production unions and the NUJ. (This was not a new issue 
within the NUJ however, as in 1920 the Union had embarked 
on a closed-shop campaign, but with little success 481)«
Cleverley 1976 argues that the MUJ's post-1962 strategy 
borrowed heavily from*the print craft unions 
apprenticeship system, which from the unions point of 
view, had enabled a high degree of control over 
restricting entry into the labour market (p.142). For the 
NUJ, the key to creating the conditions for this 'control' 
lay in the strengthening of the 'National Counci 1 for the 
Training of Journalists' (NCTJ), set-up in 1953, sometime 
after the 1949 Royal Commission on the Press had expressed 
concerns over journalist recruitment and training [491. In 
fact, from the mid-1960s, the NCTJ underwent a rapid 
development, although the researcher has not come across 
any direct evidence of the efficacy of th^ latter body in 
acting as a mechanism for union 'control' over 
recruitment. However, in 1965, the NUJ won an agreement 
with the newspaper employers, that no new staff could be 
recruited directly from college into the editorial rooms 
of the national 'Fleet Street' papers, until they had 
served a three year 'experience' period on a provincial 
paper [501. As a secondary tactic in the attempt to create 
a 'closed-shop', the NUJ argued for the elimination in the 
use of 'ghost' writers by newspapers, for example sports 
personalities signing their names to articles, which were 
in fact written by professional journalists; and the use 
of non-union photographs [511. It would appear however, 
that these tactics have met with only limited success, 
although it is beyond the scope of the present study to 
examine the impact of the above in more detail.
This first round of 'wage militancy' (1962-72) did not 
however, mark a clear-cut shift towards 'trade unionsim' 
and away from 'professional' aspirations within the NUJ.
In 1966, the NUJ and loJ agreed to a 'trial marriage', 
introducing the concept of compu1sory dua1 membership, 
with a view to eventually amalagmate fully [521. However, 
once again the 'trial marr i age' ended i n separation. In 
many ways, it was more surprising that the NUJ considered 
merging in the first place, than the fact that the attempt 
came to nothing. Tunstall 1971, argues that long before 
the mid-1960s, the loJ had ceased to be an effective 
organisation, and quotes the relatively low loJ membership 
rate - only 87. - amongst specialist newsgatherers on 
national newspapers, “the kind of fairly senior 
journalists whose support a 'professional' body would 
pr esumab 1 y require" (p « 67) . In contrast, Tunsta 11 c 1 ai ms 
r ough 1 y 877, of London based spec i a 1 i st .j our na 1 i st s 
belonged to the NUJ.
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Table 6.6 below illustrates the continuation of the pre- 
War trend in the respective union membership figures to 
date.
table 6.6 : NUJ-IoJ membership 1945-1986 C533
NUJ IoJ
Yr No. X No. X
1945 8,400 74 2,878 26
1955 13,364 84 2,619 16
1965 19,621 89 2,400 ii
1975 28,274 92 2,396 8
1986 32,260 94 2,000 6
Whilst the continuation of 'wage militancy' made even more 
difficult any further attempts at merger with the IoJ in 
the 1970s C54 3 , this should not be directly equated with 
the idea of an exacerbated dichotomy between NUJ 'trade 
unionism' and IoJ 'professionalism'. Moreover, the 
constant tension between the NUJ 1eadership/activists and 
its rank & file manifested itself again in 1971, over the 
controversy of 'registering' under the 1970-74 
Conservative Government's 'Industrial Relations Act'
(IRA). In a national ballot over the issue, the Executive, 
in line with TUC policy, recommended the membership to 
vote for de-registering, in order to demonstrate non- 
compliance with the Government's legislation. The 
membership however, voted by 63S4 to 3887 in favour of 
remaining registered, thus voting against NUJ 
recommendations. Despite the ballot result, the 1972 
Annual Delegate Meeting, decided to de-register C553. The 
minutae of the implications of the 1971 IRA, and the 
arguments for and against de-registering are not important 
here, the event being mentioned only to illustrate the 
continuing complex character of the NUJ, to offset the 
belief that journa1i sts wi thi n the NUJ were progressi veIy 
developing a 'trade union' oriented consciousness during 
the period of 'wage militancy'. Neverthese, it does seem 
p r o b a b I e t hi a t f o r m a n y IoJ members, t he NUJ in the 1970s 
was viewed with increasing disdain, as the latter embarked 
on a series of industrial actions in the provincial 
n e w spa per i n d ust r y.
To the extent that absolute wage levels reflect the 
success of the NUJ's tactic, it would appear at first 
sight that the period of 'wage militancy' bore some fruit 
for journalists overall, with the basic wage rate more 
than doubling between the years 1965-75. However, in this 
same per i od, the r etai 1 price index also rose 10(jX C 5 6 J 
thus nullifying any real increase ad: the level of basic 
r ates, (a 11hough actua1 earnings may have been re1 at i veIy
h> i □ h er t h an i n f I at i on , g i ven b on us and sh i f t p aymen t s 
etc). Given the overall rise in the R'PI of approx i matel y
may well have experienced a higher real increase in 
earnings in the 1960s with an increase in minimum rates of 
some 617., than that experienced in the early 1970s.
Table 6.7 below illustrates how the minimum basic rates 
for journalists working on both provincial (Newspaper 
Society) and national newspapers (Newspaper Publisher's 
Association) increased in absolute terms over a twenty 
year period from the mid-1950s to mid-1970s.
table 6.7 : journalist minimum pay rates (£ annual) L‘583
Year NS NPA All
1955 540 874 707
1960 689 1,118 904
1965 949 1 ,326 1,138
1970 1,261 1 ,700 1 ,481
1975 2,130 3,200 2,665
Whilst the above table and statistics places emphasis on 
absolute increases in journalist pay, an equally (perhaps 
more) important aspect of the wages drive was perceptions 
of comparative pay levels re production (and to a lesser 
extent, clerical) workers. Again, the reality of wage 
differentials is complex, and the researcher has been 
unable to find any independent source of statistical 
evidence to support the NUJ contention that journalist 
wage levels were generally lower than for production 
workers. Any indications found by the researcher tend to 
go against the claim that journalists were relatively 
worse off in salary terms during this period.
Assessing the situation by comparing basic rates for 
example, in 1970, the overall average basic minimum for 
provincial and national journalists was £1481, whilst an 
estimation of the NPA negotiated minimum for Fleet Street 
craft print workgroups gives a figure of approximately 
£1219 per annum C59II , less in fact, than the minimum basic 
for provi ncial journalists. Of course, actual earnings in 
both the provincial and national press would be
considerably higher than basic rates, for craft and
journalist workgroups. For instance, Sissons 1975 presents 
figures for actual gross weekly earnings of craft 
workgroups in the national press some 3 t i mes higher than 
the above estimated minimum rates of pay. Given this ^
factor, it is extremely unlikely that a typical wage for a
journalist working in a provincial newspaper house would 
be anyhwere near to that of a Fleet Street craft worker, 
but this would not be comparing like with like. 
Nevertheless, large wage differentials between these two 
groups may well have been partly responsible for the NUJs 
focus on wage 1 eve 1 s in thie 1970s.
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Whilst Cl everley claims that by the early 1970s, only a 
few craft workers were better paid than journalists 
(p.145), (he offers little detailed statistical evidence 
for this however), it would appear that this was debatable 
from the NUJ's point of view, as in the mid-1970s it 
embarked on its first ever nationally organised industrial 
action plan to improve what it continued to perceive as 
the relatively poor position of NUJ members (notably in 
the provincial press) in terms of wages and conditions, 
compared to fellow blue-collar print union members C603. 
This led to a series of disputes in the provincial press, 
involving not only wage claims but also the broader 
strategy of attempting to create post-entry closed shops 
in the editorial area of newspapers C613.
This second round of 'wage militancy' coincided with the 
1974-76 Labour Government's 'social contract' industrial 
relations legislation. Under the auspices of Michael 
Foot's Bill, amending the 1974 Trade Union & Labour 
Relations Act (TULRA), the Government had agreed to the 
TUC's argument that the pro closed-shop provisions in the 
Act needed strengthening. The Bill amending TULRA became 
1 aw in March 1976, but was much fought against by the 
newspaper employer's associations C623. For the NUJ, the 
legal framework supporting the closed-shop was very much 
welcomed, and seen as a basis for building-up the closed- 
shop in editorial areas of newspapers, which in part was 
seen as a pre-requisite for improving the relative and 
absolute wages and conditions of journalists in the 
industry. This was not to prove easy for the Union, 
despite the relatively favourable industrial relations 
law.
In June 1977, an NUJ closed-shop dispute at the Darlington 
Press (part of the Westminster Press chain) led the 
Newspaper Society to set-up an anti closed-shop fighting'' 
•fund, making £80,000 available to any single newspaper 
involved in this type of dispute with the NUJ £633. A year 
later, NUJ members struck over a pay claim at the Hemel 
Hempstead 'Evening Post & Echo', part of the Thomson 
Regional Newsp aper (TRN) group. The d i sp ut e , initially 
involving 77 NUJ members, led to wider action being taken 
by some 500 journalists in the TRN chain C643.
The wages campaign was by no means universally supported 
by journalists within the NUJ, and again reflected the 
diverse attitudes of journalists within the Union. Duripg 
the Darlington Press dispute, a group of NUJ members came 
together under the name 'Allied Journalists Against 
Extremism' (AJAX) £653, condemning the NUJ Executive's 
decision to pay the fines of journalist arrested for 
picketing the Darlington Press offices (and for those 
arrested at Grunwick's as well) C663. In general, the 
wages campaign in retrospect, appears to have been fairly 
patchy in the long term, although the period 1977/78 
-appears to ha.ve been part i cu 1 ar 1 y eventf uI .
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At the other end of the political spectrum, Bel off 1976 
argues that the 1970s witnessed the increasing 
infiltration of marxist elements within the NUJ, 
symbolised somewhat conspiratorially by a document 
entitled the ' Internal Bulletin', issued by the 
then'International Socialist' <IS), group (now the 
Socialist Workers Party - SWP) . Beloff claims the 
'Bulletin' noted the IS's achievements within the NUJ, 
which included winning two seats on the National 
Executive, seven IS members delegated to the Annual 
Conference one year, and IS 'control' over three London 
based NUJ branches (pp.46—47). Beloff offers little other 
evidence for IS 'infiltration', the evidence she does 
present is hardly conclusive, and her tone is generally 
crudely anti left-wing and simplistic. Most notably,
Beloff ignores a longer-term historical perspective when 
discussing so called left/right, wing tendencies within the 
NUJ, putting the wages/closed-shop campaigns into broader 
framework. No doubt small groups 1ike*the IS/SWP would 
enjoy having the influence so often ascribed to it but 
nevertheless, Beloff 's views perhaps indicate a more 
generalised perception within the occupation of the 
apparently- increasing left-wing domination of the NUJ in 
the 1970s, and influenced both journalists in the IoJ, and 
in the NUJ itself, leading to factions such as 'AJAX' to 
be formed.
The wages campaign of the later 1970s, culminated in the 
sacking of 32 NUJ members from the then notoriously anti­
trade union employer's - T„Bailey Forman, who published 
the No11ingham Evening Post (NEP)» This event led to mass 
demonstrations in Nottingham, supported by all printing 
trades unions. It was to be another dec aide however, before 
the sacked journalists were to be reinstated by the 
company C673. By 1979, the slowly fading NEF'/NUJ dispute 
was followed by a period of relative calm in respect of 
the NUJs wage campaigns in the newspaper industry, 
a 11hough dur .i ng t he 1980s , j our na 1 i sts ' absol ut e and 
r e1 at i ve pa y r at e s were still an i mp or t an t issue within 
t h e N U J . E v i d e n c e o f a d i s p< a r i t y in r e 1 a t i v e e a r n i n g s in 
the 1980s is contradictory. On an industry wide scale, 
figures given in the New Earnings Survey (NES) cast doubt 
on the journalists' claim that relative comparabi1ity with 
craft workers still hadn't been achieved. Thus in 1980, 
j ourna1i sts averaged a weekIy gross income of £170.60p , 
c o m p a r e d t o comp o site* r s ' e a r n i n g s o f £126.70p ; a n d i n
1985, comparing journalists to skilled production workers, 
the respect i ve NES figures were £277.70p to £207.80p . 
However, evidence gathered at the plant level at one large 
p r o vi n c i a1 n ewsp a per r es ear c hed for the p resen t t hes i s i n
1986, c a s t d oub t on the se NE8 figures, wit h t he an nua1
r a t e s f o r n i g h t s t a f f j o u r n a 1 i s t s a n d c o m p o s i t o r s b e i n g 
£12398.50p" and £13178.36p respectively C683. Even allowing 
for complexities in the make-up of these figures, clearly 
journalists earned less than their fellow production
It is perhaps not surprising that the NUJ at national 
level implicitly rejects the type of evidence produced by 
the NES on this question. Returning to Sheffield for the 
first time since 1915 to hold its ADM in 1986, the NUJ 
commented in its Preliminary Agenda:
"All those years ago the issues were not..«entirely 
different from those that absorb us now.
For one thing, a Manchester inspired motion aimed 
at establishing a minimum wage for journalists 
equal to the standard wage of members of the 
Typographical Associations in the various 
districts - the forerunners of the NGA. Xn_ many 
places !S£ are still waiting."
LNUJ 1986 ADM, Preliminary Agenda s p.l, emphasis 
added!
Of course, absolute levels of pay constitute another 
issue, and it is beyond the scope of the present study to 
examine this aspect of wage rates. But it is worth noting 
that in January 1987, journalists in the provincial press 
voted by 2209 to 336 to reject the NS £4-5 per week pay 
offer (3-3.57) in the annual negotiating round. More 
importantly than the money offer, was the attempt by the 
NS to introduce an 'ability to pay' clause, which would 
have eroded nationally defined levels of journalist pay 
and have had a detrimental effect on the lower paid 
members of the NUJ £693. With a number of individual 
newspaper managements indicating that they were opting out 
of the 1987 NS/NUJ agreement at the end of 1986 £'70 3 
national level collective bargaining in the provincial 
press was effectively wound up, and this remains the 
position at the time of writing (mid 1988).
Whilst journalist disgruntlements over wage levels 
remained an important aspect of union concern, a more 
problematic issue was developing in the printing industry, 
in particular the newspaper sector - this being the 
increasingly sophisticated development of computerised 
t ec hn i ques of printing, and the c on com i tant p r essur e 
placed on all the print unions to adopt policies for its 
implementation. It is on this subject that the study now 
concentrates.
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3. NEW TECHNOLOGY S< the NUJ
a) Introduction
An overview of the impact of changing technology in 
newspaper industrial relations has been given in Chapter 
5, therefore, for the purpose of clarity, this section of 
Chapter 6 wi11 in part constitute a brief recap on the 
recent history of technology and industrial relations, but 
will expand on this by presenting a more detailed 
theoretical framework in which to undertand the complex 
response to changing technology manifested by various 
elements within the NUJ.
By the mid 1970s, the issue of changing technology had 
become a key question in newspaper industrial relations. 
Already by 1973, a 'new technology' dispute at the NEP 
involving principally the craft production unions 
(supported by NUJ members) had demonstrated the potential 
for radi cal change? in the newspaper production process. 
With the setting-up of the Royal Commission on the Press 
(RCP) in 1974,, creating a. consensus amongst the print 
union 1eaderships of the need for radical changes to be 
made, inter alia, in respect of inter-uni on relations and 
demarcation structures, the NUJ joined with the majority 
of other print industry unions and the Newspaper 
Proprietors Association (NPA) in 1975 to form the 'Joint 
Standing Committee for National Newspapers' (JSC) £713.
The JSC policy document 'Programme for Action' published 
in November 1976, however, failed to win the support of 
rank file trade union members in Fleet Street, putting 
into abeyance any further 'industry wide' negotiations 
c on c er n i n g t h e int r od uct i on of c h an g i n g t echn o1og y un til 
the mid 1980s.
However, the NUJ was not slow in seeing that radical 
change was going to come within the industry, and various 
informal groupings within the Union set about devising 
po1icy documents and i ssui ng genera1 statements on how the 
NUJ as a whole should approach the issue of changing 
technology. For heuristic purposes, one can isolate three 
distinct viewpoints, which can be character .i sed as: i.the
workers control perspective; i i.the secti ona1i st 
p er sp ec t i ve; and i i i . t. h e of f i c i a 3. p e r sp ec t i v e .
"i
b ) Sect i on a1i st Per sp ec t i ve
In 1975, from a 'sect i ona 1 i st " v.iewpoi nt., Rex Wi nsbur y 
pu.b I i stied a report compi I ed f or the 1974-77 RCP £ 72 3 
a r g li i n g for the b e n e f i t s o f c o rn p u t e r i s a t i o n t o t h e 
journalist, albeit at the expense - "the opportunity cost" 
- primarily of the craft worker (p.7). Wi nsbury's 
enthusiasm for the eventual introduction of direct input 
was balanced by a reasonably critical, appraisal of the 
advantages of the British press in not being the
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innovator, but rather being able to learn 'lessons' from 
the American experience since the early 1960s (p.8). The 
following year Winsbury published 'New Technology F the 
Journalist' 1976, which as the title implies, was more 
directly aimed at working journalists. Although based 
largely on his research carried out for the 1977 RCP, 
interestingly, Winsbury's 1976 publication played down the 
necessity (or indeed technical desirability) of completely 
eliminating craft jobs in the composing area (p.22-24), 
and played up the need for journalists and their 
representatives to get involved in the planning and 
implementation stages of technological change:
"It is not mere 'consultation' that is required, 
although it may be convenient to smuggle 
it in under that label. Rather it is 
requirement for a new and different relationship 
between the editorial department and the 
central management of the newspaper, in which 
the old sharp division between the two breaks 
down and a new inter-active relationship 
develops in which journalists, or their 
representatives, or people drawn from the 
ranks of journalists, become an integral part 
of the team that designs and installs new 
technology."
[WINSBURY 1976 : p.423
As for the role of the craft workgroups in the production 
process, Winsbury was careful in balancing long-term goals 
with shorter term practicalities (see ch.4). Thus in the 
first stage of technological change from 'metal' to 
'electronics', seven criteria of 'balance' should be 
assessed in the design of the electronic newsroom (p.22), 
which essentially boiled down to three factors:
1/ the efficacy' of using different categories of 
workgroup (ie journalist or craft) in keying in 
varying kinds of editorial made ter;
2/ the efficacy' of using new or traditional 
equi pment;
3/ the efficacy' of using new or old methods in
respect of the particular kind of material being 
processed.
On the first point, the continued use of keyboarding 
compositors may' in some instances prove more efficient, ,e as 
the latter ail ready' have experience of working electronic 
qwerty keyboards, whilst many journalists do not. 
Furthermore, a proportion of journalists on any/ one? paper 
needed to retain a 'real creative function', and not have 
this interfered with re the technicalities of manipulating 
a computer wordorocessor. On the second point, the use of 
mechanical typewriters could sometimes prove both more 
efficient and cheaper than having every piece of editorial 
m a t ter t y p e s e t i n t o a c o m p u t e r . M o s t n o t a b 1 y , a 11 hi o u g h i n 
theory, all matter could be called up 'on screen ' , 'hard-
copy' was often r equi r ed i n pract ice, t hus neeessi tat ing 
either the constant use of a print-out -from the computer, 
or to have the material at hand in typewritten form on 
paper.
Probably most importantly from Winsbury's type of 
perspective, the third point laid emphasis on the fact 
that a number of categories of editorial matter were 
received in the first instance from non journalist 
sources, eg letters to the editor, and articles from 
outside contributors, the sort of material that was 
probably more efficiently keyed into the system by 
compositors than journalists. Therefore, in stressing the 
need for a balance to be struck between the desire to 
introduce 'state of the art' technological methods and the 
practical efficacy of keeping the production process 
'simple', Winsbury argued that the elimination of the 
composing room may not be functionally desirable in many 
newspapers (p.23). Nevertheless, this was clearly a short 
term requirement for Winsbury, leading eventually to the 
origination production process being located entirely in 
the editorial rooms
"...the concept of editorial input systems implies 
sh i f t i n g wor k , r esp on sibilities and c on t r oI of t h e 
final product away from the traditional printing 
works and back down the chain to the editorial 
d ep ar t men t . As t h e tech n ol og y d eve 1 op si, i t i s f a i r 
to expect that there will one day be no human 
i nterventin.n between the edi tor i a 1 depar tment 
(or ad vert i si ng dep ar t men t ) and the plate bsing 
put on the printing press..."
CWINSBURY 1976 : p.63
c ) Wor ker s ' Con t r o1 Per sp ec t i ve
Also in 1976, from the 'workers control ' perspective, a 
group formed within the NUJ called 'Journalist Charter'
(JC3, and issued a document under that name entitled 'New 
Technology F Why We Should Resist It', outlining what it 
believed to be the way forward for the NUJ regarding the 
introduction of new techology generally, and direct input 
keyboarding specifically.
Despite its ostensibly anti-technology title, this marked 
the start of a campaign aimed at pressuring the NUJ at 
nat i onaI 1evel to adopt a systemat i c and coheren t new 
t e c h n o I o g y p o 1 i c y , w h i c h w a s some w a y f r o m a. r g u. i n g f o r t h e 
t. o t a 1 r e j e c t i o n o f t e c h n o logical c h a n g e „ R a t h e r , t h e rn a. i n 
contention of the JC group was that new technology should 
not be introduced on the employers terms:
"It's clear that the new technology means 
redundancy on a massive scale. It is being 
used to attack our right to work and, therefore, 
to oppose the new machinery and the way it is 
being railroaded through union defences is by 
no means destructive...We are in favour of new 
production techniques - but only if they' are 
i ntroduced for the benef i t of the workforce 
and under i ts control. 1
[Journalists Charter 1976 : p.15, original emphasis!
Underlying the JCs position was the fear that the NUJs 
Executive was drifting into a wait-and-see stance over the 
introduction of new technology, involving a 'conspiracy of 
silence' (p.2), after the print unions' leadership had 
failed in its attempt to introduce computerised technology 
on a Fleet Street wide basis through the mechanism of the 
unions/NPA 1976 plan 'Programme for Action' (see Chapter 
Five). A lack of a coherent and systematic NUJ policy on 
technology was seen as being extremely dangerous, 
particularly given the experience of technological change 
in the Ameri can newspaper industry (pp.10-12), and the 
modul ar nature of computerised typesetting technology', 
which could be introduced initially in a 'benign' way, but 
was easily' adaptable to more 'radical' use in the 
production process (p.3). Arguing that large scale 
redundancies and a loss of 'control' over the production 
process would result from a tacit acceptance of 
management's terms for the intraduction of
c ornput er i sat ion, the J C off er ed a st r at eg y of i n t er—uni on 
cooperation and rank F file pressure to "dictate the pace 
and method of technological innovation" (p.15) so as to 
harness 'technology' in the interest of the workers within 
the industry.
d) The Official Perspective
In -many ways, the 'official' position on new technology', 
a s it d e v eloped i n the late 1970s /' earl y 1980s w a s a 
compromise between the 'workers control' and 
'se ct i on aIi st ' perspectives. In 1977, the NUJ An nua1 
C on fe r ence i mpo sed a one year ban on the i n t r oduction o f 
new technology', and set-up a committee to produce a 
t e c h n o log y p o “1 i c y doc u m e n t - the 'Advisory Co m m i 11 e e o n 
TechnoIogy' C ACT) , whi ch included several journa1i sts fr 
t h e J C facti on. To this extent, the 'left-wing' JC g roup 
h ad c on s i d er ab 1 e i n f 1 lienee on the p o 1 i cy mak i n g b od y of 
the NUJ. However, at its 1978 Annual Conference, the 
'sect i dna1ist ' viewpoint was also noticab1e to some 
extent, after the ACT recommendations were adopted in a 
watered down form by the NUJ C73 2
1/ to rationalise Z< re-equip -
r a t h er t h a n t h er e b e i n g a ' f i n an c i a 1 c r i s i s '
Fleet S t r e e t., e m plovers were a 11 e m p t i n g t o 
shift the burden of the real problem - rising 
cost of newspaper pri nt - into savings made by 
new technology;
2/ to create manpower savings —
mostly in composing areas, but also editorial 
assi stants;
3/ to deskill -
not only o-f cra-ft workers, as journalists were not 
immune to this factor, particularly with the 
introduction of full-page make-up on screen, 
facsimile production and direct input of agency 
copy;
4/ to undermine trade union power -
hence the need for inter-uni on cooperation and
support;
5/ to increase management control -
hence the tendency for loss of worker control
over the production process.
whilst the main thrust of the NUJs 'official' viewpoint 
very much echoed the JC perspective on new technology, 
some c on si d er at i on was g i ven to Win sbury's ar gumen t s » 
particularly concerning the problematic nature of using 
j o u r n a 1 i s t s a s m a i n s t r e a m t y p i s t s , w h i c h e v e n fro m t h e
m a n a g e m e n t ' s p o i n t o f v i e w , m a y n o t p r o v e f u n c t i o n a 1 o r
i ndeed cost saving. However, un1i ke Winsbur y , the NUJ a1so
p oi n t ed out t hat i t may well be the case t hi at emp 1 oy er s
would use journalists for- typsetting purposes in the first
i n s t  a n  c e  t o  b r  e a k  t hi e  h o l d  o f  
o v e r  t h e  k e y t a o a r d i n g  f u n c t i o n  
c o n c e r n e d  a b o u t  s a v i n g  o n  t h e
(pp.21-22).
Partly with the above in mind 
feeling that employers would 
worry too much about the quel 
undergoing radical changes in 
was recommended that individu 
into their new technology agr 
over the following issues: st
deadlines; copy flow & presen 
editorial style; proof rasadin 
band1i ng; st on e sub bi ng; and 
importantly, it seems fair to 
the NUJ national policy towar 
changing technology very much 
un i on approach , rat her than a 
staiice , and di recti y called f 
talks over technolgical chang
the NGA craft workgroups 
, rather than being too 
cost of skilled labour
, stnd the more general 
i n s t r u c t m a n a g e m e n t n o t t o 
ity of the newspaper whilst 
the production process, it 
al NUJ chapels should build 
eements safety/review clauses 
art a finish times; 
t a t i o n ; t y p o g r a p h i c a 1 a n d 
g & c o r r e c t i o n s ; pic t u r e 
page changes (p.26-23). Nope 
argue that at this point, 
ds the introduction of 
e m p h a s i s e d a j o i n t i n t e r - 
n over 11y 'sec ti on a1i st 
or national level inter-union 
e :
36-
"...one important result of computer technological 
developments has been to make unions realise the 
need to work more closely together to protect jobs 
and coordinate responses to management plans - in 
some cases ultimata- Whether at national or local 
level, unions are realising that this is not the 
time to go it alone. The NUJs comprehensive policy 
declaration of 1978 was a major stepping stone to 
cooperation as the other unions were sure of the 
attitude of at least one of the participants-"
CNUJ 1980 s p.471
Whilst the above summaries may appear to reflect a fairly 
clear cut 'right wing/left wing' dichotomy over the 
question of new technology, both contained within them 
similar starting points and methodologies. Firstly, that 
the experience drawn from abroad re changes in newspaper 
technology (notably the USA) was directly applicable to 
the British situation. This belief reflected a 
'technological' methodology which drew on empirical 
evidence from the experience of one country to directly 
'prophesise' future trends in another (ie Britain). Ail 
streams of thinking within the NUJ (and other print 
unions) have tended to adopt this approach in a fairly 
uncritical fashion, taking little account in differences 
in the industrial relations traditions of different 
countries, or differences in economic/social underpinnings 
of industrial sectors (ie newspapers) between different 
countries.
Of course, Winsbury and the JC draw very different 
conclusions from the American experience, with the latter 
highlighting the dangers to all newspaper workers 
(including journalists) in respect of massive job 
reductions, a diminution of control over the work process, 
and in general de-unionisation; whilst the former 
emphasised the 'probability' of an overall contraction in 
the newspaper industry (and the closing down of particular 
papers) should the introduction of new technology not be 
accepted by the unions. But nevertheless, the changes that 
had taken p1 ace i n the American pr inting/newspaper 
i n d ust r y h a ve been c on st anti y quoted by v a n o u s  
journalist/NUJ factions to illustrate the 'future' of the 
British industry.
Sec on d1y , and p er hap s mor e i mp or tan 11y , both 
'sec ti on a1i s t ' an d 'wor k er s c on t r o1 ' perspec t i ves were 
underpinned by the belief that any radical changes in 
production technology could not be achieved without the 
positive consent of journalists, and by implication the 
NUJ. Again t hi s per sp ec ti ve cone er ni ng the central ity of 
journalists to computerised printing methods is in fact a 
c on sistent theme r un n i n g throug h out all the var i ous 
approaches withi n thie NUJ , and revo 1 ves around a per cei ved 
logic t hat direct i n pu t tec hn o 1 og y lay i n the province o f 
t h e e d i t o r i a 1 r a t hi e r t hi a n t hi e c o m p to s i ng room (see 
Chapter 4).
Wh list the above two points ref lect the comrnon grou.nd of 
the kind of perspectives put forward by Winsbury and the 
JC, one important difference of opinion concerned the 
economic situation of the newspaper industry, and hence 
its ability to offset the reductions in staff that 
ultimately the logic of new technology introduced within a 
capitalist framework seemed to imply. For Winsbury, there 
was little doubt not only that Fleet Street had a 
'financial crisis' but where the problem lay, not in the 
income generated by' the press (over £300million a year), 
but in its labour costs (1975 p.7).
In the opinion of the JC however, the perceived financial 
'crisis' in the newspaper industry was in fact misleading, 
being centred on the flawed approach adopted by the RCP 
1977 that took no account of the interconnections between 
ownership of different parts of the press (and media 
generally) and the impact on profitability that followed 
from this broader analysis:
"When asked at the press conference staged on 
the day of the report's publication what 
account had been taken of the profits made 
by provincial groups owned commonly by 
national newspaper proprietors, the Commission's 
chairman, Prof.0.R.McGregor, at first failed 
to comprehend the question, then... passed it 
quickly to a colleague, Mr.R.R.F.Chor1ey, who 
said they had ignored any relationship between 
national and provincial groups."
C JOURNALISTS CHARTER, 1976 :‘pB-93
Hence, there was no actual need for the radical reduction 
in full-time jobs advocated explicitly by the RCP (and 
implicitly by Winsbury), amounting to some 7,000 out of a 
20,000 workforce in the national press (p.8).
To some extent, it a.ppears that the 'official' viewpoint 
d e v e1op ed wit hi n the NUJ in the late 1970s/ear1y 1980s , 
compromised over the issue of 'financial crisis' in the 
press, by arguing that it was not staffing levels that was 
the primary cause of these problems, but rather the 
rapidly rising cost of newsprint, a factor over which the 
ernp 1 oy er s had' 1 i 111 e c on t r o 1 . Th us a con ven i en t sc ap e—g oat 
for the problems of Fleet Street increasingly became the 
trade un i. ons ' resistance to new techno 1 ogy , whi ch the 
employers were advocating was the panacea for curing  ^
newspaper ills C74I!.
opmen t s i n t he 1980s
By t h e ear 1 y 19S0s , t he d omi nan t st anc e of t he NU J at 
national level was one of joint consultation, both with 
management and other print unions, before technological 
change was to be introduced. Those journalists who 
believed that 'control' over the keyboard would give the 
j our na1i st un i on t he type of 'power' t hat t h ey of t en 
perceived the craft unions as having, were “short-sighted, 
sel f i sh and nai ve " !.' 75 3 «
In a\11empt i ng to take negot i at i ons away f rom the mi nutiae 
of shop-floor problems, the NUJ met with some? success in 
discussions with the NBA and Sogat, particular1y over the 
problems of direct input, facsimile? transmission and 
viewdata systems C7&3. Nevertheless, whilst beli evi ng that 
'one union for the print' in Britain was not a pipe dream, 
amid indeed realising the growing need for i nter nat i onal 
u n i o n c o o p e r a t i o n (h igh lighted d u. ring t he 'Tim e s d i s p u t e ' 
1978/79), the NUJ clearly understood that union 
ama 1 g amat i on was same way of f at t h at point i n t .i me !'. 77 3
As was stated in Chapter Five, the period between the 
'Times' dispute at the end of the 1979, and the 'Stockport 
messenger' (SM) dispute in 1983, was one of relative calm 
i n r e s p e c t o f n e w t. e c h nolo g y a n d i n d u s t r 1 a 1 r e 1 a t i o n s i n 
t h e n e w s p a p e r i n d u. s t r y , b u t e v e n t s b e h i n d t hi e s c e n e s w e r e 
continuing to take place. In 1981, the NUJ entered into 
discussions with the NGA over the possibility of merger, 
but to no avail. Boon after this, and before the onset of 
the ESN dispute, the NS had initiated an industry wide plan 
f or t. hi e i n t r oduc 11 on of dir ec t i np ut i n 1982, under t h e 
umbrella label of 'Project Breakthrough' (PB)„ The NGA'82s 
response to PB - 'The Way Forward' (TWF) - launched in 
1984, inter alia, met with NUJ resistance due primarily to 
a c 1 a u s e t hi a t a 11 o w e d f o r N G A ' 8 2 c r aft members to t r a n s f e r 
into the editorial room and undertake what the NUJ saw as 
NUJ/journalist work. NUJ/NGA'82 relations reached a low 
point in 1984 and early 1985, with three important inter" 
union disputes erupting at 'Portsmouth K Sunderland 
Newspapers' (PSN) in Portsmouth, the 'Wolverhampton 
Express a EStar ' (WES) and the 'Kent Messenger' (see 
Chapter Five), all over the basic issue of which 
union/workgroup should have jurisdiction over the keyboard 
in a direct input system.
With the election of Harry Conroy to the post of Genera^ 
Secretary of the NUJ in July 1985, who was generally 
perceived at the time to be a hard-liner over the issue of 
allowing craft workers into the editorial room, inter­
union relations between the NUJ and NGA' E52 looked like 
they were to become increasingly 'sectionalist'. As far as 
the character of the NUJ was concerned, the ballot result 
t e n d e d t o s t r e is s t w o t h i n g s s f i r s 11 y , that t h e ' 1 e f t -- wing ' 
per spect i ve on ohang i ng techno1ogy had f ai1ed to gai n 
ground in the 1980s, with a single transferable voting 
s yste m p r o d u c i n g a r u n ■ - off between a ' r i g h t -• w i n ger
-  1 3 9 ..
(Stephen Turner) and the 'centrist' Conroy, with the 
latter winning by 3608 votes to 3089 C78 3. The second 
aspect o-f the character of the NUJ highlighted by the 
ballot was the apparent apathy shown by the mass of the 
membership, with less than a 277. turnout C793.
Conroy however, was to prove more of a conciliator than 
suspected once in the post of General Secretary, although 
it was also undoubtedly the case that the attitudes of 
individual NUJ chapels to some extent pressurised the 
Execut i ve into adopting a mor e coop er at i ve st an c e v is-a- 
vis the NGA'82. Thus by latter half of 1985, relations 
between the journalist and the craft worker's unions had 
improved, with joint negotiation deals being struck at six 
major provincial newspaper houses (see Chapter 5), paving 
the way for a formal NUJ/NGA'82'. joint negotiation policy 
being agreed to in the Autunm of 1985.
The beginning of 1986, was to mark the start of one the
most bitter industrial disputes (probably the most bitter 
in the private sector) during the 1980s - between all 
three main print unions (and the then AEUW) and Rupert 
Murdoch's News International (NI)*« Given the extreme 
nature of the situation facing the News International 
journalists in January 1986, and the complex character of 
journalist attitudes towards the idea of trade unionism, 
it is perhaps not. surprising that only 30 NUJ members had
r e f u s e d to transfer to R li p e r t M u r d och ' s n e w ' W a p p i n g '
plant by the end of January (out of some 600 journalists 
working on the five NX titles). More instructive of the 
dualistic consciousness of organised journalists, were the 
a r g u m e n t s that d e v eloped w i t hi in the N U J o v e r t h e folio w i n g 
t w e 1 v e m o n t h s , o v e r w h a t t h e U n ion's a 11 i t u d e s in o u 1 d b e 
towards those members who obeyed NX instructions and were 
w o r k i n g at 'Nap p i n g ' . W i. t h h i s t ory repeat! n g it s e I f to 
some ex tent, di visions wi thii n the NUJ were mani f est 
between the National Executive, 'left-wing' activists.
Thus whilst the NUJ ADM in Sheffield in April 1986, voted, 
by 158-146, to instigate rule 18 on disciplinary action 
against those NUJ members working at 'Napping', the NEC 
narrowly rejected by 13-12 immediate di sci pii nary action 
against the 600 or so 'Napping' journalists [80]„ The NUJ 
NEC finally implemented disciplinary action in November 
1986, which resulted in the imposition of fines rather 
than the mass expulsions that some groups within the Union 
were, calling for. With the calling off of the dispute by 
the NUJ in February 1987, this issue died down, although 
arguments still persisted within the Union over the
*• The rese ar o h cond uc ted 3.mon
pr esent th esis took PI ac 0 dur
an d thus it sh oul d un der st ood
percepti on s an d att itudes of
i n the res earc hi hi ad been hot h
ac:centuate d i n t h i s Per iod ..
g s t N U J chape1s for t he 
i ng the ' Wapping' d i spute, 
that to some extent, 
the journalists taking part 
hightened and perhaps
correct course of action. In the same month, displinary 
hearings resulted in 93 of the 600 'Napping' journalists 
being fined £1000 CS13.
The details of this dispute have been thoroughly 
researched by Melvern 1986, and will not be looked at any 
length here. However, it can be reasonably argued that 
events within the NUJ during this time, further 
illustrated the tensions existant within the Union, 
tensions which in many way were/are a continuation of the 
complex historical character of the NUJ.
The thesis now turns its attention towards a detailed 
examination of the contemporary character of organised 
journalists, and manifest ions of 'sectionalism and 
solidarity' in the consiousness of the latter.
I)/ Contemporary Attitudes & Perceptions of Journalists in 
the NUJ *
i. Introduction
Bearing in mind the high profile that inter- 
union/workgroup relations had during this period, we now 
turn our attention away from the historical bench-mark 
developed in the first two parts of Chapter 6, and towards 
an examination of the field research amongst NUJ chapels 
conducted in 1986, centring on the themes of 
'sectionalism' and changing technology.
This section of Chapter 6 is in fact sub-divided into five 
main parts. Firstly, occupational sub-divisions within the 
field of journalism will be explored to assess the extent 
of intra-occupational differentiation and status 
hierarchy, before going onto examine inter-occupational 
sectionalism. Secondly, a brief comparative profile will 
be presented regarding the age, sex, and training of the 
journalists surveyed. Thirdly the work orientation of 
journalists will be explored. Fourthly, the attitude of 
the journalists towards changing technology will be 
examined. And fifthly, attitudes towards other newspaper 
industry unions/workgroups will be analysed. As was stated 
in Chapter 2, the statistical material, as far as 
possible, will be presented in a comparative form, so as 
to compare and contrast the findings for NUJ members to 
those for al1 categories of worker researched. However, in 
the case of clerical workers this was not always possible 
or relevant, so in some instances, the comparisons are 
between journalist and craft workers only.
* Given the s t r u c t u re o f t h is ihes i s , w i t hi e a c h c a t e g a r y 
of work er being sur veyed separat eIy, ex p1 ana tion s for t h e 
q u e s t i o n s a s k e d i n t hi e q u e s t i o n n a ire will be g i v e n 
p r o m i n a n c e i n t h e p r e s e n t c hi a p t e r .
2. Intra-Dccupational Pi f f erent i ati on of Journali sts *
Before one can delve into the relationship between the 
journalists, clerical and craft workers, it is useful to 
differentiate between sub-occupational groupings within 
journalism itself, so as to challenge any simplistic 
assumption the sectionalism is only an inter-union 
phenomenon. The occupation of (print) journalism is in 
fact highly segmented, and has a clearly defined status 
hierarchy at both 'horizontal' (external labour market) 
and 'vertical' (internal labour market) levels.
a) Horizontal Differentiation
On the horizontal level, Tunstall 1971 (p.11) 
distinguishes a five-tier hierarchy re journalistic 
status:
a) national press (high status, critical journalism)
b) provincial press (training ground .for nationals)
c) trade/technical journals (lower level,nan-critical
journalism)
d) consumer magazines (appendage of advertisers, not
real journalism)
e) in-house magazines (very low status)
Given developments in the national press during the late 
1970s/1980s, one may question the extent to which the 
term 'critical journalism' is truly valid for the national 
press. But Tunstall's basic hierarchy would still be 
accepted by most workers in the industry. Hence it is 
still the career goal of many journalists working at the 
'lower' end of the external labour market, to work for a 
national newspaper eventually.
Thus, given the areas of journalism selected for the 
present research, ie national and provincial newspapers, 
the research findings relate to journalists at the 'upper' 
end of the external industry labour market. It is 
difficult to assess the importance of this factor in 
respect of the data. But a priori, one can assume that to 
the extent that journalists are 'sectionalist' in 
character, whose primary goal is to maximise their terms 
and conditions irrespective of the interests of other 
groups of workers, journalists working in either the 
national or provincial press, will probably be more 
inclined to perceive the need to improve 'their lot' in 
their existing jobs, compared to other journalists 'lower' 
down the hierarchical labour market who may put more 
emphasis on moving on into better paid/higher status areas 
of print journalism.
* This section draws heavily on Jeremy Tunstall's 
'Journalists at Work' 1971
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This horizontal occupational hierarchy also has an 
i r i f 1 uenc 0 on n ewsp ap er j our n a 1 i st s ' a1t1 1 ud 0 s t ow ar d s 
craft workers tranferring into the editorial room. 
Essentially, it is argued by some that given the -few 
journalistic jobs that become available generally in the 
newspaper industry, they should go to either unemployed 
journalists or NUJ members in other sectors wishing to 
'break into' newspaper work. This argument will be 
discussed more fully later in the chapter.
Finally, it shouId be noted at this juncture that the 
horizontal occupational hierarchy has a direct influence 
on 'sect ionali s m ' between journali sts. Mansfi eld 1943 for 
instance, commented on the historical status 
differentiation between 'Fleet Street' and the provinces;
"Fleet Street bore the palm, and the provinces, 
apart from a few papers of national note, stood 
on a lower plane of credit and salary."
L". MANSF I ELD 1943 : p. 151
T!i i s status di f f erent i at ion tended to 1 ead to the !'•!UJ 
a d op t i n g n at ion a1 policies a i med at i mpr o v in g th e s a1 ar y 
and conditions of its relatively 1ower paid members in the 
pr ovi nci a 1 press (see Ch . 6 Section A) , at the e>;pense , 
some would argue, of national newspaper journalists C82j. 
Even so, in the perceptions of many provincial newspaper 
j o urn a1i st s , the 'fat-cats' of F1e et Street are a p amp ere d 
el i te:
"One of the big problems I reckon with the 
Union is that it's based in London and revolves 
around London...but has very 1i 111e re1evance 
to some of the provinces.,.as Napping has 
d e m o n s t r arc e d quite clearly. I can't g e t f i r e d -- u p 
w i t h fig h t i n g t he cause of Nap p i n g when F1eet 
Street [journalists!! have their problems...
I think that in the same way, we haven't had 
any of thes benefits of Fieet Strest, C ther ef or e ! 
we shouldn't take part in any of the rubbish 
that goes their way as well. They've brought it 
upon themselves and they can sort it out."
[PAPER 2 : interview 28.10.86!!
Whilst the above view was by no means a majority one, it
does accurately reflect a widespread feeling of
differentation between provincial and national newspaper
journalists.
b ) Vert i c a1 Dif1 erent i at i on
Vertically, the internal labour market is also highly 
segmented in respect to status hierarchy. All newspapers 
essentially have two distinct groups o-f journalists, news 
gatherers (sub-editors) and news processors (reporters) 
(see Chapter Four -for job descriptions). Qn a national or 
large provincial paper, the gatherers and processors will 
be -further sub-divided hi erarchi cal 1 y . A -fairly non- 
contentious status (and salary) hierarchy would be as 
•follows ['831.
N e w s g a t h e r e r s ~
•feature wr i ter s (background analysis of 'news',less 
reliant on news sources than specialist writer); 
columni sts (have a 'name', usually senior staff); 
di ary writers (have a 'name', oriented to sources); 
spec i ali st correspondents (some analysis) 
general reporters (low rung of ladder)
News processors -
news edi tor (usual 1y seni or executi ve)
assi stant edi tor (news)
edi tors
desk edi tors
sub-editor
In respect of the present study, rail of the surveyed 
journalists fall into one of the above rank & file 
categories: 40/1 are general reporters, and 50/1 are sub­
editors. The remaining 10% are journalists in supervisory 
roles, but at the same time are also working journalists. 
Thus, whilst this hier ar c h y i s i mp ortant in itself, it 
will not be a focus for the present study. More relevant 
to this thesis is what Tunstall 1971 sees as a tension 
axi st an t bet ween t wo main groups, revolvi n g aroun d 
d i ff er ences i n wor k f unction, wor k or i ent at i on and career 
p a 11 e rn s b e t w een t he 'gatherers', who hav e I argeIy non- 
rout i ne patterns of work, are oriented towards their 
s our c e s of n ews inf ormation, and v er y often g o s t rai g ht 
i n to nati on a1 newspaper j our na1is m from un i ver s i t y ; in
c o u. n t r a d i s t inction t o t h e 'processors' , w h o s e wo r k i s v e r y
m u. c h ' r a u t i n i sed ' , w h o s e orientati o n is to w a r d s t h e
n e w s p ape r ' s r e a d e r s h i p a n d w h o n o r m all y w o u I d h a. v e t o
serve an ' apprenticeship' on an often small provincial 
newspaper before gaining access to the national press 
(pp.25-41>s
!!In many departments either the gatherers or 
the processors are dominant. But a latent 
s t r u c t li r a 3. c o n f 1 i c: t e x i s t s -• n o t m e r e 1 y 
between some people who work at the desk at 
night and other people who work 'outside' 
in the day. Not is it merely a conflict
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between people with educational or career 
(or per sona1i t y ) d i f f er ences. The conf1i ct 
is about something more basic - between an 
audience orientation and a news source 
orientation. It is a continuing dispute 
about the overall goals and purposes of the 
news organisation itself."
ITUNSTALL, 1971 ; pp.41-411
Tunstall 's defintion of 'routine' and 'non-routine' is 
derived from the work on bureaucracy of the American 
sociologist CharIes Perrow (pp.25-26). For Perrow, the 
criteria for assessing the degree to which work is 
routinised or non-routinised lay firstly in the number of 
exceptional cases encountered in the work (the greater 
this percentage the more non-routinised the work), and 
secondly the nature of the search process undertaken when 
exceptions occur (the more logical and systematic the 
search, the more the work becomes routinised; the more the 
search is based on experience, intuition and guesswork, 
t h e mor e it is n on-rout i n i sed) t i b i d 1. For Tun st a11 ,
P e rr o w 's d e sc r i p ti on o f rou tine/non-rout i n e vo r k closely 
corresponds to the work of sub-editors and reporters 
respectively (pp.26).
Whilst Perrow's/Tunstal1"s framework present a useful tool 
i n an a1ys in g j ob c on t ent, emp irically, Tunstall 's wor k i s 
now somewhat dated, and it is worth considering how 
changing technology may have exacerbated or eased this 
tension between the reporter and sub-editor. The NUJ 
itself in the 1 ate 1979s saw changing techno1ogy as 
partially eroding hitherto clear cut job tasks as "there 
is likely to be a great deal of pressure on reporters to 
make copy as clean as possible and cut across the 
t r ad i t i on a1 d emar c at i on I i n es b et ween sub C ed i tors] an d 
reporters" 1841. Given the job descriptions in Chapter 4, 
there is little doubt that the work of both groups is 
becomi ng i ncreasi ngIy routi ni sed, with the wor k of the 
sub-editor being even more geared up to the requirements 
of tighter edition deadlines, whilst the job content of 
the reporter has become more defined by the time factor 
(getting stories into the editorial room faster), and less 
investigative C851. This aspect is echoed by Thurley/Wood 
1983, who argue that editorial management is increasingly 
important as 'news' has become more organised (to fit 
limited space because of the growing emphasis on 
advertising revenue) and more institutionalised (i.e. less 
i n vest i gat i ng, more cour t r epor ts and counc i1 meet i ng s) ,
'thus both sharpening and revealing the distinction 
between journali sti c work and its management' (p.21).
M o r e o v er, g i v e n t hi e h i q h p r o f i 1 e i nter-un 1 on c o n f I i c t t h a t 
has manifested itself in the industry over the last decade 
or so, it may well be that i ntra-uni on/occupational 
differentiation is viewed as less critical by the workers 
themselves. Nevertheless, this basic differentiation 
between news gatherers and news processors is still an
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important factor, and one NUJ FOC suggested to the 
researcher that on the question of union merger:
"I have a fear of a split in the NUJ between the 
reporters, who class themselves as journalists, 
and sub-editors. I could see a situation arising 
where sub-editors broke away to become a new NGA... 
It's also more likely that sub-editors are 'trade 
unionists', because we work night shifts, and we 
work in the office CwhichU always makes you much 
more a concentrated union."
CPAPER 1 : interview 25.6.861
Inter alia, the above statement emphasises the need to 
analysis carefully the interrelationship between 
structural change in the production process, and 
perceptions of job content. This factor becomes critical 
later in this chapter, when the journalists' attitudes are 
analysed regarding job demarcation, and the transference 
of ex-craft workers into the editorial room.
Having established the main lines of intra-occupational 
differentiation concerning the journalists surveyed for 
the present research, attention is now focussed 
specifically on inter-occupational and union
differentiation between journalists and the two other main 
categories of worker - clerical and craft.
3. Prof i 1 e of Journalists Researched
a) Age
table 6.8 : age of repondents
35 & under 36-45 46 & over
NUJ 507. 307. 207
ALL 397. 277. 357.
The journalists responding to the questionnaire tended to 
be be younger compared to all workers surveyed. 507. of the 
former were aged 35 or under, whilst the corresponding 
figure for all workers was 397.. A similar proportion of 
journalists (307.) and all workers (277.) were in the middle 
age range - between 36-45. At the older age level, 
journalists were clearly under-represented, with only 207. 
of their number being over 46, and none were over 56. This 
compares with figures of 257. and 107. respectively for all 
workers. However, this breakdown of the data is slightly 
misleading, as the overall figures for all workers is very' 
much influenced by the relatively aging group of craft 
workers. S0GAT clerical workers in fact constitute an even 
younger group of workers than the journalists (see 
Chapter 7).
b) Sex
table 6.9 z sex ratio of respondents
Maie Female
NUJ 857. 157
ALL 827. 187.
The sex of the NUJ respondents was predominantly male 
(857), only 157. being female. However, given the small 
samp 1 e numbers i nvol ved , it is d i f f i cul t say ’whether th i s 
this ratio accurately reflects the proportion of women 
jour n a 1 i s t. s i n t hi e n e w s paper i n d u s t r y . N a t i o n a 11 y , 
approximately 297 of NUJ members are female, whilst 1637 of 
the total NUJ membership work in the newspaper industry. 
Thus if the figure of 1571 does approximately reflect the 
ratio of women to men in the latter industry, relatively 
few women in the NUJ must work on newspapers. Comparisons 
of the sex structure between all categories of workers is 
only of marginal use, as al1 the craft workers were male 
(accurately reflecting the sex ratio in the latter areas 
in the newspaper industry). However, the largest 
psrcen t ag e of wom en r e sp on d en t s (597. > w ere f r om 8og a t 
c 1. er i ca 1 chape 1 s . 0vera 11 , 187 of respondents f rom a 11
categories of worker were female.
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c ) Appr ent i ced/Inden t ured
tab 1 e 6. 10 : 7. of respondents who have served an
apprenti ceshi p
Yes No
NUJ 757. 257.
ALL 887. 127.
Only NUJ, NGA and S6B craft members were asked whether or 
not they had served an apprenticeship (being indentured is 
the more common term amongst journalists), as from the 
pilot questionnaire given to clerical workers, all 
responded 'no' to this question* (It is in fact unusual 
for any clerical worker to serve an official 
apprenticeship). 75% of journalists responded that they 
had been indentured, which compared to an overall figure 
for all workers of 887., either indentured or apprenticed. 
Thus whilst most journalist have undergone some form of 
official training, they are slightly less likely to be 
indentured/apprenticed than craft workers
In summary then, journalists surveyed for this thesis 
tended to be younger, with a slightly higher percentage 
being males, than all workers, and were relatively less- 
likely to be indentured than their craft counterparts.
4. Work Orientation and Perceptions of Changing 
Technology
Given the underlying analytical approach of the present 
study - exploring the interrelationshiop between 
sectionalism and changing technology, it seemed 
appropriate to begin the survey by examining both 
orientations to work, and perceptions of how technological 
development is affecting the latter.
In an attempt to discover whether or not journalists had a 
significantly different approach and attitude towards 
their jobs vis-a-vis other categories of worker*, one set 
o f q u e s t i o n s i n t h e q u e s t i o n n a i r e w a s d e s i g n e d u s i n g a 
tradi ti onali st/i nstrumentali st di chotomy. By 
'traditionalist' is meant an orientation that emphasises 
an intrinsic satisfaction with the job itself. And by 
'instrumentalist' is meant an emphasis on 'bread and  ^
butter' aspects of work, and an orientation towards the 
worker's environment 'outside' of the workplace. In other 
words, the c1 assi ca1 di chotomy put forward i n the Lockwood
* H o w e v e r , a t t h e s a m p 1 e s u r v e y s t a g e , t h e c I e r i c a 1 
workers clearly felt this set of questions to be 
irrelevant to them, and thus it was decided to compare 
only journalist and craft groups on this issue.
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and Goldthorpe 'Affluent Worker' studies in the late 
1960s. Thus each category of worker was asked the 
following question:
Question -~
"Number in order of priority (from 1-5) those factors 
that you feel were/are most important in your job in 
respect of both old and new technology - skills, 
control over the work process, wages, job security 
and job satisfaction".
The criteria is somewhat arbitrary, and in themselves 
problematic concepts, and it is not meant to indicate a 
strict division between individual workers who are either 
'traditionalist' or 'instrumentalist'. But rather it is 
envisaged that this question will give a rough 
approximation of both the differences between groups of 
worker - ie journalist and craft, and to give some 
indication of the changing workgroup perception of the 
meaning of work given the radical impact of technological 
change.
The methodology employed for this question, interprets a 
high score (1-2) for the first two criteria (skills, and 
control over the work process) as indicating a 
traditionalist orientation to work. On the other hand, a 
high score for the last two criteria (wages and job 
security) indicate a more instrumentalist approach to 
work. The criterion of 'job satisfaction', the most 
problematic concept, is used to give some overall 
measurement of the worker's orientation towards his/her 
job.
a) Skill
table 6.11a : tradi ti onali st/instrumentali st orientation 
to work re 'old' and 'new' technology
a) the i mportance of sk 13.3. i n the job
Hi gh (1-2) Medium (3) Low (4-5)
Old New Old New 01 d New
NUJ 38% 44 /. 13% 22% 50% 34%
ALL 46% r? r y 15% 26% *:«• r-v« / 46%
The criteria of skill within an old technology environment 
was given a lower priority by journalists than all workers 
combined. Thus only 38% of NIJJ members gave the 'skill' 
factor involved in the jobs a grading of 1 or 2, whilst 
50% of the latter felt that the 'skill' factor was a low 
priority (grading 4-5) under hot-metal methods of 
production. 46% of all workers felt that the 'skill' 
content of their work was important (grading 1-2), whilst 
perhaps a surprisingly high proportion (38%) gave 'skill' 
a 1ow rating (4-5). H owev e r , j ourn a1i st s fe1t t ha t t he
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i. n tr oduct 1 on of new t ech n o 1 agy enh an ced the i mpor t anc e o f 
t h e s k ill facto  r t o t heir w o r k , wit h 4 47 g i v .i n g ' s k i 11 s " a 
high rating, whilst only 347. gave it a low rating. In 
compar i s o n , all wor kers cl e a r 1y f e 11 the skill f actor to 
be less important to their work with the intr oduction of 
new technology, with only 2871 recordi ng a high grading, 
whilst 467. gave 'skills' a low grading under new 
t e c h n o l o g y .
Two fa ctors are of note here. Firstly, there is a clear 
(if not unsurprising) con tr ast between the attitude  of 
journal ist  toward new technology' enhancing the re la t i v e  
i mp or tance of skills, and craft workers  who saw new 
technol ogy7 as reduci ng the pr :i. or i ty gi ven to skill in the 
labour process. But secondly, a rather more sur pr is ing 
finding is the r e l a t i v e l y  high p e r c e n t a g e  of both 
jo ur nali st s and craft w o r ke rs who record a low priority  
rating for 'skill' under both old and new tec hno logies, 
thus arguing against any s i m p l i s t i c / i d e a l i s t i c  
conceptual i sat i on of traditionally7 oriented print workers.
b ) Control over t he wor k p r oc es s
table 6.11b: t r a d i t i o n a l i s t / ins t r u m e n t a l i s t  o r i e n t a t i o n  to
wor k r e 'old' and ' new ' techno 1 ogy7
c) the i mp o r t a n c e  of control over the wor k pr ocess
H i g h (1-2) tied i utiR (3) L o w <4-5
Old Mew Old New 01 d \ '4 E  W
NUJ L. VLJ /1> S cJ X T 1 "/ 177 637 crc:- */
ALL 107 i i“:vX \.J Ju 207 187 U> / /u 667
The most striking aspect to note re the question of 
control over the work process, is the ab solute low 
priority7 recorded by both journalist and all w o r k e r s  to 
this question, in resp ect of both old and new 
t e c h n o 1o g i e s . Thus thi s th i r d cr i t er i a of a 
't r a d i t i o n a l i s t ' orie n t a t i o n  to work, tends to c h a l l e n g e  
the idea that print w o r k e r s  ex er cised a high d e g r e e  of 
' c o n t r o l " over the labour process, at least as it is
pe rceiv ed  by the w o r k e r s t h e rn s e 1 v es. More import a n 1 1 y7 f o r
the pu rp ose  of the present section, judging by the 
j o u r n a 1 i s t self-p ercep t i on s of t his quest i o n , f ew see n ew 
tec hno  1 ogy as enhanc i ng thei r ab i 1 i ty7 to gad n a qr eater r; 
'control' over the labour process, an issue that has been
much discu ss ed wi thi n thie un i on and pr i nt industry7
general 1y .
Wages
table 6. 11c tradi t i anali st/i nstrumentali st or i entati on 
t.o work re 'old' and 'new' technology
^  importance of wages in the job
Hi gh (1 -2 ) Medium (3) Low (4-5)
Old New Old New Old New
NUJ 507. 507. 197. 177. 327. 347.
ALL 437. 577. 247. 197. 3271 247.
gave wages a high priority re importance 
respect o-f both old and new technology, 
lower percentage o-f all workers (437.)
507. of journalist 
to their work, in 
Whilst a slightly 
gave a high priority to wages under old technology, but a 
larger proportion 
technology (577.) .
workers, there is
of money wage? 
technology.
to
gave wages a higher priority under new 
Thus for journalist compared to other 
little change in the relative importance 
their work situation re changes in
d) Job security
table 6 . lid : tradi ti onal i st/i ntstru.mental i st orientation
to work
d) the
re 'old' and 'new' technology'
mportance of job security i n the job
NLJJ
ALL
High (1-2 ) Medi urn (3) Low (4-5)
Old New Old New Old New
197. 177, 317. 28% 507. crervvj w» /«
497. 497. 1571 127. 36% 38%
It is on the issue of 'job security', that perhaps present 
the most stark comparison in attitude between journalists 
and all workers. Less than 207. of the former group give 
security a high priority within either an old or new 
technology context, whilst the corresponding figures for 
all workers is 4971 on both occasions. Conversely, 
j our n a1 i st s g i ve sec ur ity a slightly 1 ower pr i or i ty un d er 
new technology compared with an old technology 
environment. Interestingly, one ex-craft worker who had 
recently transferred into the NLJJ and editorial room at 
Paper 2, casually dismissed any suggestion that job 
security was a major factor in his transference, "I don't 
think I took that into consideration at al 1 . . . as regards 
job security one is rather blaise about that nowadays 
anyway - any firm, in any pi ace...I don't think job 
security comes into it..." One implication of this 
attitude was manifested by an NUJ FOC on Paper 1, who felt 
that the Nf3A ' position on the maintenance of jobs was 
short-sighted, and was designed to create/save jobs for 
its own sake, as opposed to the NUJ's philosophy of 
creating mean i ngf ul jobs:
 1 rrn— 1 U .iL
,!I can see [the NGA FGC'sl position -from it. He's 
•faced with losing 607. of his members and the more 
jobs he saves the better it is. I believe that is 
a short term view...You are then creating or 
allowing to go on a continuation of the problems you 
have had in the industry over the last God knows 
how many years...And I think you have to look in the 
end and say 'what is left in this business is 
worthwile, is important, and a job...needs to be 
done... .It's not just that jobs are being created, 
it's old working practices being re-introduced."
CPAPER1 : interview 25.6.86 3
Thus on the basis of this criteria, it can be argued that 
journalists probably regard job security as a relatively 
unimportant aspect of their jobs because of a perceived 
greater mobility within the industry'? and perhaps reflects 
a high level of job mobility prior to gaining entrance 
into the newspaper sector of printing. It could also be 
the case that journalists feel relatively' secure in their 
position anyway compared to other workers, and thus job 
s e c ur i t y is t a ken for g r anted somewhat.
e) Job sat i sf act i on
t able 6 .lie : trad i t i ona1 i st/i n s t r umen t a1 ist or i en t a t ion 
re 'old' and 'new' technology/
e ) - ^ 0 i mportance of j ob sat i sf act i on j. n the j ob
High (1-2) Medium (3) Low (4—5)
01d Mew Old New 01d New
NUJ 1007. 897, 07. 67. 07. 67.
ALL 527 497 217 217 287 307
The rath er p r ob 1 emat i c term ' j ob sat i sf ac t i on ' was g i vert 
h i g h p r i o r i t y b'/ j o u. r n a list u s i n g b o t h old (1007) a n d n e w 
(897) technology, but only about a half of all workers
job satisfactiona a high grading to both old (527)
and new (497) technology. In fact, whilst only 67 of 
journalist gave 'job satisfaction ' a low priority' under- 
new technology (and none at all under old technology/) , 
almost a third of all respondents felt that 'job 
satisfaction' was relatively unimportant to their working 
lives. Interestingly, there was only marginal change 
b etween old and n ew t echno1 ogy on this quest ion f or both 
gr oup s , but c1 ear1 y for j our n a1 is t s , t h i s fa ct or h a s 
b e e n / i s a n i m portan t f a c t o r in t h e i r w o rk. F u r t in e r m o r e , 
many journa1 i sts perceive a definite contr ast of a1 1  i tude 
in respect of craft workers, who it is felt manifest 
1 i tt 1 e evi clence of ' j ob sat i sf acti on ' . Th i s i ssue c 1 ear I y 
created a tension between journalist and craft workers who 
had day-to—day/ workgroup contact with each other:
"There's a difference in attitude more than anything, 
and you. notice this particularly if you'roe working 
downstairs late? at night, when you've got a 
minimum staff on, and you're just hanging around 
in case something happens - a big story breaks...
And there are a few printers downstairs who are 
setting the type and putting it in the paper for 
you...When you go down you want to change a story, 
or you want to put a new story in the paper, 
and all the printers do is moan about why they 
have got to change the paper r, and you frequently 
hear them say 'why have we got to put this in, 
why have we got to do this'...As far as they/ are 
concerned you're interrupting what they are doing. 
They're just waiting to go home and they're really/ 
very irritated if something puts them off their 
stride. Whereas in many ways we're sitting around 
hoping that something's going to put us out of our 
stride...we're hoping for the big picture or the big 
stary .„.Because that's what we're here for."
[PAPER 1 ; group discussion 210.6.86 3
Summary
Generally, the five criteria used in this research to gain 
an approx imate under st anding of the 'traditionalist- 
instrumenta1 i st' orientat i ons of journa1 ists, compared to 
a ther categor i es of wor ker, has produced a camplex 
p i c t ur e. 0 n 1 y an t he pr ob 1 emat i c over a 11 quest i on of 'job 
s a t i sfaction' a re t he j ou r n a1 i st c1 earIy more 
' t r a d i t i o n a I i s t ' o r i e n t a t e ci w i t h i n a n old t e c h n o 1 o g y than 
ar e a11 worker s comb i ned. □n t he criteria of 'skill' and
' c a n t r o 1 ' r e old t e c h n o 1 o g y , j o u r n a 3. i s t recorded a 1 o w e r 
orlentation than did ail workers. However, a clearer 
pattern emerges with the introduction of new technology, 
wi th j ournal i sts i ncreasi ng 1 y gi vi ng ' tradi t i. onal i st ' 
aspects of ' work ' or i entati on a hi ghier prior i ty , both 
c o m p a r e d t o a 1 1  i tude s un d er o1 d t e c h n o1 og y , and also 
compared to the falling priority given by all workers to 
' traditionalist' aspects of work. However, given that 507 
o f j o u r n a 1 i s t g a v e ' w a g e s ' a h i g h p r i o r i I-: y w i t hi in both a. n 
old and new technology context, a simplistic 
interpretation within the framework of a strictly 
delineated dichotomy between 'traditionalist' and 
'instrumentalist' oriented worker should be avoided. But 
rather one should view the above dichotomy as two ideal.^  
type formulations, of what is in actual fact the extreme 
en d s of a c on t i nu.um. Mor eover , i n t hi e per c option of the 
worker, there will be no clear-cut delineation between the 
criteria selected here. For example, it may well be that 
the question of 'wages' not only feeds into the worker's 
general feeling of job satisfaction, but even 'skill' 
content. What the above statistical evidence has attempted 
t o i I 1 ust rate is the r e 1 at i ve d i f f er' en c e in at t i t ud e both 
between categories of worker and in re1 ati on to changes in 
a1 1 i tude between o 1. d anci new technoI ogy/ envi ronments.
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15. Per cep t i ons o-f L'hang 1 og Technol ogy
Given the above complex picture of the orientation of 
journalists towards their working environment, attention 
is now turned to the ways in which journalists have 
perceived changes in work in respect to the introduction 
of new technology. Two questions were asked in the survey 
to ascertain both the experience of, and future 
ex pectat ions of changes in technology. The question asked 
was:
Guestions -
“What has been your experience of previous 
introductions of new technology (if any), 
and what are your expectations of future 
changes in technology, in respect of the 
following factors - skills; wages; stress; 
and job satisfaction. Has each criteria 
been improved, had little impact, or worsened."
Thus questions seven and eight were designed to develop 
further the understanding of the perceptions that 
j o u rnalis t in o 1 d v is- a - v i s their job con t e n t co m pare d t o 
other workers. But instead of examing the absolute level 
of i mportance gi ven to the respect i ve cr i ter i a , a1 1 ention 
is focussed on reiat i ve changes in perception given the 
i ntroduct i on of chang i ng techno1 ogy.
a) S k
tab1 e 6 .1 2 a : attitude towards changes in technology
a) impact on ski11
Imp r oved 
Past Future
NUJ 787.
377.
63%
38%
Little 
Impact 
Past Future
14%
26%
32%
20%
Worsened 
Past Futur
7%
:.7%
5%
42%
Although there was a somewhat surprising tendency on the 
part of journalists to record a low priority towards the 
concept of skill in their job content, journalists still 
clearly felt that both previous and future changes in 
technology would enhance the skill content of their work 
(78% and 63% respectively). This was in sharp contrast izo 
a 11 c a teg o r i. e s o f w o r k e r ( i n c 1 u ding both c r a f t a n d 
clerical), a large percentage who tended to feel that 
technological change has had/would have a 'deskilling' 
affect on their jobs (37% and 42% respectively). This 
general trend is not surprising given the very d:i. fferent 
immediate impact that the introduction and use of 
technological chance was having on the differentiated 
categories of worker (as explained in Chapter 4). Even so, 
it is interesting to note that in the context of all 
workers assessed together, only 37% felt that new
a \::v J. »J ..} *•■*
technoiogy acted as a ' desk 1 1 11 ng ' -aqent. In other wor ds , 
a ma j or i t y be 1 i eved that t echno 1 ogy h ad ei t her- impr □ ved , 
or had little impact on the skill requirement of their 
jobs. Even more interestingly, whilst the absolute 
percentages are high in both cases, despite a very 
positive experience of previous changes in technology re 
skill requirements, a slightly lower percentage envisaged 
such a positive impact on skills given any further changes 
in production technology. The complex nature of 'skill' 
content involved in any labour process is illustrated by 
the following remark made during a group discussion, by a 
journalist who emphasised the critical factor of the use 
of, rather than the fact of new technology;
“If the system operates correctly, it will free 
people to think more clearly about the product, 
it will free people to be more creative, but on1 y 
i f the system operates proper1y .. .The sub-editor 
as we know him may become more like the American 
re-write man...and perhaps some people will just 
tick--off copy that's produced from the re-write..."
CPAPER 1 ; group discussion 2 0 .6 .863
Another j our na1 i st f rom a different papsr made a more 
direct attack on management re the introduction of new 
technology;
"...I think when the employers bring in this type 
of technology they expect more in less time. And 
I personally feel it reduces quality.„.New 
t ec h no1 og y does n't me am qua1 i ty con t r o1 , that's 
manua1 1 y cione. And with new technology coupled 
wi th the emp 1 oyers demand f or more , both to cover 
t h ei r ou1 1 ay an d vlability as a firm, t h i s d oesn't 
give better quality control, in fact it reduces 
the quality."
LPAPER 2 ; group discussion 22.10.863
Thus implicitly and explicitly in the above two quotes, 
one can see the complex intertwining of the concept of 
'skill' with both the way managements implement change, 
and the quality of the final product.
This contrasts with all workers, who whilst recording 
basically pessimistic attitudes in respect of skill and 
technological change, in relative terms were surprisingly 
optimistic about -future possible changes in technology. ^ 
Nevertheless, at the end of the day, there was a fairly 
consistent attitude from both journalists and all workers 
regarding past experiences of technological change, and 
future expectations [863. Moreover, there were clear 
differences between the journalists' positive percept!on 
of the relationship between skill and technological
b> Wages
table 6.12b : a i t i t u d e t o w a r d s c hi a n g e s i n 1 0 c h n o 1 o g y
b) impact on wages
Little
Improved Impact
Past Future Past Future
43“/. 41“/ 50“/ 477.
517. 327. 407 467.
Worsened
NUJ
ALL
Past i-uture 
77 127
97 237
Journalists tended to be split -fairly evenly between those 
who thought that wage levels had improved as a direct 
result o-f changes in technology (437), and those who -felt 
that the latter had had little real impact on wage rates 
(507). Predictions on this question -for future changes in 
technology were equally divided, with a slight decline in 
t h e p e r c e n t a g e of j o u. r n a 1 i s t s w h o f e 1 1 p o s i t i v e 1 y a bout 
this issue. Figures for all workers were of a similar 
pattern, with 517. responding that previous technology 
c h a n g e s h a d i n f a c t i m p r o v e d w a g e r a t e s , a 1 1 h o u g h a 
significant minority were pessimistic on this criteria for 
the future (237). Out of the four criteria examined in 
t hi s sec t i on, the direc t i mpact of ch ang es i n t ec h n o1 og y 
on wage rates is relatively easy to measure, resting as it 
does on emp i ri c a1 ev idence. For instanc e , many 'n ew 
t e c h n o 1 o g y ' d e a 1 s i n t h e n e w s □ a p e r / p r i n t i n g i n d u s t r y h a v e 
resulted in 'new technology payments' as a specific 
e 1 e m e n t i n t h e w a g e s s t r u c t u re. T hi e 1 a 11 e r w a s a specific 
NUJ policy recommendation from the late 1970s for example 
C871. There is no scope in the present thesis to assess 
t h e d eg ree o f success in ob t a i n i n g the se p ayme nt s , but 
just as an ex cample from one provincial newspaper, day 
shift sub-editors (5 year seniors) received a new 
t ech n o1og y p aymen t e quailing S .57 of t he i r an n uaI gr oss 
salary, after -a direct input deal had been signed at the 
paper CSSl.
Nevertheless, workgroup perceptions, even on this 
relatively straightforward matter should not be taken as 
absolute proof, as for example, some workers may well 
perceive a decline in overall union ability to gain 'high' 
general wage increases given the negative aspects of 
technological change, such as the 'deskilling' factor for 
s o m e w o r k g r o u p s .
c:) Stress
table 6 - 1 2 c: s attitude towards changes in technology
c) i mpact on stress
Little
Improved Impact Worsened
Past Future Past Future Past Future
NUJ 8 % 117. 617. 477. 317. 427.
ALL 187. 87 327 387 497 537
T he c r i ter i a o f s t r e s s w a s i n t r o d u c: e d in t o t hi e s u r v e y , a s 
it became apparent that -for many o-f the workers 
themselves, this was an important issue, and one that a 
priori can be said to interact with other criteria used to 
assess the work orientations and attitudes to changing 
t e c h n o 1 o g y r e t h e v a r i o u. s w o r k g r o ups, sue h a s ' s kill ' a n d 
' j ob sat i sf ac t i on ' .
For the journalists, although a majority felt that 
previ ous i ntroduct i. ons of new techno 1 ogy had had little 
impact on stress levels in their work (617) , almost a 
third (317) thought that the degree of stress in their 
j ohs had worsene d. Indeed, a I arger percentage C 427) f e11 
even more pessimistic about the future extent of stress 
using updated technological systems. This 'stress' 
criteria in fact produced amongst the journalists the most 
negative response of all four criteria used in the survey, 
suggesting that whilst in other aspects of the job, NUJ 
members felt relatively content, they had definite fears 
a b o li t t h e g r o w i n g p r e s s u r e t h a t c o m p u t e r i s a t i o n w o u 1 d 
place upon their work as journalists. For example, during 
a group discussion at Paper Two, it was stated;
"...the biggest thing is the stress, because 
there's so much more responsibility on us to 
get things right first time. You have this 
'what you see is what you get' (WYSIWYG) 
drummed into us...Whereas before you used to 
write the stories and think 'well it doesn't 
matter really about spelling mi stakes... somebody 
will notice it and the error will get caught'.
Now it doesn't, and you're very much aware of 
that especially in the mornings when there's 
much work and. ..you're under pressure to work 
faster." ^
lPAPER 2 t group discussion 28.10.86]
At the same Paper, the problem of older workers adapting 
to changing work processes; and certain health and safety 
problems such as "feeling nauseus" when first working the 
VDUs, we re aIso men ti on e d i n t he cant ex t of in c r e a sin g 
stress. Summi ng-up future fears re new technology in this 
respect, a NUJ chapel representative at Paper 1 warned:
"Under new technology...the scene changes... 
bat w h e re I t hi nk i t ' s g o i ng t□ be d i f f erent
for us Csub-editors] than it is for other
groups of workers is...in that you have people 
...who are using VDUs».»for long periods. But 
also doing creative work on them...therefore 
they're going to be under more stress, in a 
sense they're going to have to be fitter, or 
they're going to have to have very special 
conditions of work."
CPAPER 1 : interview 20.6.86 3
For all workers, the same trend is apparent, although in a 
more extreme form. Thus 537. felt that future i ntrocluct i ons
of new technology would worsen stress levels in their
jobs.
d) Job Satisfaction
table 6 .1 2 d : attitude towards changes in technology
d) impact on job satisf acti on
L i 1 1 1 e
Improved Impact Worsened
F<-iture Past Future Past Future
NUJ 507 47% 43% 42% 7% 11%
ALL 30% 28% 34% 27% 36% 45%
F or j our na1i st s , perceptions divided f a i r1y even1y b et ween 
t h ose wh o fe It that p r ev i ous i n t r oauction s of n ew 
technology' had improved 'job satisfaction ' (50%), and
those that felt it had had little impact (43%). There was 
a correspondingly mixed belief that future changes in 
technology would be either positive (47%) or neutral (42%) 
re job satisfaction. Given the very/ high absolute 
importance that journalists attach to this criteria (see 
table 6 .lie), it can only be assumed that journalists get 
a high degree of job satisfaction working new technology 
systems. As one NUJ member put it concerning the 
'creative' element in journalistic work:
"I know when I was writing fmatures.you know you 
you sort of re-write things and re—write things, 
and in the end you couldn't be bothered. But on \  
screen it's much easier to move parts around and 
change things, so you tend to work them over more. 
Another good thing as well - it's frustrating if 
you' re? subbing and you make a lot of corrections, 
and send them out onto the floor and they don't 
get made...but at least now if they don't get in 
there's nobody to blame but ourselves." 
j"PAPER 2 ; group discussion 28.10,. 8 6 ”l
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There was a much more diffuse set of perceptions from all 
workers regarding the effect that changes in technology 
had on job satisfaction. Thus only about a quarter of 
respondents felt that new technology had had or would have 
a positive impact on job satisfaction, whilst a sizable 
minority believed that changes in technology had been and 
would be to the detriment of job satisfaction <36% 8< 45% 
respectively). The findings here are predictable, as for 
groups other than journalists, the whole question of the 
introduction of new technology is problematic in the 
extreme, especially for the craft workgroups. Thus 'job 
satisfaction' wil1 obviously be intertwined with general 
attitudes and perceptions about a large range of issues 
connected to 'new technology'.
e) All Four Variables Considered
The four previous tables have attempted to show in detail 
the attitudes and perceptions of journalists to changes in 
techno1 ogy, contrasteci to those of all wor kers The fi gures 
below summarise the four criteria of skill, wages, stress 
and job satisfaction in order to illustrate in very broad 
terms t he extent to wh i c h th e j our na1i st wor kg r quos 
perceive past and future introductions of changing 
technology.
t abIe 6 .1 2 e s a1 1  itude t owar ds changes i n t echno1 ogy
ski 1 1 wages, stress , sati sf acti on
Little
Improved Impact Worsened
Past Future Past Future Past Future
NUJ 45% 41% 42% 42% 13% 18%
ALL 32% 27% 34% 33% 35% 41%
As can be seen in table 6.12e, taking all criteria into 
account, journalists tended to view both previous and 
future introductions of changing technology as being 
either positive (45%/41%) or neutral (42%). Only a 
minority of NUJ members felt that new technology was on 
the whole a negative influence on their working 
e n v i r o n rn e n t s. Ho w e v e r , t h e r e was s o me s h :i. ft i n o p i n i o n 
emphasising the negative aspects of changing technology^ in 
r espec t of ex pec t at i on s of f ut ur e ch anges < 18% 5 , c ompar ed 
to ex peri ences of previ ous change (13%). But c 1 ear I y , the 
most important contrast in the statistics occur in 
contrasting the attitudes of journalists to those of all 
workers, the latter of whom were much more divided over 
perceptions of the impact of new technology. However, as 
wi th the j ourna1i s t s , a 11 workers responded s 1i g h 1 1y more 
negatively to future changes in technology (41%) compared 
to the response for previous changes in technology (35%). 
Nevertheless, the absoIuto figures f or the negati ve c o 1umn
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journalists who responded negatively, and the large 
minority of all workers who responded in the negative 
towards changing technology. The generally optimistic 
journalists view of new technology albeit within a complex 
framework of uncertainty, can be seen in the statement of 
an NUJ FOC who put it thus.:
"I have fears for the ability to sub on screen... 
for someone like me who's been subbing for 10-15 
years...So how much it takes to change I just 
don't know...Whether you sub as hard; whether the 
advantages that it brings are going to be outweighed 
by the disadvantages I just don't know.■.AIT I can 
say is that most people who have worked it love it, 
they think it's great fun.n 
[PAPER 1 : interview 25.6.863
6 . Atti tudes Towards Newspaper Trades Uni ons Nat i onaI 1y
At this point, attention is turned directly towards the 
concept of 'sectionalism', and its manifestion amongst the 
ranks of NUJ members, compared and contrasted to all 
workers.
a) I n vo 1 vemen t / I mp or t an ce of Un i on
It seemed a useful exercise to ascertain in the first 
instance, the attitude of the journalist workgroups 
towards involvement in their own union - the NUJ. Two 
quest i on s wer e asked in this respect: f irst1 y f rom a
f ac t ua 1 p o i n t of v i ew s
Question -••
"Have you held/do you hold a trade union position 
at any of the following levels - national, 
regional/branch/chapel ."
tahIe 6.13 ; degree of trade union involvement
The r esponse t o th i s question r evealed a high level of 
i n v o 1v emen t of r ank & file union members in t h e ir un i ons, 
f or both thie NUJ and all unions. Hence 607. af jou.rna 1 i sts 
surveyed had h e I d , or curren11y hold, a union post ei ther 
at national or local level (primarily at the chapel 
level). This compares to a figure of 467. for all workers. 
Thus a significant majority of journalists, and a large 
minority of all workers are not only union members, but 
union activists as well.
T h e  s e c o n d  q u e s t i o n  t o  b e  a s k e d  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  w o r k e r s  
o r i  e n  t a t  i o n  t o w a r  d s  h i s / h e r  o w n  u n i o n  w a s  d e s i  g n e d  t  o  g a i n  
a n  a p p r o x i m a t e  m e a s u r e  o f  h o w  i m p o r t a n t  t h e  w o r k e r s  
p e r c e i v e d  t h e i r  u n i o n  t o  b e  i n  r e s p e c t  o f  t h e i r  d a i l y  
w o r k i n g  e n v i r o n m e n t s :
Q u e s t i o n  ~
" I n  r e s p e c t  o f  y o u r  w o r k i n g  l i f e  i n  g e n e r a l ,  
d o  y o u  f e e l  t h a t  y o u r  u n i o n  i s :  v e r y  i m p o r t a n t ;
f a i r l y  i m p o r t a n t ; ;  o r  n o t  v e r y  i m p o r t a n t . "  *
t a b Ie  6. 14  : h o w  i m p o r t a n t  i s  y o u r  u n i o n
NUJ
ALL
Mati onal 
57.
17.
Local
557.
457.
None
407
537
N ot
Very
457.
t a i r 1 y 
407 
427
Very
157
!~i 117
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The response to this question again showed similar trends 
b e t w e e n t h e jo u r n a I i s t s and all w o r k e r s , w i t h b o t h g r o u p s 
r e c o r d i n g a r e a s o n a b 1 y h i g h p r i o r i t y v i s -- a ~ v 1 s t h e i r 
union's importance. 857. of NUJ members felt the Union to 
be either very or fairly important, whilst an even higher 
897. of all wor ker s felt similarly t owar ds their r espec t i ve 
unions. To some, the NUJ member's response may sound 
surprising, given its history and the tensions existant 
between the concepts of 'professionalism' and 'trade 
unionism' within the ranks if the Union's membership.
Indeed, many journalist have internalised the common1y 
held belief that the NUJ membership is not trade union 
oriented on the whole, as is illustrated by the following 
comment by a NUJ branch representative:
"The NBA is a much stronger union than the NUJ.
The NUJ by its very nature of having in many 
respects middle class people belonging to it... 
because of that they tend not to be so union- 
ori en ted. 0ne of t he th ing s t h e NGA said ab out
our un ion is that you've got p eop1e who ar e
non-union - the loJ which is another organisation - 
and they can't understand why that is. But I think 
the reason is purely because journalists are not 
so un i on or i ented. " 
r.PAPER 2 : interview 28.10.863
This percept i on of the 'weakness' of journa1i st unionism
is in many ways misleading. Firstly, it implies a rather
f o 1 k 1  awi sh vi ew of the ' str eng t h and or i en t at i on of cr af t 
trade unionism in print. But secondly and more 
importantly, it reflects a one-dimensional perspective of 
the nature of 'trade unionism' in general. Donald 
Mac Intyre , a ' Wappi ng ref u.senik ' , wrote during the str i ke 
t hat f or many j our na 1 i st s , belongi ng i:o ' George □ r we 11 ' s 
union' (the NUJ) meant more than just the important 
instrumental reasons for joining any union, but also "for 
many new recruits there was a touch of magic about the NUJ 
press card that went beyond that" 11893.
Nhilst the latter may be an interesting partial insight 
into the meaning of union importance re many NUJ members, 
more importantly it could be argued that the member's 
percept;!, on of the NUJ reflects the belief that the Union 
can act as a vital mechanism in securing either a stong 
'trade unionism' within the newspaper/printing industry, 
or an agency for promoting the occupational status of • 
journalists along 'professional' lines. In other words, 
there is no simple or straightforward understanding of the 
relevance of a particular union (ie the NUJ) to the lives 
of its membership. In short, the Union means different 
things to different people. Another journa1ist tor 
instance, whilst believing firmly in the importance of 
co11ect ive organ isat i on , argued that:
"One of the reasons I went abroad I ; must admit 
was because I suffered the strikes of 1977-78, 
which were a total waste of time...I always had 
a double opinion of the union - I don't think it 
should be a closed shop...But secondly I think 
everyone should choose to join.I think that the 
general attitude should be that I feel that my 
part is to be a member of the union and try and 
make it work for me."
CPAPER 2 : 28.10.863
Hence, the figures given in table seven have to be 
interpreted with care. However, the above qualifications 
notwithstanding, it is clear from both sets of figures 
that newspaper workers in general are both active and have 
a high regard for the place of their unions in the 
newspaper industry. Given this factor, the following sets 
of statistics primarily concerning attitudes towards other 
unions should be interpreted as reflecting the attitudes 
and perceptions of not just unionised, but union oriented 
workgroups. Of course, this should not be .read as implying 
that one should expect a less sectionalist and more 
'solidaristic' response from the workgroups surveyed, but 
rather that any patterns that do emerge in the following 
tables should shed some light on the relationship between 
between workers who are highly union oriented, and the 
degree to which this leads to either sectionalism or 
solidarity regarding other union memberships.
b) National Unions Approach
Moving on from the workgroup's attitude to and involvement 
with their own union, the third question in this section 
of the questionnaire asked the following:
Question* -
"What do you think of the print unions approach 
(nationally) towards changing technology: 
too defensive; about right; not defensive enough."
table 6.15 : journalist perceptions of national unions 
approach to new technology
Too About Not defi
Defensi ve Ri ght Enough
NUJ 217. 6S7. 107.
NGA 637. 317. 67.
SOGAT 617. 317. 87.
* Given the nature of this question, whilst all categories 
of worker were asked this question, it is not possible to 
compare NUJ members response to those of all workers. 
(Following chapters will examine the attitudes to this 
issue vis-a-vis the other workgoups involved in this 
study).
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O-f course, the word 'defensive' is itself a loaded term, 
it would be difficult to find any term used in this 
context that would be value-free. Thus careful attention 
should be paid when interpreting the quantitative response 
to this question. Generally, journalists felt that 
compared to other unions, the NUJ had got a reasonably 
correct attitude towards the issue of new technology 
(687.). The latter finding is perhaps not surprising, as 
the following quote indicates:
"The NUJ...have not done a bad job, because 
they haven't gone overboard in just defending 
journalist's jobs, or just defending their 
union's position. They have tried to look at 
what it means to the NGA. They haven't run away 
from their responsibilities...! think it's right 
that they consider what's happening to all the 
print unions in the industry...at the end of the 
day, journalists themselves will carry 
responsibility for what happens to people in the 
industry, we can't run away from it.. We may all 
feel sad we behaved like a lot of pigs in the 
farm yard...So I think we have to behave in a 
civilised way about it."
EPAPER 1 ; interview 20.6.863
Concomitantly, journalists believed that the other two 
main print unions - the NGA'82 and SOGAT'82, had been too 
defensive in their approach to new technology (637. 617
respectively) . About a third (317.) of NUJ members felt 
that the other two unions had adopted the right approach, 
whilst only a small minority believed that the NGA'82 and 
SOGAT'82 had not been defensive enough - 67 and 87. 
respecti vely.
At first sight, it appears that only two interpretations 
on the above findings are possible. That is, either the 
NUJ in an objective sense has a more 'correct' approach to 
new technology than the other two print unions; or that 
journalists tend to be 'sectionalist', and subjectively 
perceive the other unions as having the 'wrong' attitude 
to the introduction of new technology. However, the 
situation is more complex than the above findings would at 
first indicate. Attitudes towards the NGA'82 in particular 
were far from straight forward, and although much 
negativity was expressed re this craft union, many 
journalist's held a grudging respect towards the NGA'82:
"There are two sides of the coin to the NGA.
On the one hand...they are very conservative 
...like an animal guarding its territory...On 
the other hand that does have a very positive 
aspect, because in fact they have defended their 
jobs very well. You can criticise them towards 
their attitude towards new technology, one could 
say it's over defensive etc. But in fact by being 
'over defensive' they have in fact managed to
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preser ve t hei r j ob s f□r a d ec ad e or longsr, wh i c h 
•few other unions would have managed to do... It may 
be a bugger for everybody else in the industry, and 
I would have thought that...its been a fairly 
successful policy. Certainly I think they've 
strengthened our union IINUJ3 in a lot of ways, 
because they have got a very good attitude towards 
trade unionism«..If the idea of a trade union is 
to safeguard the interest of its members, then I 
think they do that rather well."
IIPAPER i : interview 20.6.863
Furthermore, the NUJ member's apparently positive view of 
their own union is an over-simplification. Many 
journalists interviewed for instance, argued that there 
was much criticism of the national leadership of the NUJ 
amongst rank & file members. This criticism however 
manifested itself in two opposing ways. Firstly, a number 
of NUJ members felt that the Union had been too defensive 
in its approach to changes in technology (21*/.). In other 
words, that the NUJ national officials had not been 'open' 
enough in their negotiations with management towards a 
joint approach with other unions, particularly the NGA'82. 
For example, one FOC from Paper Two argued that 
nationally, the NUJ leadership had tried to prevent the 
local NUJ chapel from negotiating jointly with the local 
NGA'82 chapel over management's proposals to introduce 
direct input technology. This was counter to the majority 
■wishes of the NUJ chapel, who felt that the best way 
foward for all the workers at the newspaper was a joint 
new technology agreement between journalist and craft 
chapels:
"We were in a position were we felt time was 
r unn i ng out, we f e11 thr ough indications f r om 
the company...if they didn't reach agreement 
with us, then they might try to reach agreement 
with one of us Echapelsl, and we foresaw one of 
us being locked out...but at the same time 
nationally our officers were telling us not 
to reach agreement because they wanted us to 
wait for the 'Accord'*..."
ZPAPER 2 : gr oup d i scussion 28.10.86 3
EEventuall y , the NUJ chape 1 deci ded not to accept the NUJ' s 
EEx ecut i ve ' s recommendat i on to de 1 ay si gni ng an agreement 
w i t h the N G A '82, an d impIsmen t e d a c hapel/plant 1eve1 ^
j oi nt agreement over the i ntr oduct i on of d irect input„ As 
another NUJ representative at the newspaper put its
* The national level 'Accord' re joint NUJ/NGA 
negotiations over new technology, which at the time that 
the E:r0C is referring to (c.1985) was still being 
negoti ated between the two un ions. Bee Chapter 5 for 
d e t a i Is.
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"They CNUJ Executive] just didn't seem to know
what the situat i on was here. . .□ ur Mariagi ng Di r ec:tor
was going to get thi s new techno 1 ogy in somehiow» . .
He HMD 3 wouldn't have hesitated, he would have 
looked us out. We had to get the best deal passible, 
and the best deal possible was to go tor it with 
the NGA. "
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 28.10.863
This then, was the attitude towards the NUJ -from one NUJ
chapel, which saw the national officialdom of the? union as 
being too defensive in its approach to inter-union 
relations. But appgsing this viewpoint, a number of 
journalists at Papers One and Two (107) argued that the 
NUJ leadership had not been defensive enough over the 
question of inter-union relations, particularly re the 
problem of job demarcation. A NUJ FOC at Paper One, had 
this to say about the relationship between the NUJ's 
1eadershi p an d i t s r an k & file;
"Loyalty to the NUJ is a pretty delicate commodity... 
The opportunity that new technology gives for- 
ordering a newspaper to editorial rather than 
p r od Lie t i on r e qu i remen t s is sornet h i ng t h at. people 
want to maximise...W e 're very wary of the national 
1 e a cl e r s h i p , w h i c h h a s a 1 r e a d y been approac h e d b y 
the NGA with a view to some development along the 
lines of the provinci a1 agreement.. .Don't thi nk 
we're too keen on that position, we want to do 
things that suit us in here."
CPAPER 1 ; intervi ew 17„6.861
Desp :i. t e the large ma j or i t y of N 1.1 J' members seem i n g 1 y b e i n g 
in accord with the offical Union's policy towards new 
technology, the two apposing manifestations of divergence 
within the the NUJ illustrates the continuation of a 
historical tension within the Union. For instance, Carr™ 
Saunders/Wilson 1933 commented that the 1826 General 
Strike brought to a head tension between the more 
'progressive' trade union oriented NUJ leadership, and the 
predominantly 'conservative' rank a file (p.269). More 
recently, Cierverley 1976 argued a similar point, "for NUJ 
militancy is soundly based in bourgeois capitalistic self- 
interest. This may not be true of their leaders, but it is 
certainly true of the supporters from whom they derive 
their power" (p.146).
Whilst both Carr-Saunders/Wi1 son and ulerverley offer 
little empirical (or theoretical) justification for their 
views, and almost certainly present an over-simplified 
dichotomy, certainly there is much evidence of a constant 
divsrgence of attitude wi thii n the NUJ , a 11hiough hy no 
means in the above framework. Perhaps the News 
Internati onal (Wapping) dispute demonstrated most clearIy 
the complex n a t u r e a f a 11 i t u d e s w x t h i n t h e NUJ, a n d t hi e 
c o n t i n u i n g e x i s t e ri c e o f r a n k L f i le/activ i st / lea d e r s hi i p 
divergence. Far example all the 'Napping refuseniks'
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present at the NUJ's 1986 ADM (bar one) spoke against 
disciplining those journalists who had gone into work at 
R u. p e r t M u r d o c h ' s n e w p 1 a n t . T h e G e n e r a 1 S e c r e t a r y a 1 s o 
advised against this course o-f action, but the ADM voted 
in -favour of disciplining the Napping journalists, many 
m a k i n g i t c 1 e a r t h a t t h e y w a n ted mass e x p u 1 s i o n si t a t a k e 
place C903. That the Union's National Executive overrode 
this decision (as well as an equally contentious policy 
decision over the American bombing of Libya in 1986), was 
f o r o n e j o u r n a 1 i s t a c I ear indication " t h a t c h a ri n e 1 s o f 
po 1 i cy f ormul at i on have been sip 1 i t asunder f r om the 
channels of i m p 3. e rn e n t at i on l! C913. This particular NUJ 
member went on to argue that:
"Policy is formulated by 1ndi viduals who choose 
to attend branch meetings who pass motions onto
an annual del egate meet i n g made up largely of
t h e s a m e i n d i v i d li a 1 s B  u t p o 1 i c y is impleme n t e d 
‘ by a col 1ect ive, the chapel, vi a i ndustri al
counci 1s and the nat i onal executive. At no point 
do the two structures mesh."
E:JOURNAL 1ST July 1986 : p. 143
This- is of course a familiar 'union democracy' theme, but 
it does illustrate the wide held perception within the NUJ 
of a major biveregence of opinion within the hierarchy of
the Union. However, it is far from clear historically how
this divergence is likely to manifest itself. Thus from 
both the quantitative and qualitative evidence given 
above, it can be argued that tension existant within the 
NUJ between the rank L file, the Union's activists, and 
leadership, reflect both sectionalist and solidaristic 
streams within the Union, which have no clear-cut 
organ i sat i onal deli neat i on.
c) Attitude towards Union Merger
Attention is now turned to one of the central questions in 
the study, this being the question of print/newspaper 
i industry un i on amal gamat i on .
Question
"Bear i ng i n mind the i mpact of changi ng techno1ogy, 
what is your opinion of amalgamation of the three 
main print unions (NUJ/SOGAT/NGA); a good thing 
overall; a necessary evil; unnecessary."
table 6. 16 : attitudes towards the merger of the 5 pri n t
uni on si; the NUJ, SGGAT'82 L the NGA'82
Necessary Unneces— Not 
evil sarv Bure
14/ ~36X
167. 167. 47.
Good
t h i n_a 
-
637 .
The most outstanding point to note in the. response to this 
question was the very large majorities of both journalists 
(6471) and all workers (83%) who felt that the creation of 
'one union for the print' was a necessity., given the 
radical changes that had taken place in production 
technology during the 1980s. However, within these overall 
figures, 14/ of journalists, and 167. of all workers still 
saw union merger as 'a necessary evil' rather than as good 
thing in itself. Indeed, a sizeshle minority within the NUJ 
believed that amalgamation was unnecessary (367.), even 
given the radical impact of technological change. Only 16% 
of all workers responded negatively to this question, 
reflecting the very real problems that were currently 
being experienced by newspaper workers, particularly over 
job demarcation, and the apparent common sense logic that 
trade union merger would ease many of these problems.
In many ways, it would make more sense to analyse the 
figures given in table 6.15 as a dichotomy between those 
basically in favour of union merger as a good thing in 
principle (column one), and those who feel that ideally 
the existing unions should retain their autonomy and 
identity (columns two and three). For this latter 
grouping, the question becomes one of pragmatism as 
opposed to principle. For the former group, 'one union in 
the print' was both logical and desirable:
"I don't know whether it's likely but it will 
be a good thing... when I first joined the print 
trade there were fourteen separate unions involved 
in negotiations, and I think the negotiations 
have got easier as gradually the number has been 
reduced. I can't understand why there isn't one 
print union..."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 22.10.8611
A number of journalists advocated some form of 
'federalism', at least in the short-term, whereby each 
existant union maintained a degree of self-identity, "I 
would like to see both unions working side by side, almost 
a merger, but still with some kind of distinction between 
what is traditionally a NGA job and traditionally a NUJ 
job" (Paper 2 ; autumn 1986). The above quotes clearly 
manifest a positive approach to the idea of union merger, 
but there were other journalists with equally clear 
opinions against amalgamation in principle. One aspect 
that was highlighted by a number of journalist was the 
theme of occupational sectionalism:
"CUni on merger! would lump us in with the 
production side... (my father was in fact a 
compositor).».and I would say that we are 
the more...a profession...Traditional1y 
journalists are perhaps more academically 
minded...and I think the production side... 
the nature of their jobs is entirely different, 
and I'm concernded that we keep our own
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identity...The actual unions...should.remain 
separate...journalists are a different breed 
of people than printers."
CPAPER 2 : interview 28.10.863
In a similar vein, only emphasising more of the 
antagonisms that exist between journalist and craft 
workers, another journalist had this to says
"I don 't think they're two professions or 
activities that would mix very well really. 
There's a long standing traditional sense 
of difference and even hostility amongst 
the journalists towards NGA people; a lot 
of it borne of frustrations in the past 
over the disputes and even delays.over the 
introduction of new technology. A lot of 
journalists think that the NGA has been 
'luddite' over new technology and that now 
things are beginning to move, the NGA largely 
deserves the pasting it's getting from people 
like Murdoch, and that the journalists are 
therefore rather out of sympathy with them.
And the idea of joining with them in the 
unionalthough. .« it would have industrial/ 
negotiating benefits, wouldn't make sense for 
...the majority of journalists I believe, in a 
sort of social and personal and newspaper sense. 
CPAPER 1 : interview 23.6.861
The theme outlined in the above quote regarding the 
antagonisms between journalists and craft workers was 
apparent in group discussions with a number of 
journalists. In more specific terms, many' NUJ members 
still felt hostility towards NGA'82 members for cross! 
NUJ picket lines during past disputes;
"I can remember being on a picket line Cin 19783 
outside here...and the printers CNSA members] he 
a bridge which goes over between the personnel 
office and the same building as...over looks 
the gate. I can always remember the printers 
coming out on that platform area there and 
jeering and laughing at us. And we didn't get 
virtually any support from the printers...And we 
always said at the time that one day' you are goi 
to need our help, because new technology will me 
that we will be able to do you.r job. „ „ 1 
CPAPER 2 s interview 28.10.863
Clearly then, much antipathy exists on.behalf of NUJ 
members towards the 'production' workers. .However, gi^ 
that there exist within the ranks of the NUJ anappraxi 
50/50 split between those generally favourable towards 
union merger, and those essential ly' against, it can be 
argued that journalists are very much divided over the
ng
•i □
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l n ia t e
issue o-f amalgamation with ;the NGA'82 and SOGAT'82. When 
analysing the qualitative research material, it becomes 
apparent that it is not just the case that one distinct 
group of journalists favour merger, whilst an equally 
distinct group are against amalgamation, but rather a 
tension also exists within each grouping. This tension is 
brought to the surface directly over the question of union 
amalgamation, but indirectly reflects the workers 
perceptions and attitudes towards other groups of workers 
in general. In other words, attitudes towards merger 
highlight the concepts of 'sectionalism' and 'solidarity' 
in the most salient form.
Attitudes towards union amalgamation in the 
printing/newspaper industry then, are complex. For 
example, accepting the many sided imperatives for merger 
during a group discussion, it soon became apparent that 
there was much mistrust as to the NGA'82s motives for 
amalgamation:
"In the past I've always felt very-' strongly that 
there's a case for one media union, for lots of 
reasons - for politicaxl reasons, for 
straightforward trade union reasons, and for 
practical reasons because we're all in the same 
business...But when you get down to the grass 
roots level... I'm not too crazy about the idea.
When you start analysing what's involved, when you 
start reading what the NUJs trying to hammer out 
with the NGA: the NGA for obvious reasons are 
very keen to protect its own people's jobs, as 
we are...But I've got a strong feeling that the 
NUJ would be swamped by the NGA, and whereas there's 
a great argument for trade union solidarity..«
I think there's a big danger that the NGA is 
. concerned with its interests, and not with the wider 
interests of print unions; whereas I think the 
NUJ ~ its leaders certainly, have got a more 
i deali st i c vi ew of amalgamati on..."
CPAPER 1 : group discussion 20.6861
A similar dilemma was echoed in the satement of a NUJ FOG 
on the same paper:
"...what the hell do we have... .in common with 
electricians, or copy takers, or library or 
tappers, except that we work for the same paper.
If I were to leave CPaper 13...I would go 
somewhere else as a journalist, and that is the 
body of people I'm involved in. We? have particular 
needs, particular problems...If you are asking me 
as a trade unionist whether I think we ought to 
have one union, then the answer is yes, it's
obviously the right thing to do. But whether 
it will ever actually be done, or whether it 
will be wise to do it, is another question, 
and that I'm not sure about"
CPAPER 1 : interview 25.6.863
The above two quotes then, illustrate the tension existant 
amongst journalists over the question of union 
amalgamation, but also reflect more generally on the 
complex character of •'sectionalism' within the NUJ.
* Atti tudes Towards Other Workgroups
If the large scale question of union amalgamation produced 
a problematic response, what then of the smaller scale 
issues that union merger raises in practice at the shop- 
floor level? Three issues appeared particularly crucial in 
this respects firstly, the question of pay di ff erenti al s:; 
secondly the problem of job demarcation? and thirdly male 
trade unionist's attitudes towards women workers- The 
first two issues are perhaps of more obvious relevancy to 
the question of inter-uni on/worgroup relations in the 
newspaper industry, given the long standing traditions and 
complex, pay structure of newspaper workers (see for 
instance Sisson 1976), and the impact that changing 
technology is having on traditional demarcation structures 
in the industry Csee Chapter Four). However, the question 
of women in the newspaper production process is both 
historically important, and also of increasing 
contemporary relevance, particularly in its interrelation 
with 'sectionalism' (see Cockburn 1983).
a) Impact of New Technology on Inter-Chapel Relations
Before turning attention to the above three issues, it 
seemed worth asking the respondents what their general 
impressions of the impact of new technology had been 
regarding inter-chapel relations:
Questi on -
"What in your opinion has been the impact of new
table 6. 17 s impact of new technology on inter— chapel :
Perhaps not surprsingly, journalists tended to view new 
technology as having a benefical effect on inter-chapel 
relations (667,), whilst only 117. felt that it had worsened 
chapel -relations. NUJ members were more positive about 
this compared with all workers, who had mixed feelings on 
this issue. Hence only 407 of the latter felt that new 
technology had improved inter-chapel relations, and a 
sizeable.minority (257) thought that relations had 
worsened because of changes in technology. Again, these 
figures need handling with care, as it is by no means 
clear that each worker will use the same criteria for 
assessing the impact of technology on inter-chapel 
relations. For example, one NUJ FOC argued that his chapel
technology in respect of inter-chapel relations
at the shop-floor level."
relati ons
Improved Impact
Li ttle
Worsened
117
257
Not
Sure
NUJ
ALL 07 57
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h a d m ore contact w i t h o t h e r n o n - .j o u rnal i s t c h a p e 1 s i n 
recent years than would have been the case five or more 
years ago, but this didn't not necessarily mean relations 
wer e g e11 ing easier:
"I have perfectly reasonable contact with the 
NGA officials, which perhaps five-ten years ago 
would never have been the case. But our interests 
are fundamentally divergent. This is a great t 
p r o b 1 e f 11 for u s „ "
Emphasising just how divergent the chapels interests can 
be perceived to be, the same FOC went on to says
"I think that in terms of the way the system 
is actually structured and operated, there is 
a great deal of room for our members to plan it 
 ^ themselves. But in so doing they can be planning 
other people out of jobs. How many printers do we 
want? How much will we still want to rely on paper? 
If we take the 'Atex' ethic all the way, and say we 
don't want any paper on news desks...then you don't 
have anybody to carry it off and deliver it. Do we 
make that decision on the grounds of what we want 
e d i t o r i a 11 y , o r w h a t will p r e s e r v e a few m o r e j o 1:3 s 
for SGGAT messengers. We are in a horribly difficult 
di 1 ernma ther e , we actual 1 y have to ta!■•:e dec i si ons 
that involve other people's jobs. . That ' s what 
you d i scover consu11ati on means. . "
L PAPIER 1 s i n terv i ew 17 „ 6. 861
Many newspaper houses (and print shops generally) have 
'Federated chapels', which means that most (if not all) 
un ion i sed wor kgr oup representat i ves meet at regu1 ar 
intervals to discuss collective bargaining issues, and for 
P ur poses of swappi n g infprmation g ener al1y . However, t he 
existence- of 'Federated house chapels' is only a partial 
i nd i cator of i nter ~chape1 relati ons» Indeed, dur i ng t i mes 
of stress, these 'Federations' can often be viewed with 
s u s □ :i. c :l. o n b y the i n v i d u a 1 c h ape ]. m e m Id ers, who see it s 
existence as a possible prelude to a fully fledged union 
merger. Given the position of a sizeable minority of NUJ 
members to the question of union mergers, it is likely to 
be the case that 'improved' chapel relations for the 
journalists, often involve a sense of growing NUJ 
importance vis-a-vis chapel relations with management, and 
the concomitant declining position of dominance once 4 
enjoyed by the craft and production trade unions in plant 
1e ve1 h ar g a i ni n g . Anot her NUJ FDC from Paper One summe d 
this factor up thus::
"I know there are members at my chapel who are 
very suspicious of 'the Federated', because they 
believe this is the thin end of the wedge towards 
one union. If I could be shown that it would work, 
that is the way we ought to go... Eu.it certainly 
what happens after technology, and it's already 
started to happen, is the increased power of the 
NUJ
CPAPER 1 s interview 25.6,863
Thus whilst perceptions amongst the journalists tend to be 
positive re the impact of changing technology on inter- 
chape 1 re 1 at i ons , th.i. s shou 1 cl not be si mp 1 y equated wi th 
the erosion of sectionalism, but rather a realignment of 
perceptions of relative union strength, and structural 
changes in collective bargaining procedures brought about 
by the changes in the production process.
b) Pay Differentials
□ n t he i ssue of pay d i f f er en t i a 1 s , t he f o 11 owi n g quest i on 
was asked in order to gain some idea as to how the 
w o r k g r o u p s m i g h t r e s p o n d t o i n t e r - c h a p e I r e 1 a t i o n s a f t e r 
o n e u ni on in the p r in t had been created;
Quest ion -
"In a situation where there was only 1 union in the 
pr i nt i ndustry , what. woli 1 d your a11 i tude fae to 
pay different1als; should they be maintained at 
pres en t levels; r evis ed a1on g a two—t ier s ki11ed/ 
s e m i -• s k i ]. 1 e d b a s i s ; o r p h a s e d out c o m p I e t e I y . ‘1
table 6.18 : attitudes towards pay diffentials
Phased
Maintained Narrowed Out
NUJ 227. 50% ' 28%
ALL' 31% 42% 28%
Interest!ngly, a larger percentage of all workers desired 
the maintenance of existing pay di fferenti als (31%), than 
was the case for journalists (22%). This may have been due 
to the NUJ membership's perception.of lower rates of pay 
compared to their craft col legues, and hence the desire^to 
erode this apparently disadvantageous position (see 
present chapter, section A). This perception of the craft 
union's collective bargaining strength was in fact viewed 
as both sect i onal i. st, but also beneficiary to the NUJ:
i! there has been a great demarcation - that
journalists wrote the stuff, trie NGA put it 
into type, and SOGAT did the running around,,,.
And i n an i ndustr y t hat was h i g h I y pr of i t ab 1 e 
over a given period the money element has
never been a problem. You also finish up with 
t h e mos t f!'" a g i 1 e c: omm odi t y t h a t. h a s e v er b een 
produced -- a newspaper is dead a day old. „„ And 
that gave? the NBA as the union in the vanguard 
strength t o i mprove sa1 ar i es all the way r ou n d „
The NUJ has benefited from NBA trade unionism, 
c e r t a i n 1 y i n t h e s a 1 a r i e s , t a a 1 e s s e r e x t e n t 
t h e c on d i t i on s it h as g ot„"
IIPAPER 1 s interview 25. 6. 861!
As was stated in Section A of this chapter, it is 
di f f i c u 11 to assess the r e 1 at i ve pay levels of the three 
cateories o f w o r k e r s u r v e y e d :1. n this research , alt h o u g h it 
is certainly the case that clerical workers receive the 
lowest rates of the three. Comparing journalist with craft 
r a t e s i s m o r e p r o b 1 e m a t i c , a n d a s f a r a s t h e r e s e a r c h e r 
knows, there has been no systematic academic study done on 
th i s qu.est i on (a 11 hough the respect i ve un i ons have over 
the years issued regular propaganda about their need to 
catch-up with each other). Just by way of a very limited 
piece of evidence, gained from the provinces C923 Paper 
Two's formula for transferring ex-craft workers from the 
composing to the editorial room, was to make a one-off 
payment to the transferee of any lost income through pay 
differentials (multiplied by a factor of four). In April 
1986, four compositors transferred into the editorial 
r o o m , n d u n d e r t h e f o r m u. 1 a , r e c e i v e d a I u m p - s u m (b u y—o u t ) 
payment of: £8,096.88p; £2,376.88p$ £4,605.28p; £4,605.28p 
respectively. The figures differ because of seniority and 
day/night shift rates. Nevertheless, on the rough estimate 
of averaging out the four 'buy-out' payments (£4,921.0 8 p ), 
and dividing this by a factor of four (the buy-out 
formula), one can argue that the avergae compositor's 
salary was approximately £1230.27p above that of the 
averag e j our na 1 i s t . Thus , on th i s r ough est i mate, t h e NUJ 
claim that they lag behind NBA pay rates has some merit.
Nevertheless, perhaps the most interesting aspect of this 
quest i on, h ut on e diff ic u11 t o quant i f y , is the apparentIy 
low profile given by journalist's interviewed to the 
question of pay diff erenti aI s. For exampIe, on exami ning 
the transcripts from the tape recorded group discussions 
and interviews, some two dozen or so separate references 
were found regarding the question of job demarcation, 
whilst only one reference, quoted above, touched upon pay 
differentials. The most likely answer to this is that 
given the radical implications of new technology on the* 
structure of the labour process, journalists are more 
interested in demarcation issues than in pay.
Even so, a large majority of both groupings desired the 
erosion (to a greater or lesser extent) of pay 
di f f eren t i a 1 s between j our n a 1 :i. s t , c 1 er i c a I an d craft 
workgroups (7* 07. of journal i sts, and 70% of all workers). 
Given that the questi on was posited in relation to there 
being only one union in the industry, on this aspect of 
inter-chape1 rel ati ons, there wouId seem to be a 
relative J. y p o s i tive a t1 i t u. d e t o c r e a t i ng s t a n d a r d i s e d 
c o n d i t i o n s o f e m p 3. o y m e n t .
 176.
c ) J(3b demarcation
A s :i. m i .1 a r q u estion pose d r e p a y id iff ere n t i a 3. s was a s k e d 
regarding job demarcation. However, it is important to 
note that the question of demarcation has different 
implications re 'sectionalism' than does the issue of pay 
differentials- Clearly, the more a workgroup desires the 
reduction of differentials, the more we can say it is 
manifesting attitudes of solidarity rather than 
sect i onal i sm- However , g i ven the? rad i cal i mp 1 i cat i ons of 
changi ng techno1ogy on the structure of the producti on 
process, desiring the erosion of job demarcation lines, 
may imply either a wish to end sectionalisation within 
the newspaper industry, or a desire to do away with job 
tasks that have been made technically superfluous- Hence, 
care must be taken in interpreting the figures below.
Question -
"In a situation where there was c^l_v 1_ union in the 
pr i nt i ndustry , what woul d your a11 i tude be to 
the demarcat i on of jobs; jobs to be allocated along 
b r o a d1y t r ad i t i on a1 NUJ/NGA/S0GAT lines; alloc ated 
along revised two-tier ski 11 ed/semi-ski 11ed basis; 
or c omp1et e f1 ex i b i1it y as pr ac t i cab1y poss i b1e "
table 6-19 ; attitudes towards job demarcation
Traditionally Phased
M aintaine d R e v i s e d 0 u. t
NUJ 47X 267 26%
ALL 387- 297 347
Both in terms of the journalists' attitudes compared to 
a 11 workers - and in c.ontrast to journalist. a11i tudes 
regarding pay differentials, the question of job 
demarcation produced the most vocal response- Almost half 
(477) the journalists feel that traditional job 
demarcation lines should be maintained, compared with 387 
of all workers, whilst 527 believed that they should be 
either revised along a two-tier 'ski 11 ed/semi-ski 11ed ' 
framework, or erroded as much as possible, compared with 
637 of all workers.
In analysing the qualitative material, the one issue 
particularly prominent in the minds of many NUJ members^, 
is the nature of their 'skills' and the feeling that craft 
workers tend to perceive these skills as marginal, and 
easy to pick-up. This was clearly expressed during several 
g r o u p □i sc us s ion s ; far ex amp1e , aft er the p oi n t wa s r a i s ed 
that there are major background differences between the 
vari due workg roups, a j ourna1i st argued t hat:
"...it leaves you wide open to being called a 
snob, or an intel 1 ectual el i t i s t . „ but 
it's more that journalists for the most part 
wanted a 1 ways to be journal i sts. . „ I th:L nk a 
lot of journalists would feel quite strongly
that it's a job that you have a.. ..flair for,
And to think that somebody who's gone in on the
technical side, who may not have said... .'I have
always wanted to be a printer' - they may just
have wandered into it...I don't like the idea 
that they can say 'well my job's gone, can I have 
yours, I can learn to do your job'...There is a
strong feeling that it's a skill you can learn, so
p r i n t e r s w o u1d b e i deal c and i d a t e s wh o c an b e 
taught how to be sub-eds...and that's how we 
can easily absorb them...And I'm not sure I 
agree with that, I think there's more to 
s u b - e d i t i n g t h a n j u s t h a v i n g a f 3. a i r f o r 
kn ow i n g wh en a he ad1ine ' s g oin g fit." 
l PAPEE 3. ; group d i scussi on 20.6.861!
A NUJ FOC on the same paper, developed this theme in a
more specific sense regarding the fact that within
journalism itself, the work of a sub-editor is regarded as 
having a higher status than a reporter's job in terms of 
skill, responsibility and experience needed!;
"The NGA have this idea that they are not far 
from doing sub-editing, and that is anathema 
to a sub-editor, because they don't see their 
job as taking chunks out of a story. Sub-editing 
is actually a second tier of journali sm, most 
sub-editors are reporters first, so you don't 
become a sub—editor until someone is prepared 
to trust you to handle their story... .A sub-editor 
has to be able to review and edit the story, which 
is a more responsible job than writing the story 
i n t h e f i rs t place."
CPAPER i : interview 17.6.861
This whole problem raises the issue of training, and and a 
n u m b e r o f j o u r n a I :l. s t s ho n e d — in o n t h i s aspect, mostly 
ar gui ng f or the need to desi g11 thor ough r e-• tr ai n i ng 
programmes for craft workers wishing to transfer into the 
editorial rooms
"One of the things that worries me...is the *
necessity to retrain NGA members to do 
journalistic work...Now there are some NGA 
people in my opinion...who could never become 
j ournal i s t s A n d  theref ore you cou 1 dn ' t have 
a blanket policy where you accepted all NGA 
people...So I think there has to be a selection
process, you have to feel that the NGA members 
transferring over have the innate capability to 
do the job. Then the second thing is they must, 
have the right kind of training."
[PAPER 1 ; interv i ew 20.6.863
Another journalist on the same paper argued similarly;
"What concerns me and probably a fair number 
of other journalists is the recruitment and 
training, the selection...of people who are 
going to be journalists. Because the perception 
of the way things happen in the NGA...is that 
it's a pre-entry closed-shop, where your strict 
suitability for the job isn't the main criteria.
The main criteria is whether you can get a union
card and whether you can get into the system.
Whereas entry into journalism is seen to be 
ver y much on sui t ab i1i ty, mer i t , educ at i on 
and so on.."
CPAPER 1 ; interview 23,6.. 863
The above quotes then, represent attitudes and perceptions 
of NUJ members that very much emphasise? the 'skill" 
content of journalists' work, and the fear that this could 
be di1uted if too many craft workers were allowed to 
transfer into the editorial room as the traditional jobs 
o f c r aft w o r k e r s d i s a p p e a r t hi r a u g h tec h n o 1 o g i c a 1 c h a n g e .
Gf course, it could be argued that this attitude is
primarily a defensive sectionalism aimed both at 
restricting entry into the journalist laboLir market, and 
in maintaining a highly 'socially' structured 'skill' 
label for their occupation. Whilst containing some degree 
of validity, this would by itself be a simplistic 
' structLir al ' perspective, which avoids analysing very 
genriine perceptions held by the workers themselves 
regarding the nature of their jobs.
In fact, the above quotes are all from Paper One, and this 
is not coincidental. Paper One at the time of research had 
not undergone a radical i ntroducti on of new technology, 
and was still producing the newspaper predominantly by 
hot-metal production methods. Thus the NUJ chapel had no 
direct experience of how in practice craft transferees 
woLild adapt to a new working envi roment. At Paper Two, 
this was not the case, as it had already moved over to a 
fairly advanced form of direct-input photocomposition % 
system prior to the period of the research, and had in 
fact been one of the innovative chapel's within the NUJ as 
a whole regarding transferees from the composing room into 
the editorial room. Thus Paper Two's experience of having 
f our ' joi nt- ard ' hoi ders ' wor k i ng as r epor t er s and sub- 
editors is instructive.
The retraining period at Paper Two lasted for twelve 
weeks, although originally the'NUJ chapel had argued for a 
six months period of retraining. Twenty craft workers sat 
a suitability- test, of which only five were to be selected 
for the first stage of retraining. (One of the five 
selected subsequently decided to go back into the 
composing room during his training period),
The argument put f orward by journa1ist s on Paper one, 
regarding the need to devise thorough retraining 
programmes, was echoed by the ex-craft workers who 
transferred into the editorial room at Paper Two, The 
researcher interviewed two of these transferees together 
(and not with any other NUJ members), and asked them if 
their perceptions of the job content of journalism had 
changed since coming into the editorial.room:
“It has changed, not only in the sub-editing 
job but the reporting as well. I just didn't 
appreciate before just exactly what went into 
it...The amount they Ctraining officers! tried 
to stuff into us in such a short Ctraining! 
period for the age group we were...it was 
horrendous really. Even if you were simulating 
it, you didn't have a chance to practice..."
CPAPER 2 s group discussion 27.10.86!
The conversation developed, and the transferees spoke 
about adapting to their new jobs as journalists;
"It was much easier after training to tell 
you the truth. Mainly I think because we 
got a head start as we were coming onto 
'on line' work so were the screens. We didn't 
have to learn about this, Cbut! others were 
7; having to.', .basical 1 y we were having to teach 
them. So I don't think either of us found it 
very difficult because any problem - all you 
got to do is just ask...In this firm...the 
association of all types of people, whether 
unionised or not, has always been a very friendly
associ ati on. That he1ps enormous1y  because of
the integration... .aver a period of years, it 
was a friendly atmosphere, they all knew us."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 22.10.861
Overall, it was generally agreed within the NUJ chapel 
that the transfers had been successful, although the NUJ 
FOC told the researcher that initially, a minority of the 
chapel were wary of the craft workers coming into the 
editorial room. But through experiencing this process 
first hand, one NUJ member, who was originally sceptical, 
had this to say of the transferees;:
"At first..«I must admit that I had reservations... 
but I think it fair to say that it's worked well 
for management and us...But when they come on the 
Lsub—editing! desk...one or two people said 'well, 
they haven't gone through the mill as a reporter'-.. 
And I think that we felt that they were not as 
professional as we were...But I think they brought 
in a lot of skill which was needed...and in the 
end...we all feel it was a partnership»"
CPAPER 2 r interview 28.10.86! '
Thus on the above evidence, it can be argued that firstly, 
the 'skill' requirement involved in the journalist's job 
content is a genuine factor, and requires a certain period 
of time to learn and adjust to, even though, as was the 
case of the above transferees, the workers may already be 
experienced in working word--processors and visual display 
units. However, the fear of the journalists on Paper 2 who 
had not experienced at first hand the transference of 
craft workers into the editorial room, were clearly 
exaggerated, perhaps partly for defensive reasons as much 
as anything else. But it should be noted that even at 
Paper Two, which presented itself as a very positive 
'case-study' re the low level of sectionalism, the NUJ 
chapel were still guarded concerning future larger scale 
transference of craft workers into the editorial room.
This attitude appears to indicate a shift in the nature of 
'sectionalism' away from overt antagonism towards craft 
workers, and towards both a structural, and 'skill' 
labelling emphasis. Structurally, there is sti11 
perceieved to be a need to safeguard the employment and 
promotion prospects of 'traditional' NUJ members, and in 
this respect, the NUJ chapel at Paper Two formulated a 
compromise proposal with the NGA'82 chapel. Essentially, 
it was agreed that the definition of 'job vacancies' . 
should be seen in two di sti net ways. Firstly, - 4-'f.;.,?a>:;;inewJ^ ,^  
job was created through exapansion of the newspaper, then 
the NGA'82 chapel should be given first refusal to 
transfer one or more of its members into the editorial 
room. However, if an 'old' job was made vacant by an 
existing journalist 1 eaving/retiring, then this should be 
advertised in the first instance for other NUJ members to 
apply for. It is difficult to estimate which type of job 
is most likely to become vacant, on many newspapers, the 
scope for staff expansion would seem limited, although not 
totally negligible given the transference of typesetting 
work from the composing into the editorial room. But at 
least the princip1 e of an on-going de-facto erosion of job 
demarcation lines was accepted by this particular NUJ 
chapel, for the benefit of their craft collegues.
Regarding the 'skill' factor, journalists at Paper Two 
still perceived a danger in allowing an 'open-door' policy 
to be formu1 ated by the NUJ nationally, in respect of 
craft workers transferring into editorial jobs. Thus 
desp i te t he very favour ab1 e ex per i ence of the latter,
journalists still emphasised the need to maintain their 
ski11 1afce1. As one journalist argued;
"I woul d still protect our domain very jealously,
I still think it's a very skilled job. And that 
was one of the. major stumbling blocks in our 
negotiations’with the NGA, that we weren't just 
going to let them come in and sub our stuff.
We wanted them to be properly trained and 
insisted they take a proficiency test, and insisted 
they went out to the courts and council meetings, 
and did shorthand... and I think it is a skilled 
job and I would protect it as a skilled job..." 
lPAPER 2 ; group discussion 28.10.863
Overall then, it can be seen that job demarcation is the 
key issue regarding inter-union/warkgroup relations given 
the impact of changing technology on the production 
process, an issue which has structural and perceptual 
elements to it, and which constitutes the most problematic 
aspect when discussing the possibility of print trade 
union amalgamation.
8 . Attitudes Towards Women
The final question to be examined in this section, 
concerns attitudes towards women as fellow newspaper 
workers and trade unionists. Whilst concentration has 
tended to be focussed on the craft unions attitude towards 
women workers (see for instance Cockburn 1983), it seemed 
important to look at this question from the point of view 
of journalists as well, and to compare their responses to 
those of the craft workers*. For this purpose, the 
following set of questions were asked;
Question -
"What do you think will be the effect of more women 
entering previously male dominated work areas in 
respect of the following factors; wages? demarcation 
issues; job security; and union strength."
* SOGAT clerical workgroups were not asked this question, 
as the majority of the members were women. It was painted 
out to the researcher that this was a form of sexism, as 
there was no facility in the questionnaire for women 
workers to give their responses to men as fellow workers 
and trade unionists. This is a valid criticism the
research has to have its boundaries of enquiry.
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a) Wages -
table 6.20a : male attitudes towards women workers
i mpact on wage
NUJ (male) 
ALL (male)
Improve
07.
27.
Li ttle 
Impact 
647. 
437.
Worsen
Interpreting the above -figures is problematic. For 
instance, which is the least sexist responses that women 
entering the production process in greater numbers will 
'improve' wages, or that it will have 'little, impact'.' It 
seems reasonable to argue that to say that women will 
'improve' wages can be interpreted as an inverse -form o-f 
sexism, and that it is the male workgroup that responds 
with 'little impact' that manitests the least degree of 
sexism. However, one can clearly distinguish between those 
male workers who answered the above questi-on with either 
an 'improve' or 'little impact' response, and those that 
replied that women entering traditionally male dominated 
work areas would 'worsen' or lower wages in relative 
terms. On this level, a significant majority of NUJ 
members recorded a positive response, with 647 answering 
that women would have 'little impact' on wage rates. This 
compares to 437. of all male workers. Just over one-third 
(367.) of NUJ males responded negatively to this question, 
comparing favourably to the figure for all male workers of 
567. Thus the respective findings for NUJ and all male 
workers are almost converse.
b) Demarcation -
table 6 .2 0 b : male attitudes towards women workers
A large majority of NUJ males felt that women entering 
into production areas would have 'little impact' on the 
question of job demarcation (717), whilst all male workers 
were split 50/50 on this question.
1 mpact on demarcation
Improve
07
17
Little
Impact
NUJ (male) 
ALL (male)
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c) Job security -
table 6 . 2 0 c ; male attitudes towards women workers 
impact on job security
Li tt1e
Improve Impact Worsen
- 07. 647 ' 367
17 407 597
As in the above tables, the majority of male journalists 
felt that women would have 'little impact' on their job 
security (647), whilst a similar percentage of all male 
workers believed that women entering production processes 
would 'worsen' their job security (597).
d) Union strength -
table 6 .2 0 d s male attitudes towards women workers
i mpact on uni on strength
Li tt1e
I_mpr_ove Impact
NUJ (male) 217" " 577
ALL (male) 157 427
It was the question of whether or not women entering 
traditional male areas would have a positive or negative 
impact on 'union strength' that produced the most mixed 
reponse, from both journalists and all male workers. A 
sizeable minority of journalists - 217, felt that women 
workers 'improve' union strength, whilst an equal 
proportion felt that women 'weaken' unions,, A majority 
again believed that women had 'little impact' on union 
strength (577). Overall then, male NUJ members felt 
particularly positive toward women as fellow trade 
u n i o n i s t s - 787.
I n t e r e s t i n g 1 y , t h e f i g u r e s f o r a 13. male w o r k e r s recorded 
for the first time a majority with a positive view towards 
women with 577 responding either that women 'improve', or 
have 'little impact' on union strength. This question will 
be looked at in more depth in chapter eight, but it is 
interesting to note that craft workgroups are relatively 
more positive about women workers regarding trade union 
strength, than they are about women's impact on issues 
such as wages, demarcation and job security.
Norsen 
217 
437
NUJ (male) 
ALL (male)
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e> All four variables considered
table 6 .2 0 e : male attitudes towards women workers
wages, demarcat i on , securi ty & uni on 
.strenqth
Little
NUJ (male) 
ALL (male)
Imorove 
‘ 57 
5%
Impact
647
447
Norsen 
307 
527
When all four variables are taken into account, one can 
see an overall trend in the attitudes of male trade 
unionists towards women as fellow workers and trade 
unionists. Whilst a large majority of journalists feel 
that women would have either a positive or neutral impact 
on the four criterion (697), only' 497 of all male workers 
felt similarly. And whilst a significant minority of male 
NUJ_members held negative attitudes towards women (307), a 
majority of all male workers were antagonistic towards 
women as workers and trade unionists (527.). This 
comparison between the journalist and craft unions was 
very much in the minds of a number of male NUJ members, 
who felt that their Union, whilst not being perfect, had a 
much better attitude and set of policies towards women 
than did the NGA'82, although some felt SOGAT'82 to be the 
most positive union in some respects on the question of 
women:
“It's a class thing as much as anything else.
The NUJ, and to a lesser extent SOGAT, tend to 
be highly educated - more middle class a membership. 
Whereas the NGA, in my perception of it, which isn't 
well informed, is a sort of traditional, heavy 
working class trade union; a male bastion.
The NUJ aren't very good at recruiting women, 
but at least it has the policies, and makes some 
effort...SOGAT have in fact done much better in 
looking after the interest of women. ,!
CPAPER 1 interview 23.6.86 3
Another journalist at the same paper argued that the craft 
union's attitude towards women would be a negative factor 
in many journalists consideration of union merger:
“Certainly, if you are talking about women, 
this would be something that the NGA is 
totally outmoded in its attitude..„as far 
as the NUJ are concerned...I think it is 
male dominated,, and totally unsuitable 
for journalist organisation."
CPAPER 1 : interview 20.6.86 3
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The craft workgroups attitude on this subject will be. 
examined later in the study. For now, we can say that the 
rnale journalists tends to be reasonably progressive 
towards women, perhaps emanating from the fact that 297 of 
the NUJ membership are female, thus giving the male 
journalist direct experience of women trade unionists. 
(Approximately 207 of Paper one's editorial staff are 
f emaie)«
9. Summary
The above section of Chapter 6 has presented in detail the 
survey findings from the field research, illustrating the 
complexities of interpreting the statistics and allowing 
the journalists themselves to articulate their feelings 
and attitudes towards the issues raised. The final section 
of Chapter 6 draws the previous sections together, and 
attempts to analyse the historical and contemporary 
relationship between manifestations of 'sectionalism' and 
"solidarity' within the membership of the NUJ.
E/ Sectionalism 5k Solidarity Amongst Journalists
Christian 1977, in a detailed sociological-histarical 
analysis of the character of the NUJ and its membership, 
denotes four distinct periods of development within the 
union: 1906— 17; 1917—20: 1920-197 0 ; and 1970 on war d s 
(p.368-9)„ The period 1906— 17 saw the development of what 
Christian terms a "narrow occupatianal uni oni sm" amongst a 
growing number of journalists, due to three main factors: 
the increasing commercialisation of the press, the passing 
of f avour ab 1 e trade un i on 1 eg i s I at i on an d a g  r ow i n g 
disillusionment with the 'professional' ethos of the then 
only organisation for journalists - lod, which appeared to 
be achieving little in practical terms for relatively low 
paid members in the provincial press,, 1917-20 Christian 
denotes as a period in which a "broader employee 
identification" began to emerge, marked most importantly 
by the NUJ affiliation to the Printing & Kindred Trades 
Federation (PKTF), a Federation consisting at the time of 
most of the manual printing unions C933. The period 1920- 
70 is seen as being fifty years of a steady, if uneven, 
development towards a more coherent "trade unionism", 
underlined by the eventual permanent affiliation to the 
Trades Union Congress (TUC) in 1940, and the consistent 
(if only partially successful) attempt at pursuing a 
closed—shop strategy within the editorial area of the 
newspaper industry. The final period in Christian's 
thesis, the 1970s, he characterises as one of a complex 
and uneven development of "cl ass con sc :i. ousness" amongst 
the ranks of the NUJ.
Whilst the above is very much a simplification of a 
detailed analysis, Christian's periodisation is both 
misleading in as much as it attempts to portray the 
general character of the NUJ as a continuing (albeit 
uneven) progression from a form of 'sectionalism' towards 
a greater class based awarene s s , b a sed essen t i a 11 y on a 
'class consciousness' model: and reflective of a general
understanding of trade union development/history, 
particularly noticable in official union histories, which 
posit a 'progressive journey' type analysis. Rather, the 
experience of organised journalist has been one of a 
historical tension manifested between aspirations of 
'professionalism' and a pragmatic need for 'trade- 
unionism', that exists to date. And whilst there have been 
changes in the structure and character of the NUJ, this 
cannnot be directly equated with a progressive change in 
consciousness amongst the rank & file journalist, a factor 
which needs exploration at a separate level.
To a large extent, the NUJ creates its self perception in 
the framework of a mirror image of the loJ. The two main 
areas of contention between the NUJ and loJ have 
historically revolved around orientational and 
organisational factors. Firstly, in an orientational 
sense, each union has generally been presented in
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conflictual terms, between the NUJ's 'trade unionism' and 
the IoJ's 'professionalism'. However, this dichotomy, 
whilst reasonably reflecting the official stance of the 
two unions (ie leadership policy statements and union 
rules), is misleadingly simplistic when applied to the 
attitudes and perceptions of the respective memberships. 
However, whilst it was certainly the case that self- 
perceptions amongst the respective organisations 
memberships often revglved around the above type of self- 
labelling, the historical reality of the journalists 
consciousness, does not lend itself to interpretations 
based on a simple dichotomy between on the one hand a 
'trade union conscious' NUJ membership, and on the other a 
'professional ethos' within the loJ.
In the case of the Institute, it seems clear that some 
degree of what for now can be broadly termed 'trade 
unionism' existed from its inception. Carr-Saunders/Wi1 son 
1933 commented that despite the official aims and Charter 
of the IoJ, and in general an aspiration on the part of 
its members to be recognised as professiorrals-, the 
circumstances of the time provided for strong trade union 
tendencies to emerge within the IoJ's ranks (p.268). And 
in fact, in 1920, the Institute was certified as a bone- 
fide trade union by the Register of Friendly Societies 
[943. Structural 1y , elements of a trade union orientation 
within the loJ can be noted for example in its setting up 
of local 'Defence Funds' in 1903 (for individuals members 
who left work due to work place grievances); in 1916 
introducing 'grievance committees' (specifically excluding 
employer members); and the creation of quasi trade union 
bodies such as the Economic Committee in 1922 (later- 
renamed the Salaries & Conditions Board in 1943) [951.
Christian summarises the tension within the IoJ between 
'professionalism' and 'trade unionism' thus:
"The official line remained that of professing 
trade unionism for recruiting purposes while 
denying it for purposes of general status 
enhancement."
[CHRISTIAN 1977 s p.2461
Secondly, in an organisational sense, the Institute has 
always recruited into its ranks journalists that would 
usually be classed as employer/management personnel, 
maintaining that the higher the ranking of the member, the 
greater the? Institute's ability to attain the long sought- 
after goal of a 'professional status' [963. Thus for the 
IoJ, the criteria of membership centred on the 
occupational category of the individual, whilst for the 
NUJ it lay primarily on the individual's employment 
status. For the NUJ, the idea of recruiting the higher- 
echelons of edi tor i a 1 management has a1 ways been extreme1 y 
problematic, and officially, the Union's position has 
always been to stress the conflict of interest between 
'trade unionism' and the functions of management. This 
' p 1 ural i st i c ' i ndustr i al rel at i ons phi. 1 osophy, has not
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however,, prevented management grades -from joining or 
remaining in the NUJ. As Simpson 19S3 argues:
"...the resolution of the paradox -for editorial 
managers in a workers' trade union was to accept 
the position, rather than leave the union which 
would create great hostility, and to envisage 
future gains or success as achievable on an 
individual basis."
ESIMPSON 1983 : p.253 :
In practice therefore, it seems that the differences 
between the NUJ and IoJ in many ways, is one of emphasis, 
rather than absolutes. Indeed, given the organisational 
structure of the two unions and the dominant 
organisational position of the NUJ, the-many phases of 
merger talks up intil the mid-1960s was surely reflective 
of the continuing tension in consciousness within the 
latter's ranks.
Overall however, there has been great change within the 
NUJ since its formation in 1907, and there have been trade 
union tendencies within the Union that have not been 
manifest within the IoJ, for example the period of 'wages 
militancy' in the 1970s. Structurally, the years between 
1917-87 clearly denote the marginalisation of the IoJ, and 
the consolidation of the NUJ as the organisational 
representative of working journalists. Moreover, there has 
been a concomitant organi sati onal shi ft wi th the trend 
towards a greater 'trade union' orientation, for example 
in affiliating to the PKTF in 1929 and the TUC in 1940.
But from the evidence collected in the field research of 
the present study, it is equally clear that this 
organisational and structural change have not brought 
about a concomitant change in perception and consciousness 
of the journalist workgroups. Referring back to the 
quantitative and qualitative evidence presented in the 
previous section of this chapter, one can see that for NUJ 
members the quest!on of inter-workgroup/union relations 
highlights a basic tensions that is a dualism between the 
needs for collective trade unionism in a time of radical 
change in the newspaper industry, and the desire to be 
regarded as 'professional' workers. Moreover, this dualism 
within the ranks of the journalists cannot be mechanically 
1 ocated within a 'sectionalism—solidarity' framework, as 
the tension between col 1 ecti ve trade unionism and 
i ndi vi duali sti c professionalism manifest itself as.much 
wi thin the consciousness of each individual journalist, as 
it does in factionalism within the workgroup. The most 
salient example of this is in the question of union 
merger, which on the one hand offers the possibility of a 
united approach with other trade unionists towards 
computerisation of the work process, but on the other 
raises the spectre of a loss of identity amongst a 
majority of trade union members who have rarely
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perceived themselves to be anything but production 
workers, and who are perceived to have a much stronger 
orientation towards trade unionism.
It is to the perceptions, attitudes and consciousness of 
the latter two workgroups/unions that the thesis now turns 
its focus upon.
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Chapter 7: CLERICAL WORKGROUPS in SOGAT,/82
Society of Graphical & Allied Trades 1982 (SOGAT'82)
A/ Structure of Chapter
The following chapter is structured around four main 
sections. Firstly, a brief explanation of^S0GAT'82s 
organisational structure will be given; secondly, some key 
historical aspects concerning SOGAT'82 will be explored; 
and thirdly, the contemporary character of clerical 
workgroups will be examined, using the field work data 
collected in 1986. It will be argued in the fourth section 
that, as in the case of the journalists, the clerical 
worker is locked into a dual contradictory consciousness, 
which is both influenced and exacerbated by changes in 
technology, and the concomitant changes in inter- 
workgroup/union relations.
B/ Organisational Structure of SOGAT'82
SOGAT'82 came about through an amalgamation of the then 
SOGAT'75, and the National Society of Operative Printers, 
Graphical and Media Personnel (NATSOPA) in 1982. Given the 
greater size of SOGAT'75, much of its organisational 
structure was taken as the basic model for the new union.
SOGAT'82 is officially governed by a Delegate Council,
(DC) which meets biennially durng May or June at the 
discretion of the National Executive Council. The DC has 
the power to confirm new rules and decide on any questions 
put forward on the agenda, and also alterations affecting 
subscriptions and benefits. Approximately 475 delegates 
attend to DC.
The National Executive Council (NEC) comprises thirty-six 
elected representatives, together with the General 
Officers. The composition of the NEC is based on 
membership numbers of each region of the Union, with the 
clerical/white collar ATAES/TAE&A Section having two NEC 
members. The NEC meets every two months (or as and when 
necessary), and is elected for two years, after which the
Membership (1986) 
Newspaper members 
Female members (1985) 
Other areas of 
organisational 
jurisdiction periodical & book publishing/ 
general print trade/paper
171,820
20,000 (127.)
56,624 (317. in 1985)
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individual members can stand for re-election. The NEC 
manages the affairs of the Union, and issues an Annual 
Report of the work of the Society to the branches. It has 
the power to make such by-laws as is deemed necessary for 
carrying out the business of SOGAT'82, and adjudicates in 
all matters affecting the Society.
The General Officers (GO) consists of the President, 
Secretary, Organising Secretary, a GO with particular 
responsibility for papermaking, boardmaking and conversion 
industries, and six other GOs. The GOs are elected by a 
ballot of the whole of the membership for life. GOs are 
answerable, and under the directions of the NEC, through 
the General Secretary (currently Brenda Dean). The duties 
of the General President (currently Danny Sargent) are "to 
act as chief custodian of the Society's constitution 
through the NEC and the will of the membership as 
expressed through the Biennial Delegate Conference", 
preside at all NEC Meetings, with the right to speak on 
all questions, but has only a casting vote. The duties of 
the General Secretary (GS) are to attend the DC Meetings 
and all meetings of the NEC etc. The GS has a right to 
speak at all meeetings but does not have a vote. In 
contemporary terms, it is the GS who has the role of the 
leading official in the Union.
A branch structure exists within each region, and acts as 
collecting stations in certain towns, although branches 
have to submit 607. of their income to the national union. 
Th e branch structure of the Union is particularly relevant 
to this thesis, in that the white-col1 ar/clerical sections 
tend to be organised in separate branches. On merging in 
1982, the situation pertained that the old NATSOPA 'CAEP' 
branch remained an independent branch, organising just 
under 10,000 clerical workers in London. The two white- 
collar branches of SOGAT'75 <ATAES/TAE&A) were to merge, 
forming a section of approximately 1 0 , 0 0 0  clerical workers 
nation-wide. On amalgamation then, SOGAT'82 had about
2 0 , 0 0 0  white-col1 ar/clerical workers organised within its 
ranks in strictly defined white-collar sections, although 
the real figure would be higher as a number of 
clerical/white collar workers remained in other branches:
table 7.1 : white-collar sections in SOGAT & NATSOPA 198.1. 
Cl 3
Hence given an approximate total membership on 
amalgamation of 225,000, white-collar grades constituted 
about 97. of SOGAT'82s membership in 1982.
Uni on 
SOGAT
NATSOPA
Branch
ATAES
TAE&A
CAEP
Membershi p 
7,606 
3,368 
9,953
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Similarly to the NUJ and the craft unions, SOGAT'82 
members are organised at the workplace in chapels. 
Generally in newspaper houses, the clerical sections form 
their own chapel, separate from the 'production' chapel in 
the machine and finishing room. Thus the clerical workers 
surveyed tend to have an organisational structure quite 
distinct from other members of the same union.
0/ Some Historical Aspects of SOGAT'82
1. Introducti on
The following historical section of this chapter is quite 
distinct from the historical exploration of both the 
journalists and craft workers. For the latter two 
categories of worker, there is a basic symmetry between 
the type of worker (eg the journalists), and trade union 
(eg the NUJ). Even in the case of Scottish craft workers 
(as will be seen in Chapter Eight), who are organised 
primarily in SOGAT'82, there is a distinct and to some 
extent autonomous union branch - the SGB, which acts as a 
kind of sub—union for these workers. More importantly, the 
Scottish craft workers have their own unique history 
within the former Scottish Typographical Association, 
which can be explored as a cohesive entity. But for the 
clerical workers surveyed in this thesis, no such distinct 
history or organisation exists, particularly because it 
was not until the 1970s that clerical workers began to be 
organised in large numbers in the newspaper/print 
industry. The present research has unearthed very little 
concerning white-collar organisation in the printing 
industry, in either work done specifically on the printing 
industry, or academic studies on white-collar 
unionisation. Thus a problem presents itself regarding 
this historical section of the chapter which appeared to 
have only two possible solutions; either that the 
historical background should be left out, or that some 
aspects of SOGAT'82s history should be given, which 
obviously was the decision finally made. It seemed at the 
very least that a brief exploration of SOGAT'82s 
development would help to contextualise the situation of 
its clerical sections, (as well as performing a similar 
function regarding the SGB - see Chapter 8 ). Also, some 
critical aspects of inter-union differentiation, impact on 
the clerical workgroups as much as other SOGAT'32 workers, 
for instance in the machine room. In particular, the long 
standing tension between the craft unions desire to 
restrict the promotion of labourers and machine assistants 
into 'skilled' positions, has some resonance in the 
contemporary origination area regarding direct input. 
Finally, wherever possible, an attempt will be made to 
focus specifically on white-collar issues, where evidence 
p e r m i t s .
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The structure of the following section is periodised, to 
allow for a clear historical understanding to be gained by 
the reader, although as for the other categories of 
worker, no attempt is made to present a systematic history 
of the Union, or to imply a pre-determined journey of 
unionisation.
2. 19th Century: Some Embryoni c Amalgamati ons
The present day SOGAT'82 essentially developed out of four 
main types of worker: bookbinders (workers in the 
finishing process); paper handlers (warehouse workers); 
paper makers (workers in paper mills); and printing press 
workers (both proofing and printing press machine minders 
and assistants). Clerical/white collar workers are of 
growing importance to the Union, but as can be seen in 
table 7:1, constitute less than 107 of the membership in 
the 19S0s, and historically have been marginal to 
organised labour in the printing industry. It is worth 
noting that although SOGAT'82 is popularly labelled as a 
'general' union, which connotates a non-craft based 
membership, many of the original types of worker 
constituting the present membership of the Union are from 
craft based trades, especially in the bookbinding area. 
Therefore the dichotomy between 'craft and non-craft' 
unions in the printing industry has at least in part, 
developed out of historical exigencies and social 
structuring, rather than reflecting a completely 
objective evaluation of work skills involved in the 
different work processes.
Originally, all three former types of worker were 
organised in a plethora of small trades unions (see 
Appendix 103, and on one level, the history of SOGAT'82 is 
a history of union amalgamations and transfers of 
engagements, stretching as far back as the 18th Century. 
Diagram 7:1 presents an at-a-glance picture of this 
process of union amalgamations in the 20th Century. It is 
beyond the scope of the present study to explore in detail 
the early union mergers which took place throughout the 
19th Century, but it is worth noting briefly the origins 
of the main constituent parts of the present day SOGAT'82: 
in particular what was to become in 1921, one of the two 
central foundation stones of the present Union, that is 
the 'National Union of Printing, Bookbinding, Machine \ 
Ruling Paper Workers' (NUPBMR&PW) ; and the second major 
element of SOGAT'82, the National Society of Operative 
Printers & Assistants (NATSOPA).
On the bookbinding side of the industry (see Appendix 10, 
diagram 2), in 1786, one of the earliest recorded bone- 
fide trade unions was established in London, entitled the 
'Journeymen Bookbinders of London', which was organised 
effectively as three 'lodges'. In 1840, these lodges 
combined, to form the 'London Consolidated Lodge of
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Journeymen Bookbinders' in 1840. Ten years later a split 
occured, leading to a break-away 'Dayworking Bookbinders' 
union being formed in 1850. Two other main bookbinding 
union existed in this period, the Vellum Binders Society 
(established in 1823, and the Bookbinders Consolidated 
Relief Fund-Provincial (established in 1835). In 1840, the 
latter union changed its name to the Bookbinders 
Consolidated Union, becoming the Bookbinders & Machine 
Rulers Consolidated Union in 1872, reflecting the need of 
the union to give more credence to the increasingly 
important machine ruling minority section of the union 
C23. In 1911, the majority of bookbinding unions came 
together in the 'Mati onal Uni on of Bookbi nders & Machine 
Rul ers ' (NUB&MR) , creating a union of 21,700 workers by 
the outbreak of the First World War. The NUB&MR 
constituted one of the cornerstones of the present day 
S0GAT'82.
□ne interesting aspect of the bookbinders history was the 
systematic creation of a distinct sexual division of 
labour. Rather than attempting to keep women out of these 
areas of craft occupations, as was the case with the 
compositors unions, the male bookbinding unions agreed 
with the employers on a clear-cut demarcation of job tasks 
between male 'craft' workgroups and female 'non-craft' 
groups C33. This gender based demarcation left a 
historical legacy of discrimination, which was not 
resolved until the 1980s, when the Equal Opportunities 
Commission investigated SGGAT'S2s branch structure, and 
found that the separation of male and female London 
wharehouse/finishing workers, led to the male workers 
receiving relatively higher paid jobs on the national 
newspapers, whilst women were excluded. As the Equal 
Opportunities Report 1986 noted:
"The two branches act as recruiting agencies. 
Information about job vacanies is restricted 
to members of one branch or the other depending 
on whether it is 'men's work' or 'women's work'.
The branches provide access to jobs by reference 
to seniority but neither allows transfer of 
seniority from one branch to the other. Both 
pract i ces, says the E0C, are i nd irect1y 
discriminatory and effectively prevent women 
from progressing into higher paid and higher 
status jobs and prevent men from taking up 
jobs controlled by the GLB." v
CEQUAL OPPORTUNITIES REPORT 1986 : p.23
As a result of this finding, and in the face of legal 
action, the male London Central Branch, voted by 2,317- 
1,708 to merge with the Greater London (women's) Branch in 
1987 L4 3.
Paper workers have a s imi1 ar1 y 1 on g h i st ory (see Ap p en d i x 
1 0 , diagram 2 ) , wi th the 'London Soc iet y of War ehousemen'
(:!. 840) uni t i n g w i t h t h e ' C a x t o n P r i n t e r s ' W a r e h o u s e m e n ' s
Association' (I860) to form the ' Amal gamated Society of 
Printers' Warehousemen' in 1893. Seven years later in 1900 
the latter union was joined by the 'Printers' & Stationers 
Warehousemen, Cutters & Assistants' Union' (1889) to 
create the first essentially national paper workers union 
- the 'National Amalgamated Society of Printers' 
Warehousemen & Cutters' (NASPWC). After several regional 
and female based unions transferred their engagements into 
the NASPWC, the latter amalgamated in 1914 with the 
'Vellum y. Parchment Makers Society' (est.1872) and the 
'National Union of Paper Mill Workers' (est.1890) to 
create the second pillar of SOGAT'82, 15,000 strong 
'National Uni on of Pri nti ng & Paper Workers' (NUPPW)«
Paper makers began to organise at the turn of the 19th 
Century (see Appendix 10, diagram 3), with the 'Original 
Society of Papermakers' (0SP) being formed in 1800. A
split occured between 'deckle' and 'star' type paper 
makers in 1830, but combined again a few years later in 
1837 as the 'Reunited 0SP'. A second paper makers union 
began to take shape in the middle of the 19th Century (see 
Appendix 10, diagram 4), with the formation of the 'United 
Brotherhood of Papermakers ' in 1854. This union also 
experienced a split (in 1869), but as with the 0SP, 
recombined in 1894 as the 'Reunited Amalgamated Society of 
Paper Makers'. Both paper makers union were to merge into 
the g r ow i n g gen er a1 p r i nt wor k er s union in the f i rst half 
of the 20th Century.
For the pressmen, a similar family tree can be traced back 
to 1834, with the formation of the 'London Union of 
Pressmen', which as with the paper makers, split up 
temporarily, only to reform in 1891 as the 'Reunited 
Amalgamated Association of Pressmen'. This union joined 
the main general print workers union in the 1920s.
By the early 20th Century, the idea of creating one single 
union in the printing industry was gaining ground. The 
compositors union the London Society of Compositors for 
i n s t an c e called for a joint meeting in 1912 of a1 1 London 
s ocieties t o for m one union for t h e c ap i ta1 , a n ide a t h at 
was rejected by the NUPPW, who proposed a nati onal 
strategy of uni on merger, on the grounds that a 1 arge 
London based union would exacerbate rather than ease the 
problem of inter-union conflict C53. It was the idea of a 
nati onal union that was to become the dominant idea in the 
printing industry from this point on, as Bun dock notes;
"Ultimately resolutions were carried affirming 
the pr i n c ip1 e of ama1 gamati on, ex pr essi ng t h e 
opinion that the movement should be national 
in character and embrace all kindred trades 
un i. ons thr ou.ghou.t t he UK , and appoi n t ed a 
suh--comrni 1 1 ee wi th power to arrange , as ear 1 y  
as poss i b1 e , a c on f eren e e of all k in dred un i ons. "
CBUNDOCK 1959 : pp.174-75 3
Paradox i cal1y , from this poi nt on, un i on amalgamati on was 
to become increasingly framed within an apparent 
general/craft dichotomy, rather than along a truly non- 
sect ionalised structure. However, in many ways, the very 
terms 'general' and 'craft' are misleading, as both union 
groupings were initially based on distinct craft 
occupations, a fact which reflects the problematic nature 
of skill labels.
A second conference was convened later on in 1912, which 
reaffirmed the print unions committment to the creation of 
one union in the industry- But a third conference of 
seventeen unions organised by the PKTF in 1912, 
highlighted .inter-union conflict over subscription levels, 
administration, and structural differences, and the idea 
of one union in the print remained just an idea Z61. By 
the end of the First World War, the notion of creating one 
union in the print had lost its immediate relevance and 
vi tali ty .
All of the above unions were to merge into what became in 
1921 the main general trade union in the printing industry 
- the National Union of Printing, Bookbinding, Machine 
Ruling Paper Workers (NUPBMR&PW) , which resulted from an 
amalgamation between the main bookbinders and warehouse 
workers unions and represented approximately 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  
workers. This merger however had been problematic, and in 
the period around the First World War, a growing friction 
had developed between the bookbinders (the National Union 
of Bookbinders & Machine Rulers - NUBMR) and the National 
Union of Printing 9 Paper Workers - NUPPW), over two 
issues. The first problem had been long standing, 
concerning which union should have jurisdiction in 
organising paper cutters. At the turn of the Century it 
was felt that recruiting cutters into the unions would 
allow unskilled labourers into the existing unions labour 
markets. However, by the First World War, these workers 
were seen as legitimate, and a jurisdiction war threatened 
to break out. In 1913 for example, a joint conference was 
called between the two unions to reaffirm a recruiting 
agreement made between them in 1910. The dispute took some 
time to resolve, but in 1915, a joint conference 'General 
Executive' issued the following statements
"With regard to the working of the agreement 
we have to state that, although it may not 
have brought about a state of perfect peace? 't
between our respective members, or entirely 
prevented the possibility of misunderstanding 
between the two unions, it. has, nevertheless, 
exercised a beneficial and soothing influence, 
and the f r i c t i on bet ween t.hie member s of tIne 
t w o u n i o n s , w hie hi, a t o n e time, was s o 
pa:i. nf u.11 y f requent, :!. s now of rare occu.ranee. "
CQuoted in E< UN DOCK 1959 : pp. 91-923
The second source of friction between the bookbinders and 
wharehouse workers union lay in the perennial issue of 
■female recruitment. The NUB HR had traditionally resisted 
the employment of women into its labour market, but during 
the First World War, its London branch had began to 
organise females, due to the shortage of male labour 
because of military service. This brought the London 
bookbinders into conflict with the NUPPW, after the War, 
whose origins had been very much inspired by the more 
socialistic/egalitarian philosophy of the 'new unionism' 
of the late 19th Century, and who had always recruited 
women into its ranks 173. The PKTF attempted to settle 
this jurisdictional dispute during the War, and told the 
London bookbinders to stop female recruitment (which was 
against its own national union constitution) and hand over 
all its women members to the NUPPW. The London NUBMR 
refused to comply, arguing that it had been more 
successful in nine months of recruiting female workers 
(2,770) than had the NUPPW who in twenty-five years had 
only recruited 2,500 women IIS 3.
The overall problem of membership jurisdiction erupted 
again after the First World War however, leading the
70,000 strong NUPPW into seeking merger with the 20,000 
members of the London based National Society of Operative 
Printers & Assistants (NATS0PA). There had already been at 
least two merger initiatives between the NUPPW and NATS0PA 
in 1906, which had produced a narrow ballot vote amongst 
the NATS0PA membership against amalgamation (1280--1294)
119li, and again in 1913, when the NATS0PA membership voted 
for amalgamation by 2,521-672, but failed to gain the 
necessary 6 6 % majority as 2,331 members abstained from 
voting. II103. In 1918, the above two unions, together with 
the London Machine Managers Society and Platen Machine 
Minders Society, held an amal garnat i on conference. However, 
for obscure reasons, the mergers never took place, leaving 
NATS0PA out on its own within the print industry until the 
1960s.
In many ways, t he hi s t ory of NATS□PA h i gh1 i ght s t he 
t r ad i t i on s of in ter—union r i valr y an d c on f 1 i c t wit hi n the 
p ri n t i ng industry. The Union's very n ame is s i g n i f i can t i n 
this respect - the National Society, of Operative Printers 
St Assistants - the ampersand (S<) being inserted in 1912 as 
denoting that NATS0 PA was not just an assi st ant s union, 
but had fully trained machine managers in its ranks as 
well. (Defriarcation disputes have historically been at 
their most acute in the machine room). It has been argued 
that a further source of inter-uni on difference has 
stemmed from the politics of t he var y i n g p r i n t uni ons, 
w i t h N A T S 0 PA oc c up y i ng the 'far left' pos i t i on i n t he 
spectrum 11113, but there has been no systematic: study done 
on this aspect of print trade unionism. It is doubtful 
whether there was ever any clear cut political differences 
between the unions, although NATSOPA clearly had its 
□rigi n s i n t h e soc i aIi st in spired n ew un ion i s m of t he 
18 S 0 s (b e i i "i g f o r m e d a s t h e F' r i n t e r s L a b o u r e r s U n i o n i n
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1889, after a- largely successful, labourers strike in the 
industry).
At the same ti 
breaking down, 
involvement in 
industries aft 
wharehouse wor 
1919- These br 
juri sdi cti onal 
possibility of 
1920 voted in 
NUBMRs
me as amalgamation talks with NATSOPA were 
broader industrial changes and government 
the printing industry (as in many other 
er the 1918), led the bookbinders and 
kers back together in amalgamation talks in 
oader political/industrial changes overrode 
conflict, and moreover merger offered the 
negating such problems. Thus a ballot in 
favour of merger between the NUPPW and
table 7.2 : ballot over proposed merger of NUPPW & NUBMR 
E 123
NUPPW 
NUBMR 
Tot ail
for 
56,077 
16,092 
72,169
agai nst 
2,104 
2,693
4,797
The amalgamation took place formerly in 1921, creating 
NUPBMR&PW, with a total membership of approximately 
100,000. At this point, the NUPBMR&PW constituted the 
spine of what was to become S0GAT in the 1960s.
the
3. 1921-1970: Consolidation of the General Unions
During the 1920s, several small craft based unions 
transferred their engagements into the NUF'BMR&PW, such as 
the Platen Machine Minders Society in 1924, the London 
Society of Machine Rulers and the Reunited Amalgamated 
Association of Pressmen both in 1925. A small split 
occured in 1926, when the London Central Branch 
Circulation & Publishing Association left the main union, 
but returned to the fold five years later in 1931 as the 
Travellers & Circulation Branch of what was now called the 
NUBPPW. (In 1928, to shorten its title, the Union changed 
its name to the National Union of Printing, Bookbinding & 
Paper Workers - NUPBPW).
The Union experienced slow growth between the early 1920s 
and the mid 1960s, and in -fact lost membership in the wake 
of the 1926 General Strike (at which point Union numbers 
had fallen to around 70,000) with only a handful of 
transfers taking place in this period. In 1937, the 
Reunited Amalgamated Society of Paper Makers joined the 
NUPBPW, followed by the Society of Women Employed in the 
Bookbinding & Printing Trades (Manchester) in 1943, and 
the Reunited Original Society of Papermakers in 1948.
These mergers brought the Union's membership to a then all 
time high of 120,000. No transfer of engagements or 
amalgamations took place in the 1950s, but in 1962, the 
Monotype Casters & Typefounders Society joined the NUPE<F’W,
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and a year later the Pattern Card -Society followed suit.
By this stage in the early 1960s, the NUPBPW were 
approximately 175,000 strong, and had only one serious 
rival general union in the printing industry NATSOPA, 
which organised some 45-50,000 workers in this period. The 
latter union had itself been involved in merger talks with 
the NUPBPW in 1958, but this time (in contrast to the 
NATSOPA membership's rejection of merger in 1906) the 
NUPBPW members voted against continuing merger talks with 
NATSOPA by 39,587-26,134 C133. In the same year, NATSOPA 
also broke away from the F’KTF, over the issue of 
craft/non-craft wage differentials, a continuing source of 
antagonism between print unions, but returned to the 
Federation in 1960 C143.
In 1966, an abortive amalgamation took place between the 
NUBF’PW and NATSOPA , whi ch brought into being the t i 11 e 
Society of Graphical Allied Trades (S0GAT) . This new 
Union represented 225,000 print workers, with its title 
reflecting the wide scope of union membership occupations 
within this large general union. This amalgamation however 
was clearly fraught with problems, reflected in the fact 
that the NUBPPW actually became 'Divsision A' of S0GAT, 
whilst NAST0PA took on the title of 'Division One'. The 
merger never reaxlly became cohesive, and in 1970 the two 
constituents parts of S0GAT split, with 'Division A' 
returning to become NATSOPA, and 'Division One' retaining 
the title of S0GAT. The reasons, behind this failed merger 
are complex, involving a number of issues, particularly 
concerning alleged breaches of the new union's 
constitution. Eventually, the two sides went to the High 
Court over the problem, but settled out of court and 
agreed to a formal split and to go their own ways.
^" 1970-88; Restructuring of the 'General Uni on ' Rati onale
In many ways, true pinacle of general unionisation was 
reached i n 1966 , wi th t.he f i r st. mer ger between t he NUPBPW 
and NATSOPA. Af ter thi s t i me , the very not ion o-f a 
distinct ' g en era1 uni on i s m ' beg an t o fundament a1 1 y c h an g e , 
or at least in its relationship to 'craft unionism' in the 
i ndustry„
Before the e v e n t. u a 1 ere a t i o n o f j u s t o ne genera 1 u nion i n 
the i n d u s t ry wa s t o b e a c h ieved fin ally, in 1975, the s 
small 6,500 m e m b e r S c o 11 i s h G r a p hi i c a 1 A s s o c i a t i o n < w h i c h 
organised Scottish compositors and machine managers) voted 
to amalgamate with S0GAT, rather than the former's more 
natural patern south of the border - the MGA. At this 
p o .i. n t , t l i e U n i o n b e c a m e o f f i c i a 1 1 y k n o w n a s S 0 G A T ' 7 5 , a n d 
had a membership of just over 190,000. It was largely 
because Scottish craft workers felt more secure in the 
larger general union given the radical changes taking 
place i n p rod uc t i on tec hn o 1 og y , t ha t per sua d ed them t o 
vote to join S0GAT, rather then what some saw at the time
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as a more logical merger with the English based NGA craft, 
union. This merger therefore highlighted the increasing 
irrational structure of the print unions overall, and 
emphasised the logic and indeed urgency of creating 'one 
union in the print'.
By the 1970s, NATSOPA in particular was begining to view 
the introduction of new technology in a distinctly more 
favourable light than its craft based fellow unions. In 
the mid '70s, the then Goaneral Secretary of NATSOPA 
argued;
"...speaking realistical1 y , the lines of 
demarcation will not be blurred, they 
will be obliterated. The sooner practical 
people in all the unions come to terms 
with the reality the better for all 
concerned...instead of trying to maintain 
an out-moded guild mentality that should 
be interned in peace."
[NATSOPA Journal Graphic Review, January 1976, p. 1 
quoted in MARTIN 1981 s p.115 3
It would be unfair to say that the NATSOPA leadership were 
more positive towards new technology than the leadership 
of the craft unions such as the NGA, but clearly the 
inherent logic of changing technology in eroding craft 
skills suited the historical aims of both leaders and 
members of NATSOPA much more so than was the case of the 
craft unions. Even so, in Fleet Street by the 1970s, 
despite the potentially positive impact of changes in 
technology for the 'semi-skilled' workgroups, the Fleet 
Street NATSOPA membership narrowly rejected the 
'Programme for Action', the industry wide plan to 
introduce new technology into the national press, by 
4,598-4,296 (see Chapter 5). Whilst this was a closer 
result than occured with the? craft workers rejection of 
the "Plan', it nevertheless reflected suspicion by the 
IJn i on ' s rnemb er ship of the pr omi sed benef i t s of t h i s p 1 an , 
and also a general dissatisfaction with the terms of the 
redundancy package offered in return for long term job 
r e d u c t ions. Fur t her more, r e1 at i on s h et ween n ewsp ap er r an k 
6: f i ]. e u n i o n a c t i v i s t s a n d t h e i r n a t i o n a 1 lea d e r s h i p had 
a 1. m o s t b r o k e n d o w n c o m p I e t e 1 y b y t h e m i d 1970s,. e m a n a t i n g 
from financial improprieties during the General 
Secretar i a3. shi p of Ri chard Br i gi nshaw. Thi s host i 1 i ty 
b e t w e e n of f i c i aIs and member s which dev e 1 op ed into \
p o 1 it i c a 1 d iff er enc es coupled wit h per son a1 f r ic t ion , 
p 1 ayed a ma jcr pa;rt in the re jecti on of the ' P3. an f or 
Action' [153.
NATSOPA in many ways had become a paradoxical union in the 
1970s, as traditional1y it had been a highly centralised 
u n i o n , a f a c t o r w h i c h i s s t res s e d i n t h e LJ n i o n ' s r u 1 e
"As Chapels owe their existence to the fact 
that they are created under the rules of the 
Society, and all members of the Chapel must, 
be members of the Society, no Chapel can be 
affiliated to, associated with, or subscribe 
to any movement of any kind that is not 
recognised by the Society...In no circumstances 
can Chapel Rules over-ride or take precedence 
over the Society's Rules."
CNATSOPA Rule-Book pp. 1.2 & 17, quoted in 
MARTIN 1981 s p.118]
However, in Fleet Street, this tradition of centralisation 
was coming under increasing pressure from rank & file 
activists, who were unhappy with the apparent willingness 
of the NATSOPA leadership to accept the? basic assumptions 
regarding the urgent need for the introduction of new 
technology, because of what the employers claimed was a 
'financial crisis' in the newspaper industry. The chapels 
in Fleet Street had clearly gained much autonomy from the 
national union, especially in the machine room, being 
influenced by the 'power' exercised by craft workgroups, 
the 'call' system of the London Machine Branch (which 
operated as a labour exchange for casual work on Fleet 
Street-), and the strategic production position of 'break- 
hands' working the printing presses, who could halt 
production at the very final stages of the printing 
process..
It should however be noted ait this point, that there was a 
wide gulf between the character and 'power' of the blue- 
collar sections of NATSOPA, and the white-collar clerical 
sections during the 1970s. In fact, it was only during 
this decade that the latter groups had become organised in 
large numbers in the printing industry, mostly under the 
auspices of NATSOPA. This differentiation within the union 
has carried over into the 1980s, and there is still a wide 
perceptual gap between the blue and white-collar 
m e m b e r s h i p o r g a n i s e d n o w w i t h i n S 0 G A T ' 8 2.
The clerical sections of NATSOPA whilst historically 
marginalised in respect of trade unionism, were becoming 
increasingly important by the 1970s, and by 1975, 
constituted the largest branch out of the three NATSOPA 
branches in London at the time, and were clearly becoming 
relatively more important within the Union as machine room 
numbers were falling. ,
t able 7.3 ; membership of 3 N A T S 0 P A L. o n d a n B r a n c h es !.' 16 ]
1975
Machine hranch 8,598 8,161
RIRMA branch 
C1 e r i c a 1 b r a n c h N / A 10 , 4 5 0
Whilst Martin 1981 suggests that rank & file membership 
□pinion was impossible to gauge at the time (p.138), as 
t her e i s unf or t unate 1 y , little emp i r i c a 1 evi dence of t he 
attitudes of white-collar workers at this stage, or of the 
union membership as a whole, it seems that apart from the 
tension and contradictions inherent in the union 
membership consciousness, there was a growing division of 
interest between the clerical and machine room workgroups 
over the introduction of new technology, with the former 
viewing changes in technology in a more pragmatic way than
the? latter. In the machine room, large staffing cuts were
being called for by the various national newspaper 
managements during the 1970, whilst the clerical areas 
appeared to be relatively safe from job losses. Indeed, 
the logic of the use of direct input technology was 
cl osar ly going to place some clerical groups, most notably 
the tele-ad sales workgroup, in a more strategic position 
vis-a-vis the production process.
Ef y t hi e 1 a t e 1970s , a m a 1 g a m a t i o n t a 1 k s hi a d o p e n os d - u p 
between NATSOPA and SOGAT'75, but again failed to make 
headway , par t i cli 1 ar 1 y because of organisat i ona 1 
differences between the unions 1171. However, these 
differences were eventually overcome a few years later, 
and in 1982 the two unions merged successfully, creating a
216,000 strong SOGAT'82, on the basis that:
! 1An amalgamat i on between our two Soci et i es
is a natural development. There are a number
of areas and industries where both Unions have
c ommon membersh i p . For e a mp I e , b ot h Un i on s 
have sections covering Technical 6 Sup os r vi sor y 
workers, both Unions have sections for clerical 
w o r !•: e r s , a n d both Union s h a v e a 1 a r g e n u m b e r 
of members who are machine assistants and 
anci11 ary workers bath in Genera1 Pri nt and i n 
National Newspapers. An amalgamation between 
t he t wo Un ions wo u1d p r ov i de a n ew union whic h 
wouid be stranger, more financia11y secure 
and able to provide a better service for the 
membership"
IISOGAT & NATSOPA 1981 : p. 11
Not long after the successful! creation of SOGAT'82, the 
Union started talks with the NGA'82 over possible 
ama1 gamat i on, a merger wh i ch wou1 d 1 ead to there heing 
just one 'production' union in the print'. However, as ts 
chronicled in Chapiter 5, relations between the two unions 
grew steadily worse in the first half of the 1980s, 
largely over the issue of job jurisdiction rights over 
direct inputting of advertising material in newspapers. 
Relations between SOGAT'82 and the NGA'82 probably reached 
an all time low shortly before the onset of the News 
Intsrnational dispute, when in the summer of 1935,
SOGAT'82 under the direction of its then recently elected 
General Secretary Brenda Dean, offered the News 
International management a single union deal, for workers
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operat i ng the new pr i nt i. ng presses at News Internati. ona 1 ' s 
new plant, in Tower Hamlets, London CIS]. Apparently talks 
between the company and SOGAT'82 had been going on for 
some time, and the EETPU's signing of a single union deal 
with,Eddie Shah's News UK company spurred SOGAT'82 into 
making more formal approaches to News International 
(although the level of formality has never really been 
ascertained). Both of these development threatened the 
NGA'82s position in the machine room, and possibly in the 
typesetting operation as well. However, the single union 
deal between SOGAT'82 and News International was not to 
be, and eventually SOGAT'82 along with the other print 
unions lost recognition altogether in the new plant.
The years of the mid 1980s largely revolved around the 
Napping dispute, and will not be covered here. 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that historical friction 
between the Union's leadership and its rank file blew-up 
again during the dispute, which led at one stage to a 
'break-away' threat by the London branches involved in the 
dispute. However, nothing came of this threat, although 
the attitude and strategy of the Union leadership during 
the Napping dispute left a rift in the Union Cl93. The 
fin a 1 b 1 o w i n t h e !-Jap p i n g d i sp u t e c ame i n J an uar y 1987 , 
when the national membership of the Union voted against 
the imposition of an emergency levy to prosecute the 
dispute. On a 567 turnout, SOGAT'S2s members voted by 
51,187-44,265 to reject a recommendation of their national 
executive for a 58psnce per week levy C2CO. The result of 
the ballot very much reflected a tradition of tension 
between print workers in Fleet Street, and in the 
pro vi nc es. Th e re1 at i v e 1 y hi g h p ay a c hi eved b y so me 
workers in the national press had produced a feeling of 
differentiation between the two groups, although for many 
SOGAT'32 members wages in Fleet Street were not 
particularly high. Nevetheless, the subjective feeling of 
ma.n y p r o v i n c i a 1 wor k &r s was that Fleet Street wor ker s wer e 
the pampered 'fat—cats' of the trade.
5. P o s t s c r ip t
D u r i n g (a n d p a r 11 y b e c a u s e o f ) the W a p ping d i s p u. t e ,
S O G A T '82 and the N G A '82 re-opened amalgamation talks, 
wh i ch are st i11 progressing to date (Summer 1989). The 
mai n stumb1ing b 1oc k at th i s stage appeared to be over the 
quest i on of br anch restructuring, and even after three % 
years of talks, S O G A T '82 leadership still felt it 
necessary to make vague threats about not allowing the 
merger to 1eave S0G A T '82 traditional membership as second 
c 1 ass c i t i zens i n rel at i on to the NGA ' 82s members C21.1. 
Clearly however merger between the two unions has become 
vital, with S O G A T '82 in particular experiencing a sharp 
decline in membership during the 1980s, and at the end of 
1987, its membership stood at just over 196,000.
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D/ Contemporary Character of Clerical Workers in SOGAT'.82
1. Introduction
The above brief history of SOGAT'82 has attempted to 
outline some of the important events which helped 
determined the structure of the present union. Given that 
SOGAT'82 is primarily a blue-collar union, it has not been 
possible to clearly distinguish the history of white- 
col1ar/clerical unionisation within the printing/newspaper 
industry. However, this section of Chapter Seven seeks to 
explore the attitudes and perceptions of this latter 
category of workers, and will hopefully add to our 
understanding of this one particular group within 
SOGAT'82. Thus it should be stressed that the following 
findings have no direct relevance to blue-collar members 
of the Union. Indeed, whilst it was beyond the scope of 
the present research to explore this factor, there was 
clearly a feeling of differentiation within SOGAT'82, 
between white-collar and blue-collar workgroups.
The present section is divided into four main parts. 
Firstly, a profile of the clerical workers surveyed in 
this thesis will be presented; followed by an examination 
of the workers perceptions of changing technology on thier 
job content; thirdly, the clerical workers attitudes 
towards newspaper trades unions nationally will be 
explored, which will be followed by an assessment of 
attitudes towards other workgroups, ie journalist and 
craft groups.
2. Profile of Clerical Workers Researched
a) Age
table 7.4 s age of repondents
Clerical workers responding to the questionnaire tended to 
be considerably younger than their colleagues in the 
editorial and composing rooms, with 737. of the former 
being aged 35 or under, compared to 397. of all workers. 
Only 127. of the clerical respondents were aged 46 or over, 
in contrast to 357. of all workers falling into this age 
band. The relative youth of the typical SOGAT'82 clerical 
workgroups in part reflects the higher turnover of staff 
in many of these work areas, and the tendency of 
managements to recruit female labour often with little or 
no background in the print industry. For example, one 
female clerical worker interviewed in the survey had spent
35 & under 
737.
397.
46 & over
Clerical
ALL
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one year in nursing after leaving school, and three years 
as a drama student, before coming to Paper 1 from college. 
Another woman at the same paper had spent most of her 
working life in the cosmetics industry before getting a 
job on the newspaper. On the whole, as in other 
industries, a large proportion of these women tend to be 
in their late teens/early twenties, who are in the labour 
market on a full-time basis, before taking a break in 
their careers for family reasons.
b) Sex
table 7.5 : sex ratio of respondents
Maie Female
Clerical 417. 597.
ALL 827. 187.
Only amongst the clerical workers in fact do we find a 
majority of female labour, in this survey 597. of 
respondents were women, compared to the overwhelming 827. 
of male respondents amongst all workers. This finding is 
consistent with a survey undertaken in the mid 1970s, 
which estimated that in the national and regional 
newspaper sector, 64.87 of clerical and secretarial 
workers were female C2 2 ].
c) Length of Service
table 7.6 s years in print industry/SOGAT'82
0-1 yr 1 -5yrs 5--10yrs
print ind. 07 197. 437
SOGAT'82 07 487 437
Given the somewhat different profile of clerical workers 
in the newspaper industry compared to journalist and craft 
workers, it seemed appropriate to survey the length of 
time the former workers had spent both in the industry and 
as members of SOGAT'82 (and prior to 1982 - NATSOPA).
----------------------------------------------------------------- i.__
* In the newspaper industry in the mid 1970s the latter 
sectors constituted the only work .areas in which women 
workers were in the majority. In the print industry as a 
whole, the only other female majority area was the binding 
and finishing department, with 63.37 of its staff being 
women, (although just in the newspaper sector, less than 
207 of binding and finishing workers were female).
387
107
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387- of respondents had been in the print industry for ten 
or more years, whilst only 107. had been a member of 
SOGAT'82 (NATSOPA) for ten or more years. Conversely, 
whilst 197. of clerical workers had been in the print 
industry for five years or under, 487. had belonged to 
SOGA'82 (NATSOPA) for this length of time. Overall then, 
although a number of clerical workers have in fact some 
years behind them in the printing industry, they were less 
likely to have joined a union until after being in trade 
for several years. This finding of course reflects the 
absence of a closed-shop in the white-collar areas 
organised by SOGAT'82, and indeed the historical low union 
density found in these work areas. Hence based on this one 
criterion, union membership would appear to have had less 
importance for clerical workers in sense that there was no 
automatic joining on entering firm. However, this factor 
will be explored in more detail below.
Summary
Overall then, clerical workers tended to be very much 
younger than other categories of worker surveyed in this 
thesis, had a much higher ratio of female workers than 
either journalist or craft groups, and were often from a 
more diverse background than the latter two groups. 
Futhermore, the average clerical workers experience of 
trade unionism tended to be of a shorter duration than was 
the case for other newspaper workers.
3. Perceptions of Changi ng Technolpay
Attention is now turned to the ways in which changes in 
work have been perceived in respect to the introduction of 
new technology. Two questions were asked in the survey to 
ascertain both the experience of, and future expectations 
of changes in technology. The question asked was;
Quest ion:
"What has been your experience of previous 
introductions of new technology (if any) , 
and what are your expectations of future 
changes in technology, in respect of the 
following factors - skills; wages; stress; 
and job satisfaction. Has each criteria \
been improved, seen little change, or worsened."
Thus, attention is focussed on relati ve changes in 
perception given the introduction of changing technology.
a) Skill.
tabl e attitude towards changes in technology
a) i mpact on ski 11
Cleri cal 
ALL
Improved 
Past Future 
507. 647.
377. 387.
Li tt1e 
Impact 
Past Future 
357. ' 237. 
267. 207.
Worsened 
Past Future 
157.
377
127 
427.
The clerical workers clearly had a more positive attitude 
towards changing technology than all workers, with 507 of 
the former stating that the introduction of new technology 
had improve skill requirements in the past, and a larger 
proportion (647) believing that skills would be enhanced 
given future changes in technology. This contrasts sharply 
with the respective figures of 377. and 387 for all 
workers. Conversely, only 157 of clerical workers felt 
that previous introductions of new technology had had a 
negative impact on the skill requirement for their jobs, 
and 127 felt this way regarding futures changes in 
technology. Again, these figures are in sharp contrast to 
the response of all workers - 377 and 427 respectively.
Qualitatively, the generally positive philosophy many of
the clerical 
summed—up in
workers held towards new technology' war 
the foil owi ng way';
Yes, I think the 
been taught new skills 
sit i ve th i ng. We 're
“I think it has to be positive...I think 
you've got to go forward, looking at it 
from my' point of view, 
fact that we have 
in our area is a p 
working with new technology, and whenever 
we want to leave the CPaper 23 we've got 
those skills with us...and I think the more 
adept we become at using it, the better 
it will be."
[".PAPER 2 s g r o u p disc u s s i o n 21.10.863
Nevertheless , m □ r e c o m p 1 e y, v i e w 
c 1 er i cat 1 wor ker s |'~“ ~ r" ^ K 
for working :omp Liter
were also expressed by 
e g at r (31 ng t he s k ill requirement n e e d e d 
i sed syst ems:
"It's been introduced and people have had 
to learn themselves...trial and error 
real 1 y..„We were told that because of the 
linnage adverts (we direct input all the 
1 innage adverts in the paper) that 
obvious1 y our ski1 1 s as far as punctuation
had .o 
the
and the way' we set out the adverts 
be good, accurate, because we call 
' w y s i w y g ' s y s t e m , ' w h a t. y o u s e e :i. s w hat
you get'...But at the moment the administration 
have got the printer to help us, and they
4 -
obviously vet everything that goes through 
and bring back to us any errors. But...once 
they take that stopgap out...when there's 
nobody there to check, it's very difficult.
One thing that I've found is that it's easy 
to see a spelling mistake on a piece of 
paper, but to actually see it on screen 
- you can scan over it — you can miss things...
And it's concentration again, looking down."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.861
Dveral1, the above type of description of working new 
technology systems tends to confirm the view that the 
skill requirement in many ways is increased, rather than 
diminished with the introduction of new technology. In 
fact there was very little evidence of negative attitudes 
towards the impact on skill of new technology in the 
clerical areas, although one SOGAT'82 clerical FOC pointed 
out that the essence of many clerical workers skills lay 
in typing, and in this respect little has changed, except 
that the result is now going onto a screen, rather than 
onto paper in the first instance. Nevertheless, 
particularly compared to the attitude of craft workers in 
this respect, clerical workgroups were significantly more 
•favourable towards changing technology vis-a-vis this one 
criterion.
b) Wages
table 7.8 s attitude towards changes in technology 
k' impact on wages
Little
Improved Impact Worsened
Past Future Past Future Past Future
Clerical 437. 427. 487. 387. 107. 217.
ALL 517. 327. 407. 467. 97. 237,
Generally, most clerical workers felt that either new 
technology has had/would have, a positive impact on wage 
levels - 437. and 427. respecti vely, or that technol ogi cal 
change has had/will have little impact on wages - 487. and 
217 respectively. There was therefore slightly less 
optimism on this score for future changes than previous 
introductions of new technology, but compared to all \ 
workers, clerical groups tended to view future new 
technology' introductions more postively on the criterion 
of wages, with only 327 of all workers responding that 
wage levels would increase in the future.
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c) Stress
table 7.9 : attitude towards changes in technology
impact on stress
Little
Improved Impact Worsened
Past Future Past Future Past Future
Clerical 577. 87. 147. 527. 297. 407.
ALL 167. 87. 327. 387. 497. 537.
The quantitative evidence regarding the clerical workers 
perceptions of changes in stress levels using new 
technology equipment seemed to indicate a fairly positive 
response, with 577 of respondents stating that stress 
levels had been lessened because of previous introductions 
of new technology, and 527. believing that the amount of 
stress in their jobs would be little affected by future 
changes in technology. These findings were in sharp 
contrast to the figures for all workers, of whom only 187. 
felt that stress levels had been lowered Sue to changes in 
technology, and almost half (497) responding that the 
stress factor in their jobs had worsened after previous 
introductions of new technology. Moreover, all workers 
held even more negative views on future changes in 
technology, with 537 believing that stress in the job 
would continue to worsen. Therefore on this assessment, 
clerical workers tended to hold significantly more 
positive views regarding the impact of changing technology 
on the stress factor than all workers.
However, on examining the qualitative material, it was 
clear that many clerical workers had distinct reservations 
on this issue. This is how a tele~ad operator desribed her 
job using new technology:
"To a certain extent you do need more skill 
and we all had to be retrained onto VDUs...
It took about three and a half days to be 
shown how to use the equipment and I would 
say it probably took another couple of weeks 
of daily use to really get the hang of it.
It's much quicker...I would say the stress 
factor is greater because you can deal with 
work quicker, and you're expected to do more 
in the same period of time...the concentration 
level is much higher, because you are looking 
at the television screen hour on hour... because 
you're not sort of getting up from the phone 
and putting things down, you're continually 
looking at this piece of equipement."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.861
In the advertising area, similar perceptions were 
manifest, during a period when the introduction of direct 
input technology was only just taking effect:
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- "We're sort of in the middle of change at
the moment, gradually going over to direct 
input. My actual job in itself hasn't changed,
I'm still doing exactly the same job, but in 
a different way. Working from print-outs 
instead of hand written or typed order forms...
If anything it makes more work...we seem 
to do a lot of photocopies...It seems to be 
the small things that take longer than they 
used to before.* It's definitely more stressful."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.86]
On the whole, it was only on the subject of stress that 
clerical workers qualitatively tended to be dubious about 
new technology.
d> Job Satisfaction
tab1e 7.10s attitude towards changes in technology
d) impact on job satisfaction
Little
Improved Impact Worsened
Past Future Past Future Past Future
Clerical 297. 29% 57% 46% 14% 25%
ALL 30% 28% 34% 27% 36% 45%
On the question of job satisfaction, the largest 
percentage of clerical workers felt that both previous and 
future introductions of new technology have had/would have 
little impact. 29% thought that the introduction of 
changing technology had increased job satifaction, and the 
same proportion felt similarly about future changes. Only 
14% thought that satisfaction had been reduced because of 
technological change, whilst a relatively higher 
percentage - 25% - believed that future changes would 
lower job satisfaction. Compared to all workers then, who 
tended to hold mixed feelings on this issue, clerical 
workers were on the whole more optimistic about the 
content of their jobs in the future, given continuing 
changes in technology.
However, as with other categories of worker, qualitatively 
pinning down clerical attitudes towards job satisfaction 
is extremely problematic, although generally, most 
clerical workers surveyed manifested a reasonably amount 
of satisfaction with their jobs. From the qualitative 
material then, it was apparent that clerical workers saw a 
number of positive aspects emanating from new technology 
in many of their jobs. For instance, during a group 
disc u ssion i t. w a s s t a teds
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'1W e wor k i n a m u c h cleaner e ri v i. r o n m ent n o w , m u c: h 
quieter...there used to be typewriters, now there's 
visual display units...You can keep (on a VDU) up 
to date records so we can give more infomation 
to our customers, especial1 y our account customers, 
because we keep library adverts and at least then we 
know what they have had and we can recal1 them, 
we've got things at our fingertips...We can give 
them in-formation straight away because we've got 
reference to it, whereas before we would have to 
say... 'right, I'm going to have to let you know 
and cal1 you back' "
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.863
However, unlike the work of many of the journalists 
(except reporters) and the craft workers, the job content 
of many of the clerical workgroups involve a large amount 
of contact with the general public, and on this issue it 
was mentioned by members of several different clerical 
workgroups that computerisation very often lead to the 
'de-personalisation' of this aspect of their work. 
Reflecting on this aspect of new technology during a group 
discussion, one pub1 ishing/circulation representative 
argued,
"...the modern technology b y  putting it on the 
computers...they've taken it right out of your 
personal knowledge. We used to know the agents 
by name, but now we know them by account number.
So it's taken that little personal touch out of it."
In the same discussion, a personnel department worker 
developed this theme:
"In most areas within our department it's been 
a tremendous asset, particularly with the 
information we need and update constantly - 
it often makes you wander how you managed 
without. ..But... I Calsol thi nk i t 's 
depersonalised the job a little bit.
P ar t i cu1 ar1y my job, b ecause a lot of are as 
in my job I couldn't really actually use the 
computer for, and in some cases I'm trying 
t o j us t i fy us i ng it, pos s i b I y mak i n g it mor e 
comp lie at cad t h an i t was. "
CPAPER; 2 s group discussion 21.10.86 3
On the whole then, a complex mix of perceptions pertained 
regarding the effect of new technology on job 
sati sf acti o n , within a general posi t i ve and opt imi st ic 
f r amewor k„
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e) All Four Variables Considered
table 7.11 ; attitude towards changes in technology
e) ski 11 , wages, stress , sati sfacti on
Cler i cal 
ALL
Improved 
Past Future
Little 
Impact 
Past Future 
397. 377.
Worsened 
Past Future
177. 287.
357. 417
The -four previous tables have attempted to show in detai 1 
the attitudes and perceptions of clerical workers to 
changes in technology, contrasted to those of all workers. 
However, none of the single criteria is mutually 
exclusive. For example, changing perceptions of job 
satisfaction are obviously interconnected with perceived 
changes in skill, wage levels and stress. Also, a p r i o r i f 
skill and wages are very much tied-up with each other 
perceptually, and it could be argued that if wage levels 
had been maintained or improved during the period of new 
technology' introductions, then the clerical worker's 
perception of the skill required for the new process had 
to some extent been enhanced. Moreover, the four criteria 
are all problematic, and thus taken individually, leave 
room for much interpretation. Therefore the table above 
summarises the four criteria of skill, wages, stress and 
job satisfaction in order to illustrate in very broad 
terms the extent to which the clerical workgroups perceive 
past and future introductions of changing technology.
Overall, clerical workers tended to hold more favourable 
attitudes towards both previous and future changes in 
technology/ than all workers. Thus 457. of the former and 
327 of the latter category of worker responded that 
changing technology had had a positive impact on the four 
criteria. Conversely, only' 177 of clerical workers felt 
that previous introductions of new technology had had a 
negative impact, compared to 357 of all workers. Whilst 
287 of the former felt that future introductions of new 
technology/ would have a negative impact, compared to 417 
of all workers. Approximately a third of clerical and all 
workers felt that new technology' has had, and will 
continue to have little impact on the criteria examined.
Qualitatively, perhaps the complex and dynamic 
relationship between the clerical workers and the 
technology of the work process is best illustrated by" a 
quote from a worker in the advertising section, who 
referred to the waxy in which members of his department 
developed their job content through attempts to master the 
computer in order to gain/retain a certain level of 
control over the labour process::
"...We all find in the adminstration section, 
we're always trying to find ways of catching 
the computer out, or getting round it. Because 
it has got its limitations, whereby in the past 
you could get round the thing with tippex and 
a pen, whereas now you've got to find ways 
of getting round the problem, or catching 
the computer out; getting it do do things 
that it doesn't want to do ~ which is quite 
interesting really.
[PAPER 2 ; group discussion 21.10.863
Hence for the typical clerical worker in the newspaper 
industry, changing technology has had a complex impact, 
but located generally within a positive framework of 
perceptions and attitudes.
4„ Atti tudes Tawards Newspaper Trades Uni ons National1y
At this point, attention is turned directly towards the 
concept of 'sectionalism', and its manifestion amongst the 
ranks of craft workers, compared and contrasted to all 
workers.
a) Involvement/Importance of Union
Two questions were asked in this respect; firstly from a 
factual point of view;
Question -
"Have you held/do you hold a trade union position 
at any of the following levels - national, 
regional/branch/chapel."
table 7.12 ; degree of trade union involvement
In relative terms compared to journalists and craft 
workers in the industry, clerical workers tended to havf? 
less involvement with their union - SOGAT'82, although in 
absolute terms, the figure of 297. of the latter who had 
held a union office at regional, branch or chapel level is 
probably fairly high compared to workers in other 
industries. Nevertheless, whilst only just over a half 
(537.) of ad 1 wor kers had not he 1 d a un i on posi t i on , a 1 most 
three-quarters (717.) of clerical workers had not been 
i nvo1ved wit h t h ei r un i o n in t h is r e sp e c t .
Cler i cal 
ALL
Nati onal 
0 7 , "
1 y
Local None
717.
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The second question to be asked concerning the workers 
orientation towards his/her own union was designed to gain 
an approximate measure of how important the workers 
perceived their union to be in respect of their daily 
working environments:
Question -
"In respect of your working life in general, 
do you feel that your union iss very important; 
fairly important; or not very important."
table 7.13 : how important is your union
Very Fairly
Clerical 487 457.
ALL 467. 427.
Not
The response of both the clerical groups and all workers 
to this question was very similar, with 487 of the latter 
responding that their union is very important to them, 
compared to 467 of all workers. A further 45/427 of 
clerical/all workers responded that the union was fairly 
important to them. Only 67 of clerical workers, and 117 of 
all workers felt that their unions were not very 
i mport ant. Thus over a11, 937 of c1er i c a1 wor ker s f e11 
their union to be a significant factor in their working 
1 i ves.
As wi t h the j our na 1 j. st s however , t he c I er i ca 1 wor ker s held 
a c o m pie x s e t o f a 1 1 i t u. d e s and perceptions t o w a r d s the 
concept of trade unionism. This:- was how one 80GAT' 82 
clerical MOC summed-up her perceptions of the clerical 
c hape1 's member shi p :
"In the clerical chapel by and large, membership 
is made up of people with relatively few years 
of service, generally haven't come from trade 
un i on b ac k q round s , and g ener a 1 1 y haven't come 
from print backgrounds. Therefore the clerical 
chapel,,, .are not particularly interested, and 
t h e y w o n ' t p at r t i c u 1 a r 1 y care. How e v e r , if y o u 
look at it in more general union terms, there's 
still much talk about 'I'm an old NATSOPA'... 
and that still goes on even though the merger's 
been going on for about four years now. And I'm sure 
t o msmber s wh o ' ve b een i n t ine p r i n t for a long t i me , 
it will matter to them."
[PAPER 1 : interview 23.6.861
Of course, there is a difference between being actively' 
involved in a union, which if the above quote is accurate 
f ew c1 eric a1 worker s ar e , and fee1 in g t hat t h e union i s 
i mportant i n one ' s wor k i ng 1 i f e , whi ch 937. af tine c 1 er i cal 
workers surveyed felt was tine case„ 11 wouId be wrong
however to imply that clerical workers tend necessarily to 
be less amenable to trade unionism generally-'. Perhaps a
 t-yf) -j .
chapel member -from Paper 1 presented an accurate 
reflection of the typical clerical worker's attitude 
towards trade unionism, arguing that it is the shop-floor 
experience of the latter that is at the core of 
perceptions on this issue:
“It's a very different sense of trade unionism 
[compared to journalist and craft workers!.,,
A lot of people come to CPaper I! who had 
been shop assistants, worked late nights, worked 
Saturday', &nd really horrible conditions. They' 
come to CPaper 11, really good hours, really 
good conditions and pay, and there is a sort of 
direct link with it being in a union. Now people 
were interested in the short-term.... prospects.
Not the prospects of y'ou know 'newspapers have 
been unionised for the last however long'. People 
weren't interested for example in the delegate 
meetings, nobody would ever go to those. So in 
the interest of the union as a whole - there 
wasn't that interest in it, but in terms of how 
our nine-day fortnight is working, what's going 
to happen over the bonus payments, those sorts 
of questions."
CPAPER 1 : interview 4.7.861
As shall be seen below, perceptions of the clerical 
workers own union were often in sharp relief to 
perceptions of the other main print industry unions.
b) National Unions Approach
Moving on from the workgroup's attitude to and involvement 
with their own union, the third question in this section 
of the questionnaire delved into the attitude of workers 
towards other unions at the national level:
Question -
“What do you think of the print unions approach 
(nationally) towards changing technology/: 
too defensive: about right: not defensive enough."
7. 1 4 ; SOGAT clerical workers percept i ons of
nat i ona1 union si approach to new technology^
Not
T GO About Def ensi ve Don ' t
Defensi ve Rig h t Enouqh Know
SOGAT 217. 507 217 97
NUJ 217 n q ■/^ > At 21 7 o g y
NGA 487 nn*/ 157 157.
At this juncture, it is worth remembering that the -field 
research -for this thesis was carried out during the period 
of the News International dispute, between Rupert Murdoch 
and the print unions nationally, and this factor had 
clearly influenced many of the clerical workers surveyed 
in respect of their attitude towards SOGAT'82 (and the 
other print unions).
Overall, half (507.) of the SOGAT'82 clerical workers felt 
that their union had adopted a reasonable approach towards 
new technology, whilst the remainder were evenly split 
between those who felt that the Union had been too 
defensive (217.), and those who in contradi stincti on 
believed that SOGAT'82 had not been defensive enough in 
its approach towards new technology (217.). Perceptions of 
how the other two main print unions had handled new 
technology were mixed, particularly in the case of the 
MU J , with 217. of clerical workers feeling that the 
journalist union had been too defensive, 297 stating that 
the NUJ had basically adopted the right approach, and 217. 
again feeling that this union had not been defensive 
enough. A full 297 responded that they were uncertain on 
this question, perhaps reflecting the relative lack of 
contact most clerical workers have with members of the 
NUJ „
Ex ami n i ng the qua 1 i tat i ve evidence, a11 i ttides ter.ded to be 
p o 1 ar i sed, between c 1 er i c a 1 wor k er s on the nat i on a 1 p ap er , 
and provincial press workers. The former by and large were 
highly critical of the SOGAT'82' leadership from mid-1986 
onwards, because of its handling of the News International 
dispute. For the clerical workers at Paper 1 (the national 
newspaper), feelings towards the national level of 
SOGAT'82 tended to be hostile; as one tele-ad operator 
argued, commenting that the strike action within the union 
over the 'Napping' issue could have been spread throughout 
Fleet Street but for the tactics of the SOGAT'82 national 
1 eadersh i p;
.here's no doubt about that.
} a d s of j oh s went there,
Brenda Dean. There was a 
rror...and we went down 
/ in our lunch hour. Loads 
of tele—ads went down. All the Daily' Mirror 
tele-ads were out there as wel 1 . . . and they/ 
were really militant. And the next day we heard V 
they'd all been ordered back to work Cby the 
national officials].,.So if you do that to 
people, push them back to work when they/'re 
fighting for their own jobs, they're hardly/
1 i k e 1 y/ t o c o m e o u. t f o r si- o m e b o d y else. 11 i s 
on Brenda Dean's hands,,"
CPAPER 1 s interview 4.7.861
" I t  c i- 5_‘ U>. J. d h a v e jj £Ti (p r"|, t
But +-w. U t h e M i rr or 3
t h e T e l e g r a p h , i f W 3 3
s t r  i k e a t  t h e Dai 1y M
t h e r *e on t h e  f i r s t da
Given the prevalence o-f the 'Mapping' dispute, and the 
contentious role o-f Brenda Dean and the SOGAT'82 national
leadership, it became difficult in the field research to
qualitatively distinguish the clerical workers attitude 
concerning the general approach of SOGAT'82 towards new 
technology- It was clear however in thee provincial press 
that many clerical workers believed that their union had 
adopted essentially the right approach, especially over 
the issue of direct input, and it was felt by some that 
the main problem regarding this factor was the attitude of 
the NGA'82, (reflected in the above figure of 487. of 
clerical workers who felt that the latter union was 'too 
defensive' in its approach to new technology). As one 
clerical FOC commented,
"...as far as it goes it's not the NGA and
SOGAT fighting each other to stop direct
input, it's the NGA and management. We're 
just staying in the background."
CPAPER 2 : interview!
As can be seen in the above quote, similarly to other 
groups of workers, the clerical workgroups tended to judge 
the national union's approach to new technology by what 
they experience at the plant level, an issue which will be 
explored later in this section.
c) Attitudes Toward Union Merger 
Question -
"Bearing in mind the impact of changing technology, 
what is your opinion of amalgamation of the three 
main print unions (NUJ/SOGAT/NGA): a good thing 
overall 5 a necessary evil; unnecessary."
table 7.15 ; attitudes towards merger of the 5 print 
unions; the NUJ, SOGAT'82 & the NGA'82
Good Necessarv Unneces­ Not
t h i n g evi 1 sary Su.r e
Cleri cal 457." 307 C?”// /u 157*
ALL 637 167 167 47
In contrast to the figures for all workers, clerical  ^
workers tended to be less whole heartedly in favour of 
union merger, with 307. responding that amalgamation 
between the three main print unions was a 'necessary 
evil ', compared to 167. of all workers. Nevertheless, a 
clear majority of clerical workers still perceived union 
merger to be a necessity (757.), with 457. believing it to 
be a 'good thing' overall. This compares to 797 and 637, 
respectively for all workers. Only 97. of clerical workers 
felt union amalgamation to be unnecessary (167 for all 
wo r k e rs) , whi1s t 15 7 wer e uncerta i n .
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However, a quantitative examination suggests that the very 
r ap i d c h an g e ex psrien ced b y the c I er i c a 1 wor k er s h as i n 
f a c t c r e a t e d t ensi o n s in a 1 1 i t u d e a n d perce p t i o n e q u. a ]. t o , 
but located within a different framework, to those found 
in the journalist and craft groups. Similarly then to 
these other workgroups, SOGAT'82 clerical workers display 
unique characteristics in their perception of trade 
u n ion is m and t h u s i n t hsir a1 1 i t ud es t owar d s other 
workers. On the question of union amalgamation 
specifical1 y , a tension was manifest between the apparent 
logic of merger, and a wariness towards the perceived 
character of other uni ons s
"The border line between the two classifications 
i s n a r r o w i n g . . . S o I suppose y o u c: a n s a y t h a t t h e
skills needed are similar now on both sides, so
i t Emerger 1 mi ght be to everybody ' s benef i t to a 
certain extent... CE*ut! the NGA have always been 
qui te strong , I wou.1 cln ' t 1 i ke to t.hi nk that we 
would go on strike? at the drop of a hat... I think 
t h e y ' v e 1 o s t t h a t p o w e r j u s t a w e e b i t , b u t I 
s t i 11 t h i n k i f y o u get the t w o u n i o n s t o g e t h e r 
they might get a bit stronger."
I P A P E R 2 : g r o u p disc u s s i o n 21. 10 „ 8 6 1!
In other words, although merger with the NGA'82 was seen 
a s 1. o g i c a 1 i n m a n y w a y s , its desirabil i t y was v e r y m u c h 
influenced by a fear of a perceived 'militancy' of the 
cr aft uni on. Thi s i s not to imply however that the
cleric a 1 wor ker s were si mp 1y mor e 'mod er at e ' trade
un i o n is t s t han t hei r c r af t (or j o ur n a1i s t ) c o 11 e a g u es. I n 
•fact, many' union activists amongst the SOGAT'82 clerical 
chapels often displayed a fresher, less sectionalist 
attitude to the def enc:e of tr ade un i on pr i nc i p 1 es and 
c o n d i t i ons, t h a n did m a n y a c t i v i s t s in t h e N G A ' 8 2 a n d N Li J „ 
0n e r eason f or t h i s p r ob ab I y was that c 1 er i. c a 1 wor k er s 
tended to be re 1 at i ve 1 y young , and often had not direc1 1 y 
e x perienced t h e y e a r s o f i n t. er—union r i v a 1 r y a n d s o m e time s 
open conf 3. i ct that has character i sed uni. on re 1 at i onshi ps 
in the printing and newspaper industry. But this was 
probably a secondary factor, a more important influence on 
clerical attitudes being their actual experience of being 
located within a general union, which had historically 
attempted to erode status differentiation between the 
unions..As was argued during a group discussion at Paper 2;
"The NGA has always considered themselves ^
the c r a f t u n ion. . .But I per son a11y wou1d 
1 i ke t o see on e un i on for the p r i n t 
i n d ust r y . ..So i f there's a d i spu t e t h en 
there's a dispute right through the industry.
And I think this is where the trouble's been 
in the past, where half are in and half are 
out...That's right, it gets men against each 
other. If they were all in the same union I 
think a lot of that would be ironed out."
[PAPER 2 group discussion 21.10.86;]
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Overal1, there were few out-and-out anti-mergeritee 
amongst the clerical workers, but, as is the case for the 
other two categories of worker, the general desire for a 
greater unity between print/newspaper workers was located 
in a complex frawework of perceptions and attitudes, both 
of their own union and of the NGA'82 and NUJ. One 
important element shaping the clerical workers beliefs was 
their immediate experiences at the shop-floor level, to 
which the discussion now turns.
5. Atti t tides Towards Other Workgroups
As with the journalists and craft groups, the clerical 
chapels were asked three questions within this general 
area: i. perceptions of the impact of new technology on
inter-chapel relations? ii» attitudes toward pay 
differentials? and iii. attitudes toward job demarcation.
a) Impact of New Technology on Inter-Chapel Relations 
Question -
"What in your opinion has been the impact of new 
technology in respect of inter-chapel relations 
at the shop-floor level."
tab 1 e 7.16 : impact of new technology on inter— chapel
relati ons
Li tt1e
Improved Impact Worsened
Clerical 237. 427. 167.
ALL 407 307. 257.
Clerical workers held less positive views on the impact of 
new technology on inter-chapel relations than was the case 
for all workers. Thus only 237. of the former, and 407 of 
the latter category of worker felt that inter-chapel 
relations had been improved due to changes in technology. 
On the other hand, only 167 of clerical workers thought 
that inter-chapel relations had worsened, compared to 257 
of all workers. The largest single proportion of clerical 
workers (427) believed there had been little impact in t 
this respect, compared to 307 for all workers. And 197 of 
clerical workers were not sure on this issue (reflecting 
the complexity of assessing chapel-relations objectively).
From the evidence gained from the qualitative inteview and 
group discussion material, it appears that there were 
distinctly objective positive factors to come out of the 
issue of changing technology. In particular, technological 
change had created an impetus for the formation of 
f fade r a t e d h o u s e chapels, which if no t h i n g e 1 s e , b r e a k d o w n
Not 
Sure 
i 97 
57
some of the less fundamental barriers between chapels and 
unions, especially concerning access to information. In 
the words of one clerical MOC:
"Certainly it puts the wind up our management, 
because when things get sticky they refer... 
quite often to the fact that there's a 
'federated', and 'I know you've got friends 
in the federated', and that sort of thing.
And also it means that sometimes at least 
we're fore-warned, and it also cuts down 
the possibility of management playing 
off one chapel to the other...."
[PAPER 1 s interview 23.6.86 3
Another advantage of a joint union representative 
structure is that it provides a forum for breaking down 
the aspects of sectionalism that tend to be based on a 
lack of knowledge of the importance of other workgroup's 
jobs:
"When we first started having federated 
[meetings1 the NGA didn't really 
understand what a tele-ad did...The NGA 
sa.w them as all girls, therefore they 
were all secretary-typists. And when we 
actually explained for instance, when the 
paper was stopped ons night during a dispute 
w i t h t h e N G A , t h at t e1e—ad s lost t h e i r 
bonus as a result of it...and that two-thirds 
of the people in the tele-ad department 
stood to loose £50...that kind of understanding 
is actually very constructive, because it 
makes the NGA who see themselves as good 
solid trade unionists, actually realise that 
it's excellent when you get people like tele-ads 
or secretaries suppor t i ng them , because i t. 
does actually mean genuine losses for them."
However, the same MOC recognised the limitations to 
organisational unity when it comes to the more fundamenta 
i ssues su.ch as jobs:
1 ‘ B u. t o b v i o u s 1 y w h e n y o u ' r e u n d e r o r e s s u r e , 
as. . . c e r t a ini y t h e c h a p e 1 s o n Fleet S t r e e t
r e at t h e moment, there i s st i11 t hat d es ir s 
o protect your own when it comes down to it.
A s 1on q as vou can q o a1on q t oq et h e ■ j . v::
are willing to do it, but when the pressures 
really on from management,..?"
[PAPER 1 : interview 23.6.861
Despite the pressure that changing technology generally, 
and direct input specifically has put upon inter-chapel 
relations, at the same time it has also helped raise 
awareness of the position that other workgroups and union
members were in regarding new technology and job losses. 
As one clerical worker put it:
"I think it's a difficult situation...I think 
we should be sympathetic to Cthe NGA1 obviously, 
because they are our sister union anyway. And I 
think the unions have got to stick together in 
this industry, otherwise we'll all get folded-in, 
i n the end. . . "
CPAPER 1 : interview 8.7.861 .
The central issue of using direct input, technology had 
specifically raised awareness of the craft workers 
predicament, as illustrated by the following quote from a 
tele-ad operator, who commented that her workgroup had 
been put under pressure by customers to by-pass work 
undertaken by NGA'82 workgroups:
"I think there was an awareness of why, 
especially when the 'Today' lark started 
off. Some of the advertisers started 
saying 'do I have to have it typeset by 
the NGA'...people were having to say 'no, 
we only accept NGA work'."
[PAPER 1 : interview 4.7.861
Overall then, new technology' had impacted on inter-chapel 
relations, and had in many/ ways created at the very least 
a greater awareness of the respective positions of what 
have tradi t i onal 1 y been highly sect. i onal i sed workgroups.
b ) Pay' Di f f erent i al s
On the issue of pay differentials, the following question 
was asked in order to gain some idea as to how the 
workgroups might respond to inter-chapel relations after 
one union in the print had been created;
Question -
"In a situation where there was only 1_ union in the 
print, i ndustry , what wou 1 d your att i tude be to 
pay di f ferent i al s : should they be maintained at
present levels: revised along a two—tier skilled/
semi-skilled basis; or phased out completely'."
Phased
Out
47“/.
28%
see pav 
that pay' 
Only 187.
table 7.17 ; attitudes towards pay diffentials
Maintai ned Narrowed
Clerical 197. 347.
ALL 317 427
A large majority' of clerical workers wished to 
differentials eroded - 817, with 477 believing 
d i f f e r e n t i a 1 s s h o u 1 d b e p h a s e d o u t c. ompletely.
y  y  cj
-f e 1 1 t h a t d ifieren t i a 1 s s h o u 1 d b e m a i p. t a i n e d a 1 o n g
tr ad i t i ona.1 1 i nes. This c ornpare d to 317 a 13. wor ker s who
felt that differentials should be maintained, and 707. who
felt that di f f erenti al s should be narrowed or phased out,,
It was natural enough that clerical workers should desire 
the erosion of pay differentials between the different 
union chapels, as clerical workers had traditionally been 
less well paid in the newspaper industry than most other 
groups, particular1 y in relation to journalist and craft 
wor kers.
The issue of wage differentials has certainly been a 
contentious matter historical1 y between the print unions, 
and in general contemporary terms it. was clear that many 
clerical workers felt it unfair that they should be on 
1 ower sal ar i es , especi a 11 y when wor k.i ng alongside another 
union member earning considerably more money'. For example, 
the clerical MOC at Paper 1 felt, this to be a factor in 
the relationship between editorial auxilliari.es (organised 
by' SOGAT'82) and journalists:
"On the whole, I don't think it's a bad working 
relationship„ [But! I think that clerical members 
are very' conscious of the sometimes huge 
d i f f er en t. i a I s i n wag es , an d p ar tic u 1 ar 1 y t h e 
secretaries...feel that they're doing a compatible 
job. And in this case it happens to be the 
j our n a 1 i st.s wh o are getting paid t wice as much 
as them."
[PAPER 1 : interview 23.6.863
Indeed, the logic of union merger was seen by' many 
clerical wor ker s as en t a i 1 i n g the n ar r ow i n g of the wages; 
gap, "because I think basically' it gives a lot more unity, 
e s p e c i a 11 y o v e r t h i n g s 1 i k e pay'..." C t a k e n f r o m inter v i e w 
8.7.86 3 (a factor not always accepted by other categories 
of worker).,
A s w i t h t h e j o u r n a 3. i s t s h o w e v e r , c I e r i c a 1 w o r k e r s t e n d e d 
not to give the question of wages a very high priority 
regarding new technology, being more conerned with the 
impact on job demarcation, to which we now turn to.
c) Job demarcation
•i
A si mi 1ar quest i on posed r e pay d i fferent i a1s was asked 
regarding job demarcation:
Question -
"In a situation where there was on 3. y 1_ uni on in the 
print industry, what would your attitude be to 
the demarcatj on of jobs: jobs to be allocated along
broadly traditional NUj/NGA/SOGAT lines; allocated 
along revised two-tier ski 3.1 ed/semi -ski 11 ed basis; 
or complete flexibility as practicably possible"
table 7.IS : attitudes towards job demarcation
Cleri cal 
ALL
Traditional1 y 
Mai ntai ned 
107.
3S7.
Revi sed 
277. 
297.
Phased
Out
Even more than with pay differentials, clerical workers 
responded overwhel mi n'gl y that they would like to see 
traditional job demarcation structures either revised 
(277) or phased out completely (637.) . As has been noted in 
chapter six, the relationship between job demarcation and 
sectionalism is more problematic than that regarding pay 
differentials, as the desire to see the erosion of 
demarcation structures may reflect a sectional wish to 
take over the job tasks of other workgroups, or may be a 
genuine anti-sectionalist approach for eroding 
sectionalisation between workgroups. Hence particularly on 
this question, it is important to examine the qualitative 
evidence, to try and assess the underlying meaning behind 
the above statistics.
There appeared to be two typical perspectives aired by 
clerical workers towards the question of job demarcation, 
which whilst not mutually exclusive, rather reflected a 
different emphasis towards the problems raised by new 
technology. On the one hand, the expression of a strict 
adherence to the trade union principle of non-encroachment 
into other workgroup's traditional areas. Or as one 
clerical MOC put its
"I would still want to pursue the same policies 
as we have done, whereby you don't, to put it 
crudely, pinch each others jobs...In the past 
we've had limited introductions of new technology, 
just a dot-matrix machine, that transmits from 
London to Manchester, we've actually had agreements 
with the NGA whereby clerical people operate that 
machine between two buildings. It's in the NGAs 
own interest, they don't particularly want to 
have people down in the tele-ad room all the time. 
And it's in our interest as it's part of what people?
were previously doing by sending stuff up by-
trains. I would still expect that if direct input
came ~ it would be a job done by tele-ads but
negotiated with a mind to the NGAs traditional 
areas of work. I'm not in the game of negotiating 
a good deal for the tele-ads, which undoubtably 
the company wants...at the expense of NGA jobs."
I!PAPER 1 : interview 23.6.86.1
On the other hand, a number of clerical workers tended to 
stress the erosion of the 1 og.ic of demarcations
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"It's no longer becoming an area of comps 
and people working on the old machines and 
of handling metal blocks. It's all becoming 
more office work now, as opposed to the old 
printing workers and clerical workers."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.863
This latter perspective tended to lead onto more specific 
arguments regarding the job jurisdiction. For example, it 
was pointed out in the same group discussion that the type 
of skills/ability required for many clerical based jobs 
were totally different from those needed for craft and 
technical operations:
"To a certain extent CNGA members] have been 
employed in a...different job. I mean people 
in the sales department have been employed as 
sales people...so your personality and the way 
you handle customers is paramount. It's not 
just a question of slotting 'a' into 'b' because 
it might not necessarily work. With somebody 
who's good on the comp floor with machines and 
understanding new technology, he's not going 
to be somebody who can come down and plug into 
a telephone and be able to sell advertising, or 
come into reception and talk to somebody over 
the counter...There has to be certain qualities 
in each job."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.86]
The above quote could be interpreted to imply that given 
changes in technology, whilst much of the technical work 
skills needed in craft jobs would disappear, the inter­
personal skills of the clerical worker would largely 
remain. Certainly a number of clerical workers were wary 
of allowing ex-craft workers into their traditional job 
areas, and this factor very much influenced opinions over 
union amalgamation:
"You've got to have a little bit of survival 
there as well. You've got to think well is it 
going to effect your job. If they get first 
priority...I would like to think that we could 
all work it out together - a l l  keep jobs or 
keep certain jobs. But there are certain 
people in some departments, they're going to 
be lost when the new technology really gets in; 
what are they going to do? If we do amalgamate 
will the NGA people get better priority, will 
they get first priority to jobs."
CPAPER 2 : group discussion 21.10.86]
Th us s i mi1ar1y to t h e j our n a1i st s surveyed i n t his t h es i s , 
the clerical workers whilst manifesting a strong 
quantitative desire to see the erosion of both wage 
differentials and job demarcation, are, in a qualitative 
sense, much more circumspect about these issues, given the
potential implications o-f changing technology on inter­
chapel relationships.
6 . Summary
From a position o-f being a margi nal i sed, low paid, poorly 
organised group prior to the 1970s, clerical workgroups 
are now seen as one of the key sections within the 
production process. This rapid development of these 
workgroups from perceptions of being marginalised, often 
derogatorily describe as 'unskilled Natties' by other 
workgroups in the past, to becoming a key production 
group, has created perceptions and attitudes that contain 
within them a basic tension between this long held status 
position within the industry and the desire to achieve a 
more equal status with journalist and craft groups. The 
final section of this chapter briefly outlines this 
contradictory character of cl. erical workgroups.
E/ Sectionalism & Solidarity Amongst Clerical Workers
In many ways, the clerical workers form the most 
interesting category within the contemporary newspaper 
industry. The changes taken place within the clerical 
sections of the newspaper industry are presenting the 
clerical workgroups (as with other groups in the industry) 
with a series of dilemmas, which have had the effect of 
exacerbating the tension within the concsiousness of these 
workers, which is leading to a reformulation and 
restructuring of relationship with other sections of the 
workforce, especially in respect of journalist and craft 
workgroups.
One important and rather problematic point to note, is 
that in contrast to both journalist and craft workgroups, 
clerical workers are predominately female. Up-to-date 
statistics are difficult to obtain, but in 1976 for 
instance, women constituted 64. S7. of all clerical and 
secretarial grades in national and provincial newspapers. 
In fact, SOGAT'82 has the largest proportion of female 
members of the three unions examined in this thesis -- 
about 337. of a total membership of 171,000 in 1986. And 
this factor has an important influence on the perceptions 
and attitudes of clerical workers, and indeed on attitudes 
towards clerical workers, which can be seen particularly 
in Chapter Eight.
Tradi tional .1 y , clerical workgroups have occupied a 
marginalised position in the production process, have 
been low paid and poorly organised group (particular1 y 
prior to the 1970s). A recent report on the position of 
women in SOGAT'82 stressed the fact that the latter still 
constitute a relatively poorly paid sector within the 
printing industry, and were very much underrepresented in 
the Union hierarchy:
"This means that women are not directly represented 
in the making and carrying out of union policy... 
These inequalities are reflected in the position 
of SOGAT women in the workplace...Women are still 
in the low paid, low skill jobs..."
ISOGAT'82 1985 s p.5 3
This objective marginalisation of female workers (and 
clerical workers generally) has produced a subjective 
consciousness of being marginal, compared to the 'higher 
status' groups such as journalists and craft workers. 
However, perceptions of differentiation are slowly 
shifting from being based on being marginal workers, and 
clerical workgroups can now be seen (and are increasingly 
seeing themselves) as one of the key sections within the 
production process.
Referring back to the survey data, clerical workers 
recorded a highly positive response to the question of 
print union amalgamation, and were consistent in their
attitudes towards two key' issues that, -flowed from the 
question of union merger, that is pay differentials and 
job demarcation. Thus 75'/. of clerical workers felt union 
merger to be either a good thing or at least a 'necessary/ 
evil', 817. felt that pay di f f erenti al s between the three 
print unions should be eroded or phased out completely, 
and 907. felt similarly/ towards job demaraction. Thus on 
these objective criteria, the clerical workgrous manifest 
little signs of sectional ism.
However, a qualitative examination of the clerical workers 
suggests that the very/ rapid change experienced by the 
latter has in fact created tensions in attitudes and 
perceptions equal to those found amongst journalists (see 
Chapter 6 ), and as will be seen in the following chapter, 
amongst craft workers. Similarly to the other categories 
of worker in this study, SOGAT'82 clerical workers display 
unique characteristics in their percpetion of trade 
unionism, and in their atittude towards other workers, 
which contain feelings of sectionalism and solidarity, 
which are constantly/ being restructured in a dynamic 
process of change and interaction with other groups of 
differentiated workers in the newspaper industry.
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Chapter 8: CRAFT WORKGROUPS in the NGA' 82 g< SGB
National Graphical Association 1982 (NGA'82)
: 131,730
: 20,000 (157.)
: 6,172 (57.)
: periodical & book publishing/ 
general print trade
Scottish Graphical Branch of SOGAT'82 (SGB)
Membership (1986) : 5,678
Newspaper members (1988) : 2,500 (447.)
Other areas of
membership jurisdiction : Scottish periodical &
book publishing/general print
Structure of Chapter
The following chapter is structured around four main 
sections. Firstly, a brief explanation of the craft unions 
organisational structure will be given; secondly, some key 
historical aspects of craft workgroup unionisation will be 
explored; thirdly, the contemporary character of craft 
workgroups will be examined, using the field work data 
collected between 1985 and 1986. And lastly, a conclusory 
section will present a synthesis of both the historical 
and contemporary material, in an analysis of sectionalism 
and solidarity within the NGA'82 and SGB; arguing that, as 
in the case of the journalists and clerical workers, the 
craft worker is locked into a dual contradictory 
consciousness, which is both influenced and exacerbated by 
changes in technology, and the concomitant changes in 
inter-workgroup/union relations.
Membership (1986) 
Newspaper members 
Female members (1982)- 
□ther areas of 
membershi p juri sdi ction
Organi sat i onal Structure
NGA'82
The organisational structure of the NGA'82 begins at the 
shop-floor level (officially and historical1y). This is an 
important, aspect to note regarding print craft unions 
generally, and is not meant to imply a value judgement 
that all unions should focus primarily on the shop-floor 
membership. But rather it denotes the fact that craft 
unions were/are decentralised, with much power and 
autonomy residing in the chapel (and Branches), compared 
to the essentially centralised general unions in the print 
industry. The individual workplace union member is 
organised in a chapel, of which there could be several 
representing the NGA'82 in any one plant. Chapels are 
organised into Branches (there being 126 in the NGA'82), 
which in turn are organised into Regions (of which there 
are 7). Both the latter two tiers of the union are 
geographical1y based. It should be noted that 'London' is 
both a Branch and a Region, an anomaly derived in part 
from logistical reasons and in part from historical 
exigencies. The function of the Regions is to carry-out 
the policy of the National Council (NC) and to act as an 
administrative body.
In addition, there are 4 trade groups boards, which look 
after matters relevant to their respective trades, and are 
elected by members only in the relevant section 
(Letterpress, Lithography, NewsCpapers3 and the Art, 
Technical, Clerical & Admi nstrati ve ilwhi te-col 1 ar 3 ) . The 4 
trade group boards however act under the authority of the 
NC at all times.
The NC comprises of 40 members, 19 elected on a Regional 
basis, 13 appointed by the trade group boards, 6 elected 
from and by former SLADE members, and 2 elected from and 
by former NUWDAT members (all of whom hold office for two 
'/ears). The NC has responsibility for admi ni ster i ng the 
rules of the Association, and to ensure policy is carried 
out between Delegate Meetings, although it has a strictly 
defined remit, and cannot sign any agreement with an 
employer at any level without first obtaining a majority 
vote from the relevant section(s) of the membership. The 
National Officers are nominated at Branch level but- 
elected by the whole of the membership, and posts will 
include a General President (currently Bryn Griffiths), 
and a General Secretary (currently Tony Dubbins).
SGB of SOGAT'82
The basic organisational structure of SOGAT'82 was given 
in chapter seven, so will not be repeated here. However, 
the SGB position in the larger union is as follows. When 
the then Scottish Graphical Association (SGA) merged with 
SOGAT in 1975, it became the Scottish Graphical Division 
of SOGAT'75 (SGD). Later, in the 1980s, a minor 
restructuring operation led to the SGD becoming the SGB of 
SOGAT'82. On amalgamation, the Executive Committee of the 
SGD continued to administer the management of their own 
property and provident scheme. The General Secretary of 
the former SGA became the Secretary of the SGD and a 
Divisional Officer of SOGAT with a seat on the National 
Executive. The SGA also paid a.capitation fee of £95,000 
which qualified all its members for immediate SOGAT 
benefits, such as dispute, disablement and unemployment. 
This basic situation exists to date, with the SGB having 
its own main office in Glasgow (separate from the SOGAT 
general office also in Glasgow), and its own elected 
officials.
Similarly to its 'southern' craft counterpart, the 
structure of the SGB starts at the shop-floor level with 
members organised in chapels, which in turn are organised 
into the SGB. From this level, the Branch functions 
essentially as every other SOGAT'82 branch functions.
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B/ Some Hi. s t□ rica 1 Aspects o-f Craf t Uni oni sat i_on
1 . Introduceti on
The structure o-f the -following section is periodised, to 
allow -for a clear historical understand! ng to he gained by 
the reader. It will be argued that during the 19th 
Century, the pattern was set for craft trade union control 
over both access to the 'skilled' labour market and over 
the labour process itself. This 'control' however, was not 
created in a once-and-for-all sense, but met with constant 
challenge by both the employers and other groups of 
organised labour, as shall be seen throughout this 
chapter. Between 1900-1945, the craft unions tended not 
only to consolidate their control, but also develop a 
workplace cultural hegemony over other 'lesser skilled' 
groups in the industry. In the post-war years, 1955-82, 
both craft control and hegemony Cl! came under stress, 
from both employers and other unions, leading to a large 
number of mergers between craft unions to take place. 
Finally, between 1982-88, the organised craft labour has 
undergone a radical restructuring of its position in the 
printing industry, which has played an important role in 
altering the interrelationship and self-identity of all 
groups of workers in the industry.
Whilst the structure of this chapter is in chronological 
order, three key themes will be explored throughout this 
historical perspective; firstly, the contradictions and 
tensions between craft unions, manifested in the 
historical development towards the creation of just one 
craft based union in the industry, and the continuation of 
friction between and within the craft unions. Secondly, 
the strategy of the craft unions to retain control over 
both the labour market and the labour process, in 
particular by restricting and preventing women and young 
workers from gaining access to 'skill labels'. And 
thirdly, the influence of changing technology' on the 
attitudes, strategies and structures of the craft unions. 
Of course, all three themes are interconnected, and thus 
will not be explored in isolation from each other, but 
will be analy-'sed as an interrelated set of factors that 
have helped shape the history of the present day/ two 
remaining craft unions, the NGA'82 and the SGB.
It should be stressed that no examination of print craft 
unionisation can take place without constant, reference to 
union amalgamations and transfer of engagements, 
particularly in respect of the present NGA'82. Thus this 
historical fact will form a kind of skeleton structure 
which will interweave the exploration of the key themes 
mentioned above. The NGA'82 'family-' tree' (diagram one) 
g i v es a n a t -- a - g 1 an c e p i c: t u r e of the c! e ve 1 o p m en t o f un ion 
mergers throughout the period under review.
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2 1  91 h Century; the Pattern 'Set -for Craft Control
It is important to examine, at least briefly, some of the 
events that took place during the 19th Century, as several 
key patterns of structure and strategy were developed in 
t h i s per i od of print cr af t wor ker un i on i sat i on , i n vol. vi ng 
all three key themes to be examined in this section, ie 
the approach towards changing technology, craft control 
and craft differentiation. It will be argued in this 
section that by the end of the 19th Century, the pattern 
had been firmly set for the control of the craft unions of 
both access to the skilled labour markets, and over the 
labour process.
Already by the early 18th Century', the character of the 
'printer' had been radically altered, through the general 
development of competitive industrial capitalism, the 
growth of literacy' amongst the population and through the 
spec.i f i c i ntroducti on of changing techno 1 ogy C2 ! . In f act 
the pre-industrial 'artisan' craftsman who owned his own 
press, designed and set his own ty-'pe, and printed and 
b o u. n d t h e fin a 1 p r o d uct, h a d m o s 1 1 y d i s a p p e a r e d i n t. h e 
16th and 17th Centuries, through a growing division of 
labour (and capital), which had broken down the 
constituent parts of the labour process involved in the 
production of printed matter. As:- early' as the mi d--16th 
Centu.ry , Marshall 1983 notes that in the European pri nti ng 
i industry,
"Poor wor king c on d i t ion s wer e r ef1 ec ted i n t h e 
relations between workers and masters. In France, 
b o t h P a r i s and L y ons s a w s t. r i k e s and d i s t u r h a n c: e s 
between 1539 and 1572 over wages, conditions, 
apprentices and entry' into the trade.. .The masters 
also tried to break the organisation of the 
journey-'men by' allowing more apprentices into the 
trade to create a labour surplus."
CMARSHALL 1983 : p.13!
By the early 18th Century in Scotland, Gillespie? 1953 
notes that, the old guild system had broken down, due to an 
expansion of trade after after the Act of Union in 1707 
(p . 91) . T h u s t h e m a s t e r p r i n t e r s o r g a n .i. s e d i n m e d i e v a 1 
p r i n t i n g g u i 1 d s , w e r e rep 1 a c e d b y j o u r n e y m e n w o r k e r s , 
o r g a n i s e d i n t. r a d e u n i o n s , and s e 11 i n g t hi e i r lab o u r p o w e r 
to an employer, who in the Middle Ages would have been a 
mast.er printer , but who was by' now more appropr i at.e 1 y ' to 
be seen as an industrial capitalist.
H o w ever, despite the a. p p a r e n t c o n f 1 i c t. b e t w e e n e m p 1 o y e r s. 
a n d j o u r n e y men, d u r- i n g t h e first h a 1 f o f t h e 191 h C e n t. u r y , 
attempts to create a greater occupational unity met with 
constant failure, and it was not until the mid 19th 
Century (some sixty years after the first recorded 
'unions' came into being) that even the relatively 
cohesive London based compositors united in one 
association. Howe/Waite 1948 note the formation of some of
-• p  4 p —
i:he earliest composi tor combi nat i ons , the fir st bei ng 
c a 1 led 'Me m b e r s o f t h e F* h o e n i x ' e . 17 90s . The e s a t e r :i. c 
title may have been due to the existance of the 
'Combination Acts' between 1799-1824 effectively outlawing 
trades unions. A second society seemed to have replaced 
the 'Phoenix' by the turn of the 19th Century', called the 
'Union Society'' c„1801-10, which in turn indirectly 
evolved into the 'London Trade Society of Compositors in 
1816,, Meanwhile, c.1820, a separate newspaper based 
compositors union was created — the 'Society' of London 
Daily Newspaper Compositors (SLDNC), with about 193 
members,, In 1826, another compositors union emerged, 
entitled the 'London General Trade Society of 
Compositors', which according to Howe/Waite existed in 
friendly' rivalry to the 'London Trade Society' and in 
1832, both unions formed an alliance? through the mechanism 
of a joint committee - the 'Union Committee of the London 
Trade Society of Compositors'. In .1.834, the first clearly' 
defined single general trade London compositors union was 
formed out of this alliance called the 'London Union of 
Compositors' (LUC)„
Relations between print unions were characteristically 
patchy, particularly in respect of the general trade 
compositors and their newspaper counterparts, manifested 
in the letter's refusal to enter into the newly/ formed all 
London compos;! tors union - the LUC iI31. However, rel ad:, ions 
with other unions were more reasonable, and the LUC 
generally' supported unions in dispute with the employers 
C41. However, an initiative by the Scottish based Northern 
U n i o n i n t he e a r 3. y' 1840s t o ere a t e a n a t. i o n a 1 u n i o n 
proper, met with little success C5!3„ But nevertheless, it
was becoming clear that multi-unionism amongst the
compositors was a major weakness, particularly in London,
d ue 1 ar ge1 y t o the incr easi ng1 y suecessf uI use by
employers of 'scab labour' during disputes,.
"It wa\s stated that while men quitted their 
f r ames under the i nst.r uct ;i ons of one soc i et y , 
their places were supplied by the sanction 
or with the knowledge of another society' - 
both professing the same objects, but yet 
t hu s a cting in d i rec t opposition to each
,“—j *J" {-, Q  J.—  I 1
CHOWE/WAITE 1948 : p .113I
Anot.her pr ofo 1 em was man i f est i n th i s per i od however , wh isch 
perhaps posed a greater threat to the control of entry/ 
i n t o t h e 1. a b o u r mar k e t b y organi s e d c r a f t w o r k e r s , t h i s 
b e i n g t he u s e of apprentice labour b y the emp1oye r s . I n 
fact the craft unions have hi stor i cal 1 y' had to. fight for 
the restriction of cheap young labour, both for short term 
(wage levels) and long term (numbers of new entrants into 
t h e ' s k i 11 e d ' mar k e t ) re a s o n s ., I n f a c t it i s u n d o u b t e d 3. y 
the case that the development of 'craft' unionisation cams 
about partly as a direct result of the need to combat 
cheap labour. Howe & Waite 1948 record that between 1770-
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1848, many battles were -fought in London between capita] 
a n d 1 a b o u r o v e r t. h i s i s s u e , w .i t h t h e n e w s p a p e r c o m p o s i t o r s 
union -formed in 1820 -- the SLDNC - being largely
successful in restricting entrance into skilled areas 
(p.132-33). This period appears to have set a pattern in 
the national press whereby no craft apprentices were to be 
allowed right up to the 1980s.
In Scotland, attempts to combat the use of cheap 'boy' 
labour had already contributed to the demise of two 
embryonic Scottish craft unions prior to the 1830s. By 
1836, the 'General Scottish Association' (forerunner of 
the S T A ) , saw the problem of apprentice labour as a 
central issue C63, Some attempt was made to limit the
ratio between apprentices and journeymen at the plant
level to 1i3. In Edinburgh, a case was made by the craft 
union that it. would be beneficial to both employers and 
journeymen to reduce the number of boys coming into the 
trade, which in turn was leading to too many journeymen 
setti ng t hemselves up as m a s t e r 's , t hus cr eat i n g g r eater 
compet i t i on „ But by 1850 , these r estr i ct i ons had 3. ar ge 1 y 
broken down, and Gillespie reports that in six Scottish 
town s (Dun dee, Ed i n h ur g h , G 1 asg o w , K i 1mar n oc k , Pert h and 
Stirling), there were approximately 550 apprentices to 954 
journeymen, ie more than Is 2. In the whole of Scotland in 
1850, there were estimated to be 1,500 journeymen and 1200 
apprentices 17 3.
Faced by the general problem of oversupply of labour, the 
cr a-f t un i ons ex per i enced a consi stent i mpetus to merge, 
c o u n t e r p o s e d b y c o n t i n li i n g strong f e e I i n g s o f 
di f f erent i at. i on . Hence the LUC sought amal gamat i on wi th 
t h e p r o v i n c i a I comp o s i t o r s uni o n , the N a t. i onal 
T yp og rap h ic a 1 Assoc i a tion (N T A ) , and with a memb ers hi p of 
a p p r o x i m a t e 1 y 2,200 , b e c a m e i n 18 4- 5 the '!.. o n d o n S o c i e t y 
of Compositors' (LSC) Branch of the NTA C83. However this 
embryonic national union with a total membership of 5,418 
in 18-46 193 was to have a very short life, splitting up in 
1848. In his official history of what became the 
provincial compositors union -••- the Typographical 
Association CTA), Musson 1954 saw the failure of the 
national union as reflecting a general aversion to 
amalgamation between London and the provinces (p..264). 
Howe/Waite support the view that amalgamation came about 
f or r at her negat i ve r ea s o n s , wi t h the LUC j oi n ing f or css 
w i t h. t h e N T A " m u c h i n t h e s a. m e s p i r i t a s a d r o w n :i. n g m a n 
clutches: a straw" (p.. 89). But it is equally important, $ 
given the overriding imperative of merger in the first 
instance, to stress external factors in the b r e a k d o w n , 
such as a trade depression and growing unemployment in the 
printing industry, the over supply of labour, and the 
increasing efficacy in the use of 'scab labour', 
especially in London (coupled with the apparent inability 
of the new national union to do anything about it) C 10 3 . 
Thus on the 1st February 1848. the LSC branch of the N3"A 
passed the following resolution::
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"That in consequence of the numerous secessions 
which have taken place, both in town and country, 
from the ranks of the NTA, as also the continued 
indifference exhibited on its behalf, this Branch 
deems it necessary, for the maintenance of Union, 
to cease connection with the aforenamed Association, 
forming in its place a local Society apart from, 
but i n f r i en d 1 y conn ec t i on wi t h , all ot:her 
t yp oq r ap h i c a1 soc i et i es in the t h r ee K i n g d oms."
CHOWE/WAITE 1948 : p„12I3
Th is break --up left the T A or g an i s i n g composit or s i n 
England, Wales and Ireland, but with separate unions in 
London, Dublin and Scotland. Relationship between the 
unions were however reasonably harmonious, with agreements 
not to strike break, and the facility for members to 
transfer between unions, although a financial problem 
developed over the individual transferees subscription 
rate 11113. But the external impetus for unity amongst the 
c o m p o s i t o !•■ s c o n t i n u e d a p a c e , a n d a d i s p u t e involving t h e 
u s e of sc a b 1 a b o u r f rom n orthern Br i t a i n at the 'Morn i ng 
Post' in London, brought both the SLNDC (now with a 
membership of only 120) and LSC together in merger in 1853 
C123» Only at this point mid-way through the 19th Century 
w e r e a11 or g an i sed c omp os i t or s i n Lon d on un i ted in on e 
2,600 st r ong uni on.
In the same year -- 1853 - the Scottish 3'ypographi cal 
Association (STA) was formed, with a greater unity 
i n i t i a 11 y b e i ng sh own amon g st p r i n t wor k er s nort h of th e 
Border than in the 'south', with both machine minders and 
c o m p o s i tor s . j o i n i n g t. o g e t h e r . H o w e v e r , this u nit y w a s 
s h o r t lived, a n d i n 1866 m a chine mi n d er s in GI a sg ow broke 
away from the STA to form their own union, on the grounds 
that the former union was dominated too much by the 
interests of the compositors C133. In 1874, for similar 
reasons, the Edinburgh pressmen attempted to gain greater 
au.tonomy wi th i n the STA, hut the 3. a11er r ef used to a 11 ow 
the Edinburgh machine minders to form their own branch, 
which led to the 1atter seceeding completely from the STA 
Cl 14 3 .
This d i s u n i t y i n S c o 11 an d bet wee n t he p r e ssmen and 
compositors came at a time of radical develpments in 
pr i nt i ng prsss techno1□qy, wi th mechani ca1 presses 
b e coming m u c h m o r e s o p h i s t a c t e d , p a r tic u 1. a r 1 y with the 
advent of web-fed rotary perfeetor machines, which could 
print on bot h si des of con t i nuous r eel paper 
s i mu 11 aneou.s 1 y 115 3 . However , Gi 1 1 esp i e ar gues that t her e 
was apparentl y I i 111 e d i sp 1 acement. of 1 abour wi th the 
i ntroducti on of thii s type of machii ne in Scot; 1 and (p . 108) . 
This could explain both the pressmen's desire for a 
greater focus on machine room problems; due to new presses 
being introduced, and the feeling that their position in 
the industry was secure enough to continue as an 
autonomous organisation. However, given the potential 
ability of the employers to 'divide and rule' the two
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un i an s , r econ c i 3. i a.t i on was g i ven an i mpor t an t p r i  a r i 1: y i n 
t.he STA , and un i ty was achieved between t.he mach ine  
m i n d er s and the co mp os i t or s i n S c o t 1 an d in 1907 (p „124).
For the com positors, a more specific reas ons for unity 
with the ma chine  mi nders may have partly been inspired by 
the need for s o l i darit y action in the face of cont inu ing 
use of cheap a p p r en ti ce labour by the employers. With the 
f or ma tion of the STA in the mid-19th Century, further 
at tempt s were made at. re st r i c t i n g  this type of entr y into 
the labour market, but with only marginal success;
"With few exceptions, this was ma inly  ac hieved by 
protestin g at new e n c r o a c h m e n t s , and little attempt 
was made to se cu re  universal app li cation of the 
As so ciat io n rule of one apprentice? to two journeymen 
T.itself a ratio that had been narrow ed from an 
ea rlier period of unionisation]. The rule, in fact, 
was 1a r g e 1v i gnored , and in c o n s e q u e n c e , the p r o b 1em 
remained,,"
[61L L E S PIE 1953 : p ,,933
During the 1860s three ta ctics were dis cu ss ed within the 
STA to combat, the use of app re ntice labour; a g i t a t e  for 
c om pl ete aboli tio n (only a minor it y view); res tr ict the 
use of a p p r e n t i c e s  (but this had proved diffic ul t to 
en force in the past); and reduce  the time period  spent in 
a p p r e n t i c e  s hi p f r om seven t o f i ve years [163. But whilst 
the f i rst two opti ons wer e c 1 e a r 1y p r o b 1ematic (if not 
i m p o s s i b i 1 i s t ) s o 1 u t. i o n s , t. h e t bird option, red u c i n g t h e 
time period, hig hlight ed  alre ady  in the mid 19th Ce ntury 
the p ro blema ti c and complex n a tu re  of 'skill'. For 
example, c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  in the STA's 'Circular' in the 
ear 1 y 1860s C 173 poi nt.ed ou.t. that. technol ogi cal c h a n g e s 
and the increasing, to use ma rx ist  terminol ogy, real 
su bor d i n a t i o n  of labour to capital, meant that a seven 
year appr ent. i ceshi p unne ce ssar y , and that cheap appr ent.i. ce 
labour was increas in gl y able to do the work of journeymen,
II „ unde r the1 n ame oif appr ent icesh ip iX. ere at es
an ever i n c r e■as i n g s•taf’f ’ o f workmen, wh O at h a 1 f
or even 1 r.\> r~ t h an ha If +■ h e or dinary r f ir- cr- er
ex ecut e wor k w h i ch w lOU Id o th erwis e b C=t f n x ecut ed
by the g enera tl b o d y . u
CF rom th e 'Ci r cul ar ' c . 1 at e 1862/ear 1 Y i 863.
qi.ioted i n G I L !..ESPIE 1953 P . 943
\
D e s p i t e a 11. e m p t s t o r e s t r i c t i t s u. s e b y the STA, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  from the 1870s, a p p r e n t i c e  labour ex p a n d e d  up 
until the en d of t h e 191 h Cen t ury. At this point, p er in ap s 
paradoxical 1 y , it was the mecha n i s a t i o n  of the t y p e s e t t i n g 
funct ion  in the form of the 'Linotype' machine, that 
re st rict ed  the use of 'boy' labour by the emp loyers,  as it 
created a need for better trained personnel, and was not 
as amenabl e to job fragmentati on in itself, as was much of 
the com posing function when done by hand. We shall return 
to the impact of the i ntro d u c t i c n  of the Li n o t y p e  ma c h i n e  
1 a t. e r „
During the latter part, of the 1800s, craft control over 
entry into the labour market was coming under stress from 
another quarter, this being the use of cheap female labour 
by the employers. The 1860s saw the question of women 
coming to the fore in the printing industry, and partly 
for wider social reasons, several specific campaigns were 
launched in this period to enhance the position of women 
in the workplace generally. For example, a campaign was 
launched by the Social Science Association to promote 
women into the world of work to soak up numbers of 
destitute women prostitutes [18 3. This specific
deveIopment was accompani ed by a more genera1 shi ft
towards so-called genteel, middle class forms of women's 
employment in the latter half of the 19th Century. In the 
printing industry, this manifested itself in women moving 
out of machine room and bindery areas, and into the 
composing room. The printing industry was in fact to come 
under particular scrutiny in this period. 3“he Liberal 
Prime Minister at the time, Blatdstone, focussed
sp ec i f i c a 1 1 y on t h e p r i n t i n d ust r y as an ex amp 1 e of t h e
systematic exclusion of women from industry, "although we 
all know that women are peculiarly adaptecf, from their 
small fingers, to the delicate handling of type" [193. In 
1860, the 'Society for Promoting the Employment of Women' 
set up the Victorian Press in London, to be staffed 
exclusively by women [203. A year later, a similar 
organisation in Scotland - the 'Scottish National 
Institute for Promoting Employment of Women in the Art of 
Printing' - established the Caledonian Press in Edinburgh 
for the employment of women compositors 1.213. Until the 
1870s however, women compositors were still only found in 
special patronaged firms. But in 1872, a large scale male 
p r i n ter s st r i k e i n Ed i n b urg h led to t h e use of f ema1e 
labour to strike break, which had the affect of 
establishing women in large numbers in the Edinburgh print 
trade by the mid 1870s C223.
With the onset of the economic depression in the last 
quarter of the 19th Century, the question of women 
co11iposi tors was to beeame acute, with many male pr inters 
b 1 ami ng t he emp I oymen t of women f or unernp I oymen t i n t he 
trade, espcecialiy in London, when the LSC's quarterly 
Delegate Meeting listed as one of the main causes of 
unemployment the use of female labour [233. 3"he craft
unions position on this issue however, varied. A General 
T y p o g r a p hical Conferen c e of all t h e ma i n p ri n t un i ons i n 
1886 r eso1 ved t h at women should he r ecr ui t ed i n t o union s 
on a par with men [243, but it appears that this policy 
failed to gain ground in practice within the industry. It 
seemed that in Scotland, the S3"A was more supportive of 
women workers (on the basis of equal pay as men), than its 
counterparts south of the border. Female compositors 
perhaps came closest historically to genuine male 
acceptance at the very end of the Century, when the 
Edinburgh Female Compositors Society was formed in 1898, 
w i t h sup p or t of t h e Ed i n bur g h Br an c h of t. h e S1"A [253.
The female craft uni on was short-1i ved however, and the 
women were? to face more? hostility from the male craft 
unions at the turn of the 20th Century. Throughout the 
later 1.9th Century, the position of female employment in 
t he p r i n t i n g in d ust r y showed some signs of mar g i n a1 
improvement. Cockburn 1983 presents the following 
emp 1 oymen t st at i st i c s from 1851. -91. :
table 8„ 1 ; emp1oyment of fema1e 1abour in craft and non-
era ft ar e a s o f t h e p r i n t i n g tr a de 1 £>51 --91 
(p.23)
Year Bookbinding Pr i nt i nq (craf t )
1851 3,500 300
1871 7,000 700
189.1. 14,200 4,500
Clearly the agitation and general social trend towards 
female employment had some impact from the 1870s onwards.
But women still const i t uted on1y a sma11 pr opor t i on of the 
e m p 1 o y e d 1 a b o u. r force in the i n d u s t r y , and .a s C o c !•: h u r n 
points out, the apparent noticeable rise in the employment 
of women in the craft sectors of the industry' between 
1871-91 is misleading, as often many of these women were 
st i11 i n the bookhi di nq secti ons of 1arger printers,
Wh i 1 st gender d i f f erent i at i. on was a cont i nui ng f eatu.re of 
uni on/worker relat1onships in the printing industry in the 
second half of the 19th Century, so was male craft 
di f-f erenti at i o n T o  some exent, the impetus for a greater 
u n i t y b e t. w e e n the various p r i n t i n g uni o n s g a :i. n e d m o me n turn, 
and i. n 186 1 , t he Pr i nt i. ng & Ki ndr ed Tr ades Feder at. i on 
(PKTF) was set-up, with the affiliation of most the the 
craft (and general) unions except for those based in 
L. o n d o n a n d Sc o 11 a n d , w h o still f e a red loo s 1 n g a u t o n o m o n y 
in a larger organisation C26Ii„ However, the LSC and STA 
had apparently over estimated the degree of homogeneity 
between the PKTF affiliates, and Musson 1954 claims that 
the Federation at this stage had little real power;
"There is no doubt that valuable machinery had 
been created for combined action in trade affairs. 
But the real powers were still the constituent 
trade societies,, The Federation had practical! y 
no f unds , and was theref ore unab 1 e to back up *
i t s dscisions, ex cept t.hrough t he var i ou.s 
E e c u t. i v e s , w h i c h w e r e a p t t o t a k e a n :i. n d e p e n d e n t 
line. The Federation's committee's powers were 
m a :i. n 1 y c o n s u 11 a t. i v e a n d n e g o t i a t o r y ., T hi e y c o u 1 d 
arrive at no decisions and take no action 
wi thiout refersnce back to the i ndi vi dua 1. EExecuti vss.
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Th e var i ous un i on s still shaped t ii e 1 r □ wn t r ad e 
policies and relied mainly on their own powers 
to enforce them. Trade differences and mutual 
recrimination were also apt to hinder federated 
action. A speaker at the TA Delegate Meeting in 
1898 therefore considered that Federation existed 
on 1 y ' on paper ' 11 
r;MUSSON 1954 : p. 2901
Despite these limitations, or perhaps because of them, the 
printing unions continued to seek greater unity towards 
the end of the 19th Century. In the 1870s, talks took 
place aimed at creating a more formal federated structure, 
and the suggestion of an 'Amalgamated Society of Printers' 
was made to merge all provincial unions. However this idea 
failed to get off the ground, but was echoed in London in 
1885 with the idea of the "Federation of the Printing & 
Paper Trades in the Metropolis' 11271}. The London based 
intitiative emanated from a trade dispute between the LSC 
and Waterlows in the East End, and 16 (mostly craft) 
unions representing some 1 1 , 0 0 0  members appointed 
delegates to consider the scheme 1281. Again however, 
nothing came of this federation.
In Scotland, the isolation of the STA led it to affiliate 
to the PKTF in 1891, only to withdraw a year later over 
the issue of autonomy. But this proved only temporary, 
probably as the STA realised that the Federation retained 
only very limited powers vis-a-vis the constituent unions, 
and the STA rejoined the PKTF in 1895 C291.
During the 1890s, the single most important technological 
development occured in respect of the origination area 
with the introduction of the 'Linotype mechanical 
typesetting machine. Given the advances made in printing 
press technology during the 19th Century, particularly 
from the 1860s, it was almost inevitable that the 
employers would focus their attention on the one remaining 
area of printing technology that remained un-automated - 
the setting of type by hand. Indeed, hand composing was 
clearly causing a bottle neck in production, and many 
attempts at developing and introducing mechanical 
t yp e s e1 1  ers were mad e duri n g t he 19th Cen t ur y , including 
the i ntrod u c t i on i n thie 1840s of the ' Voung-Deicambr e ' 
compos i n g mac h i n e (oft en wor ked by women oper ators). 
However, these machines proved inefficient and uneconomic, 
a n d o t h e r m e c h ax n i c a 1 t y p e s e 1 1 i n g machines relied o n t h e. 
use of cheap labour for profitability, which met with 
mostly successful resistence from the craft unions, 
especially in London re the LSC 11301. The linotype was to 
change this situation to some extent, but in the longer 
term, was introduced in a way that helped cement the male 
c r a f t u n i o n m e m b e r ' s p o s i t :i. o n i n the i n d u s t r y , r a t h e r t hi a n 
weaken i ng it. Thie f i r st r ecor d ed use of a 1 i not ype i n 
Scotland in 1890 led to a dispute beeween the employers 
and the STA at the 'Scottish Leader" in Edinburgh 133 il.
But the Union at this stage still perceived the employment
of cheap apprentice labour as the major threat to its 
member sh1 p , r at hi er t h an ch ang 1 n g tech no 1 og y C 32 2 . 0 ver all, 
it appears that in both Scotland and the South, the 
revival of the British economy from about 1890 onwards 
(after fifteen years of slump) , and the growing demand for- 
printed matter from an increasingly literate populace, 
helped to offset the employment impact of this new 
typesetting machine. As John Child 1967 comments in his 
historical study of the printing industry;
"The transition was amazingly swift and smooth.
It was fortunate for the unions that the machines 
came onto the scene during an era of great 
expansion in the industry. The growing demand 
for books and newspapers, in part a consequence 
of mass education, in part a consequence of new 
techniques of advertising, cushioned the shock to 
the hand craftsman."
CCHILD 1967 ; p.1821
Gillespie (p.119) makes a similar point regarding 
Scotland. Individual craft union membership (see table 
8 .2 ) and overall union density figures tend to support the 
view that the linotype machine had no lasting adverse 
impact on employment levels. The S TA's membership grew 
f r om 3, 000 to 4 , 000 ( i e by 337.) between 1890 and 1900 , and 
a further 257. between the turn of the Century and the 
outbreak of the First World War C333.
For t he T A , cor r espon ding memb er shi p i ncr eased f r om 9 , 556 
to 16,1/9 (697) and to 23,763 by 1914 (4/7) C341. For the
LSC, memb er sh ip grew f r om 8,910 i n 1890 to 11,287 in 1900 
(a 267 increase) , and rose to 12,384 in '1914 (a 107 rise) 
C35I1. Union membership in total in the print industry was 
approximately 40,000 in 1890 (247 union density) and rose 
to 90,000 (317 union density by 1914 11361. Thus it would 
appear that the print unions in general, and certainly the 
craft unions, experienced a steady increase in membership 
(and i nf1 uencei at the same t i me as the the 1 i notype 
machine had come on stream on a large scale in the 
industry. In fact, it appears that the potential of the 
Ii notype mach i ne to reduce empIoyment, was successf u 1 1 y 
channeled by the male dominated craft unions into a 
reduction of apprentice and femaIe emp1 oyment in the 
i ndustry 1371. The ability of the male craf t uni on to 
"captlir e " the 1 i notype machi ne was, a p r i o r i, r ef1 ec t ive 
of the generally dominant position of this latter group 
vis-a-vis women and young labour by the end of the 19th' 
Century, ana g i ven the upturn i n trade, the empIoyer s 
would have had little incentive to fight a major and 
u n predictable battle o v e r wre s ti ng c on t r o 1 of t he 1 i not yp e 
f r o m t h e c r a f t w o r k e r s . A n d f i n a 1 .1 y , i t h a s a I r e a d y been 
noted that once 'captured , the linotype machine itself 
could not be easily altered in its basic functions, and 
thus the operator became increasingly ’master over h is’ 
machine„
t ab 1.0 8 2 Craft union membe r s h_i p 1890-1900 I 38 3
Year
c.mid-19th C
TA 
5,500 
9,556 
16,179
L.SC 
2,000 
8,910 
11,287
1 ,000 
3 ,0 0 0  
4,000
STA
1890 
1900
Thus by the end of the 19th Century, a multi craft union 
structure had taken shape that was to form the basic 
framework for unions in the printing industry lasting into 
the second half of the 20th Century. More importantly, we 
can see from the experience of the previous Century that 
many of the contemporary problems facing the printing 
unions have a long tradition, and are by no means jupt a 
modern phenomenon. In particular, the desire on the part 
of the individual unions to retain a high degree of 
autonomy in any merged or federated union, counterposed by 
the constant dynamic of the capital- 1 abour relationship 
creating an impetus towards greater unity between the 
sectionalised groups of organised labour. This tension 
became structured in an organisational sense with the 
development of occupational unity, but spatial 
differentiation within the composing trade? ie one union 
in the English provinces, Wales and Ireland (TA), one in 
London (LSC), and one in Scotland (STA). The maleness of 
the craft areas, and indeed the definition of 'craft' 
itself had also been fought over and largely secured by 
the male craft unions, although whilst the issue of 
apprentice labour was largely settled by the turn of the 
Century (with the craft unions exercising a reasonable 
degree of control over entry into the labour market), the 
issue of women printers came to the fore again early in 
the 20th Century, as we shall see in the following 
sect i on.
r ) 1900-1945
The Ce n tury started posi t. i ve3. y re pr i nt trade u.ni an un i ty , 
with the acceptance of a TA proposal that the PKTF should 
establish its own separate -funds. The T A ' s scheme was in 
•fact a bit too far reaching for many of the affiliated 
unions, qiv i n g t he PKTF far t oo muc h p ower over i t s 
constituent unions, but nevetheless a watered down version 
was adopted, which led to a radical reshaping of the old 
PKTF in 1901 [393„ At that stage, the PKTF represented 13 
trade unions, organising some 43,000 members (mostly craft 
but semi-skilled also). By 1903 affiliation had risen to 
16 uni ons, i nc1ud i ng the TA, STA, LSC, and the Assoc i at i on 
of Correctors of the Press (ACP) 1340! „ However, the 
apparent success of the PKTF was not so much reflective of 
a. growing overriding desire towards print union unity per 
se, but the more limited and practical goal of obtaining a 
universal fortyeight hour working week 134131. Musson makes 
much of the fact that "the 13un i ons1 had f or the f i rst 
t i m e , s u b o r d i n a t e d their a. u t o n o m y t o a g e n e r a 3. F e d e r a t i o n 
movement" (p .297). However, many a1 1 empts were mad e 
t h r o u. g h o u t this p e r i o d t o a m a. 3. g a m a t e t h e v a. r i o u s u. n i o n s , 
and ere a t e a m o re s o 1 i d 1 y s t r u. c t u r e d u n i t y , b u t. a 3. I me t 
with failure.
In 19C>0 , merger ta 1 !■•:s took place between the STA and LSC , 
and in 1908 the LSC invited the STA, TA and the London 
based Pr i nt i ng Machine Managers Tr ade Soc i et.y (PMMTS) to a 
j oi n t c on -ference over mer ger „ Th i s move had i n f ac t been 
i n i t i a t e d b y -a T U C s u b - c o m m i 11 e e , a f t e r t h e e a r 3. y y e a r s o f 
t h e 1900s had seen sec t ion a 1 c o n f 3. i c t g r o w o v e r j o b 
j u.r i. sdi ct ion L 4231. In part i cu 1 ar , ther e h-ad been much 
f r i ct i on between London and the provi nces over the higher 
rates of pay gained in London, and a concomitant tendency 
•for London print firms to move into the provinces. In 
1907, open warfare had broken out between the LSC (and 
PMMTS) and the TA when, because of the latter factor, the 
London based unions began to organise outside of the 
previously agreed 15 mile radius of London. The TUC ' s 
formula for settling this dispute was the strategy of 
amalgamation, and on the 30th April 1908 the four unions 
got together and appeared to be moving towards merger, 
agreeing that;
"...in the opinion of this Conference it is 
desirable in the interests of the members 
of the four societies here represented that ^
the societies should amalgamate into one 
associ ati on."
13 HOME/ WAITE 1948 ; p 2751
Merger talks continued into 191.0, with the reader's unions 
- the ACP -• joining the discussions in 1909 13431,. But 
again, the talks broke down over the old issue of 
autonomy, especially regarding collective bargaining, 
finance and the authority to cal1 strikes within each 
branch., The main protagonists in this dispute over
autonomy were the TA , who had tradi t i ona 11 v f avoured a 
hi g h 1 y central ised uni on st.ru.cture, and the L..SC , whi□ had 
always jealously guarded their independence, and -favoured 
a decentral ised organisation !3 4433l„
Despite the increase in size and influence of the PKTF by 
the outbreak of World War One, (the PKTF had doubled in 
size since 1903, to incorporate 23 trade unions 
r epr esent i ng some 82,000 print wor kers, and had t a ken over 
some of the collective bargaining functions of the 
individual unions 13453!) initiatives by the Federation in 
1912, and again in 1920, aimed at creating a more formal 
print union amalgamation, again floundered.
Changes in printing technology were an ever present factor 
underlying inter-union tension during this period,
P af--1 i c u 1 ar 1 y bet ween c r af t and sem i ~s k i 11 ed un ions in th e 
machine room. In Scotland, the STA had largely ignored the 
increasing use of rotary printing presses, and the men 
working them. FA/ the outbreak of the First World War, 
NATSOPA had organised many of these machine minders in 
newspaper houses'north of the border. The STA, seeing this 
as a potential weakness in its ranks, started to recruit 
some of the rotary pressmen, which led to friction with 
NATSOF'A. In 1915., an agreement was reached between the two 
u.ni ons to transf er NATS0 PA members into the STA, but many 
NATSOPA members refused to transfer unions, and in 1917 
NATSOPA was forced to rescind the agreement. This 
situation was exacerbated when in 1918, the STA decided to 
set. -up an Aux i 1 i ar y Section, an or gan i sat i ona 1 move wh i ch 
very much impinged upon the recruitment area of NATSOPA, 
and the papers wor kers union thie NUPPBW. Wi th the? STA 
membership voting to reject a PKTF sponsored compromise 
arrangement in 1922, whereby the STA would undergo a 
reorgani sati on in its structure, and an STA Delegate 
Meeting deciding to go ahead with the creation of the 
Auxiliary Section, the STA was expelled from the PKTF in 
1924 13 463! „
I n the 1 a 11 e r h a If of t hi e 1920s , the ST A c o ntin u e d t o c o m e 
into conflict with NATSOPA and the NUF’PBW over the craft 
un i on ' s Aux i 1 i ary Section. however, a compr omi se aqr eernent 
was reached in 1928, which restricted the STA's area of 
r ec:rlii tment of aux i 1 i ar i es to out.si de the main Sc:o1.1 i sh 
c i t i es (Aberdeen, Dundee, Ed i nbur gh and G1asgow) , whi ch 
led to the STA reaffi1iating to the PKTF in the same year 
!3 4-7 j . The pr oh 1 em over the r ecrui tment of rotary pr essmen 
was also settled by a coinpromiBe agreement in 1929 !3481.,
!'•! e v  e r t h e 1 e s s , i n the 1940s , t h i s s a me problem a g a i n raised 
its head, and had to be sorted out by another compromise 
a g r e e m e n t C 49 31 „
Overal 1 , between the mid ,1.920s and the early post—War 
period, mechanisation in the press room had been largely 
controlled by the STA, which in turn had led to a slight 
shi+t in its membership structure, as table 8.3 below 
i1 1 ustratess
table 8.3 ; membershi p sf.ructure of STA 1.925-51 [5031
Year Composit or s Mach i nemen
'1925 3,356'" ~ ' 1 ,5 IT"
1951 2,986 1,568
Nevertheless, semi-skilled operatives entering the machine 
room, w h i 1st r e c r li i t e d b y t h e STA thro u. g h i t s A u. x i 1 i a r y 
section, were not given full membership rights, and thus 
t he Un i on r et ai ned its ' cr af t ' .i den t i t y t o a 1 ar ge ex en t , 
whilst, at the same time benefiting from the membership of 
' semi -sk i lied' 1 abour 13 5 1 31 „
In England, the TA had a slightly different approach to 
non-apprenticed trained workers, and had since the early 
years of the 20th Century a. dual policy of recruiting 
apprenti ced trained machi ne room 1 abour i nto i ts own 
ranks, for example having 2,751 machine minding members in 
1909 , wh i 1 st g i ving NATS0 PA assi stance i n organ i si rig i n 
the pro vi n c es t hose labou.r er s /ass i st an t s n ot e 1 i. b 1 e t o 
joi n t.he TA because they were not ' t i me-served ' j ourneymen 
!352 3 1 However , wi th en 1 i gh tened se 1 f -i nterest, t he TA was 
n o t. a b o v e r e c r u i t i n g n o n - a p p r e n t i c e d 1 a b o u r in a. k e y 
strategic area of the machine room ~ these being rotary 
press operatives. The latter were in fact equally skilled 
as other machine minders, and could not be easily replaced 
d u r i n g a d j. s p u t e , t h u s t h e y c o u Id e f f e c t i v e 1 y s h u t d o w n a n
i n c r e a s i n g 1 y i m p o r t a ri t p a r t of t h e p r e s s room in m -a n y
print houses E5333 * In fact the employers also recognised 
the strategic importance of rotary press operatives, and 
often refused to grant the TA recognition rights in this 
ar ea , which led t.o t he TA organi sing these wor kers at the 
1 o c a 3!. , r a t h e r t h a n n a t i o n a 3. level 13 5 4 3! „
D u. r i n g t h i s s a m e p e r iod . a ri o ther major j u r i s d i c t i o n a 1
argument was taking place between the LSC and the ACP, 
over whether LSC members shouId be eligible for 
'pramotion' into the reading room. This dispute in fact 
illustrates the complex nature of print union perceptions 
and character, as the ACP saw themselves not as a craft 
union, but as a professional body;
"The LSC caters for a craft, the ACP maintains 
that its occupation ranks as a profession, and 
as such it admits only those who display 
sufficient of the professional qual i f i cat. i ons ^
required."
!3 HOWE/WAITE 1948 P. 284 3!
In the 1930s, this dispute raised its head again, (and 
continued to do so into the post-War years) . Similar! y to 
the attitude of the NUJ in the 1980s (see chapter seven) , 
the ACP felt that composi tors needed rather more 
retraining to enter the 'reading box' than the latter felt 
was necessary [355 3! „ However, as Howe Waite point out, 
this particular rivalry never reached the heights of
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sectionalism of some other disputes between the unions, 
and generally, relations between the LSC and ACP were good 
(p 284) . Even so , a not i cab 1 e degr ee of d i f f er en t i at i on 
e x i s-1 e d b e t. w e e n the t w o unions, a n d w h i 1 s t a j o i n t c a r d 
agreement for 'promoted' compositors was reached prior to 
the First World War, merger talks between the? two unions 
were ultimately rejected by the ACP in both 1912 and 1924 
13 561.
Also in .1.924, a Conference between the TA, STA and NATSOPA 
took place regarding possible merger, but broke down, 
amongst other reasons, over the granting of full working 
rights in England to Scottish women compositors [5731. The 
q u e s t i. o n o f w o m e n w o r k ing in craf t areas of the p r i n t. i n g 
i n ci u. s t r y h a d b y t h i s s t a g e rece i ved much attention i n 
Scotland. By the turn of the 20th Century, a number of 
women (between 700—800) had been retrained to work 
1i ntotype and monotype mach i nes i n Scott i sh printing 
houses, with a particularly strong presence in Edinburgh 
[3 58 3! „ However , f ema 1 e war kers st j. 11 on 1 y recei ved about 
507 of the male rate of pay, and in branches, such as 
Glasgow, where women had not gained a foothold, there was 
much resi stance to them joining the STA. In 1905, a 
special Delegate Meeting decided against, recognition of 
w o m e n c o m p o s i t or s r 5 9  3 - Ho w e v er, t h e n u. m b e r of w omen 
w o r king in t h e t r ad e con t i n ued t o i rr i t at e some h r an c h es 
o f t h s STA, a n d i n 1910, w i t h g r ow ing unrest oc c uring in 
t h e p r i n t h o u s e s o v e r w omen w o r !•■: e r s , a n a g r e e m e n t w a s 
reached between employers and the STA to restrict the 
entry of women, and a permanent ban on female
a p p r e n t. i c e s h i p s e n s u e d 13 6 0 3! „ H o w e v e r , those w omen w h o
remained in the industry apparently showed surprising 
so 1 idar i ty ( i n the sex i st. circumstances) wi th their male 
c o 11 e a g u e s :i. n d i s p u t e s w i t h the e rn p 1 o y e r s , and the ST A 
dec i ded to assume responsi bi 1 i ty for f ema 1 e recrui tment.. 
Gillespie (p. 205-6) notes that, in 1911, a Delegate Meeting 
appraved the formation of the 'Edinburgh Fema1 e 
C o rn p o s i t o r s S o c i e t. y ' (E F C S ) , a 11 h o u g h i t. i s u n c 3!. ear
whether this: was a recognition of the de facto existence 
of the original EFCS formed in 1898, or if that 
organisation had by 19.11 become defunct, and thus the STA
were helping in the creation of a new female union. In any
event, in 1918, women union members were given voting 
rights on Association affairs, and in 1920 were granted 
the r i ght to he represented on the STA ' s Ex ecu.t i ve Counci 1 
and at Delegate Meetings. Finally, in 1922, the EFCS) was 
fully amalgamated into the STA' s Edinburgh Branch !3613i.’* 
However, female compositors were viewed much less 
favourably by the Engl i.sh based unions (and appear to have 
never really gained a foothold in the craft areas in the 
industry south of the border). The TA's reluctance to 
accept women compositors probably was influential in 
leading to the letter's declining numerical position in 
Scot1 and„ As Gi11espie comments;
"Recognition of the female compositor led to 
a gradual improvement in their position and 
a reduction of the disparity between the male 
and female rates of pay...The numbers taken on, 
however, were small, and early in the inter— war- 
period those receiving the full male rate had 
all retired or been replaced. Women compositors 
continued only in the Aberdeen and Edinburgh 
Branches Ctheir traditional stonghol d 1 . 11 
[GILLESPIE 1953- ; p. 206-71.
As for the London based craft union - the LSC, its 
official historians - Howe & Waite, argue that the Union 
were not against women compositors as such, but against 
their use as cheap labour, and during both World Wars the 
Union resisted the entry of women as 'dilutees', 
particularly in the Second World War, preferring employers 
to use retired compositors and out-of-trade members, 
rather than dilutees C62II. The position of the London 
craft union may have partly reflected the slow decline in 
membership during the inter-war years. Shortly after the 
First World War, the LSC had peaked at 15,500, but by 
1945, this number had fallen to just under 13,000 [63!. 
Nevertheless, some women did enter craft areas in London 
during the 1939-45 War, undertaking a training period of 
between 9 months (for working a monotype machine), 12
months for reading, and 18 months for working a linotype 
or entrance into other composing areas [641. But as in 
most industries, female 'dilutees' were to be successfully 
pressurised to leave the printing industry after the War, 
to make way for returning servicemen, and female labour 
virtually disappeared from the composing room throughout 
Br i tai n af ter 1945.
This gender differentiation had been matched by the craft 
unions effective control over the apprenticeship system in 
the industry by the outbreak of the Second World War. In 
Scotland for example, by the early years of the 20th 
Century, there had been art increasing emphasis on the need 
for better trained apprentices, due to mechanisation in 
the composing area. During the inter-war period, this had 
led to a more systematic training programme for 
apprentices. By the Second World War, the STA were able to 
secure stricter entry restrictions than it had been during 
t h e 1914-18 War. Thus wh i1st bet ween 1935-39 575 
apprenticeship starts were recorded, between 1940-44- this 
f i. gure dropped to 15S [653. ■
Over all, the c r af t un i on s had ex peri en c ed a steady growth 
i n i ntluence i n the pr i nt i ng i ndustr y , desp i te some set- 
b ac k s exp er i en c ed d ur i ng the 1926 Gen er a1 St r i k e . Un i on 
membership figures had however dec1 ined in London, and had 
g rown on1y s1ow1y out s i d e t h e capital, a s t ab1e 8.4
Craf t u n i o n me mb er s hi :ild 1900-1945 C 6 6
Year TA LSC STA
1900 16,179 117287 4 , 0 0 0
1914 23,783 12,384 5 , 0 0 0
1920 31,234 15,500 —
1930 34,098 14,800 — •
1939 38,277 14,255 —
1945 41,000 12,865 —
By the outbreak of the Second World Wair then, little had 
changed regarding the structure of the print unions since 
the end of the 19th Century, though clearly the male craft 
unions had overall solidified their hegemonic position in 
the industry, although at this stage the craft unions 
themselves were still highly differentiated from each 
other. One of the few pieces of evidence of unity, at 
least between the craft unions, was the survival of a 
reciprocity scheme, which allowed for the payment of 
unemployment and strike benefit to members of each union 
C673. Originally devised in 1904 between the TA, STA and 
LSC, and reformulated by the PKTF in 1913, to incorporate 
members in the TA, LSC, STA, F’MMTS, Dublin Typographi cal 
Provident Society and ACP, three unions were operating the 
scheme successfully, the STA, TA and PiiMTS in 1944 r.6 8 Ii.
Dur i ng the 1900-1945 period overa11 , Musson notes the 
consistent tensi on between the posit i ve acceptance of 
ama1 g amat ion an d un i t y in principle, an d the endless 
rounds of job demarcation and jurisdiction disputes in 
practice;
"This enthusiasm for 'general ' or 'industrial ' 
amalgamation, however, gradually fizzled out in 
face of pratical difficulties. Each union jealously 
guarded its autonomy, had its own peculiar rules, 
consti tuti on, customs and trade pr ob1 ems; some 
unions were 'craft', others 'non-craft'; some 
n a t i o n a 1 , o t h e r s 1 o c a 1 ; w h i 1 e t hi e r e w e r e c o n s t a n t 
d i spu.tes !zetween them i. n regard to ' demarcat i on ' . "
1“ m ij q 3 q |-,j i 9 3  /|. .  d .  299 3
In short, relations between the pr i nt in□ un i ons ori or to 
the Second World war, were similar to that of the post War 
years and into the 1980s, a period to which the thesis now 
turns. t
ci> 1955-82
Muss on argues that the -first half of the 20 th Century saw 
an uneven, but progressive tendency towards print union 
unity and ultimate amalgamation, noting in particular the 
role played by the PKTF over issues such as post-war 
reconstruction of the industry, wages and hours movements 
and the bipartite Joint Industrial Council (JIC) (p„526)„ 
And given that in 1948, there were ten craft, unions (eight 
1 e1 1 erpress and two 1 i thoqraphi c ) , whereas onIy one was in 
existance by 1982, there appears to be some validity in 
Musson's optimism. However, as in the periods examined so 
far, unit y amon g st or g an i sed 1 ab our i n t he printing 
industry has not come about without contradictions, and a 
tension ist ill ex i st s t. o d a t e b et ween var i ous sec t i ons , 
even within not i anal 1 y craf t. areas.
In 1955, the PMMTS and LSC finally merged, after many 
abortive attempts in the? first half of the Century, under 
the new title of the 'London Typoqraphical Society' (LTS), 
with a membership of 19,000. This merger between the 
m a chine1 m i n d e r s a n d c o m p o s i t o r s u nions h a d c o m e a b o u t 
p r i mari1 y bee aus e of t he p os t-War g r ow t h in 1 i t h og r aph i c 
p r i n t i ng t echn i ques , wh i ch t.hr eat ened t he ]. i ve 1 i hood of 
the 1etterpress machine minders, hence the PMMTS no longer 
f e 1 1 a b 1 e t o c o n t .i. n u e a s a v i a b 1 e a u t o n o m o u s e n t i t y .
R eI at i ons bet ween t he c r a f t un i on s (a n d □r i n t uni on s 
g e ner a11y) r ema i ned i n stat e of t ens i on h owever, and even 
as late as the early 1960s, the General Secretary of the 
LTS - John Bonf i el d -- cou 1 d be f aund ar guing aqai nst pr i nt 
u.n i on ama 1 g amat i on at var i. ous- c on f er en c es 16'91, At. t. he 
same time however Bonfield's counterpart in the TA — Bob 
Willis - urged the print unions move towards the creation 
of 'one? union for the print' 170II. This difference of 
opi nion between t.he Geriera 1 Secretari es of the two large 
c. r a f t u ri i o n s i n p a r t r e f 1 e c t. e d t. h e h i s t. o r i c a 1 t e n d e n c y o f 
the London based union to retain an autonomous entity, but 
w a s a 1 s o to d o w i t h the pro b 1 e m o f w a. g e d i fferen t i a 1 s , 
which the LSC were very keen to maintian, in an industry 
that was experiencing increasing technological change. 
Given the lower rates of pay that existed outside of 
London, even for craft workers, :i. t may well have been the 
case that the TA felt it could best enhance the terms and 
conditions of its membership by uniting with all print 
unions, rather than attempt to retain what was in absolute 
terms, a narrow margin of pay d:i. f f erenti al oyer its sem^ i. - 
ski 1 1 ed co 11 eagues in the i ndust.ry
C h a. n q i n g t e c h n o 1 o g y h o w e v e r , p r o v e d t o I:? e a ri o v e r r i d :i. n g 
determinant in the 1960s towards craft union merger, 
despi te the constant manif estat ion of sectional a1 1 itudes 
amongst certain sections of the unions. Given that two 
strikes involving the LSC and TA in the later 1950s had 
severely taxed the resources of both unions, a slow but 
perceptable change in attitude towards merger was also 
underpinned by the realisation that a multi craft union
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structure could not exert the sort of craft dominance that 
had pertained throughout the first half of the 2 0 th 
Century. Thus in 1964, one of the largest and most 
important amalgamations took place between the LTS and TA, 
which created the National Graphical Association (MGA), 
with a total membership of just under 82,000. In 1965, the 
1,500 strong ACP and the National Union of Press 
Telegraphists (NUPT) with a similar membership, 
transferred their engagements into the NGA, to be followed 
in 1967 by the 5,000 fetrong National Society of 
Electrotypers & Stereotypers (NSES)« This latter merger 
meant that for the first time, only one letterpress 
technology based craft union existed (outside of Scotland 
and Ireland) in the printing industry. This series of 
amalgamations and transfer of engagements amongst 
letterpress unions was largely the result of the growth of 
lithographic techniques, which make increasing inroads 
into the job areas of the above mentioned unions. However, 
it was apparent that changing technology was potentially 
threatening to the lithographic based unions as well, and 
with the development of the web-offset printing press in 
the late 1960s, affecting both letterpress and 
lithographic machine minding numbers, the Amalgamated
Society of Lithographic Printers & Auxiliaries (ASLP) with 
approximately 13,000 members, transferred its engagements 
into the NGA in 1969 1713. At this point, only two main 
craft based unions (not including Ireland) lay outside the 
NGA, these being the STA and the Society of Lithographic 
Artists, Designers & Engravers (SLADE), both unions 
organi si ng predominan1 1y ori gi nati on area warkgroups.
At this stage, the NGA, with a membership of over 107,000, 
represented the vast majority of craft workers in the 
tra.de. SLADE retained a membership of about 16,000 
throughout the period under review, and the STA had only 
approximately 7,000 members in Scotland. However, growth 
through further mergers were to prove more problematic for 
the NGA in the 1970s, than had been the case between 1955— 
69. Symbolic of the complex nature of union amalgamations, 
a notable increase in inter (and intra) union tension was 
wi tnessed in the 1970s , in part due to the creation of 
just a few very large and 'defensively powerful' unions, 
whi ch made joi nt uni on agreement harder t.o achi eve than 
during a period of relatively sma1 i uni ons who needed each 
other's cooperation and goodwill to a greater extent. 
Symbolic of this inter union tension was the desolving of
t h e P K T F i n 1974, (wh i c h had r eac h ed a p ea k memb er sh i p
affiliation figure of 405,793 in 1971 1723), largely' for 
t h e 1 a 11 e r reason II7 3 1! „ t o b e r e p I a c e d h y a TUG committee 
- t h e  Printing Industries Committee — an 
i n form a t i o n/d i sc uss ion forum r at he r t han a join t un i o n
body with a collective bargaining role a 1 a the PKTF. A
decade af t er the f ormat i on of the NGA, John Bonf i e 1 d , i t s 
then General Secretary , st i X I spo!•:e of ' one u.n i on for the 
print' as bei ng a long way of f , wi th i n ter uni on r eI at ions
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at. an all time 1 ow in the early 197Os, and citing the 
recent co 1 1 a.pse of an abort.i ve S0 GA7/NATS0 PA (see 
Ch a p t er 7) merge r as ev i d en c e f or h is vi ewp o i nt [741.
Desp i t e the c o n s t a n t m a n i test a t. :i. on of i nter-u nion tens- i o n 
in the 1970s, changes in technology began to take on an 
ever more radical shape, far outpacing the speed of change 
experienced in the previous decade. The development of 
lithography i n pr inti ng pr ocesses had been the ma i n 
rationale for mergers in the 1960s, but in the 1970s, 
increasing 1 y these deveI opments were overI:aken (and to 
some extent enhanced) by the further advances being made 
in computerisation, especially in the origination areas 
(see Chapter Four). The details of this technological 
change and its general impact on industrial relations in 
the industry have been given in chapters four and five 
respectively, so will not be repeated here. But. suffice to 
say as Gennard & Dunn 1983 comment;
"The impact of new technology upon the print 
craft union s i s bec omi ng increasi n g1 y prof ound.
The NGA...is threatened with a loss of control 
over the supp1 y of 1 abour through possi b 1 e 
subst itut i on of i ts member s by lesser and h i gher 
skilled w o r ke r s b o t h within an d outs i d e t he 
traditional printing industry."
CGENNARD/DUNN in BJIR Vol.2t\ 1983 s pl91
Genn a r d & Dunn 1983 n o t e f o u r t a c t i c s a id o p t e d b y t h e c r a f t
unions in the 1970s to meet the threat of changing
technology'; i„ attempts to reach new technol ogy agreements 
(NTAs) with newspaper publishers.': i i attempts to return
wor k to the composi ng room; iii. recruitment in new areas 
of membership; and iv„ uni on amaIgamations. To some 
e x t e n t , G e n nard L D u nn's p e r s p e c t i v e perh a p s p a i n t s t. o o
conscious a picture of the craft unions approach to new
technology in the 1970s„ To a certain extent., each tactic 
can be seen as mutual].'/ exclusive, and it was only with 
the appar ent f ai 1 ur e at d i f f er en t t i mes of each t ac t. i c , 
that focus was shifted towards a different approach. 
Indeed, the fourth option, that of union merger, was less 
of a tactic for handling contemporary technological 
change, as much as the continuation of a hi stori cal 
tendency, only in part underpinned by a technological 
impetus. In other words, :i. t could be argued that the craft 
unions adopted var i. olas t ac t i cs i n an ad-hoc manner , r ather 
than developing any coherent and systematic strategy < 
towards technological change. It is interesting to note 
that even a decade later, of the three main print unions 
e x a mined in t h i s t h e s i s , t h e N G A h a d n o discer n a b 3. e 
of f ici a 1 a1 1 i tucle towards techno 1 ogi ca 1 i nnovat. :i. on , 
althoiAgh it had established a working party to look at 
this issue. This compares with the NIJJ and BOG AT who had 
made official statements as to the union's attitude 
towards new techno 1 ogy , had pub Ished di scussi on /edlacat.i on 
documents, and in the case of the journalists union had 
publ i shed books and report s- on the sub ject, as we 11 as
setting up working parties to look into the impact of 
changing technolog'/ [753. Furthermore, it is reflective of 
the radical and problematic character of changing 
technology during the 1970s and early 1980s, and also the 
ad-hoc manner of the tactics employed by the craft unions, 
that all four tactics, inter alia, further exacerbated 
inter-union tension, and at times led to open conflict.
The history of new technology agreements (NTAs) between 
employers and the NGA have been largely' dealt with in 
previous chapters, so will not be examined in detail here, 
although it is worth noting that in a survey published in 
the mid-1980s, the NGA'82 had signed a total of five NTAs, 
compared to the NUJ's eleven, and SQ8AT'82s four [763.
The second strategy, involving attempts to return work to 
the composing room, was basically aimed at preventing 
origination work (particularly art-work) from by-passing 
union recognised print shops. The 1972 and 1974 NGA 
Biennial Delegate Meetings endorsed a 'blacking' campaign 
to be pursued by the Union, which was put into effect in 
1976 C773. However, the 'blacking' campaign led to 
conflict with SLADE, which had a policy of trying to 
recruit workers in unorganised art agencies (to which most 
of the -’'blacking' was aimed at), rather than taking work 
away from them. A compromise was reached in this inter­
union wrangle in 1977, with the introduction of the 
'labelling' system, whereby a joint NGA/SLADE rubber stamp 
had to be attached to any piece of work emanating from any 
printers/art agency, in order for it to be handled by 
union members in other print shops [783. Attempts to 
return work to the composing room also led the NGA into 
problems with a host of trade unions outside of 
traditional print areas, such as APEX, TASS, NALGO and 
ASTMS, as changes in technology (particularly the 
development of the web-offset press) had led to the growth 
of 'in-house' printing, which meant that almost any 
company with reasonable resources could undertake much of 
its own printed matter requirements, rather than sending 
the work out to a contract printers'. This brought many 
non-traditional print workers into print production, as 
employers used their existing staff, or at least staff 
organised in existing unions, to work the in-house 
printing machines. In the case of NALGO, the NGA had to 
back down from an inter-union jurisdicational argument 
when it was threatened with a 'Bridlington' ruling from 
the TUC T793.
Despite the impact of the 1982 Employment Act on 
'blacking' tactics, this 1 abel1 ing system relied heavily 
on shop-floor F/MOC vigilence, and by the early ,1.980s had 
lost its efficacy. However, the tactic was reintroduced at 
the NGA'82s 1984 Biennial Delegate Meeting, with the 
endorsement of the National Executive's plan to publish a 
new 'fairs list' (of recognised print houses) and a newly 
designed, more detailed rubber stamp to be attached to all 
unionised pieces of origination work [803. The tactic
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would be more successful in the 1980s than the 1970s, it 
was argued, as by now SLADE and the NGA were one union.
The third tactic adopted by the NGA in the 1970s, was that 
of widening its traditional craft based recruitment area. 
Again, this led to problems with SLADE, as both unions 
attempted to recruit art studio workers. SLADE was the 
first of the two unions to systematically recruit these 
workers, with the creation of a new section called the 
'SLADE Art Union' in 1975. In 1979, the NGA adopted a 
similar organisational restructuring (after merger with 
NUWDAT - see below) by creating an 'Art, Technical, 
Clerical t: Admi ni strati ve ' section (ACTA), with an 
eventual aim to "seek a post-entry closed shop to maintain 
membership and protect itself from competition from other 
unions" [813. Both unions however met with only limited 
success in white-collar recruitment in the 1970s C823. And 
despite the NGA and SLADE merging in 1982, white-collar 
recruitment continues at a very slow pace in the NGA'82, 
as the National Council Report to the Union's 1986 
Biennial Delegate Meeting makes clear:
"Organisation within ACTA areas continues despite 
the obstacles which have been reported to previous 
conferences and in particular, opposition from 
employers, employers' organisations, other trade 
unions and the general industrial climate. But, 
consequently at a slow pace."
CNGA'82 1986 : p.443
Thus the three tactics mentioned so far - signing NTAs, 
blacking non-unionised printing material and widening the 
recruitment base - have all been both problematic and of 
limited efficacy. The fourth approach - amalgamation — can 
best be seen from the perspective of a long term 
historical tendency, which offers the craft unions the 
most viable opportunity for maintaining some degree of 
control over its position in the industry.
In 1976, the NGA's Biennial Delegate Meeting gave its 
Executive the go-ahead to pursue talks with all other 
relevant unions with a view to creating 'one union in the 
print' 1823. However, between 1970 and 1981, only one 
merger took place regarding the NGA, and that was with the 
1979 transfer of engagements of the 'National Union of 
Wallcoverings, Decorative Sk Allied Trades (NUWDAT).
Despite its title, the importance of this merger for the 
NGA lay in the white-collar base of NUWDAT, and as stated 
earlier, the NGA formed a new white-collar section from 
this basis - ACTA. SLADE had been joined in 1973 by a 
small group called the 'United Society of Engravers', but 
•had essentially remained throughout the period under 
review, a small (approx.16,000), tightly knit union with 
perhaps the most craft exclusive membership in the 
industry. In 1982 however, with changes in technology and 
the increasing difficulty for small unions to remain
financially viable in the industrial relations "climate of 
the 1980s, the NGA and SLADE finally amalgamated, to form 
the NBA'82.
A1 1 hough ostensibly on 1 y one cr af t un i on ex i sted i n the 
industry from 1982, an interesting development had occured 
in the mid 1970s in Scotland, with the then Scottish 
Graphical Association (SGA) deciding to amalgamate with 
SOGAT (to form SOGAT' 75)., rather than with the NGA.. The 
SGA had already experienced noticeable change in its 
membership structure by the early 1970s, and concomitantly 
the type of work its members were engaged in. In response 
to this the Union decided on a name change at its 
Conference in Aberdeen in 1973, and broadened its 
historical title - the Scottish Typographi cal Assocation, 
into the Scottish Graphical Association. By the mid 1970s, 
the SGA realised that although it had broadened its 
recruitment area, with a membership of just. 6,500, it was 
no longer a viable autonomous entity. The Union opened 
negotiations with both the NGA and SOGAT with a view to 
merger, and in 1975 its Executive decided to ballot the 
membership on joining with the general print union rather 
than with its craft counterpart south of the border. The 
vote was 2,602 in favour of the SOGAT merger, and 2,195 
against C833. It is unclear whether this close vote 
reflected the STA membership's ambiguity over joining a 
general union rather than a craft based one, or whether it 
reflected the desire on the part of a large minority to 
remain autonomous, probably a mixture of both. Certainly 
some bad feeling had been generated amongst Scottish 
compositors over the reluctance of the London region of 
the NGA to allow craft workers to transfer down to the 
capital in the early/mid 1970s, due to a growth in 
unemployment. In any event, this merger constituted the 
first amalgamation proper between a union popularly 
perceived as non—craft based, and a traditional craft- 
based union in the printing industry. On merger, the SGA 
became the Scottish Graphical Division of SOGAT'75 (SGD), 
and a few year later through a minor organisational 
restructuring became the Scottish Graphical! Branch of 
SOGAT (SGB)»
By the early 1980s therefore, rather than just one craft 
union remaining in the industry, it would be more accurate 
to state that there was only one craft union outside of 
Scotland, but another one in Scotland integrated into the 
largest print union - SOGAT'82. Analysing membership 
figures of the craft unions during this period is complex, 
due to the many mergers. But after the NGA was formed in 
1964, the craft unions experienced an uneven growth, with 
only amalagamations and transfers of engagements allowing 
the NGA's membership to increase significantly at certain 
times, as table 8.5 illustrates.
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table 8.5 s Craft union membership 1966-83 C84I!
Year NGA SLADE STA
1966 8,5805 16,032 7", 130
1969 10,7373 16,145 7,050
1974 10,8792 16,925 6 ,*418 (SGA)
1980 11,6438 22,388 6,000 (SGD)
1 QQ2 11,2299 25,103 6,000 (SGB)
1983 133^949 (NGA'82) 6 , 0 0 0
e) 1982-88
Prom 198 2  then, only three traditional unions-remained in 
the printing industry, the NUJ, SOGAT'82 and the NGA'82. 
The radical and high pro-file impact that changing 
technology, interlinked with changing employer attitudes, 
■was having on the unions in the printing industry, and 
particularly the newspaper sector o-f the latter,' created 
the urgent impetus -for further merger talks to take place, 
with the long held goal of creating 'one union in the 
pri nt '.
The NGA had already opened up merger negotiations with the 
NUJ in 1981, but these talks came to nothing after a 
couple of years of discussions, despite the apparent logic 
of a merger between the two, given the NGA'82s desire to 
secure access to front end systems of typesetting, and the 
NUJ's need for greater organisational and industrial 
strength C851. Generally at this point in time, relations 
between the NGA'82 and the NUJ were at a delicate stage.
On the positive side a joint 'Disputes Committee' had been 
established, to ensure that consultation took place 
between the unions before either entered into industrial 
acti on which could affect;the other" party. Also, a joint 
NGA'82/NUJ 'Technology Committee' had been set up, but at 
this stage had only met infrequently. At chapel level, 
support had been given bv both unions to each other's 
chapels involved in disputes with various employers. In 
particular, the NGA'82 National Council offered thanks to 
the NUJ "for their magnificent help and assistance during 
the Association's dispute with Messenger Newspapers Group" 
(Eddie Shah's Stockport Messenger) C861. However, on the 
negative side, the dispute at. Portsmouth & Sunderland 
Newspapers (PSN) had severely impaired NGA'82/NUJ 
relationships (see Chapter Five). By the time of the 
NGA'82s Biennial Delegate Meeting (BDM) in 1984, the 
National Council reported that after eleven lengthy and 
protracted meetings, the merger talks with the NUJ ha.d 
broken down over the following issues: the structure of 
the London Region/Branch5 the editor of the Journal? the 
qualification period for office: the Professional 
Counci 1/Appeals Body; the frequency of delegate meetings 
an d t he quest i on of Nat i on a1 Counc i1 seat s 1871.
At the same time as talks with the NUJ had -floundered, 
merger talks had began between the NGA'82 and SOGAT'82, 
which continue to date, although these discussions have 
gone through several high and low points between 1982 and 
1988. At the NGA'82s 1984 BDM, a National Council report 
on the merger negotiations, was put -forward to Conference 
solely to 'note' (and not for any decision making reason). 
It was made clear by the? then General Secretary elect,
Tony Dubbins, that discussions with SOGAT'82 were clearly 
problematic, in particular the wide gap in per capita 
terms between the re1 ati ve1y wea11hy NGA'82 and the 1ess 
well-off SOGAT'82, (p.335), but the impetus for merger had
to override these difficulties.1:
"Let me say at the outset that I do not want 
to pretend in any way that these discussions 
are going easily to be brought to a successful 
conclusion. In order to do that there will have 
to be a major re—assessment made on certain issues 
which the Association has previously considered 
fundamental. Compromises will need to be made if 
we are to create a new union encompassing the 
vast majority of workers in our industry. It may 
be that the NGA members will see, as they have on 
many occasions in the past, the purity of a mainly 
craft union as being something they wish to maintain 
above all else. If they do that, I have no doubt 
that we will be contributing to a steady decline 
of the NGA's bargaining power in such a way that 
our ability to do what we primarily exist for will 
have been irrevocably damaged."
CNGA'82 1984 : p.3321
Whilst most delegates who spoke from other Regions argued 
in favour of 'noting' the progression of the discussions 
so far, the London Region, whilst still stressing that 
they were ama1 gamationists in principle, argued against 
'noting' the report, as it would imply endorsement of the 
situation to date, which was far from satisfactory to 
London members, on the grounds that it lacked 
comprehensiveness, making no mention of the retention of a 
closed-shop in union policy, that it appeared that the 
NGA'82 had made all the concessions and SOGAT'82 had made 
none, that the provident fund should retain a compulsory 
rather than voluntary contributton system, and that the 
craft union would be swal1 owed-up whole by the general 
union if the National Council's report was the basis for 
the final merger proposals C8 8 I. The London Region's 
hostility to the National Council's position in the merger 
talks may have held some validity, most certainly the 
NGA'S2s national leadership felt under much pressure to 
unite with the largest print union after the experience of 
the Stockport Messenger dispute, and the generally more 
ag g r ess i ve st an c e b e i n g ad op ted b y p r ovin c i a1 newspaper 
publishers over the introduction of direct input. These 
factors may have pushed the National Council negotiators 
into making more consesions to SOGAT'82 than perhaps was
politic.. But clearly to some extent, the London Region's 
position reflected old sectionalist attitudes amongst its 
membership, not least in the machine room where friction 
between craft and non-craft workers had always been at. its 
most hostile.. In the words of one Fleet Street machine 
man ag er cr i t i c a1 of t h e Nati on a1 Coun oil's r ep or t ;
"I just want to ask what page, what paragraph, 
refers to the machine managers. Also., what 
assurance you can give that we are not going 
to be swallowed up by the NATSOPAs who always 
wanted to eat us up, and always endeavoured to."
CNGA'82 1984 : ,p.3373
Sectionalism at chapel level was certainly taken on board 
by the NGA'82s National Council in its talks with 
SQGAT'82, with the 1984 report noting that if amalgamation 
took place, chapels will be left to decide on a voluntary 
basis whether or not to combine, although the formation of 
Imperial .chapels will be urged by the national unions 
1893. The merger talks between the NGA'82 and SOGAT'82 
however came to a de facto dead end shortly after, amidst 
inter-union conflict over direct input in the advertising 
area of several large provincial papers in 1985 (see 
Chapter 5)
With the break down of inter-union talks between the three 
main print unions in 1985, the NGA'82 urged its FOC's to 
hold local level chapel discussions with the NUJ and 
SOGAT'82, over the introduction of DI technology C903. And 
as was mentioned in previous chapters, this tactic found 
some success, and eventually helped pressurise the unions 
at national level, particularly the NUJ and NGA'82, into 
formulating a joint new technology approach. In the 
context of the News International dispute in 1986, the 
NGA'82 and SOGAT'82 reopened amalgamation-discussions, 
which continue to date, and at the time of writing (July 
1988), appear to be progressing reasonably well. Both 
unions are again talking in terms of when merger takes 
place, rather than if it will occur.
Whilst amalgamation talks with both the NUJ and SOGAT'82 
had clearly met with a certain amount of craft exclusive 
sectional interests, the NGA'82 by the early 1980s had 
undergone a profound change in attitude regarding the 
historical mechanism for restricting access to print craft 
labour markets - the apprenticeship system. In 1982, it 
was recognised at the BDM that the apprenticeship system 
had become increasingly inappropriate to the needs of the 
printing industry, because of the rapid, and continuing 
technological changes that were taking place in the 
industry [911. Hence the.BDM gave the National Council the 
go-ahead to negotiate a radically revised training system 
with the general print employers' association, the British 
Printing Industries Federation (BPIF). In a comment on the 
NGA'82s ballot paper over the implementation of the a new 
NGA / BP IF t r a i n i n g ag r eemen t , i t was st at. ed that:
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"The National Council recognise that whilst the 
new agreement involves moving away' -from the 
traditional time serving apprenticeship system, 
an equally important, i-f not more important 
provision, has been made -for members to receive 
systematic further training and retrain!ng at all 
stages in their working life, to enable them to 
foe equipped to meet the challenges presented by 
new technology and changing techniques."
CNGA'82 19831!
This agreement marked a total shift away from the 
traditional time-serving basis of entry into the labour 
market, and towards a modular system whereby trainees had 
to achieve certain standards over a more flexible, and 
shorter, time period, which would be approximately between 
3-4 years. It also introduced the idea that training would 
no longer be a once and for all thing, and that in order 
for 'craft' workers to maintain a position in the 
industry, they would have to Undergo systematic retraining 
throughout their working lives. It was a mark of how 
attitudes had shifted within the NGA'82s membership that 
the NGA/BF’IF agreement was voted on by 28,027 for, to 
6,924 against (a majority of 21,103) il923„ The agreement 
became operative as from the 1st August 1983, although the 
Newspaper Society (NS) continued to use an apprenticeship 
system, along with several smaller employers' groups, 
largely because the new modular system implied a coherent 
long term manpower planning policy, agreed to by both 
employers and unions. From the craft unions point of view, 
it also meant that the introduction of trainees was more 
subject to chapel agreement, as it was "conditional upon 
the Chapel agreeing that it is possible, with the 
equipment available and the company's cooperation to 
adequately train a new entrant into the trade" 11933..
By 1986, the slowly declining membership of the two craft 
unions underlined the growing pressure that craft areas of 
the printing process were coming under, mostly due to 
changing technology, as table 8 . 6  illustrates.
table 8 . 6  : Craft union membership 1983—86 C94 3
f> Summary
Whi 1 st cr af t pr i nt u.ni ons i n part i cu. 1 ar have most often 
been perceived as 'sectionalist', their history has in 
•fact been one of continuing restructuring, largely through 
the process of merger.. This merger history however, has- 
been fraught with problems and it is an over 
simplification to suggest that the creation of the NGA'82 
was merely a logical and even development towards a 
monopoly craft union, as the? creation of the NGA'82 was in 
many ways a historical reflection of the increasingly 
problematic concept of 'craft' itself, in part caused by 
changing technology consistently rendering craft processes 
redundant.,, Different:!, ad.: ion between craft unions have 
historically been based on both geographical and 
occupational lines,. Geographi cal 1 y , the'central division 
has alway's been between London and the provinces, a factor 
which still plays a part in the contemporary politics of 
the NGA'82* Three periods in particular are of important 
note* Firstly/,, the 18th Century/ saw the slow and uneven 
development of an occupational unity/ between the 
compositors, but differentiated geographical1 y , a 
structure that was to continue into the post 1945 period? 
Secondly/, 1900--1930, were 'years of contradiction in 
respect of print union relations, with on the one hand the 
growth in size and importance of the-PKTF, but on the 
other the consistent failure of attempts to enter into 
formal amalgamation between the unions* And thirdly, 1955- 
82, a period which saw the eventual creation of just two 
production unions in the printing industry/, one 'craft' 
based and the other a 'general' union.
By the end of the 1980s, the main print craft union had 
undergone a r.adical change in its official outloak, and . 
was on the verge of a historical merger which would 
structural 1 y mean the ending of the stict craft/ndh-craift:' 
differentiation' between organised labour in the printing 
industry* However, although in an organisational sense, 
both the NGA'82 and SGB have undergone a radical change, 
as in the case of the NUJ and the SOGAT'82 clerical 
groups, it cannot be taken for granted that this has had a 
direct impact on the attitudes and perceptions of the rank 
h file membership* It. is to an exploration of this 
question that the thesis now turns*
D / Con temporary Ch a racter of Cra-ft Nor kg r o Lip s
in the MBA'82 sTSGB
u Introducti on
Following this brief introduction , this section of chapter 
eight is sub-divided into two main parts. Firstly,, a 
critical assessment of the nature of the craft chapel will 
be presented, primarily using documentation and library 
sources, so as to develop some understand!ng of this in 
many ways unique workgroup organisation, before examining 
the findings of the contemporary field research on the 
craft workers. The second part of this section, the
contemporary exploration, will follow a similar pattern to
that of the previous chapter on the journalists, that is 
an examination of; a profile of craft workgroups surveyed; 
the work orientation of craft groups; perceptions of 
changing technology; attitudes towards print/newspaper- 
trade unions; attitudes towards other workgroup 
categories; and attitude towards women workers. Finally, a
summary will be given of the findings of the field 
research..
By way of exlaining a stylistic point, it should be noted 
at this juncture that the field research data as presented 
in the tables, does not distinguish between the twjo craft 
groups in this survey, the primarily English based NGA'82, 
and the Scottish SGB. However, where appropriate, 
attention will be drawn to the need to 'differentiate 
between the findings from these two distinct groups of 
organised craft workers. A full breakdown of the field 
survey data distinguishing the NGA'82 from the SGB is 
given in Appendix 6 .
The Mature of the Chapel
The previous section of chapter eight explored the history 
of the print craft unions, focussing upon two main 
aspects; firstly the uneven and contradictory process of 
hitherto structurally and perceptually differentiated 
craft groups uniting, at least structural1 y , into larger 
units of organisation (through union merger); and secondly 
the methods by which craft workers in general secured and 
sustained their hegemony vis-a-vis other groups of 
workers, particularly in respect to both control over the 
labour market and labour process (primarily by restricting 
the entry of 'weaker' groups of workers into craft areas).
However, whilst a historical analysis can describe the 
methods and tactics by which craft based organised labour 
in the printing/newspaper industry achieved a high degree 
of influence over both entry into the labour market and 
control over the labour process, it does not offer an 
explanation as to why the craft workers were able to 
achieve this apparent hegemonic posi tion. One f actor that
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has often been offered for the relative strength of the 
craft war k groups/uni ons, in the newspaper industry, is the 
nature of the finished product, which is uniquely 
vulnerable to industrial action, as a lost edition of a 
newspaper cannot be resold on the market a day or so after 
it was due publication., Moreover, given the 
sectionalisation of the production process (see Chapter 
Four), many individual workgroups had the ability to stop 
production ait various stages; which gave the latter much 
scope for independent action,, This type of explanation is 
useful for understanding the relative ability of newspaper 
industry workers to halt production compared to workers in 
other industries, but does not in itself explain the 
dominant position of the craft worker within the industry, 
as other non-craft groups also retained the sitaility to 
stop production, at critical stages, such as distribution 
staff.
Underpinning the historical efficacy of craft workers in 
relation to the above, and in turn enhancing its cohesion, 
has been the craft chapel , and to a large extent, it is 
the nature of this latter organisation that holds the key 
to the character of the craft trades unions in total. 
Formulating_ideal type categorisations, three basic 
theories have been posited regarding the apparent strength 
of the craft chapel in the printing industry; i.the 
technoloqical factor, emphasising the nature of the labour 
process; ii.the or i en t at i on a 1 factor, focussing on the 
character of the workgroup itself; and iii.the 
contractual factor, which stresses the relationship 
between capital and labour at the level of the shop—floor. 
Of course none of the categorisations are mutually 
exclusive, each being inter-connected, with one 
reinforcing the other. Again stressing the centrality of 
the chapel in print craft union organisation', all three 
categdri sati ons stress factors levelled at the shop-floor 
in understanding craft Control, rather than locating 
'power' at the national union level.
Perhaps the best known exponent of the 'technological' 
factor is Blauner 1964, who wrote of the American print 
worker that, only in the fact that they work for an 
employer, and have no claim to the finished product, does 
the craft printer have anthing in common with other 
industrial workers;
"In some ways, the printer is almost an 
anachronism in the age of large-scale 
industrial organisation. His relation to 
his work is reminiscent of our picture of the 
independent craftsman of preindustrial times.
Craft technology, favourable economic conditions, 
and powerful wor k or g an i s at i on s an d t r ad i t i ons 
result in the highest level of freedom and control 
in the work process among industrial workers today."
■CBLAUNER 1964 s p.56 3
In Britain, the early work of A3M Sykes 1967 echoes this 
conceptualisation of the craft worker, but stresses that 
custom, moral obligation and social structurE; create the 
conditions for the uniqueness of chapel cohesion (p.. 160) . 
Furthermore, the above is enforced by social sanction, 
taken against a chapel member who fails to respect the 
norms and values of the workgroup;
"If a man goes too far below the level C.of effort 3 
his workmates will begin to comment on it and 
try to shame him into working harder. On the 
other hand if a man greatly exceeds the level he 
will be warned to ease up, and if he persists, 
sanctions will be brought into use against him.."
CSYKES I960 s p.2493
For Sykes then, it was custom and practice, shaping the 
character of the workgroup that underpinned the latter's 
strength. However, similarly to Blauner, Sykes emphasised 
the importance of technological continuity, but from the 
point of view of enabling the transmission of custom and 
practice (particularly through the apprentice system), 
rather than in the technology being a determinant of 
workgroup character per— se.
Whilst both Blauner and Sykes were writing some two 
decades ago, at a time when in both countries changing 
technology had not in practice impacted radically on the 
labour process of the craft worker in the printing 
industry, the perception of the all powerful chapel 
persisted, at least in Britain, for many years. But the 
focus of attention shifted somewhat away from 
technological and workgroup character, and towards the 
relationship between management and organised labour at 
the shop-floor level. Sisson 1975 was influential in this
shift, and argued that management had de facto given up
much of what pluralist industrial relations specialists 
would regard as management prerogative, and that the 
chapel existed as a sub—contract!ng organisation,
"...the key to understand].ng the main features
of the pay structure as well as many of the
other characteri. stics which have come to be 
associated with industrial relations is what 
might be termed the 'sub—contract].ng ' 
relationship between management and chapels." 
rSISBON, 1975 ; p.1653
Furthermore, once established, newspaper management often 
had little incentive for challenging the sub-contracting 
nature of chapel/management relations;
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"It is self-evident that the control which has 
been conceded to the chapels is not absolutely 
essential to the running of the newspaper. In 
fact, the different groups of managers are able 
to devote their total energy and attention to 
satisfying their goals and constraints in the 
product market. * . The chapels too are kept 
relatively satisfied - and because of this, it 
■may be argued, do not make more serious demands 
on the managements about such matters as editorial 
poli cv."
CSISSON, 1975 s p.1693
This is not to imply that the trades unions themselves 
have not influenced the sectionalisation of the newspaper 
production process, Tor they c1 ear1y have, especia11y in 
respect af job demarcation structures; firstly, by 
restricting women, the 'unskilled' and young workers entr 
into skilled sectors of the production process; and 
secondly by limiting the application of technically 
radical forms of new work-ing methods. Nevertheless, 
management in the newspaper industry (not so much the 
wider printing industry), could be seen to have logical 
reasons for maintaining the sub-contracting nature of the 
employment relationship. Even as the 1970s drew to a 
close, it was still possible for informed commentators on 
the national press to argue that chapel control over the 
labour mar ket/process was a permanent fixture,. Jenkins- 
1981 for example argued that the outcome of the 1978/79 
'Times' dispute had demonstrated that the print chapels, 
particularly those of the craft based NGA, still held the 
whip hand in the employment relationship, and that 
employers would he wise to adapt to this 'fact' in the 
most rationale way, by accepting de-jure what had been th 
case de-facto for many years, and turn the chapel into a 
formal sub-contracting agency, whilst at the same ti*me, 
distancing the national unions from the collective 
bargaining process.
Although the above posits a perspective of strong craft 
chapels, based on a combination of technological, 
orientational and contractual factors," some caution shoul 
be made in interpreting the character of craft workgroups 
from these 'ideal type' formulations. In particular, the 
above vers/ much focusses on national newspaper craft 
chapels, and not provi nci a1 chapels, thus giving a 
distorted viewpoint of craft chapel autonomy'and strength 
Also, one should be careful in equating the relative 
strength and cohesion of the craft chapel (compared to sa 
the journalist and clerical workers) with any direct link 
with a strong trade union solidaristic ethos, or indeed 
with a strong 'political consciousness'. Historical 
ev i d en c e on the latter point is in f ac t c on t r ad i c t or y . 
Cannon 1967 in a detailed study/ on compositors in Britain 
found that 777, of surveyed compositors identified 
themselves as 'working class' (compared to only/ 537. of
7*n*y'7>_
other skilled workers) , and 68/1 voted Labour (compared to 
487. of other skilled workers) 11953, and concluded that:
The occupational community helps to maintain 
a cluster of attitudes that can be called 
the occupational ideology or ethos: the good 
compositor is a good trade unionist, a member 
of the working class, and a supporter of the 
Labour Party."
CCANNON 1967 : p.1703
However, Sykes 1965, in a survey of the then STA, found 
that whilst between 1920 and 1963, the Union held eight 
ballots over the setting up of a political fund (each time 
overwhelmingly supported at the respective Delegate 
Meetings), it was rejected by the rank & file on every 
ocassion. Sykes concluded that although there was 
consistent support amongst activists and officials for a 
pro Labour political fund, the latter displayed a 
consistent lack of knowledge about the membership's 
attitude (p.176-77). Even so, Sykes accepts that most STA 
members at the time were pro Labour, but in true 
'labourist' tradition felt that industrial and political 
matters should be kept separate (p.178).
As in the case of journalists and clerical groups, the 
craft workgroups in fact exist within a self-perceived 
framework of contradiction and tension, which have both a 
historical and contemporary basis. Attention is now turned 
directly to a closer examination of the workgroups 
surveyed in this study, to try and gain a more complex 
understanding of the next Lire of craft workgroups in the 
newspaper industry.
3u Profile of Craft; Worker_s Researched
a) Age
table 8., 7 age of repondents
35 u.nder 56-45 46 & over
Craft ..."76T~   “’317""’ “""547
ALL 397 277 357
Craft workers responding to the questionnaire were cl early 
older than both journalist and clerical workers. Only 167 
were below the age of 36, whilst over half were over 4-6. 
For all workers, the respective figures were 397 and 357. 
These figures reflect the lack of recruitment into the 
craft areas throughout most of the 1980s, and hence an 
ageing workforce in these areas. This factor is clearly an 
important one when considering the craft worker's attitude 
to the future of the newspaper industry, although it is 
perhaps surprising, as will be seen, that very few craft 
workers spoke in terms of an eagerness to leave the 
industry and take early retirement and voluntary 
red un d an c y „
b)
Male
Craft 1007
ALL 827
Female
1 87
The sex ratio of the craft workers holds no surprises, 
given the hi story of exclusion of females from craft 
(•-p i c ; i  ] -j-j-'ip y - -j- {.*1 nf-kprs ss i.rveved (both n' i “jnt i tat i ve^ v
a n d q u. a. 1 i t. a t. i v e 1 y ) w e r e m a. 1 e , and t h i s v e r y m u ch reflects 
the predominance of males in both unions, especally the 
NGA'82. where in the mid 1980s. only 57 of its members 
were females. The SGB do organise women print workers, but 
mainly in non—craft jobs, such as clerical workers in 
Scotland.
*
* The researcher did come accross one female compositor 
working for Paper Two. but due to pre—coneeived ideas 
about male ex c1usi ve work areas failed to realise that the 
women in question was a compositor, and unfortunately, was 
only told by chance when it was too late to arrange an 
i n t e r v i e w w i t. h h e r She a 1 s o d i d n o t complete the 
quest. i onnai r e , so the r esearcher has no i ndi cat. i on of her 
v i. 0 iaj •
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c ) Ap p renticed/In den t ured
tab.1 e 8* 9 s 7 of respondents who have served _an 
apprent!c eshi p
Yes No
Craft 947. 67.
ALL 887. 127
T h e -figures -for 'all w o r k ers ' e c 1 u d e s c J. e r i c a 1 g r o u p s , s o 
the comparison in table 8.9 is between craft and 
journalist workers. Nearly all craft workers had in fact 
served an apprenti ceshi p - 947., compared with a slightly 
lower figure for all workers of 887.. Theoret i cal 1 y , those 
craft workers who responded negatively to this question 
could have gained entry into the newspaper industry after 
u n d e r t a k i n g s o  m e  f o r m o f t r a i n i n g i n t h e n e w e r a r e a s o f 
p ri n t ing technology, p er hap s i n an art st udi o en g ag ed on 
p a p e r p a s t e - - u p . However, in p r a c t :i. c e , g i v e n t h e h i g h 
a v e r a g e a g e o f t h e r e s p o n cl e n t s , t h e y h a d p r o b a b 1 y 
uncler gone some form of non-i nden t.ur ed t r a.iri i ng .i n a sma 1 1 
hot-metal house in their youth, and had gained entry into 
the newspaper industry after becoming de facto journeymen
and joined one or other of the craft unions.
I n s u m m a r y t h e n , c r a f t w o r k e r s s u r v e y e d for this t h e s i s 
w e r e si g n i f i c a n 1 1 y older than a J. 1 w o r k e r s , w e r e a 11 m a 1 e 
compared to a small number of women in the NUJ and a 
majority of women i n S50BAT clerical areas, and were 
s 1 i ghi11 y  more 1 i ke 1 y to be indentured than thei r 
journalist counterparts, although in this r e s p e c t , figures 
for both groups were very high.
4 „ W o r k 0 r i e n t a t i o n
Quest ion:
"Number in order of priority (from 1-5) those factors 
that you feel were/are most important i n your job- in 
respect of both old and new technology skills, 
contro1 over the work process, wages, job securi ty 
and j ob sat i sf act i on !!.
a) S k i l l
t ab i e 8.10a s trad i t i ona 1 1st/1 nstrumenta 1 i stjoyi errtat i on 
to work re 'old' and new ' technol ogy
B) ~-10 1 mportance of Bki_l_l in the job
Hi gh (1-2) Ned.i urn (3) Low (4-5)
Old New Old New 01 d New
Craft 507 207 177 287 347 527
0 L L. 467 287 157 267 387 4 6 7
50 7 of craft workers gave 'skill ' .i. n the job a high 
priority under old technology., compared to 467. of all 
wor kers„ Int.ereet i nq 1 y however , approx i mate 1 y ha 1 f t.he 
craft workers gave 'skill' just a medium or low rating, 
which implies that one should be careful in assuming that 
classical perceptions of the craft worker, such as 
Blauner's notion of the non-alienated print worker, can be 
understood in any straightforward manner. Nevertheless, 
there was a marked change in priority amongst craft 
workers under new technology production systems. Only 207 
gave 'skill' a high rating working new technology jobs, 
whilst 807 gave the skill factor a low or medium priority. 
This compares to figures of 287 and 72’i respectively for 
all workers under new technology.
Thus it can be argued that compared to all workers, craft 
groups are more likely to perceive the skill factor as 
more important to their jobs under old technology, but 
less likely to give 'skill' a high rating than all workers 
under new technoloqy systems of production.. Hence, the 
P  r i or i t y g i ven t o 's  k ill' i n t h e j ob f a 1 1s sh ar p1y t h r ough 
the chance over from old to nsw technology for the craft 
workgroups. Both NGA' 82 and SGJB craft workgroups recorded 
a p p  r o '■■. i. m a t e 1 y s i m i. 1 a r r e s p o n s e s «
b) Control over the work process
t able 8 . 1 0 b t r a d i ti o n aj. i s t / i n s t r um e nta 1 i_ s t or i. en t a t i on to 
work re 'old' and 'n e w ' t e c h nol oq y
b) the importance of control over the work process
Cr ~ 
ALL
High (1-2) Med ium (3) Low (4-5)
□ 1 d New 01 d N e w 01 d New
127 --<5v 157 T9 7 '7 9 V 727
107 157. 207. 1 Q*/ L. □■/ \.J *7 /n 667
was noted when examining the journalists re this 
question, vsrv few craft workp o p gave control over the 
work process' a high priority, under either old or new 
tec h no] o n v (12 7 a n d 8 7. r e<r- n e c t i v e 1 v ) I n d e e d a la r o e 
majority of both craft and all workers felt that 'control 
had a. low priority under both old and new technology 
(727). However, some shift in orientation can be detected 
b e t w e e n, old and n e w techno 1 o q y w i t h the c r a ft q r o u p s 
rating 'control' even less important with new technology 
systems than old (9— 127), whilst the reverse can be seen 
for all workers (157 and 107 respectively)„ Both NGA'82 
and 8GB workgroups responded simi1 ar1y to this quest ion.
As is the case for most of the survey questions., 'control 
over the work process' is a complev concept, and needs 
i n t e r o r e t i n o w i t. h c a r e ., 11 m a y a p p e a r s u r p r i s i n g t. h a t
craft workers in general registored a low priority on this
e “7 ...
i 55ue. One explanation could be that, the craft workgroups 
have never really attained the degree of 'control ' that 
s o m e c o m m e n t a tors h a v e b e 1 i e v e d (b a sing t. h e i r ana 1 y i;-:;- i s 
solely on Fleet Street, eg Sisson 1.975 and Martin 1.981). 
But an alternative explanation could be that a 'high' 
level o-f 'control. ' had actually been achieved by craft 
workgroups under old technology, to the extent that it was 
taken for granted and not considered important in the way 
that sociologists understand the term. On the other hand, 
given the radical impact of new technology, especially 
over the the issue of 'control', it would seem logical 
that the craft workgroups would be more aware of this 
aspect of their working lives in the 1980s„ Alternatively 
it may he that the findings indicate contrary to popular 
perceptions, that despite job loss through technology 
change, those workers operating new technology equipment 
find they have a considerable degree of control . This 
issue will be looked at in more qualitative terms later in 
this section.
c) Wages
,0c ° t r a d i t i o n a 1. i s t / i ns t r u m e n t a 1 ist orientation
to work re 'old' and 'new' technology
c) the importan c e o f w a g e s in the job
High (1---2) Medium (3 ) Low (4 -5 )
Old New Old New Old New
Graf t. 407 617 277 197 347 207
ALL 437 577 '■? n */ j ov 327 247
407, of craft workers gave wages a high priority re 
importance to their work, in respect of old technology. 
This proportion rose under new technology, whith 617. of 
craft workers feeling that wages had a high priority. A 
slightly higher percentage of all workers (437) gave a 
la i q h p r i o r i t y t o w a q e s u n d e r o 1 d t e c h n o 1 o q v b u t a q a i. n a 
1 arqer proporti on g ave wages a hi gher pr i ori ty under new 
technoloqy (577)« Hence two conc1usions can thus be drawn 
from these figures. Firstly, craft workers perceive wages 
to be an increasingly important aspect of their job given 
the introduction of new technology, which would indicate 
that on this single cr i t er i on , cr af t wor ker s hec ome mor|s 
instrumental i n thei r or ientat i on to wor k gi ven 
computerisat i on than under t r ad it ion a1 met hods of 
prod u ction. And s ec on d1y , c ompar e d t o ot her wor ker s , t he 
c r a f t g r o u p s t e n d t o e x h i b i t a s i m i 1 a r b u t m o r e e x t r e rn e 
shift in attitude towards wages when changing from old and 
t o n e w t e c. h n o 1 o q y „ 0 n t h i s p a r t i. c u. 1 a r c r i t e r i a , t h e S G E< 
workgroups were more inclined to give wages, a high 
prior i t y (507) t h an wer e th e NG A '82 e r af t. wor kgroup s 
(307) , under old techno 1 ogy , a 11hough t.he trend for both 
gr oups was si mi 1 ar „
_977.
d ) J ob 5Gc ur i t. y
table S. lOd : t r a d i t i on a 1 i s t / i n s t. r u m e n t a 1 i a t o r :L e n t a t i o n 
to work re 'old7 and 'new' techno1ogy
d ) the i friportance o-f job secur i ty :i. n the job
Hi ah (1 -2) Medium (3) Low (4-5)
Old New Old New Old New
Cr af t 63 a 6 6 % 7% 4% 29% 30%
ALL 49% 49% 15% 12% 36% 38%
As was noted when exainining the journa 1 i st workgroups, 
there was some divergence in attitude towards job security 
between the different categories of worker« The craft 
workgroups clearly felt that 'security' was important 
w o r k i n g w i t h i n ta o t h o 1 d a n d n e w t e c h n o 1 o g y s i t u a t i o n s , 
w i t h o n 1 y a s 1 i g h t s h i f t. in e m p h a s i s o n s e c u r i t y u n d e r n e w 
t e c hi n o 1 o g y , L e s s t h a n a t h i r d o f t h e c r a f t w o r k e r s g a v e 
j oh sec ur i t y a 1 ow p r i or i t y un d er o 1 d an d ^ n ew t ec h n o 1 og y . 
This compares to the attitude of all workers, with just 
under a half responding that they felt security had a high 
priority under both old and new technology, and 36% to 38a 
who felt that security had a low priority in their working 
11 v e s u n d e r o 1 d a n d n e w t e c h n o .1 o g y r e s p e c t i v e i y „
T In e s e f i n d i n g s a r e n o t s u r p r i s i n g g i v e n t hi e .i m m e d i a t e 
vulnerablitity of the craft workers to changes in 
technology, compared to say the journalists- Indeed, it 
has been an important strategy of the NGA'82 in particular 
to try and save as many craft worker's jobs as possible 
during the change over to computerised systems of 
production, and this lay behind the latter's "follow the 
job" principle in joint union/management negotiations (see 
c hi a p t e r f i. v e ) . T h e C hi a i r m a n o f t h e F e c! e r a t e d H o u s e C h a p e 1 
at Paper 1 and NGA'82 representative indicated the 
importance of job security to the contemporary craft 
wor ker:
"As far as we are concerned, we've been working 
the traditional way-.,, now because technology 
is available, not through the choice of our own, 
and the company has chosen to make use of this 
techno1ogy„ they want to transfer work that has 
tradi t i ona11y been done by us i nto a journaIi st 
area...taut what they want to see is redundancies 
... The journalists themselves see that they are 
taking on an added responsibi1ity and as such they 
feel there should be more money attached to it.
The precedent has been set with the -forty pieces 
o-f silver paid at Murdoch's operation*. . .So to me, 
having accepted that there has got to be more money 
-for it, they mu s t a 1 so a c c e p t t h a t t h e y ' r e t a k i n g 
on wor k wh i c h i. s n ew wor k , an d t h at n ew wor k i s wor k 
t h at we h av e t rad i t i on a11y done..."
CPAPER 1 : interview 12.6.863
A similar attitude o-f bitterness was expressed by a rank & 
■file member of the NGA' 82 at Paper 1, who suggested that,
"the problem...is where they keep saying they'll 
give you redundancy money -for how many years 
you've served, I think they should give you 
another type of redundancy for how many years 
you could have served."
I PAPER 1 s group discussion 3.7.861
Ne ver t h e 1 ess , even wi t.h i. n wor k si t uat i ons under o 1 d 
t e <:: hi n o 1 o g y , the c r a f t w o r k e r c 1 e ai r 1 y s a w j o b s e c u r i t y a s a 
more important part of his working life than other workers 
(63% cofflpa!•- ed t o 49% r esp ec t i ve 1 y g ave secur i t y a high 
pr i or i ty) . 11 i s d i f f i cu. 11 wi thi n the cont ex t o-f the
p r e s e n t r e s e a r c hi t o a s s e r t a i n t h e r e a s o n s b e h i n d this, a s 
the answer may well lay in the wider social/class 
si tua.tion of the r espect i ve cat egori.es of wor ker . One 
factor however that could be important in the craft 
worker's attitude towards job security is the relative 
o3. der age of the 1 a11er group 5 who concomi-1ant i y feel less 
i nc 3. i ned to change j c*hs (wi th i n or outside the i ndustry) 
and thus put a higher premium on security than the younger 
m e m b e r s o f t h e o t h e r w o r k g r o u p s .
It is perhaps worth noting that whilst over at 11 the 
m a j o r i t y o f c r a f t w o r k e r s g a v e s e c u r i t y S . high pri ority, 
under both old and new technology, craft workers in the 
SGB felt that job security was more important in new 
techno1ogy env i ron ments t h an i n the o1d systems (567 ano 
65% respectively). The reverse trend was recorded by 
NGA'82 members, who gave security a slightly lower 
priority under new technology than old (68% and 71% 
respecti ve1y ).
•«- A !•- ef er en c e t o t h e p ay men t made b y Ne ws I n t er n a t ion a 1 
during the 'Napping' dispute to the NUJ chapel members, as 
an inducement to transfer from Fleet Street to Tower 
Hamlets.
e) Job sat. i sf a.c t i oh
table 8. lOe s trad j t i onal i s-t / instrumental i st ori entati on 
r e ' o 1 d ' an d ' n sw' t ec h n o 1 og y
e) the importance of job satisfaction in the job
High (1-2) Medium (3) Low (4-5)
Old New Old New Old New
Craft 273 273 313 293 423 433
ALL. 523 493 213 213 283 303
One of the most interesting findings regarding the .
tradi ti onali st—instrumentali st dichotomy concerned the 
albeit vague -and problematic issue of 'job satisfaction'. 
Clearly the craft workgroups surveyed in this thesis do 
not fit easily into any notion of the non-alienated craft 
worker, propounded for example by Blauner 1964. Only 273 
of craft workers gave a high priority to satisfaction in 
the job under both old and new technology. This compares 
with approximately a half of all workers giving 
satisfaction a high priority.. Just over 403 of craft 
workers in fact felt that satisfaction was a low priority 
in their work under any form of technology (compared to 
28—303 for all workers)„ On analysing the qualitative data 
however, it appears that feelings towards job satisfaction 
are more complex than the quantitative statistics imply.
It was difficult to find statements that expressed an 
overt lack of satisfaction working within an old 
technology situation.. One long—serving member of the 
linotype department at Paper 1 did express some disregard 
towards attachment to a particular job in the print 
industrys
MI don 't mind where I work. . . I've always looked 
upon it. that, as long as the money's ok, I don't 
mind what I do...People say to me 'I don't want 
to be on the keyboard all day, I like a bit of 
variety'. Well I feel, to go into full integrated 
on line newspaper production there's not going 
to be a lot of variety at all. We are going to be 
on the keyboard or we're going to be out of a job."
C PAPER 1 5 interview 19.6.~863~
However, as will be seen later in this section, many craft 
workers indicated a strong sense of job satisfaction 
working in craft areas (using old and new technology) by 
articulating negative perceptions of the changing nature 
of their job content given the restructuring taking place 
in the industry..
There was a marked contrast between the SGB and N GA'82 
members on this question. Whilst in both groups only a 
minority gave satisfaction a high priority under either 
old or new technology, the SGB workgroups became in 
r e 1 at i ve ter ms mor e t r ad i t. i on a 1 i s t or .i en t ed w i t. h the
i ntroduct :i. on o-f new technology, with 313 responding that 
job satisfaction had a high priority working new systems, 
whilst only 163 felt that satisfaction was a high priority 
under old technology'. This compares with figures for the 
NGA'82 workgroups of 373 and 223 respectively, thus 
showing the reverse trends ie as new technology is 
i n t rod uc ed , t h e work g r oups become less traditionalist in 
orientation.
Summary
Generally, the five criteria used in this research to gain 
an approximate understanding of the ,'traditionalist— 
instrumentalist' orientations of craft workers, compared 
to other categories of worker, have indicated a clear 
instrumentalist orient!ation on behalf of the craft 
workers, which tends to contradict most conceptualisations 
of craft workers generally, and printers in particular 
being traditionalist in their orientation to work.
The findings, it should be stressed, refer to old as well 
as new technolog'/ work situations. Thus vis-a-vis the 
traditionalist criteria, only/ 503 and 203 gave 'skill' a 
high priority/ re old and new technology respectively, and 
a mere 123 and 93 of craft workers recorded a high 
priority for 'control' over the work process re old and 
new technology/. Whilst for instrumental factors, 403 and 
613 gave wages a high priority (old and new technology), 
and a large majority of 633 and 663 gave job security a 
high priority (old and new technology). Perhaps the most 
indicative figure concerns the 703+ of craft workers who 
gave job satisfaction under both old and new technology a 
medium or low priority. This apparent surprising finding 
re the craft workgroup's orientation to work will be 
analysed in more detail towards the end of this chapter.
Finally-', it is worth noting that in relative terms, whilst 
both NGA'82 and SGB responses followed broadly similar 
trends, there was a notable divergence between the two. 
Regarding two of the traditionalist criteria — skills and 
control, the SGB members were more likely to view 
positively/ the introduction of new technology than were 
the NGA'82 workgroups. However, on the two essentially 
instrumentalist criteria. - wages and security, it was the 
NGA'82 workgroups who were more likely to view new 
technology positively. One explanation of this divergence 
is that the SGB groups may feel more secure vis—a—vis the 
introduction of new technology/ given that they are part of 
the larger union SOGAT'82, and thus relative to the 
NGA'82, feel more able to focus on traditionalist elements 
of the job, whilst NGA'82 groups clearly felt, most 
threatened by the introduction of new technology, 
reflected in the high priority/ given to job security and 
wages. This divergence emerged later on in the survey.
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Nevertheless, in absolute terms, the introduction of new 
technology was viewed by both groups as enhancing the 
priority given to instrumental factors of the job, at the 
expense of traditionalist factors.
5„ Percepti ons of Changi nq Technology
Given the above picture of the orientation of craft 
workgroups towards their working environment, attention is 
now turned to the ways in which changes in work have been 
perceived in respect to the introduction of new 
technology. Two questions were asked in the survey to 
ascertain both the expertence of, and future expectations 
of changes in technology- The question asked was;
pij pcf i o n ;
"What has been your experience of previous 
introductions of new technology (if any), 
and what are your expeotations of future 
changes in technology, in respect of the 
following factors - skills; wages^ stress; 
and job satisfaction- Has each criteria 
been improved, seen little change, or worsened."
Thus this question was designed to develop further the 
understanding of the perceptions that craft workgroups 
hold vis-a-vis their job content compared to other 
workers- But instead of examing the absolute level of 
importance given to the respective criteria, attention is 
focussed on relative changes in perception given the 
introduction of changing technology.
a) Skill '
table 8-11a s attitude towards changes in technology
a) impact on s'kill
Little
Improved Impact
Past Future Past Future 
Craft "‘“‘107- 127." "' ""287. 197
ALL 377- 387- 267- 207,
It is perhaps worth looking empirically at the craft 
workers response to this question in some detail, to 
highlight the complexity of this factor, not least in the 
perceptions of the workers themselves- Whilst table 8-1 la 
above indicates quantitatively the apparent acceptance of 
a loss of skill by the craft workgroups, like most other 
criteria surveyed in this thesis, qualitative evidence 
prescants a much more complex picture, and one that 
essentially reflects the often contradictory tension 
existant within the ranks of this category of worker.
Worsened 
Past Future 
627 "697 
377 427
St a t i st i c a 11 y t h en , for - most craft workers, t Si er e i s 
little doubt that changing teclmology has Siad (627), and 
will continue to have (697). a negative impact on the 
skill requirement in their jobs- Only 1.07 thought that 
previous technological change had increased skill levels, 
and perhaps surprisingl'y a slightly higher figure of 127 
felt that future changes would increase skills- This was 
consistent with the finding that 527 of craft workers gave 
'skill' under new technology a low priority in job 
content- For all workers, technological change had proved 
of more ambi guous qua 1 i ty, wi th equa. 1 numbers (377) 
stating that previous introductions of new technology had 
either improved o r .worsened the skill levels of their 
work- Concomitantly, all workers 'were similarly divided 
over the impact of future changes in technology.„0veral1, 
there was a clear divergence of opinion regarding skill 
and new technology between the craft workgroups and all 
workgroups. Responses to this question by both the NGA'82 
and SGB followed a similar pattern, although the SGB 
workgroups tended to record a more polarised response than 
was the case- with the NGA''82. Hence a greater percentage 
of the former group felt that technology had, and would 
continue to erode the skill requirement.
The generally unfavourable experience of previous 
introductions of new technology had logically enough 
created a pessimistic attitude towards future changes, as 
one process worker argued:
“Purely from an artist's point of view, I would 
say that modern technology has been the death 
of artistry in the printing trade---Your basic 
skills are no longer valid at all in future 
■ technology.--an artist's skill has been depleted 
so much...and I 'm talking especially about 
colour work, that an artist is no longer really 
necessary."
CPAPER 3 s group discussion 1.8.851!
However, reflecting in part the contradictory perceptions 
on this issue, despite the fact that a clear majority of 
craft workers responded in the questionnaire that 
technology had reduced skill content, some workers argued 
that even under relatively advanced photocomposition 
systems, a degree of skill pertained., In particular, many 
compositors felt that typographical skills, learnt in hot- 
metal days, still had relevance, not only for paste-up 
artists, but for working with VDIJs as well.
“I did a seven year apprenticeship to learn 
to be a comp- I still don't think you could 
take somebody in within two weeks and train 
them on the keyboard. and say you. can do the 
job as well as him.--because you have to 
visualise what's coming out..."
CPAPER 3 s group discussion 29.7.851
A number of craft workers felt that whilst new technology 
had eroded skill levels, some aspects of traditional 
skill, particularly the ability to work at speed (always 
c r i t i ca1 i n n ewspaper wor k) , were st ill highly relev ant t o 
computer systems of production:
"The level of specialist skill has been 
reduced. But the one skill that has remained, 
continues to be there, is working at a 
certain pitch when you need to get the 
paper out, when the deadline needs to be 
h i t . . . Th e j our na lists h a ve f ound ...that they 
haven't been able to learn that ethic, that 
work ethic..."
S".PAPER 2. ; interview 16.10.863
Moreover, there were some craft workers (albeit a small 
minority) who felt that computerisation had enhanced the 
overall skill requiment of printers. During one group 
discussion, it was argued that, "most of the jobs that we 
do now are just...low skilled jobs. A typist can do my 
job, a child can do paste-up". This fairly typical 
response was met with the following argument:
"I tend to disagree...Because I think the 
VDUs have really enhanced the old comps 
job... Because he can actually do more on 
the VDU than they done before. And I 
disagree that any old bod off the street 
can come in and do it. They can come in 
and do it and they wouldn't make a very good 
job of it. You see for yourself the stuff 
you get shoved through the door every day 
~ there's no style to it...nothing flows.
I still think a comp has got... more ski 11 
than...some typist coming from school. They 
ccan set the straight stuff when someone says 
to them, right , you hit the F02 Etex.t command] , 
but when it comes to the actual layout on 
the screen...a bloke that's been trained 
nowadays, he's virtually trained in the 
same way as the comp was trained when I was 
an apprentice, but now he relates all that 
skill to a computer..."
CPAPER 2 s group discussion 20.10.863
It is worth quoting this statement at length because it 
highlights a number of complexities regarding skill. 
Firstly, there is the empirical issue of examining the 
type of skill needed to work a computer keyboard and VDU, 
which has the ability to lay-out adverts etc, on screen.
At the very least it seems logical to argue that general 
knowledge of typography is a relevant skill,, Indeed, given 
that some workgroups needed no real knowledge of 
typography and layout design working with hot-metal (lino- 
ops for example), it could be argued that this specific 
aspect of job content is a skill enhancement (as most
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craft workers are now required to operate VDU machines).. 
Thus respones to this question could to some extent depend 
on the exact nature of the production process the worker 
was engaged in prior to new technology.. The different 
attitudes expressed above could be the result of different 
experences of previous introductions of new technology* In 
other words., the better the outcome of previous 
technological change, the more positive the attitude 
generally towards new technology* However, differences of 
opinion were expressed by workers who had worked at the 
same paper during previous changes in technology, so the 
1 att er ex p1 an at i on i s un1i k e1y * Th e second type of i ssue 
the .above quote raises in fact is an analytical one, that 
of the way in which the craft worker explains his position 
in _the industry* In the case above, the reference point 
was to compare the craft worker with a 'school leaver', or 
'typist'* In other words, it is the tension within the 
consciousness of the craft worker that requires analysis. 
The perception of the impact of changing technology on 
skill is therefore obviously complex, and will be analysed 
in the final section of this chapter.
b ) Wages
table 0.11b ; attitude towards changes in technology
On the question of wages and new technology, it is fairly 
clear that the response recorded in table 8,lib reflects 
the historical efficacy of the craft unions in gaining 
concessions from the employers with the introduction of 
technological change, and the contemporary relative 
weakness of the unions in continuing with this strategy. 
Thus whilst 60% of craft workers believed that new 
technology had improved their wage levels, only 22% felt 
that wages would rise in the future solely because of 
changes in technology. Even so, almost half (49%) felt 
that wages would not suffer because of technological 
change in the future. Correspond!ng figures for all 
workers showed a similar trend, with 51% believing that 
wages had increased through the introduction of new 
technology, whilst only 32% felt that this would be the 
case in future* Both NGA'82 and BBG groups responded 
s i m i. I a r 1 y t o t h i s q u e s t i o n .
Improved Impact
Past Future Past Future
60% 22% 31% 49%
51% 32% 40% 46%
Worsened
Craft
ALL
Past Future 
9% 29%
9% 23%
c) Stress
table S„ 11 c s atti tude towards changes in technol ogy - 
c)
Craft 
ALL
For the craft worker, changes in technology were very much 
associated with greater stress levels,, with 69X responding 
that technological change had worsened the degree of 
stress invloved in the labour process,, For SGB workgroups, 
a higher proportion felt that stress levels had increased 
with previous introductions of new technology (83%), than 
was the case, for NGA'82 members (52%)« Similarly, 69% of 
SGB members had negative expectations of stress re future 
changes, compared to 63% of NGA'82 members. For all 
workers, 49% felt that stress levels had worsened after 
previous technological change, and 53% thought that stress 
would be further exacerbated with future changes.
The criteria of 'stress' is of course problematic, and the 
above responses may well have recorded perceptions towards 
factors not directly relevant to job content, such as the 
fear of technological redundancy,, Clearly, craft workers 
have been most vulnerable to this factor out of those 
workers surveyed,, and this may have been the reason behind 
the relatively higher numbers of the latter category who 
felt that technological change caused greater stress. One
compositor from Paper 3 for instance, summed up the
feelings of the craft 'workgroups during a period of great 
uncertainty when his newspaper was undergoing negotiations 
over direct inputs
"Over the last year or six months,,,,, the trauma 
that it's creatted is absolutely horrific»««For me,
this has been the most important part of the
last twelve months, that everyone is unsure of 
their future,, „ ■» X wouldn't be surprised if it's 
actually caused di vorces. „ Because there are 
people who are under pressure, not knowing 
what's going to happen.«„at least some of them 
who are married have perhaps taken it out on 
their wife, some of them are perhaps drinking
more than they were "
CPAPER 3 s interview Sept 19861
Obviously, this type of perception relates to the fear of 
uncertainy rather than the direct impact on job content of 
technological change. Nevertheless, previous introductions 
of new technology were seen to have had a direct impact on 
stress in the labour process, as the following quote from 
an ex-linot y pe ope ra t or ind i c ates”
!Tipac.t_ on stress
Improved 
Past Future 
 “ 4 % 6%
1 O”/ ov
Li ttle 
Impact 
P a s t F u t u r e 
o o *y 
TO”/ TR7
Worsened 
Past Future 
69% 66%
49% 53%
"It's harder work than the lino, I don't honestly 
know why it should he, I think it might have 
something to do with the actual pressure up 
there, flay he the actual working on VDU s„ ..But 
it's tr0 mendous 1 v satisfvi no. 1
rPAPER 1
The ab ove quot e a 1 so i 1 ust r at es the c omp 1 ex i t y o-f 
perceptions towards job content. Thus, working on new 
equipment can at the same time be seen as both more
stressful 1 but also more rewarding, in the attempt at 
mastering the new skill requirement.
d) Job Satisfaction
table 8.lid s attitude towards changes in technology
For the overall criteria of job satisfaction, craft 
workers were much more negative in their appraisal of both 
previous and future technological change than were all 
workers. 627. of craft workers felt that new technology had 
eroded job satisfaction in the past, and 717 responded 
that it will lower satisfaction in the future. This 
compares with respective figures of 367. and 457 for all 
warkers, who had, on•the whole, mi xed feelings on this 
issue. For the NGA'82 member in particular, job 
satisfaction had been overwhelmingly viewed as diminishing 
with the introduction of new technology, with 657 saying 
that previous introductions, and 857 responding that 
future introductions would erode satisfaction. This 
compared to respective figures for the SGB of 587 for both 
previous and future technological change. Remarks about 
the lack of satisfaction working with new technology 
equipment abounded during the research, "sticking down 
bits of paper, you must be joking", "I think we all miss 
generally the achievement of putting the paper away, 
there's a certain amount of buzz in hot—metal, there's a 
lot of shouting going on, a lot of patter,.whereas its a 
funeral atmosphere down there [new technology composing 
room]". These were just two of many remarks that summed—up 
many craft workers views on changes in technology. But 
other workers stressed the positive side of these changes, 
such as the cleanliness and healthier environment offered 
by comput er i sat ion s
d) impact on job sati sfacti on
Improved 
Past Future 
217 ~ "I97 
307 287
Little 
Impact 
Past Future
Worsened 
Past Future
ALL
177 107
347 277
627 717
367 457
"I think they've been good changes,, Because 
personally for the caseroom staff you can go 
in dressed now and come out dressed. Whereas 
if it was under the old hot-metal system you 
get mucky. If you were on the pages you were
all ink. In that way it's been great "
CPAPER 3 ; interview Sept 19861
Even so, -this same worker expressed the negative side, of 
new technology on craft areas, ie job losses, which 
impacted on the overall attitude towards technological 
change and job satisfaction, especially given that common 
perceptions are of large scale future redundancies to come 
because of further advancement in technology.
e) All Four Variables Considered
The four previous tables have attempted to show in detail 
the attitudes and perceptions of craft workers to changes 
in technology, contrasted to those of all workers.
However, none of the single criterion is mutually 
exclusive. For example, changing perceptions of job 
satisfaction are obviously interconnected with perceived 
changes in skill, wage levels and stress. Also, a priori, 
skill and wages are very much tied-up with each other 
perceptually, and it could be argued that if wage levels 
had been maintained or improved during the period of new 
technology introductions, then the craft worker's 
perception of the skill required for the new process had 
to some extent been maintained. Moreover, the four 
criteria are all problematic, and thus taken individually, 
leave room for much i nterpretat. i on „ Therefore the table 
below summarise the four criteria of skill, wages, stress 
and job satisfaction in order to i 1 lust rate' in very broad 
terms the extent to which the craft, workgroups perceive 
past and future introductions of changing technology.
table 8. lie s' attitude towards chances in technol oqv      ,  ... .   .«<         _
e) ski 11, wage s , stress, sati sfacti on
Lift]e
Improved Impact
Past Future Past Future 
Craft 207 “157  ""'257 ""267
ALL 327 277 347 337
The craft workers overall tended to have a negative 
perception re changing technology, both in terms of their 
previous experience (547 responding that the four criteria 
had worsened) and in respect of future changes in 
technology (with 597 saying that the four criteria would 
continue to deteriorate with the introduction of new
Worsened 
Past Future 
""547’ ""597 
357 417
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technology). Thus a si i ght 1 y ■ hi gher percentage -felt that 
-future changes would have an even more negative impact .on 
their working environment than changes already 
experienced. This compared to all workers who had more 
mixed -feelings towards the impact o-f new technology — both 
past and -future, although similar to craft workers, tended 
to -feel that -future changes would yield increasingly 
negative results on their working environment.
There was however a noticeable divergence between NGA'82 
and SGB members when all -four criteria are taken into 
account. Thus although a majority o-f both groups felt 
negatively about both previous and future changes in 
technology, the SGB workgroups felt relatively more 
positive about future change than in their response 
towards previous change. Hence 357. felt that new 
technology in the past had either improved or had little 
impact on the four criteria, but 467 felt similarly about 
future introductions of new technology. For the NGA'82, 
the respective figures were 577. and 377, thus reflecting 
the reverse trend of relatively greater pessimism towards 
future change than experienced in the past. One 
explanation of this difference may again lay in the fact 
that the SGB are part of the larger general union - 
SOGAT'82, a which gives craft workgroups in the SGB more 
sense of security than their NGA'32 counterparts, 
especially as future changes in technology invariable mean 
direct input of advertising material, with Scottish 
workers in clerical sections being organised by the SGB as 
well ,;as craft workers. It seems fair to say that 
ojectively, this puts SBG craft workgroups in a relatively 
stronger position than their NGA'82 counterparts in this 
respect. As a Scottish SGB FOC put it, during a discussion 
regarding the introduction of advertising direct input,
' 'kVitbat:alteration we're not too worried about 
because that operation comes under our domain 
anyway - it's a SOGAT SGB job...we have 
nine-tengths of production jobs in newspapers... 
We've always felt in Scotland that the NGA 
position is much weaker than our own, simply 
because they only control the craft area... 
whereas...we CSGB1 cover an area from sweeping 
up in the machine room to personal secretaries 
u.pstai rs„ „ . So we've got that much more control 
and are that much more powerful."
UPAPER 4 s interview 2.9.861!
For many craft workers however, in both the NGA'82 and 
SGB, feelings towards changing technology generally were 
hostile, an unsurprising finding given the radical impact 
of advanced technology on craft workgroup structure and 
numbers. A compositor on the national newspaper researched 
eloquently summed -up t h e f ee 1 i n g s of man y
"For us who have worked either a six or seven 
year apprenti ceship »„„we were guided by our 
parents or whatever, to going into this trade 
knowing -full well that we would have to work as 
-- well in my case it certainly was slave labour, 
working in -a rat shop in the East-End, knowing 
that we would be better off at the end of the 
rainbow, thinking that we had got it here now, 
and boom, there it goes... Only to fin.d that 
in a. comparati vel y short space of time its 
all been eroded with new technology coming 
in, and you''re just nothing. This -is the 
hi tiprne^. "
rPAPER i ; group discussion 3.7.863
However, although the above quote is representative of a 
large number of craft workers, it should be emphasised 
that from the qualitative evidence gathered during the 
field research, it was workers in the national press who 
articulated the most pessimistic attitude towards the 
changes that new technology was on the verge of creating. 
Many workers in the provincial papers surveyed held more 
optimistic views on new technology. Clearly this must be 
reflective of the specific historical circumstances of_the 
field research period (see chapter five), when nearly all 
'Fleet Street' craft workers were coming under enormous 
pressure vis-a-vis looming large scale redundancies- This 
was not the case in the provincial press sector, where on 
the whole, change had been negotiated over a longer period 
of time, and large scale compulsory redundancies were not 
a factor (although craft numbers had continued to fall 
slowly). During a group discussion at one provincial 
newspaper for instance, it was stated that retraining on 
computer based skills had given craft workers greater job 
security because the new skills learnt were transferable 
to other industries. More generally, once the immediate 
threat of compulsory redundancy is no longer a factor, 
both morale and perceptions can rapidly change. This was 
how an NGA'82 FOC describe the changes that occured 
amongst his members over a period of about two years, from 
a situation of generally low morale,
"...we had to start pulling things together...
We had to start educating the workforce that 
there is a future, as long as we're sensible as 
far as new technology is concerned. And in 
doing that we started building bridges with 
other unions, especially the NUJ where the 
major conflict was as far as the national 
scene was concerned. So we built a lot of 
bridges with the NUJ locally, Carriving 3 at 
a situation where both sides were saying 
we weren't at the end of the day gonna sort 
of jump in and accept new technology at the 
expense of other people's jobs..."
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As the situation improved -for the craft union at this 
newspaper, advanced computer technology was introduced for
retraining purposes;
"Once that happened. I said to our people, 
look, we've got to prove that we can use 
that equipment best, we're the ones that are 
going to make that equipment work. Which we 
did do all throughout our floor. They're 
[management] are now talking about getting 
new software, all of which will be applied 
to us. And it's because of the positive 
attitude, but also we've proven that our 
skills - which aren't vanishing - can be 
used to its best .capabilities. "
[PAPER 2 ; interview 16.10.863 ‘
Moreover, this FOC's perception of future change had 
clearly been influenced by the positive outcome of the 
above described earlier change in technology, as he 
stressed that fully electronic page make-up (on screen), 
logically required traditional composing skills, such as 
typography and layout design, than journalistic ones.
Hence it would be misleading to posit too pessimistic 
picture re the craft workgroups' attitude to changing 
technology. Much depended on the particular circumstances 
at specific workplaces.
6 „ Attitudes Towards Newspaper Trades Unions Nat i on a 3.1 y
At this point, attention is turned directly towards the 
concept o-f 'sectionalism' , and its manifest ion amongst the 
ranks of craft workers, compared and contrasted to all 
workers.
a) Involvement/Importance of Union
Two questions were asked in this respect," firstly from a 
factual point of vi ews
Question -
"Have you held/do you hold a trade union position 
at any of the following levels - national, 
regional/branch/chapel„"
table 8 . 1 2  : degree of trade union involvement
As with the journalists, craft workers tended to have a 
high degree of involvement with their unions, with just 
under a half (48%) of those responding to the survey 
having been active in their union at a local level 
(usually as chapel representatives). The craft worker was 
in fact slightly more likely to be involved with his union 
at local level than all workers, the latter of whom 
recorded a 45% involvement rate. No craft worker 
responding to the questionnaire had held a full-time 
national level post in the union, although 1% of all 
workers had done so. Given the small sample number 
however, little can be deduced from this difference.
There was some divergence between NGA'82 and SGB 
workgroups on union involvement, with the former recording 
a 57% involvement rate at the local level, with only 38% 
of the Scottish craft workers responding similarly.. From 
the evidence of the research, there is no way of 
explaining this difference, although it could be that 
Scottish craftsmen have experienced a higher turnover rate 
than their southern counterparts (with many of the former 
having had to move south to find work over the years), and 
thus have not been in the same job for long enough to end 
up becoming a chapel representative.
The second question to be asked concerning the workers 
orientation towards his/her own union was designed to gain 
an approximate measure of how important the workers 
perceived their union to be in respect of their daily 
working environments;
Craf t 
ALL
Nati onal 
0%
1%
Local !Mon e
"" 48% “ 51%
45% 53%
Question -
"In respect o-f your working life in general, 
do you feel that your union is: very important 5 
fair1 y impor t an t ? or n ot ver y i mportant„ 1'
table 81.3 ; how important is your tinion
Very Fairly
Craft “ 46% "“ 447."
ALL 46% 42%
The response of both the craft groups and all workers to 
this question was almost identical, with 46% of both 
categories stating that the union.was very important to 
their working environments^ A further 44/42% of craft/all 
workers responded that the union was fairly important to 
them. Only 11% of both groups felt that their unions were 
not very important. Thus overall, 90% of craft workers 
felt their union to be a significant factor in their 
working lives.,
Again, there was some divergence between the NGA'82 and 
SGB workgroup response, with a full 69% of the former but 
only 2 2 % of the latter stating that their union was very 
important. However, on taking into account those workers 
who responded that their union was either very or fairly 
important, a.large majority of both set of craft workers 
clearly felt their unions to be of some importance, with 
97% of NGA'82 members and 78% of SGB members responding 
positively in this way. Overal1, taking both involvement 
in and importance of_ the union criteria, NGA'82 workgroups 
were more likely to see their union as important than were 
SGB members, perhaps reflecting the greater degree of 
insecurity felt amongst craft workers south of the border 
compared to Scotland.
As with other workgroup categories, the craft worker had a 
complex set of perceptions re his union. In many cases, 
the growing weakness of the print craft unions, given the 
radical impact of changing technology was expressed. In 
particular-, many NGA'82 members felt a growing irrelevance 
of their union. "I think the NGA...in a few years time 
will have as much clout as the horse and ploughman's 
preservation society..." C961. For craft workers in the 
national press especially, this feeling was generally 
acute;
"Look how the NGA have been weakened in the 
last ten years, just ten.--years. they reckon 
we'll lose another 30,000 in the next two 
years...It's got to the point now really, 
that what the management wants - the 
management gets...The attitude you can see...
'now we 've got the bastards', i t 's comp1 ete1 y 
turned the other way."
CPAPER 1 ; group discussion 3.7.863
Not
Very
11%
11%
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Overall then, despite the large majority o-f cra-ft workers 
who -felt that their union played an important part in 
their working lives, many at the same time -felt that the 
cra-ft union (particular1v the NGA'82) was in itsel-f, a 
declining -force.
The reverse side o-f this coin could he seen in the 
attitude o-f a number o-f SGB members, who -felt, that whilst 
they were in a relatively secure position after the SGB 
ha.d merged with SOGAT in 1975, their counterparts in the 
NGA'82 had 'missed the boat'. Indeed, many SGB members 
stated that they were originally against amalgamating with 
SOGAT, but can in retrospect see the logic o-f it vis-a-vis 
protecting jobs.
Given the above, it is clear that craft'workers in general 
•are both actively involved in their unions and perceive 
the latter to be an important element in their working 
lives. As with the journalists then, the -following sets o-f 
statistics primarily concerning attitudes towards other 
unions should be interpreted as reflecting the attitudes 
and perceptions o-f not just unionised, but uniqjn orlented 
workgroups.
b) National Unions Approach
Moving on -from the workgroup's attitude to and involvement 
with their own union, the third question in this section 
of the questionnaire delved into the attitude of workers 
towards other unions at the national levels
Question * -
"What do you think of the print unions approach 
(nationally) towards changing technoiogys . 
too defensive; about right; not defensive enough."
table 8«14a s NGA craft workers perceptions of jnat i on a 1 
unions approach to new technologv
Too About Not def
Defensi ve Ri. ght Enough
NGA 177. 707. 127
NUJ 447. 357 227
SOGAT 527. 417 77
* Given the nature of this question, whilst -all categories 
of worker were asked this question, it is not possible to 
compare the craft workgroups response to those of all 
workers. (Previous chapters have examined the attitudes to 
this issue vis-a-vis the other workgoups involved in this 
study). Also, whilst a separate set of statistics is given 
for the SGB, this union section could not be regarded as a 
union in its own right for the purposes of this question, 
hence members from other unions were not asked to comment 
on the SGB.
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table 8.. 14b : SGB craft wor Kers percept 1 one of_national
unions approach to new technology
Too About Not '
Def ensi ve R i g h t Enoui
SOGAT 13% 60% 27%
NGA 81% 7% 11%
NUJ 64% 32% 4%
The above -findings tend to be unsurprising i-f one accepts 
that a high degree o-f sectionalism exists within the ranks 
o-f cra-ft workers. Thus 70% and 60% o-f NGA'82 and SGB 
members felt that their respective unions had basically 
adopted the r i ght approach towarCls new techriol ogy u Nhi. 1 st 
usually a majority, or at least the largest percentage, 
thought that the other un i ons had been too cie-f ensi ve on 
this issue. To some extent, many workers -felt that it was
legitimate for each union to be 'defensive' , and that this
was a logical position for the respective unions to adopt.
But perhaps a more surprising finding is that 81% o-f SGB 
rn embers f e 11 t h at the N G A '82 h a ci b e e n t o o d e f e n s i v e
towards changes in technology,, whilst this perception was 
widespread, it w a s c 1 e a r 1 y s hi aped b y h i. g h p r o f i 1 e e v e n t s 
in the national press, as one SGB member argued:
1 often think that the English unions have
gone about it in the wrong way. I like to
think that we were a bit more long sighted
about it all. We could see what was coming
and took the appropriate steps...But the 
way the NGA went about it - just said 
no, no, no..„You can't be Luddites all 
your life. This [new technology;] has arrived, 
you can't stop it, you won't stop it...
If you get in and control it, to me that's 
the better approach than just saying we 
don't want to have anything to do with it...
1 have relatively little sympathy with 
Fleet Street b e c a use...t he mon ey t ha t wa s 
earned in Fleet Street was quite b1un11y 
bloody ridiculous -for what they were doing, 
compared with the rest of the trade."
[PAPER 3 : SGB interview 29.6.861
In fact a. number of NGA'82 workers a.Iso agreed that their 
union h ad been s1ow t o ad apt t o t ec h n o1og i c a1 c han g e , hut 
that this was more to do with the 'Fleet Street' chapels, 
thatn wi th the n a 11 ona 1 1 eve I of the !Jn i on . I nter est i ng 1 y ,
N G A ' 8.2 m e m b e r s i n the n a t i o n a I p r e s s its e 1 f o f t e n 
expressed the above typ>e of argument, reflected in the 
quote below:
"Because o-f the power in Fleet Street.,, 
it's the chapels that have held back the 
national union. The national union wanted 
to progress and move towards new technology 
...They never had the power in the provinces 
„ „ „ i-f Fleet Street had looked to the provinces 
when it [new technol ogy 1 -first came in, I don't 
think we'd be in the mess we're in now."
CPAPER 1 5 NGA group discussion 18.6.863
Overall, perceptions o-f how the national unions have 
handled changing technology appeared to reflect the 
specific experience of the workgroup surveyed, rather 
than a more objective assessment of the union at national 
level overall. Hence the quote above reflects a widelv 
held view amongst national newspaper craft workers of the 
relationship between Fleet Street newspaper chapels and 
the national union. On the other hand, at Paper 2, the 
NGA'82 leadership were perceived by many as a negative 
factor in the implementation of technological change, 
especially regarding attempts to negotiate on a joint 
union basis. As the NGA'82 FOC pointed out during an 
interview at Paper 2s
"Our national officers were saying to us, 'look, 
we need a deal which is beneficial to the NGA... 
We've had Wolverhampton CExpre arl that's
gone against us, we've had Kent Messenger that's 
gone against us, the tide won't be stemmed.' So we 
said, alright, we'll try and do a deal which 
benefits the NGA, but we're not going to do it 
at the expense of our NUJ colleagues. Therefore, 
you've CNGA officers! have got to stay out of the 
negotiations,, Because if you get involved, the 
NUJ national officers will get involved; and at. 
that time they weren't speaking to each other, 
so therefore the deal wouldn't have been done,"
CPAPER 2 s NGA'82 interview 16.10.86!
In the same way that attitudes towards the craft workers' 
own union tended to be based on shop-floor level 
experiences, perceptions of how the other unions had 
approached technological change also seemed to rest on 
inter-chapel relations. Craft feelings towards both the 
NUJ and SOGAT'82 differed considerably because of this 
factor, and this issue will be explored in the following 
section of the chapter„ which examines one of the key 
themes - attitudes towards union amalgamation.
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c) Attitudes Toward union Merger 
Question -
"Bearing in mind the impact of changing technology.; 
what i s y our op i n i on of amal gamati on f t h e t hr ee
i’t ta i n p !•" :i. n t u n i o n s (N U J / S □ G A T /NBA); a g o o d t h i n g
overa11; a necessary evil; unnecessary."
table 8. 15 ; a111 1udes towarcis the merger of the 3 pri n_t 
unions; the NUJ, SQGAT'82 & the NGA'82
y Unneces- Not 
sary Biye
5% ”™ -
16% 1%
As with the journalists and clerical workers, the craft 
workgroups were overwhelmingly in favour of amalgamation 
between the three main print/newspaper unions. In fact, 
the craft groups were the most oriented category of worker 
towards the concept of 'one union for the print', with 78%
responding that merger would be a 'god thing', compared to 
63% for all workers. Only 5% of craft workers felt 
amalgamation to be 'unnecessary', compared to 16% of all 
workers. A similar proportion of both groups felt union 
merger to be 'a necessary evil' - 18% of craft and 16% of 
all workers.
There was little divergence between the NGA'82 and SGB 
members on this issue, and given the radical impact of 
c h a n g i n g t e c hi n o I o g y p a r t i c u lari y o n t h e w o r k i n g 
environment of the craft groups, the above findings were 
predictable. As one SGB workgroup put it;
"...there's got to be radical changes... 
there must come a time when there's going 
to^be one union, and there's more work 
s h a r i n g . I n o t h e r w o r d s , w h e n w e t a 1 k 
about direct input, we should not be 
looking at it from the point of view 
of redundancy amongst our members, 
our prime aim should be that if 
management can retrain someone to do 
our job, it would be a lot easier to 
retrain us to do their job. So there 
should be* more sharing between - as it 
stands at the moment - the unions that 
control the various sections."
CPAPER 3 ; SGB group discussion 29.7.851
An NGA'82 member expressed similar sentiments towards 
merging with SOGAT'82;
_ U 9 7 —
Good Necessar
thing evil
78% 18%
63% 16%
"I think it would he a great thi no , I've 
been campaigning -for it -for years and years.
But it's a. shame that we've been -forced 
together rather than come together on our 
own . because you have terms -forced upon 
you that you wouldn't normally accept.... and 
you think 'have you got a job at the end o-f 
the day'."
C PAPER 1 ; NGA qro 1..1 p d i scuss i on 1.8.. 6 , 86 j
The statistical preponderance o-f pro-merger i tes amongst 
•the cra-ft workers however, hides many complexities and 
subtleties o-f outlook over this question.. Certainly, one 
distinction that can be drawn is between those with a 
generally optimistic view o-f union merger, and those who 
felt that whilst the principle held good, the reality of 
attaining 'one union in the print' would be extremely 
problematic. More importantly, whilst union merger was 
seen as a des ir ab1e g oa1 i n principle, a comp1 ex set of 
feeling s t o w a r d s a. m a 1 g a. m a. t i o n s t i 11 m a n i f e s t e d itself.
Henee, from an the opt i mi sti c vi ewpoint, one 1i no-type 
operator stated;
1' W e 11 , I t h i n k i t ' s i n e v i t a b 1 e . The t r a d e 
is shrinking fast, it's under lots of 
pressures. „ Whether it's a good thing or 
not I can' t honestly say.. I would like to 
think it's a. good thing, I would like to 
think that the journalists will help us 
to be ama. 1 gamated i nto the new techi ques , 
which embrace them more than... .the 
traditional NGA areas."
C PAPER 1 ; NGA'82 interview 17.. 6.863
In fact, a11i t ud es g en er a11y t owar d s both the NUJ and 
SOGAT'82 were- located within a complex framework, between 
a.s□ i rati ons of a11ai ninq a psrceiyed higher status through 
mergin g with t he jou r n a1ist s an d en t e r in g edi tori a1 are as, 
and the realisation that for many craft workers, to stay 
in the newspaper industry may well require a transfer into 
'lower status' areas, associated with SOGAT'82 
jurisdiction. Even amongst Scottish craft workers, who had 
been in SOGAT' 82 since the mid 1.970s, this feeling was 
manifest;
"What a lot of comps want when you talk 
a b o u t a m a 1 g a m a t i o n i n go i ng in t o other \
j o b s . . .the y don ' t. w a n t t o b e m a c h i n e
r oom swee□ er up s or d i sp at c h wor ker s ..
It's inbred, we feel that class above,,..
If I had a choice of going to the dispatch 
or editorial department, I would go to
the editorial department   but the union
amalgamation makes us closer to the 
dispatch and machine room." 
rPAPER 3 ; SGB interview 25„7„853
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However, whilst SOGAT'82 organised work areas were 
g en era11y viewed as low st atus, t hi s sect i on a1ism among st 
the craft worker had its mirror image in perceptions o-f 
jou.r na 1 i sts , who i t was i argel y f el t , were themsel ves 
h i g h 1 y e 1 i t. 1 st in c h aracter , and w o u 1 d little we 1 c o m e e x 
c!•- aft wor ker s i n ta their r an ks; 111he y ' v e always r egar- ded
themselves as the officer class and we are the other 
!•- a n k s. . . t hey a r e a p r o f e s s i o n and t h e y h a v e a 1 w a y s s t u c k 
to that" C97 3. At chapel level, this type of attitude 
towards the NUJ workgroups led to feelings of mistrust, 
especially over the future of job demarcation:
111 think the NUJ are pretty well a law 
unto themselves,..the NUJ would want to 
keep to themselves as long as possible 
rather than amalgamate with anybody else,,..,.
A11i tudes in the NUJ are oefensive.. „they're 
the creative department.„.they've got members 
unemployed too, so I think they will be 
looking towards their own members following 
jobs, because the sub---editors will be 
disappearing as well under direct input.."
CPAPER 3 : group discussion 29.7.853
The experience of craft/general print union merger in 
Scotland over the last decade may not be too 
representative of the possible impact of future mergers, 
as the logic of job demarcation and work processes 
remained locked into a traditional hot-metai pattern, even 
though photocompostion methods of printing have been used 
in most Scottish newspapers for a number of years,. Hence 
the SGB workgroups have maintained a strong self-identity 
whilst being part of a larger union. However, the above 
quote demonstrates to some extent the limitations of union 
amalgamation, which in part, has shifted feelings of 
d i f -fere n t i a 1 1 o n f r o m b etween u n i o n s to wit h i n o  n e a n i o n «
7, Attitudes Towards Other Workgroups
Given the problematic nature of the cra-ft. workers response 
to the all embracing question o-f union amalgamation, it is 
f r u i t -f u 1 t o e x a mine the d i s t inc t b u t r e 1 a ted q u e s t. i one o -f 
pay differentials and the problem o-f .job demarcation,,
a) Impact o-f Mew Technol ogy on Inter-Chapel Relations
Before turning to the above issues, it seemed worth asking 
the respondents what their general .impressions of the 
impact, of new technology had been regarding inter-chapel 
relatians:
Question -
"What in your opinion has been the impact of new 
technolog'/ in respect: of i n ter-chap el relations 
at the shop-floor level,,"
table B„ 16 ; imjgaqt _of new technol ogy on _i_nt er-chapel 
relati ons
Little
Improved Impact Worsened
Craft ”36% " 29% “  36%~'~
ALL 40% 30% 25%
On the whole, craft workers recorded a mixed response to 
this question, with 36% feeling the changing technology 
had improved inter-chapel relations, whilst the same 
percentage believed that inter-chapel relations had 
worsened. Thus compared to all workers, the largest 
proportion (40%) of whom felt, that relations had improved, 
the craft worker was slightly more ambiguous on this 
issue,, Objectively,, new technology had appeared to have 
brought into being a number of 'Federated House Chapels', 
(consisting of representatives of all the unions at a 
particular newspaper) where none previously existed:; and 
perhaps more importantly, gave to existing Federated 
Chapels more genuine importance. At Paper 1 for example, 
the Federated Chapel's chairperson commented that;
"It had been something that, was close to my 
heart for a long ti me. „ . Various IFGC's in 
t h i s f i r m h a v en ' t real ly t. a ken m u c h n o t. i c e 
of it, because the way Fleet Street worked 
„ „„c h ap e1s h a ve a1w ays been f a i r1y a u t o n o mous, 
and secretive,,..! believe the catalyst was 
probably new technology- And that has really 
been in the forefront of all our meetings  "
Not.
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The Federated chairperson went on to argue that the 
Federated Chapel primary aim had been to protect overal 1. 
jobs.j although it was difficult to estimate how successful 
it. had been in this respect. But nevertheless, the 
1 mportance of this j o i nt c h a p e 1 s t r u. c t u r e w a s in i t s 
breaking down of barriers of information between the 
s e p a r a t e u nions , w hi ch had o b v i o u s i m pi i e a t ions for 
management/uni on relations;
"We do feel that we have come of age, that 
the company are now aware that there is a 
Federated body, they are aware that there 
are really no secrets to be kept, and 
i t i s very d i f f i. c u It for t he comp a n y 
which in the past have played one Cunion! 
off against another."
C PAPER 1 s NBA '82 intervi ew 1.2.6. 86!
H o w e v e r , s i m i 1 a r 1 y t o t h e a 11 i t u d e o f s o rn e N U J members, 
n o t a 11 c r a f t w o r k e r s s a w t. h e F e d e r a t e d H o u. s e Chape 1 a s a 
wholly positive factor, and sectionali st attitudes often 
fed into feelings towards the joint chapel. An NGA'82 FOC 
a t P a p e r .1. for example,, f e 11 t h e h i s u. n i o n h a d i t s ' b a c k 
against the wall ', and that the NLJJ would be after all the 
work they could get under the new production processes;
"Whatever they CNGA/NUJ General Secretaries! 
may agree, if it :i. s not endorsed in-house 
by the NUJ, then it is lost. And unfortunately, 
the NUJ„„„are a lot less trade union oriented... 
will make it easier for them to make decisions 
which will affect us in a detrimental way."
This FOC went on to argue that the Federated entailed some 
danger for the NBA'82 chapel;
11We cou1d say we have heen too honest, 
knowing that we're sitting round a table 
and we're telling them Cother unions! 
just how we're t h i n k i n g s o  collectively 
they can actual 1 y use that effectively 
against us,,"
CPAPER 1 ; NGA'82 interview 12.6.86!
Neverthe!ess, it was accepted that on the other hand, the 
mere ex i stance of the Federated House Chapel would make it 
difficult and embarrassing for the other unions to adopt 
an overtly anti-NGA'82 stance, even if a majority of their 
respective chape! members wanted this approach,,
Overal1, for many 
t sc h n o logy on i n t (■ 
process of develof 
to thi s questi on „
the i mo ac t of ch angi ng
at ions was st :l1 1 i n t h e
h e amb 1cv ity in 1■ h e response
-am -•
b > Pay Di f f er en t. i a I s
□n the issue of pay differentials, the following question 
was asked in order to g a m  some idea as to how the 
w o r k g r o u p s might r e s pond t o i n t e r - c hi a p e 1 r e .1 a t i o n s a f t e r 
one union in the print had been created;
Question -
"In a situation where there was onl y i_ un :l. on in the 
p r i n t i n d li s t r y , what w o li I d y o u r a 11 i t u d e b e t o 
pay di fferenti al s ; shou 1 d they be mai nta:L ned at 
present levels; revised along a two-tier skilled/ 
semi-skilled basis; or phased out completely."
table 8.17 ; attitudes towards pay diffentials
Phased
Mai ntai ned Marrowed Put
Craft 417. ' "42% 17%
ALL 31% 42% 28%
Gn this particular aspect of work restructuring the craft 
workgroups manitested .contradictory attitudes, mostly 
cent r ed arounb t he asp i r at i on of mai n t ai n i ng some level of 
craft identity, even within the framework of radical 
change in their working enviroments and inter-group 
relations.
Thus despite the radical changes that were being 
experienced by the craf t vuorkgroups , and even if uni on 
amalgamation had occured, few (only 17%) felt the need, or 
saw the logic, to phase out pay diffsrentials between the 
various c at eg or i ess of worker in the newspaper industry. On 
the other hand, 41% believed that pay differentials should 
be maintained along traditional lines, although a similar 
p r op or t i on - 42%, t h ou.g h t that som e n ar r ow i n g of 
differentials should take place in the context of 'one 
unio n i n t h e p r i n t ' A11 w or k e r s t e n d e ci t o b e m ore 
favouably towards erosion of pay differentials, with 28% 
responding that the 1 a11er shou 1 d be phased ou.t. The 
problems that differentials have caused between workgroups 
and unions was acknowelged by the chairperson of the 
Federated House Chapel at Paper 1, who felt that the joint 
union body had helped break down hostility on this matters
"In newspaper areas there is a lot of animosity 
between different sections...when you get 
different wage structures for people who 
sometime seem to be doi-ng the same sort of 
thing...there's even been animosity between 
different newspaper houses with people doing 
the same thing because of difference in wage 
structures. ...We try to be very open about 
what negotiations we're having. We try and
really break down barriers of secrecy etc.
I think everyone knows what, everybody' else's 
wages are, apart from may-'be the journalists' 
area where they' have different wages structures. "
CPAPER 1 : NGA'82 interview 12.6.863
There was an interesting disparity in response between the 
NGA'82 and SGB workgroups, with the former being 
significant1y more favourable to the idea of narrowing 
di f f erent i al s (617,), whilst only 237 of the SGB members 
f e11 si mi1ar1y , with 647 of this gr oup r espond i nq t hat 
wage differentials should be kept at their present (1985) 
levels. Two possible reasons present themselves for this 
divergence of opinion amongst the craft workers. Firstly', 
the research undertaken with most SGB members took place 
in mid-1985, before the 'Napping' dispute, which for most 
NGA'82 members surveyed in 1986, had had some impact on 
their attitudes. But secondly/, and probably/ more 
importantly, this relative reluctance to 'give—up' this 
especially important aspect of their skill label (ie 
higher wages than other newspaper workers) on the part of 
the average SGB member, was reflective of the perceived 
greater job security" of Scottish craft workers compared to 
their southern counterparts due to the SGB being a part of 
the larger S0GAT'S2 union,, Moreover, it became clear 
during the course of many group discussions with SGB 
chapel members, that strong feelings of differentiation 
had in fact been exacerbated by" being a constituent part 
of the general print union,, Most notably", being a small 
craft section was seen by/ many/ as carry"! ng with it the 
negative aspect of being easily out-voted by/ a non—craft 
majority":
"Sometimes it does go against the grain 
when non-craft come in and get a vote, which 
before was in a predominantly craft union...
It's the same with wages, I think eventually 
wages will need to be the same,, But having 
said that, I would hate to see unskilled workers 
t h a t don't h a v e the s a m e r e s p o n s i b i 1 i. t y and 
training to command the same wages as us."
CPAPER 3 : group discussion 29„7,85 3
Some of the SGB members raised the issue of what they" saw 
as the rapidly/ improving pay" and conditions of the 'tele- 
ad girls' (a workgroup organised mostly" in the clerical 
section of SOGAT'82, but also in Scotland organised under 
the auspices of the SGB) , and the general feeling that 
S0GAT'S2 national officials tended to be antagonistic 
towards their craft section. Strategical1y , the emphasis 
on improving the pay/ and conditions of clerical groups is 
logical, given their growing centrality to the production 
process, therefore the SGB chapels may have been 
commenting on an objective fact, but there is no question 
that, the 'tele—ad' workgroups receive the same level of 
pay/ as the existing craft, workers,.
As in the case of amalgamation, SGB members tended to toe 
antagonstic towar ds the log i c of thei r pos:i. t i on i n 
S 0 G A "I" '82, w h 1 1st a s p i r i n g t o w a r d s the s t a t la s t h at ma n y o f 
them perceived the journalists to have attained. On the 
i ssue of wage dif f erentials too, roany SGB memtoers 1ooked 
towards merger with the journalists as a possible 
oppor tuni ty to rnai ntax n a rel ati ve.1 y hi gher 1 eve 1 of pa y 
than existed a rn o n g s t the b u 1 k o f S 0 G A T '82 w o r k g r o li p s . 
However, it would be misleading to surmise from this 
evidence that sectionaI/eiitist attitudes were being 
reinf or ced rather than hra ken down by work restruc turi ng 
within the Scottish craft areas of the industry. The logic 
of changi ng technology had up to the mid-1980s to1urred 
t r a d i t i o n a 1 d e m a r c a t i o n 1 i n e s m u c h i n o r e b e t w e e n 
journalist/craft areas, than it had between clerical/craft 
areas. Hence craft workers were naturally beginning to 
think in terms of entering what had tradi ti onal1y been 
regarded as NUJ territory in order to preserve jobs.. And 
given the fact that the majority of Scottish craft workers 
believed that NUJ members received better pay and 
conditions than SGB chapels, it is not surprising that 
many of the latter group of workers looked towards NUJ 
areas in rather more favourable terms than they did 
towards SQGAT'82 non-craft job areas. It is of course 
debatable whether or not amalgamation between craft and 
journalist unions would enable the former workers to 
retain a skilled wage differential. The FOC of the NGA'82 
process workgroup at Paper 3 offered a realistic appraisal 
of one possible long—term outcome in future trends oy 
c o mme n t i n g t hat,
"...the people who are left in the other 
areas could only improve their lot if they 
were organised as the journalists apparently 
are. But there will be much fewer of them.
Because I think that journalists would tend 
to be the ki ng-pins thr oughout the situat i on 
and they would lay down the standards, numbers 
and all the variations on the theme. And the 
people who are left...their conditions would 
improve."
ti PAPER 3 ; NGA'82 interview 26.7.853
Overall, as was the case with the journalists, the craft 
workers appeared to be relatively less concerned with the 
maintenance of wage differentials, than with the problems 
posed toy changing technology in respect of job 
demarcation, and i t :ls to t h i s issue t h a t w e n o w t u r  n .
c ) J o b d e m a r c a. t j o n
A si mi 1 ar question posed re pay di fferenti al s was asked 
regarding job demarcation:
Question —
"In a situation where there was only 1_ union in the 
print industry, what would your attitude be to 
the demarcation of jobs: jobs to be allocated along
broadly traditional NUJ/NGA/SOGAT lines: allocated 
along revised two-tier skilled/semi-skilled basis: 
or complete flexibility as practicably/ possible"
table S„ 1.8 : attitudes towards job demarcation
Traditionally Phased
Maintained Revised Out
Craft  477- " ' 307' 227
ALL 387. 297. 347.
As was the case over the issue of wage di fferent i a1s , 
craft workers tended to be keener on maintaining 
traditional job demarcation structures than were all 
workers - 477. and 387 respectively. Correspond i ng Ty, only 
227 of craft workers felt that job demarcation should be 
phased out, compared to 347 of all workers. A similar 
proportion for both categories, just under a third, 
thought that some revision of demarcation structures was 
necessary in the light of changing technology.
Again, it is important to note a divergence between the 
NGA'82 and SGB membership response to this question«
Si mi1 ar1y to a11 i tudes over wage di f f erent ia1s , the NGA'82 
workgroups tended to be more favourable towards some form 
of greater f 1 ex i bi 1 i. ty between workgroups , wi th 44-7 
chosing this option, compared to only 177 of the SGB 
members. 387 of NGA'82 members felt that traditional lines 
of demarcation should be maintained, compared to 567 of 
SGB members,. However, a larger percentage of SGB members 
than NGA'82 felt that demarcation lines should be phased 
out (277 and 187 respectively).
Given that the SGB organises both craft and clerical 
workers in Scotland, it is surprising that the former 
membershi p were re1 at iveIy less i nc1i ned to vi ew greate% 
flexibility more positively than their NGA'82 
c o u. nte r part s , b u t a g a. i n t h i s c o u Id be d u. e to s t a t u s 
perceptions and aspirations, and the general desire to 
maintain a ski 1 led/craft identity, in the context of 
experi enci ng a decade or so of perceived skill status 
erosion within a 1 arger general union., More specif ical ly, 
the Scottish workers felt somewhat isolated from what had 
happened i n England to the NGA craft workers during the 
previous few years. The belief that Scottish based 
management wou1d not act in the extreme Shah/Murdoch
m a n n e r w a s strong. See o n d I y , and more i m p o r t a n 11 y , b e i. n g a 
b r an ch of t he I ar qest p r :i. n t: un i on - SOGAT - h ad en ab 1 ed 
craft workers in Scotland to be more flexible regarding 
voluntary job reallocation into non-craft areas. Thus 
there was less fear than amongst English craft workers of 
being for cad out of traditionally held jobs. In short, 
those Scottish craft workers who wanted to transfer into 
non-craft areas had some opportunity of doing so, whilst, 
for the majority, there was no further need to increase 
t hie de□ r ee of .j ob f I ex .i. b i I i ty than a 1 ready ex i sted nor t h 
of the border. And thirdly, clerical workgroups in 
Scotland are also organised in the SGB of SOGAT, thus 
eliminating the fear of union conflict over the issue of 
direct input of advertising material.
On this question more than most, attitudes very much 
reflected the perceived position in the production process 
of the various workgroups. For example, one NGA'82 
piatemaki ng group at Paper 3, manifested a particularly 
hard-1i ne approach to the questi on of job f1 ex i bi1i t y , 
reflect! ng their physically' isolated position in the plant 
(workino on another floor to the other craft aroups). and 
also a belief that the piatemakinq process would remain a 
d i st i nc t cr aft based ooer at i on”
"All I'm concerned about is what's happeni ng 
in here...We'll not be letting people from 
other unions elbow us out, because we feel 
that our function...is every bit as essential 
as theirs. We are not tryinq to elbow them out., 
we have our function, the'/ have theirs.
(As 1 ong as everybody adheres to that basi s , 
there should be no problem." 
rPAPER 3 ; NGA'82 group discussion 9-8.853
Interestino!y, several years before the research took 
p1 ace amongst thi s group, the pi atemakki ng department had 
been embroiled in an inter—union dispute with what was 
then the separat.e S!..ADE process wor kers , over j u.r i sd i ct i on 
of a 1azer piatemaking machine, which the piatemakers had 
won. This factor may' well have had an influence on 
a11i tu.des towards demarcation- But this isolationist 
tendency need not necessarily lead to inter-union 
conflict, and as can be seen from the above quote, there 
was no bias against any other chapel. However- in the 
c o n t e x t o f a n i n d u s t r y w h i c h i s e x peri, e n c i n g r a d i c a 1 
change in producti on methods, it was surprising to comet 
a c i" o s s a w o r k g r o u p t h a t -adheres t o s u c h a n i s o 1 a t i o n i s t 
perspective„ Perhaps the piatemakers' physi ca1 detachment 
from other craft groups had played some part in this 
per cept :i. on „ But ot her wor kgroups mani f ested si mi 1 ar 
attitudes. 'Readers' workgroups also ten dead to feel that 
their funetion would remain a di sti net operation. Even on 
t.he n at i. ona. 1 newspaper r©searched , the ' readors ' were more 
inclined to see their work as retaining a high level of 
ski 11 - and that the reading function would not disappear 
along with many other distinct craft processes. As one
pr. k- p v n r  p'repjj j f j
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"The reading department? Well a reader's job 
is a reader's job, it won't alter. I don't 
mind working on screen. I don't think you get 
the feel of words and feel of the subject that 
the author's writing..»When you're reading 
in-depth, you're not only reading word 
for word what's being said by the copyholder 
..» but you're trying to understand that 
.,,.1 don't think you quite get that on a screen." 
[PAPER 1 s NGA'82 group discussion 18.6.861
The tension in the perceptions of this reader can be 
clearly seen in the quote above, with on the one hand a 
bold statement that the reader's job won't alter, whilst a 
tacit acceptance that working 'on screen' in itself 
changes the nature of the job to some extent.
Nevertheless, the readers surveyed in this research did 
tend to be be more positive about their future place in 
the industry than many other craft groups, especially in 
the context of the national press. As one group of - 
compositors explained about the 'rubber room' on Paper 1:
"The theory behind the 'rubber room' is 
that no one will be made redundant against 
their wish, so that everyone will have a 
job. But if you cannot be given a particular 
job in new technology you just have to 
report your full al1otted.time and just 
sit in this room and do nothing...you're 
not even allowed to have a radio, to make 
tea, nor take in anything — just sit there.
The idea behind that is that you're so 
'do-ally', bashing your head against a wall, 
you're only too pleased to take the money 
and get out. Hence the 'rubber room'."
[PAPER I s  3.7.863
However, as on other issues, craft workers in the 
provincial press tended to view their future in the 
industry more positively, often centring on the belief 
that over time the editorial room will be an integrated 
work area staffed by both journalists and craft workers. 
Indeed, one NGA'82 FOC felt that the logic of what will 
probably be the next major change in production techniques 
- fully electronic page make-up, emphasises the skill of 
the craft worker rather than the journalists
"But when the situation arises next time, 
the facts are Cthatl any reluctance or 
opposition won't manifest itself, it just 
won't be shown, because..«that's been proven 
now that people can move over. Bearing in 
mind that the next...technological step 
into full page make-up on screen will 
involve far more our skills and our 
techniques than journalists skills."
[PAPER 2 s NGA'82 interview 31.10.863
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Summary
Overall then, it can be argued -from the above evidence 
that despite the overwhelming acceptance of- the need for 
print union amalgamation, there exists a keen desire for 
the maintenance of a job and wages structure based upon 
traditional craft/non—craft lines, reflecting the stongly 
held perception of skill and status differentiation 
amongst the-.cr.a-ft workers vis-a-vis other workgroups. It 
is difficult to assess the extent to which this is based 
on an objective assessment of actual skill requirements, 
or on a more defensive group attitude against the feared 
loss of skill and status in a rapidly changing industry. 
One particularly salient aspect of this question however, 
and one that tends to highlight many of the complexities 
in the perceptions and attitudes of the craft workgroups, 
concerns the increasing centrality of female labour in the 
production process, and it is to this issue that the 
penultimate part of Chapter 8 turns to.
8. Attitudes Towards Women Workers
The final question to be examined in this section, 
concerns attitudes towards women as fellow newspaper 
workers and trade unionists.
Question —
"What do you think will be the effect.of more women 
entering previously male dominated work areas in 
respect of the following factors; wages; demarcation 
issues; job security; and union strength."
a) Wages -
table 8„19a s male attitudes towards women workers
a) impact on wages
Improve 
Craft (male) 27
ALL (male) 27.
A clear majority of craft workers (657) felt that women 
entering previously male dominated work areas would have a 
deleterious effect on wage levels, whilst only 347 felt 
that women would either imrove or have little impact in 
this respect. This followed a similar trend as for all 
workers, whose response was 567 and 457 respectively. On 
this one criterion then, most male craft workers held very 
negative views towards women as fellow workers and trade 
uni oni sts.
Li ttle 
Impact
437
! i! 0j-~ R
657""
SAV
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b) Demarcation -
table 8.19b ; mai e attitudes towards women workers
b) impact on demarcation
draft (male) 
ALL (male)
Improve
Little
Impact
397.
50%
On the criterion of job demarcation, craft workers held 
similar views about women as on the issue of wage levels, 
t h us 60% belie ved t hi at women entering p r ev i ous I y male wor k 
areas would ex acerbate demarcti on problems, whiIst 40% 
felt that women would either improve or have little impact 
on this problem. This compared to a response from all 
workers of an approximate 50/50 split, between those with 
negative and those with positive views about the impact of 
women on job demarcation disputes.
c) Job security —
table 8.19c : male attitudes towards women workers
As with the above two criteria, craft workers very much 
tended to hold negative views on the effect of women on 
job security, with 70% responding that women entering male 
areas would worsen the craft workers security. Only 307. 
felt that job security would improve or would have little 
impact rega.rding women entrance into the labour market.
For all workers, the trend was similar but less extreme, 
with 59% of male workers holding negative views, and 41% 
holding neutral or positive views.
d) Union strength -
table 8.19d s male 'attitudes towards women workers
c) impact on job security
Craft (male) 
ALL (male)
Improve
Little
Impact
29%
40%
worsen
^  i rnpact on uni on strength
Little
Improve Impact
34%
42%
Worsen
Craft (male) 
ALL (male)
54%
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It was the question of whether or not women entering 
traditional male areas would have a positive or negative 
impact on 'union strength' that produced the most mixed 
reponse, -from both craft and all categories of male 
worker. Thus whilst a small majority of craft workers 
(547.) felt negatively towards women in this respect, 477. 
believed that women would improve or have a neutral impact 
on union strength. For all male workers, only a minority 
<437.) felt negatively towards women r.e this criterion, 
whilst a majority of 577 thought that women would either 
strengthen or more likely have little impact on union 
organisation.
Overall, it is perhaps another reflection of the 
contradictions in the craft workers attitudes that 
relatively more of the latter felt positively about the 
impact of women on union strength than on the other three 
criteria of wages, job demarcation and security. Hence the 
realisation that women were increasingly important to the 
production process meant that despite negative views on - 
specific aspects of this trend, it was seen that union 
strength ultimately depended on solidarity of all workers 
(male and female).
The final table looks at the response overall towards 
women workers based on all four criteria.
e) All four variables considered —
table S.19e : male attitudes towards women workers
e) wages, demarcation, security & union strength
Li ttle
Improve Impact Worsen
Craft (male) 57. 337 627
ALL (male) 57. 447 527
When all four variables are taken into account, one can 
see an overall negative trend in the attitudes of male 
trade unionists towards women as fellow workers and trade 
unionists, a trend which is particularly marked in the 
case of craft workers, with 627 of the latter responding 
that women entering previously male dominated work areas 
would have a worsening impact on the above four criteria. 
This compared to a figure of 527 for all workers. Only 57 
of both craft and all workers believed that women would 
have a positive impact on their working environments, 
whilst 337 of craft workers, and 447 of all workers felt 
that women would have a neutral impact.
Interestingly, on all four criteria, whilst the trend was 
similar, S8B craft workers tended to manifest a stronger 
antipathy towards women as fellow workers and trade 
unionists than was the case for the NGA'82. For instance,
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727 of SGB members responded negatively on all four
criteria,, compared to 537 of NGA'82 members. This 
disparity is difficult to explain, but as on other issues 
examined in this section, probably reflects the 
exacerbation of perceptions of differentiation (this time 
on a gender basis) towards other categories of worker who 
ostensibly are organised in the same union as the craft 
workers, thus again illustrating the phenomenon of the 
shift in sectionalism from between trade unions to within 
a single union.
More importantly though, craft attitudes and perceptions 
of both NGA'82 and SGB towards women were more complex 
than the quantitative material suggests. It has already 
been seen that women's position in the printing industry 
has been historically limited — in part'because of the 
resistance of male organised labour to females entering 
the former's skilled labour markets. However, women's 
increasing importance in the production process is a 
central feature of changing technology, with single 
keystroking (DI) bringing two workgroups (with large 
female numbers) in particular into a a key production role 
- t h e  tele-ad sales, who can now tap advertisements taken 
over the phone directly into a computer, and journalists, 
who can now do likewise with a large proportion of 
editorial matter. Hence to the craft worker, the 
experience of changing technology as by-passing the 
composing room is closely connected to the role of women 
in the printing industry. This factor is interwoven with 
gender definitions of new technology, as the fallowing 
quote illustrates;
"Quite frankly, it's a girl's job now, you could 
be working in a typing ' pool.. You'.ve still got 
to have knowledge of typesetting ability... 
but you can take someone out. of college - 
16/17 years of age, within about a month 
to six weeks they can do the job..."
CPAPER 1 s NGA'82 group discussion 18.6.86:,!
Perhaps the most typical overall type of attitude towards 
women entering the male craft labour markets was summed up 
in a group discussion with members of the SGB at Paper 3;
"It's a terrible thing, but new technology 
has wiped out skilled tradesmen and trades...
Because you are able to bring in a girl who 
is pretty good, who comes out of school with 
a certificate in typing — word processing which 
they get at schools now — she is going to be 
sitting at that visual display unit doing the 
same job, and obviously she is going to want 
the same money. So you are going to have to 
recognise this fact.„.The revolution has been 
slow in coming but now it's here."
CPAPER 3 ; SGB group discussion 29.7.851
Changing technology then has produced a complex set of 
attitudes and perceptions amongst the male craft 
workgroups,. Whilst attitudes were on the whole fairly 
outspoken on the issue of women., they were far from being 
universally hostile.. One NGA'82 FOC at Paper 3, (with many 
years as a craft worker behind him. and a strong 
traditionalist orientation to work), stated that "as far 
as I'm concerned, women are equal.with men in everything 
they aspire to do. and should be treated absolutely equaly 
in everything.....," C98!„ Furthermore, many craft workers 
felt that women could perform the job tasks of the modern 
typesetter more efficiently than the 'old' compositor. In 
J,- j~.pr. t.ajns'rjs of one 8*3h member ?
"I think in this industry women could probably 
do the job better than men in general for one 
reason or a n o t h e r . I  think they are better 
at keying...and possibly they are .better at 
paste-up than men would be."
' EPAPER 3 ; SGB group discussion 29.7.853
The above types of attitude were of course not aired bv 
all craft workers, but they do illustrate the many sided 
facets of craft workers attitudes towards women. On the 
other hand, direct sexism was clearly evident amongst a 
number of craft workers:
"I sometimes think women are subject to 
other pressures. To be fair I've never 
seen them in a position where they had 
to grit their teeth and say well, what 
are we going to do here. But I'm only 
drawing on my experience of where my wife 
'works. The women tend to allow other things 
...buying this and that, instead of saying 
'look, the principle is this and you sacrifice 
that if you win or not'...They would weaken 
the position of a chapel in that they have 
different attitudes and different aspirations 
than men."
EPAPER 3 SGB interview 26.9.863 
Another craft worker on a different paper argueds
"I'm not all that keen about.... women coming 
in the trade. I'm not all that keen about 
women having to go out to work. I know 
they've got to earn a 1iving„..Cbut3 
somewhat se1f ish1y , they do work and do 
a man out of a job."
However, this same craft worker went on to relate his own 
historical e x p e r i e n c e o f w o r k .i. n g w i t h w omen craft w o r k e r s , 
and paid due regard to them for being very capable 
worksrs.
"When I came into the trade I worked at a 
firm that had been a non Soc. Cunion3 
firm..»Turned out when the War started 
they had to pay union rates. And there 
was a section of rather aged women 
compositors. They had come down from 
Scotland where it had been quite permissable 
for many years to have women compositors 
being in the STA. And we also had a...very 
efficient young womam, who was the sole 
prop of the monotype department... And I 
think she was probably the highest paid 
person in the composing room."
CPAPER 1 s NGA'82 interview 19.6.863
One interesting finding that emerged during this part of 
the field research, was that gender differentiation was 
often interwoven (and to some extent determined) by status, 
differentiation. In other words there was an 
interconnection between attitudes towards women as fellow 
workers, and attitudes towards other unions and work 
areas. For instance, although many craft workers expressed 
attitudes that were less than complementary to women 
workers in general, female journalists were often held in 
high esteem, both as workers and trade unionists. A SGB 
FOC at Paper 3 for example, had this to say on the issues
"You have quite a lot of women journalists, 
who I must say are more intelligent than most 
of the other women workers in the industry... 
they would certainly think better as trade 
unionists." '
CPAPER 3 s  SGB interview 25.7.853 
Similarly, at the same newspaper, a NGA'82 FOC commenteds
"I feel that women workers are alright in an 
office...But a man worker is a bread earner, 
he has responsihi 1ity to his family as well 
as himself. With- the journalists it's a 
completely different situation...there's 
some excellent women writers who make a - 
career of it."
CPAPER 3 s NGA'82 group discussion 9.8.853
These were ju.st two comments that illustrate the point, 
and although unfortunately the questionnaire allowed for 
no statistical support for this finding, it became 
apparent during the course of the qualitative research 
that attitudes towards women journalists differed 
significantly from those towards other women organised by 
SOGAT'82 in ' semi-sk.il 1 e d a r e a s .  One can argue therefore, 
that perceptions towards women as fellow workers and trade 
unionists are, at. least in part, influenced by the craft 
worker's perception of his skill and status within the 
industry, rather than being totally determined by societal 
induced feelings about women in general. Hence the female
journalist was seen as a professional career minded 
worker, and thus gained greater credibility in the eyes of 
the craft worker, than did the 'semi-skilled' woman worker 
in SOGAT'82, who, along with the workers in that union 
generally, were seen as a 'class below' the craft worker.
Thus in as much as one can generalise from a small scale 
survey, feelings of gender differentiation often played a 
secondary role to perceptions of skill and status vis-a- 
vis the printing industry workforce as a whole., Therefore 
one should be careful of interpreting these findings in a 
simplistic sense of being indicative of sexist attitudes 
amongst craft workgroups. On the whole, one needs to 
distinguish between attitudes towards women entering 
previously male dominated work areas that are based on 
actual experience, and the general perception towards 
women as trade unionists and fellow workers, which tend to 
be drawn from broader societal reference points.
9. Summary
In summarising this final section, it can.be seen that the 
craft worker's attitudes toward changing technology and 
inter-workgroup relations are complex, and are not easily 
located within any simplistic framework. For the craft 
worker then, changing technology has created a situation 
where workgroup self perceptions and attitudes towards 
other groups of workers, have gone through a process of 
radical restructuring. At the time of research, this 
perceptual and attitudinal change was in a state of flux, 
with a marked general acceptance of the need for union 
amalgamation in principle, but interwoven with strong 
residues of craft differentiation. Feelings towards 'semi- 
ski lied' clerical workers, and 'professional' journalists 
workers are thus entangled in a web of uncertainty over 
the future and a recognition of the need to come to terms 
with a radically altered newspaper industry.
The final section of Chapter 8 draws the previous sections 
together, and attempts to analyse the historical and 
contemporary relationship between manifestations of 
'sectionalism' and 'solidarity' within the membership of 
the NGA'82 and SGB.
E/ Sectionalism & Solidarity Amongst Craft Warkers
The term 'sectionalism' hat been used extensively in the 
field of print industry industrial relations but in a 
manner that conflates two distinct concepts: that is the
structural sectionalisation of the production process and 
collective bargaining system; and the sectionalism 
manifested in the attitudes and actions of the 
differentiated groups/of workers..
Moreover, a uni-dimensional focus on the craft worker has 
not only failed to explore the dialectical character of 
changing workgroup relations in the newspaper industry, 
but also contains,within it an inherent bias either for or 
against craft workers. In other words, without analysing 
the overall response to changes in industrial relations of 
all three main categories of worker involved, the response 
and attitude of the craft worker appears in a void, and 
has been interpreted either as a 'celebration' or an 
'indictment' of the 'traditions' of the print, graft chapel 
organisation. The official histories of print craft unions 
typically adopt a 'celebratory' perspective, only 
marginally tackling the problems raised by manifestations 
of sectionalism and craft exclusiveness (see for example, 
Howe/Waite 1948; Gillespie 1953; and Musson 1954). On the 
other hand, an 'indictment' undercurrent is noticeable in 
Goodhart/Wintour 1986;
"The union [NGA'821 is...finding its past catching 
up with it as those unions representing clerical 
workers, journalists and electricians all see 
an opportunity, through grasping the new 
technology, to guillotine the labour’ aristocrats 
of print."
■CGOODHART/WINTOUR 1986 s p.1113
A rather cruder ' indictment' perspective against the main 
print craft union- the NGA'82, was argued by Brookes/McKay 
C993 , who saw in an 'immminent demise' of the NGA'82, the 
heralding of a major breakthrough in the creation of a 
radical press in Britain, by ending the 'excessive' 
sectional wage claims of NGA'82 chapels in the national 
press.
Theoretical1v sophisticated analyses of the character of 
print craft workers have also been prone to the problem of 
one-dimensionalism. Cockburn 1983 offers a socialist- 
feminist approach to this question, arguing that:
"The three explosive contradictions in the 
situation of compositors are the fundamental 
ones of capitalism, of patriarchy and of the 
relationship between the two.systems...And 
the men are torn between a working class 
identity and a masculine one - all too often 
subordinating the former to the latter.
CCOCKBURN 1983 ; p.. 2133
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Whilst not denying that sexism is a constituent element in 
the overall make-up of male workers generally, Cockburn's 
approach by •focussing only on one group of workers - craft 
- fails to see the more complex relationship between the 
differentiated groups of workers at the point of 
production , which i nc 1 udes, but is not dominated by the 
relationship between male, and female workers. Furthermore 
whether or not the 'patriarchical' re1 ationshi p are a 
prime determinant in worker relations is a subject for 
empirical research, rather than an a priori starting 
point, which is implicit in Cockburn’s work.
In short, analyses of craft workers generally suffer from 
a uni-dimensional approach, by failing to analyse the 
changing nature of 'sectionalism' within the ranks of the 
newspaper industry as a whole, and the socioligical .
implications that follow from this.
To summarise the research findings, the following points 
can be made regarding the interrelationship between craft 
sectionalism and changing- technology. Firstly, union 
amalgamation per se, is seen to be by the overwhelming 
majority of craft workers, a necessary strategy in 
combating the negative aspects of changing technology. 
However, skill and status perceptions are still prevalent 
amongst a large section of the craft workgroups, 
particularly influencing the latter'5 reluctance to 
support the phasing out wage differentials. Secondly, the 
craft workers attitude towards 'semi—skilled' workgroups 
has been affected only marginally by the encroachments of 
technology on job demarcation. Especially in the case of ; 
Scottish craft workers, union amalgamation with SOGAT'82 
has tended to shift feelings of differentiation from 
between unions to with in the one union. Thirdly, the craft 
workers attitude towards what are seen as 'professional' 
workers — the journalists - is in a state of flux and in 
general contradictory. On the one hand strong feelings of 
differentiation still exist, whilst on the other hand, an 
increasing number of craftsmen are looking towards 
editorial areas as a means of retaining jobs. And 
fourthly, the craft workers attitude towards women as 
fellow workers and trade unionists, whilst on the whole 
rather negative, is primarily influenced by feelings of 
differentiation vis-a-vis .other workgroups in general, 
rather than towards women per se„ Hence the 'professional' 
minded career female journalist is held in higher esteem 
than is the 'semi-ski I led' woman 'worker organised in 
SOGAT'82.
Generally, the field research in this thesis has strongly 
challenged any simplistic conceptualisation of craft 
w orkgroups t h a t h a v e p r e v a i 1 e d i n t. h e liter a t ure on 
skilled workers generally, and printers in particular. For 
example, the five criteria used in this research to gain 
a n ap p r ox i mat e u n d er st an d in g of the 't r ad i t ionalist — 
i nstrument aIist' or i entat ions of cr af t wor kers, compared 
to other categories of worker, have indicated a clear
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i nstru.mental i st or i ent i at i on on behalf of the craft 
workers, which tends to contradict previous research on 
print workers. In his classic account, B1auner for example 
wrote that
"....as employers are many, plants are relatively 
small and without elaborate hierarchical chains 
of command, and labour unions have a degree of 
control over the industry's labour market and 
plant working conditions which remind one of 
the medieval guild system. As a result of these 
factors, printers have a nan-alienated relation 
to their work, which again recalls the craftsman 
of pre-industrial times."
CBLAUNER 1964 s p.353
Contained within Blauner's conceptualisation is an 
emphasis on the size of plant being a determinant, and 
clearly Blauner's research took place in relatively small 
American print shops compared to the larger size of 
newspaper houses surveyed in the present study. However, 
theoretical1y , the concept of 'alienation' used by B1auner 
is problematic, and to some extent used in a too 
simplistic a way if one wished to understand this concept 
in a marxist sense. The simplicity of Blauner's use o f , 
'alienation' is underscored by his locating 'plant size' 
as a determinant of the former. 'Size' of plant may well 
influence 'job satisfaction', but not 'alienation', in the 
marxian sense of a necessary divorce of the worker from 
the commodity produced.
It is beyond the scope of the present study to examine the 
concept, of 'alienation, but in more general terms, it can 
be argued that the complex, contradictory and varying 
attitudes expressed by craft workers in the research 
above, are partly the result of different experenCespof / "h 
previous introductions of new technology. In other words, 
the better the outcome of previous technological change, 
the more positive the attitude generally towards new 
technology. More critically, as in other instances, the 
key to understanding the complex nature of craft workers 
perceptions and attitudes is through the analysis of the 
contradictory tensions within the orientation of craft 
workgroups, resulting primari1y from the changing 
character of the interrelaticnship between the latter and 
the journalist and clerical groups.
The f i n a 1 concl u s o r y c h a p t e r i n t. h is thesis brings 
together some thoughts on the concept of 'contradictory 
tension' and 'sectionalism', in respect of all three 
categories of worker studied in this thesis.
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Chapter Nine: CQNCLUSION
This thesis has attempted two main tasks. Firstly, in an 
empirical context, to bridge a 'gap' in the literature, in 
the sense that given the radical nature of change 
occurring at the point of production, little work had been 
done on the perspective of the shop-floor worker and the 
longer term implications for inter-union relationships at 
the plant level. Hence the present study has focussed on 
an analysis of the ways in which changing technology has 
interacted with and influenced the interrelationship 
between three highly differentiated categories of 
newspaper industry unionised employees - journalist, 
clerical and craft workers. And secondly, in a theoretical 
sense, to develop a conceptualisation which differentiates 
between structural change in the world of work, and 
perceptual change within the 'consciousness' of the 
workers. The main focus of the study was to develop a 
theoretical conceptualisation of 'sectionalism' through an 
empirical analysis of the dynamics of inter-workgroup 
relations in the newspaper industry, with specific 
reference to changes in production technology.
Indeed, the rationale for basing a theoretical analysis of 
sectionalism upon an empirical examination of the 
newspaper industry, lay in the latter's highly 
differentiated workforce currently experiencing a major 
restructuring and dynamic realignment of both job content, 
and inter-workgrou.p relations. Hence the present study 
aimed to develop a conceptualisation of sectionalism by 
researching the phenomenon at a historical moment of 
change.
It has been argued that although 'sectionalism' as a 
concept is a problematic, it has tended to be used as a 
negative term in a theoretical1y very loose manner. The 
mere manifestion of 'isolated' action has been perceived 
as 'sectionalism', defined as being action inherently 
negative to other groups of workers. In this context, 
'sectionalism' is seen as relating to the attitudes, 
perceptions, and actions of separate workgroups/unions, 
which manifest themselves as defensive/hostile to the 
interests of other groups of workers. Superficially, one 
can see the apparent relevance of this basic definition 
when applied to the newspaper industry, particularly- 
regarding the inter-union rivalry of the mid 1980s.
However, the thesis attempted to develop a more rigorous 
theoretical understanding of the concept of sectionalism, 
firstly be looking at the somewhat loose way in which the 
concept has been used to refer to newspaper workers; and 
secondly by formulating a critique of two ideal type 
conceptualisations of sectionalism, the static- 
conservative and the dynamic-embryonic, with the aim of 
developing a sociological understand!ng of the nature of 
'sectionalism' outwith the above two frameworks.
More specifically, it was argued that both Eurocommunists 
and orthdodo:-! Marx i st-Lenini sts have tended to imply that 
radicalisation of the working class is determined 
historically or structural1y , and thus the working class 
have either missed its chance for radical change 
(Eurocommunism), or that the historical factors have yet 
to manifest themselves, therefore working class radicalism 
is yet to come (orthodox Marxist-Leninist). But the 
chances for radicalism come and go, and spaces appear at 
historical moments, hence the importance of being 
sociologically rigid in analysing the chances that are 
created at particular moments, but to recognise the 
limitations and overall sectional framework that these 
situations will exist within. In short, sectionalism and 
class consciousness are not polar opposites 
(static/conservative), or organically related 
(dynamic/embryonic), but are locked into a dialectical 
relationship of tension, in which the terms themselves are 
but abstract conceptualisations in which to attempt to 
understand the experience of working class activity.
In other words, the conceptualisation adopted in this 
study does not understand the sectionalist/consciousness 
dichotomy in the structural sense (for instance as being 
historically determined through union merger, or 
technologically determined), but rather sees it as the 
total set of relationships within the working class which 
is continuously being restructured and reformulated. A 
p r i o r i, this implies the distinct possibility that forms 
of sectionalism will coexist alongside manifestions of 
broader forms of solidarity at the same moment in time 
within the perceptions of the working class. Following the 
logic of this approach it was the aim of this thesis to 
show that although workgroup sectionalism is a profoundly 
dynamic phenomenon, offering a potential for a broader 
based unity amongst organised labour, capitalist 
restructuring (in part reflected in changing technology) 
leads to a realignment of sectionalism, rather than a 
progressive development towards an abstract idea of 'class 
consciousness'. More specifically, it was argued that each 
of the three categories of worker studied in this thesis - 
journalist, clerical and craft - exhibit a complex set of 
c o n tr a d i c t o r y p e r c e p t i o ns and at t i tildes , within a 
framework of 'tensions' specific to each group reflecting 
the historical trajectory of organised labour in the 
newspaper/printing industry.
X
In examining newspaper industrial rel ations since the 
early 1970s, there has undoubtedly been a sea-change, in 
terms of both employer/union, and inter-union relations. 
However, assessing the qualitative extent of this change 
has been highly problematic, particular1y in respect of 
shop-floor perceptions. It has been suggested that despite 
all the changes:- that have taken place in the newspaper 
industry over the last fifteen years or so, this has not 
led to an easily definable shift in the balance of power 
between capital and labour. This is not to say that there
has been no shift in the balance of strength between class 
forces, the latter has been clearly demonstrated in the 
mid 1980s, most notably in the national press sector. But 
whilst the trade unions may have suffered numerically, 
there is no mechanical relationship between numbers and 
power, and this factor has very much influenced the 
thinking and perceptions of all three categories of worker 
surveyed, in particular over the question of trade union 
amalgamat i on.
Thus whilst quantitatively some of the evidence in this 
thesis indicated a decline of sectionalism (and certainly 
of sectionalisation), perceptually we can see a complex 
mix of historical tension and contradications in the 
attitudes, perceptions and actions of all 3 types of 
newspaper worker - journalist, clerical and craft. This 
was illustrated in the qualitative examination of 
newspaper workers carried out during the field research.
In the case of the journalists in the NUJ, a historical 
tension between aspirations of achieving a professional 
status within the industry (reflecting an individualist 
ethos), and the journalists actual experience of the need 
to organise collect ively in a trade union to improve or 
maintain their wages and conditions, in particular 
relative to other groups of print workers. In the 1980s 
this tension was exacerbated due to changes in technology 
which created heightened conflict with other workers, 
especially with craft groups. It can be argued that the 
sectionalism of the journalists has shifted from being 
based on a desire to be treated as professionals leading 
to hostility towards craft workers who were perceived to 
be hegemomic in the production process, towards 
journalists increasingly perceiving themselves as the 
dominant group in newspaper production, in that they have 
largely 'captured' editorial DI and feel that they are in 
the driving seat re new technology in respect of other 
workgroups.
Clerical workers in SOGAT'82, have traditional1y been 
poorly organised, low paid and marg i rial i sed re the 
production process and inter union/workgroup relations. 
This history has produced a marginalised workgroup 
i n d en tit y , but on e t hat is r ap i d1y being er od ed by a 
growing awareness of centrality to the production process 
(especially regarding the 'capturing of advertising DI). 
Nevertheless, women still occupy a secondary position in 
the newspaper labour market, and their structural and 15 
perceptual history of marginalisation often manifests 
itself in sectional hostility to other groups, for example 
over the issue of job task demarcation and the overall 
ret en t i on of war k area j ur i sd i c t i on.
For the craft worker (in the NGA'82 and SGB), historical 
perceptions of hegemony within the production process,
(but within a context of tension between wages militancy 
and a conservative 'labour aristocratic' ethos), which 
differentiated craft workers from other groups, have 
shifted towards an overriding awareness of need for union 
merger to protect their declining fortunes due to a 
radical erosion of job tasks in the craft area. This 
however has taken place within a perceptual context of 
tension and contradictions between the desire to retain 
traditional1y held beliefs of craft elitism and of growing 
awareness that craft skills have been/are being largely 
replaced by increasingly common skills of computer 
keyboarding and operating VDUs, and hence the prospect of 
a much reduced 'status' job within the printing industry.
Thus an analysis purely of structural manifestations of 
inter union/workgroup relationships (for example the 
structures of collective bargaining, production processes, 
and union organisation) would logically imply an erosion 
of sectionalisation, and therefore of sectionalism, in 
that bargaining procedures have become more integrated 
(especially over changing technology), the production 
process has blurred traditional demarcation lines, and 
print trade unions have gone through a historical process 
of amalgamation. However, this uni-dimensional focus on 
sectionalism is challenged when one takes on-board 
perceptual and activity based criteria. In the case of the 
newspaper workers, the erosion of structural 
differentiation has not led to a decrease in sectionalism 
(or indeed an increase), in the sense of the way that 
workers perceive and therefore react and interact with 
structural change, but rather sectionalism has been re­
formulated and manifests itself in historically different 
ways. For example, it has clearly been the case that 
Scottish craft workers who merged with the 'general' print 
union SOGAT in the mid-1970s, in many ways manifested a 
higher degree of attitudinal sectionalism than was the 
case for their southern counterparts; thus indicating a 
shift in sectional attitudes from between unions to withi n 
the one union.
Overall then, it appears more fruitful in respect of 
social investigation to see sectionalism as a constant 
sociological factor, although a historically reformulated 
phenomenon, (for example because of changing technology, 
or union restructuring). A more rigid theoretical approach 
can thus be develop through an analysis of the 
relationship between three interrelated categories of 
change: a) structural change, such as uni on/workgroup 
organisation; b) perceptual change, ie the attitudes of 
workers; and c ) the activity of the di fferentiated groups 
of organised labour, such as conflict and consent in the 
workplace and union policies etc. All three criteria will 
in part influence, and be influenced by each other.
It should -f i n ally be n o ted tha t t h i s c o n c e p t u a 1 :i. s a t i o n □ f 
sectionalism need not be viewed as a negative or 
pessimistic view regarding the ability of the working 
class to act as an agency of change, or even to act on a 
more solidaristic class basis., But rather the above study 
should be viewed as an attempt to understand a section of 
t hi e wor k i ng c l ass as i t under st ands itself, and t her ef □ r e 
to be able to assess and analyse the possibility of 
working class activity in the context of its limitations 
as wel 1 as i ts possi bi' l i t :i. es -
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APPENDIX 1
LIST of ABBREVIATIONS
AGP - Association of Correctors of the Press
AEU ~ Ama1g amated Eng i neeri ng Uni on (f or merIy AEUW)
AJAX - Allied Journalists Against Extremism 
A5PL ~ Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers & 
Auxiliaries
BPIF - British Printing Industries Federation 
CRT ~ Cathode ray tube 
DI — Direct input
EETPU ” Electr i cal , Electroni c , Telecommuni cat ions & 
Plumbing Union 
EFCS - Edinburgh Female Compositors Society 
P'OC - Father of the Chapel 
IFOC ~ imperial Father of the Chapel 
IMOC - Imperial Mother of the Chapel 
IoJ - Institute of Journalists 
JC ~ Journalist's Charter 
LSC - London Society of Compositors 
LTS - London Typographical Society 
LUC - London Union of Compositors 
MOC - Mother of the Chapel
NATSOF’A — National Society of Operative Printers 
Zi Assistants 
NGA -National Graphical Association 
NBA'82 - National Graphical Association 1982 
NPA - Newspaper Pub1i sher s ' Assoc i at i on 
NS ~ Newspaper Society
NSES ~ National Society of El ectrotypers Stereotypers 
NUB&MR ~ National Union of Bookbinders & Machine Rulers 
NUJ - National Union of Journalists 
NUPBPW - National Union of Printing, Bookbinding 
& Paper Workers 
NUPPW - National Union of Printing & Paper Workers 
NUPT “ National Union of Press Telegraphists 
OCR - Optical character recognition 
F'KTF ~ Printing 8< Kindred Trades Federation 
PMMTS ~ Printing Machine Managers' Trade Society
SGA - Scottish Graphical Association
SGB " Scottish Graphical Branch
SGD ~ Scottish Graphical Division
SOGAT ™ Society of Graphical & Allied Trades 
SOGAT'75 - Society of Graphical & Allied Trades 1975 
SOGAT'82 ~ Society of Graphical & Allied Trades 1982 
SLADE - Society of Lithographic Artists, Designers & 
Engravers
SLDNC - Society of London Daily Newspaper Compositors 
SNPA - Scottish Newspaper Proprietors Association 
STA ~ Scottish Typographical Association 
TA “ Typographical Association 
TTS - Teletypestting
TUC-PIC - Trade Union Congress: Print Industries Comittee 
USE - Union Society of Engravers 
VDU/VDT ~ Visual display uni t/termi rial
APPENDIX 2
GLOSSARY OF PRINTING/NEWSPAPER TERMS
The Workers
Compositor: bath a generic and specific term. Benerically, 
most origination craft workers can be called compositors, 
including lino-ops (q.v.) and case-hands (q.v.). But 
specifically the term compositor is used to denote the 
hand-compositor, or stone-hand (q.v.), who is responsible 
for actually piecing the printed matter together.
Organised in the NGA'S2 outside of Scotland, and by the 
SGB in Scotland. Compositors are now usually keyboard 
operators or paste-up artists with computerisation.
Case—hand: a compositor who set the headlines from a type 
case attached to a Ludlow machine (q.v.). Case-hands would 
usually be paid at piece rate scales, as their work output 
was more easily measured than the other composing groups, 
who were normally paid a standard 'stab" rate. Organised 
in the NGA'S2 outside of Scotland, and by the SGB in 
Scotland. Case-hands now defunct with computerisation.
Editorial assistant: basically engaged in handling paper 
copy, and distributing the copy to and from the editorial 
d ep art men t . Th i s war k group is t h eoreti c a11y redund ant with 
f ul 1 y el ectran i c pr i nt i ng , but in practice f unct. i on st ill 
remains for editorial! assistants. Organised by SOGAT'82
Foundry worker: stereotypers and electrotypers who moulds 
the page of type into a saddle shaped 'flong', which is 
essentially a method of producing a hardened image of the 
or i g i na1 metal type so as to allow f or ex tended pr i nt i ng 
runs where metal type would otherwise wear out. Organised 
in N GA'82, and now operates laser platemaking equipment 
under computerisation.
Gatherers & processors: the organisation of journalists 
wor k c an b e seen as a die hot omy between n e ws g a i h e r e r s  
(reporters) and news p r o c e s s o r s  (the sub-editors q.v.).
Library worker: responsible for keeping newspaper cuttings 
and other forms of research material, to liaise with the 
reporter/sub-editor when the latter needs background 
information on a particular subject. Increasingly using* 
data-base search systems with computerisation. Organised 
by SUGbT'8l.
Linotype operator (lino—op): the keyboard operator of the 
1inotype/intertype mechanical typesetting machine. 
Traditionally a piece-worker, especially in the national 
press, the lino-op was the highest wage earner in the 
newspaper industry for many years. 0rganised i n the NGA'82 
outside of Scotland, and by the SGB in Scotland. Li no-ops 
now d ef unct wi th computer i sat ion.
Piece—hand: both the 1ino-operators and case-hands would 
usually be paid at piece rate scales, as their work output 
was more easily measured than the other composing groups, 
who were normally paid a standard 'stab' rate. Hence the 
term 'piece-hands'. Organised in the NGA'82 outside of 
Scotland, and by the, SGB in Scotland. Piece-hands now 
defunct with c o m p u t er i sat i on.
Process worker: the artist/retouchers and camera 
operators, responsible for preparing and developing 
artwork and photographic images (half-tones) prior to 
i. n sertion on the page. Th e p r ocess wor k er s , un t i I 
amalgamation with the NGA in 1982, were in a highly 
organised autonomous craft union - the Society of 
Lithographic Designers & Engravers (SLADE).
Reader (or corrector of the press): checks for errors in 
the proofs that are sent into the reading room at various 
stages of the process (for example 'galley proofs' when 
the type is first set, page proofs when the page is 
initially made-up, and machine revises as the page is 
being printed), A major aspect of the reader's skill 
requirement is the knowledge of proofreading sybols (64 in 
all). Organised in the N GA'82 outside of Scotland, and by 
the SGB in Scotland. Most reading work now done on VDU 
screen, in some instances by a reader, but increasingly by' 
other workgroups, especia11y in editorial room.
Readers assistant: act as 'copy holders' to the 
apprenticed trained reader, and read out the copy as the 
latter corrects the proof. This workgroup is theoretical1y 
redundant with reading on screen, but in practice function 
still remains for reading assistants.Organised by SOGAT'82
Receptionist (or front office) worker: deal mostly with 
enquiries from the general public, and write down an paper 
the advertisments brought into the newspaper by hand, to 
be passed onto the composing room to be set in type. Now 
has the ability to directly input adverts into central 
computer and by-pass composing room under computerisation. 
Organised by SOGAT'82.
Stone—hand: a hand compositor (q.v.) who working on a flat 
metal work—bed (stone) makes the necessary corrections to 
a page, adding headlines and illustrations (half-tones) 
where appropriate. The hand compositor then assembles the 
type into a required format, such as a page or as an 
advertisement to be placed in the page at a later stage. 
The hand compositor is occassionally responsible for 
setting lines of individual pieces of type from a 'type 
case' (although this is a rare task in newspaper work).
The compositor 'imposes' the printing matter - i.e. the 
made-up page the 'stone' in a way that ensures the correct 
positioning of the page when it is finally printed in the 
machine room. Organised in the NGA'82 outside of Scotland, 
and by the SGB in Scotland. Stone-hands job has now been 
replaced by paper paste-up with computerisation.
Sub—editor (sub): the job of the sub-editor is essentially 
to correct, edit and possibly restructure the reporter's 
and outside contributer's editorial material, carrying out 
copy instructions along the way (-for instance concerning 
'style o-f the house' typography). Organised primarily in 
the NUJ, and increasingly becoming central workgroup with 
computeri sati on.
Tele—ad sales: the tele-ad sales workgroup, have two basic 
•functions: -firstly, to take classi-fied adverts over the 
telephone and transcribe them onto paper; and secondly, to 
canvass by telephone regular advertisers in order to boost 
advertising sales. Organised predominantly in SOGAT'82, 
tele-ad sales increasingly becoming central workgroup with 
computerisation.
Wire—room operator: are employed to receive agency news 
copy over a telex machine (or teletype printer). This copy 
is then handed to the linotype operators to be set in 
type. Wi re-room operators are mostly drawn -from the ranks 
o-f compositors. Organised by the NGA'82.
The Workers Organisations
Chapel: unionised workgroup. Basic unit o-f organisation at 
the plant level in the printing/newspaper industry. 
Usually, there is more than one chapel for each trade 
union represented in a newspaper house, particularly in 
hot-metal days. For example, the NGA'32 may have 
individual chapels for several separate workgroups, eg 
piece-hands (linotype operators and headline setters), 
time-hands (page make-up compositors), process workers and 
foundry workers. As technology has eroded these 
traditional job demarcation structures, chapels have 
tended to merge, sometimes in the form of 'Imperial House 
Chapels' (q.v.), sometimes as a 'Federated House chapel' 
(q.v.). In more recent times, given the increase in job 
flexibility, all the members in the origination are of one 
union usually have just the one chapel to represent them. 
However, in the case of the NGA'82, it is usual for the 
machine minders to be in a separate chapel from the 
compositors (origination workers). Likewise, machine 
minders and assistants organised in SOGAT'82 almost 
invariably have a separate chapel to the SOGAT'82 'white- 
collar' workgroups in the clerical and advertising 
sections. For the NUJ, there is usually just one chapel 'at 
any one newspaper.
Father of the Chapel (FOC): a male shop-steward in the 
printing and newspaper industry, who represents an 
individual workgroup chapel.
Federated House Chapel: a federation of chapels drawn from 
all (or most) unions in the enterprise. Normally, NUJ, 
SOGAT'82, NGA'82, AEU and EETPU chapels would be 
represented in a Federated chapel in a typical newspaper 
house.
Federated Imperial F/MQC: a male/female convenor, 
representing all chapels and union in a Federated house. 
The Federated Imperial F/MOC has found him/herself in a 
particularly difficult position in recent years given the 
problems of inter-union/chapel relationships coming under 
strain because of new technology.
Imperial F/MOC: a male/female convenor, representing all 
the chapels represented in the 'Imperial chapel'. Very 
often, this position carried little real authority 
(although obviously in part depending on the individual). 
However, in more recent times as new technology has eroded 
demarcation lines, an Imperial F/MOC could occupy a 
critical position in the union at shop-flor level.
Imperial House Chapel: usually a federated grouping of all 
chapels from one union in the particular enterprise. A 
typical NGA'82 Imperial chapel would consist of the 
composing room, and machine room chapels.
Mother of the Chapel (MOC): a female shop-steward as 
above.
The Firm
House: the firm, or enterprise, but at the plant level. 
Thus the term 'house' is not synonymous with a particular 
employer, but with the individual plant the workers work 
in; hence a 'newspaper house' refers to for example the 
plant were the 'Daily Telegraph is printed. The term 
'shop' is used interchangeably with 'house'.
Style of the House: the specific typographical style that 
a newspaper house adopts, eg regarding the use of size of 
headlines, type faces, spacing and general layout. Style 
of the House is of particular importance when editing or 
correcting proofs.
The Technology
Flexible specialisation (neo-fordism): the moving away of 
industrial techniques from 'Fordist' methods of mass 
production, large scale centralised workforce structures, 
towards a radically more flexible administration, 
marketing, production and distribution system; whereby 
economies of scale can be achieved on relatively small- 
scale batch production, multi-purpose machinery, through 
computerisation and micro-chip technology. Concomitant 
with these technological changes is the requirement for a 
more flexible workforce, not rigidly demarcated either by 
union structures or mass production line principles of 
minutely defined work tasks.
Fully electronic system: a printing technology that 
performs all of its functions on screen, including page 
make-up and correcting. The logical implication is that no 
paper is used, although in practice paper has proved an 
indispensable adjunct to even the most advanced electronic 
systems.
Leterpress printing: the principle of a relief surface 
making an impression on paper (or other suitable 
material), is the oldest method of printing, dating back 
to 8 th Century Japan.
Lithography: printing from a damped flat suface using 
greasing ink, based on the principle of the mutual 
repulsion of oil a\nd water. A porous stone was used in the 
early days of this technology, but more recently grained 
zinc and other metal plates are used.
Photocomposition: the generic term for the technology 
which superceded letterpress as the method of printing 
newspapers. In general, the basic principles of photo­
composition are as follows. All photocomposing machines 
produce a piece of film or sensitised paper bearing the 
required image. The character images are exposed to a 
light source, which through an optical system of prisms 
and lenses, are ultimately positioned on the photographic 
film or paper. The system is very flexible, different type 
sizes being produced merely by an adjustment of lenses, 
and the matter produced is of very high quality.
%
The Techni ques
Cathode ray tube (CRT): a viewing screen, used in early 
typesetting machines.
Data-base: integrated file of individual data items, 
usually recorded on tape or disc, used for example for 
modern library information systems.
Direct input (DI) : a term wh i c hi is i t s elf c o m pi 1 ex a n cl
needs further exploration. To begin with, DI has not had 
such a straightforward impact on the production process as 
i s s o m etimes inferred, particular1y as t here ar e 
approx :i. mate 1 y a dozen individual job tasks that cou 1 d 
possible be affected by single keystroking, only about 
half of which, given present 'state of the art' 
technology, are suitable for immediate use of DI. Thus, DI 
i n p r act i ce, s t ill 1 eaves some sc op e f or t he t yp eset t i ng 
o f e d i t o r i a I a n d a d v e r t i s i n g m a 11 e r to be d o n e b y t h e 
craft workgroups, although in much reduced quantity. DI is 
also known as 'single keystroking' and 'front end 
systems'.
Half-tone: process by which continuous tones are simulated 
by a pattern of angled dots of varying sizes, used for 
gaining a relief impression of a photograph in letterpress 
pr i nti ng.
Hard copy: a proof printed out from the computer.
Linotype/Intertype: a mechanical typesetting machine, 
developed in the 1890s, which has a 90-key keyboard 
layout, rather different from the standard 'qwerty' boards 
used i n typewriters and computer keyboards, wh i ch pr oduces 
individual lines of type - slugs. (The machine operators 
however are generally known as '1ino-operators)„ The 
principle of both machines are the same; the machines 
being in a single unit in which the setting and casting of
the type are performed by one operator, who also
hyphenates and justifies each line. The matrices are 
assembled in word formation by the depression of a 
keyboard, and the casting and delivery of the metal slug 
is done automatically. An average of 3-5 lines of type can
be produced per minute using this method, with a
reasonable operator making one mistake every 1 0 - 2 0  lines.
Ludlow and Nebitype: used for casting display lines (large
type as used in newspaper headlines). The matrices are set 
by |-iand , and hi ave to be distributed back into the matr i x 
case b y hi a n d .
Optical character recognition (OCR): the electronic 
scanning of copy for conversion to typeset matter without 
a keyboard operation.
Portable terminals: used on an increasing scale by
r e p o r t e r s , n o w t hi at they are n o 1 o n ger j u s t m o v e a b 1 e , b u t 
very light and portable (weighing just 5-lOlbs). The 
latest machines have access to message facilities such as 
'Telecom Gold', and can store up to 15 stories at once.
The rep) or ter can take a terminal out on a story and relay 
i t back (directly to the ed i tor i a 1 r oom.
Proof: the type printed on paper for the purposes of 
reading and correcting.
Teletypestting (TTS): a technique initially developed in 
the 1930s f or separating the keyboardi ng f unct i on f rom the 
actual production o-f type. Instead, the TTS operator- 
produced a punched tape which could be -fed into any number 
o f 1 .i n e c a s t. i n g machines to p r o d u c e t h e m e t a I s 1 u g s 
automatically. Furthermore, the tape could be used 
s i m la 1 t a n e o u s 1 y i n s e v e r a 1 plant s A 1 s o , t h e u s e o -f p u n c hi e d 
tape in one machine was quicker than with an orthodox 
operator tapping out the metal type directly.
Visual display unit/terminal (VDU/VDT): attached to the 
comp u ter k eyboard, t h i s c a t h od e r ay t ube c ou1 d .d i s p1 ay 
'chunks' o-f type at the press of a code button, enabling 
the journalist to correct errors in the typeset matter, 
thus erad i cat i ng much of thie wor k tr ac!i t i onally done by 
craft readers. VDU‘s and computer keyboards then (or 
' f r o n t - e n d ' s y s t e m s) o f f e r e d t h e t e c hi n o 1 o g i c a 1 p o t e n t i a 1 
for a fairly far reaching restructuring of the origination 
producti o n p r o c e s s , a. n d a r a cl i c a 1 c hi a n g e i n t h e j o h 
content of both journalists and craft workers).
APPENDIX 3
TRADE UNION 8< EMPLOYERS ASSOCIATIONS
The -foil owing is by no means a comprehensive list of print 
i ndust. r y t r ade u.n i on s or emp I □ y ers assoc. i at i ons , b ut i s 
r a t h e r a m e c h a n i s m f o r q u i c k r e t e r e n c e o f t h o s e 
or g an i sa1 1 an s t h at ar e r e 1 evan t t o an d / or men t i on ed i n t h e 
thesis«
The Trade Unions 
Allied Journalists Against Extremism <AJAX):
An ap p ar en 1 1 y sh or t -1 i ved right- w i n g j ou.r n a I i s t p r es su.r e 
group, formed in the late i970s to argue against the 
militant wages campaign of that period,
Amalgamated Engineering Union (AUE):
Formerly t h e A m a 1 g a m a t e d U n i o n a f E n g i n e e r i n g w o r k e r s 
(AUEW) , t h e Un i on or g an i ses en g ineer i n g ma in t en an c e s t af f 
in the newspaper and printing industry.
Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers Auxiliaries 
(ASLP):
One of two previously autonomous lithographic unions, with 
a m e m b e r s h ip p r i m a r i 1 y 1 n t h e m a c In i n e r o o m , i t t r a n s f e r r e d 
its engagements into the NGA in 1969,,
Association of Correctors of the Press (ACP):
The time-served readers' union, which transferred its 
engagements into the NGA in 1965.
Edinburgh Female Compositors Society (EFCS):
First established in 1898, with the assistance of the STA, 
this is one of the very few recorded craft based female 
unions, in the one part of the country where wo mean 
established a foothold in the composing room. It appears 
to have been short lived, but was reconstituted again as a 
branch of the STA in 1911. By this stage, women had been 
effectively ex c 1 ud ed f rom t he comp osi n g ar e a , and soon t h e 
EFCS became extinct.
Electrical, Electronic, Telecommunications & Plumbing 
Union (EETPU):
The EETPU has traditionally been a minority union in the 
printing industry, organising electricians (maintenance 
workgroups) in the newspaper and printing industry, 
developed an increasingly agggressive recruitment stance 
in the newspaper industry in the 1980s, based on the 
r a t i o n a I e that changing t. echn o 1 o g y w a s ere a t i n g n e w are a s 
logical to EETPU job tasks.
Institute o-f Journalists (IoJ):
Created in 1890 when the former NAJ gained its Royal 
Charter, the IoJ is a professional oriented association, 
representing a very small number of journalists.
Journalist's Charter (JC):
Pressure group formed within the NUJ in the mid-1970s 
created to put forward 3. 1 ef t-wi ng/anti-sect i onal i st line 
wihtin the Union vis-a-vis new technology.
London General Trade Society of Compositors:
Established in 1826 in friendly rivalry to the London 
Trade Society of Compositor s , it merged -formally with the 
latter union in 1834 to form the LUC.
London Society of Compositors (LSC):
Founded in 1848, the LSC was the London based union for 
general trade compositors, and from 1853 for newspaper 
compositors, who had served a craft based apprenticeship. 
Amalgamated with the PMMTS in 1955 to form the LTS, and 
then with the TA in 1964 to form the NGA.
London Trade Society of Compositors:
The foundation stone of the present NGA'82, in the sense 
that this union is the first recorded to have a direct 
link with the unions that became established in the 19th 
Century, c.1816.
London Typographical Society (LTS):
Formed out of the merger between the London compositors 
(LSC) and machine managers (PMMTS) unions in 1955, and in 
1964 joined with the TA to form the NGA.
London Union of Compositors (LUC):
The LUC was formed out of a merger between the London 
Trade Society of Compositors q.v.and the London General 
Trade Society of Compositors in 1834. Was reconstituted in 
1845 as the LSC Branch of the TA, after a merger with the 
latter union, but split again in 1848 to become an 
autonomous union - the LSC.
Members of the Phoenix:
One of the earliest recorded trade union type societies of 
compositors c.1790s, had no direct linkage with future 
unions.
National Society of Operative Printers & Assistants 
(NATSOPA):
Formed in 1889 in the wave of the 'new unionism', NATSOPA 
was t r ad i t i on ally classed as a sem i ~s ki1 1 ed print union, 
which was a constant source of tension between the Union 
and the craft unions, which have historical1 y resisted 
non-apprentice trained labour from being promoted, eg as 
machine managers. Hence the ampersand in the Union's title 
is significant, as it denotes the refusal of NATSOPA to 
accept its members being confined to non-ski lied work. In 
1982, NATSOPA merged with SOGAT'75 to form SOGAT'82.
National Graphical Association (NGA):
Formed in 1964 through an amalgamation of the London base 
cr af t un ion the LTS and the provinc i a 1 cr af1 un i on t he TA
National Graphical Association 1982 (NGA'82):
The present day main craft workers union, which was -forme 
in 1982 -from an amalgamation between the then NGA and 
BLADE.
National Society o-f Electrotypers & Stereotypers (NSES) :
The -f oun d r y wor k er s soc i et y t h at t r an sf er r ed i t s
e n g a q e m e n t s i n t o t h e N G A :L n 1967.
National Union of Bookbinders & Machine Rulers (NU8&MR):
For med i n 1911 from an ama 1 gamat i on of sever a 1 bookb i nd i n
unions, and in 1921 joined with the NUPPW to create the
NUPBMR&PW, and thus the NUBLMR is a founding union of the 
p r e s e n t d a y S 0 G A T ' 8 2.
National Union of Journalists (NUJ):
Created in 1907 when a group of journalists broke away 
from the IoJ to bui 1 d a more trade uni on or i ented 
association. The NUJ is now the major union for 
journalists in the printing and media industries.
National Union of Press Telegraphists (NUPT):
The wire room operatives union which transferred its 
engagements i nto the NGA in 1965.
National Union of Printing, Bookbinding S< Paper Workers 
(NUPBPW):
Essentially formed in 1921 as the NUPBMR&PP, through an 
amalgamation of the NUB&MR and the NUPPW, the union 
shortened its name to the NUPBP in 1928, and was one of 
the foundation stones of the present SOGAT'82.
National Union of Printing & Paper Workers (NUPPW):
Formed in 1914 from an amalgamation of several paper 
maki ng and warehouse workers unions, the NUPPW joi ned wit 
the NIJB&MR in 1921 to form the NUPBMR&PW, and thus 
constitutes an important originator of the present day 
SOGAT'82.
Printing & Kindred Trades Federation (PKTF):
Farmed originally in 1861, and reconstituted in 1901, the 
PKTF was the joint union body for collective bargaining 
and coordinating purposes until its demise in 1974.
Printing Machine Managers' Trade Society (PMMTS):
An autonomous press room union, for apprentice trained 
machine operatives, merged with the LSC in 1955 to form 
the LTS.
Scottish Graphical Association (SGA):
Br i ef 1 y the t i 1 1 e of t he Sc o1 1 i sh craft war kers union 
b e tween 1973-75, at wh i ch t i me it am a1 gamated w i t h S□GAT, 
to become the BGD of SOGAT'75.
Scottish Graphical Branch (SGB):
Th0 tit 1 e given t o t h s f or mer S(3D o f S0GAT ' 75 r e f 1 ecti n g 
its position as a Branch rather than a Division o-f 
SOGAT'75 shortly after it had merged with the latter uni on 
in 19715,, The SGB is the current name of this section of 
SOGAT'82.
Scottish Graphical Division (SGD):
he SGD was the title given to the SGA on merging with 
SDGAt in 1975. A few years later this was changed to the 
SGB.
Scottish Typographical Association <STA):
The autonoflious Scott ish compositors and machine managers' 
union, which became the SGA i n 1973 when it recognised its 
wi dened recr u 1 1 men t areas
Society of Graphical 3< Allied Trades (SOGAT):
Germed i n 1966 through an amalgamation of the then two 
main general print unions, the NUPBP and NATSOPA,, The two 
u n i o ii s s p 1 it a g a i n i. n 1970, e s s e n 11 a 11 y I eavi ng t n e f o r m e r 
union as SOGAT.
Society of Graphical Zi Allied Trades 1975 (SOGAT' 75) :
Formed when SOGAT and the SGA merged in 1975, creating the 
merger of an essentially non-craft and craft based union 
i n t h e p r i nting i n dus try.
Society of Graphical & Allied Trades 19S2 (SOGAT'82):
Formed from a re-amalgamaiion of the then SOGAT'75 and 
NATSOPA in 1982, creating just one general print union in 
the industry.
Society of Lithographic Artists, Designers 3< Engravers 
(SLADE):
The mai n I i thographi c or i gi nati on workers uni ons , wii i ch 
amalgamated with the NGA to form the NGA'82 in 1982.
Society of London Daily Newspaper Compositors (SLDNC):
Formed in 1820 as an autonomous newspaper based un ion, the 
SLDMC merged with the LSC in 1853»
Trade Union Congress: Print Industries Committee(TUC—PIC):
Set-up in 1974 under the auspices of the TUC to replace 
t h e P K T F- a s t h e joint u n i on b o d y i n t hi e in d u s t r y .
Typographical Association (TA):
The provincial compositors and machine managers society, 
amalgamated with the LTS in 1964 to form the MBA„
Union Society:
An early recorded compositors union c.1801-10. Had no 
d i r ec t 1 i n kage with f uture un :l. ans .
Union Society of Engravers (USE):
Smal 1 g r o u p o f lit h o grap h i c b ased craft w o r e r s w h o 
transferred its engagements into the SLADE in 1973.
The Employers Associations
British Printing Industries Federation (BPIF):
The trade association -for the general printing trade, whicd 
up to 1980, negotiated jointly with the NB., Formerly the 
British Federation o-f Master Printers (BFMP) .
Newspaper Publishers' Association (NPA):
Employers' association for national daily and Sunday 
newspapers. Although historically the NPA has represented 
t h e ma j or i t y of i n d i v i d uaI n ati on aI p ub1 isher s for 
collective bargaining purposes with the unions, it has 
r a rely h ad a1 1 p ub1 ishers in i t s Association. Gv er t h e 
year s , publisher s h a v e j o i n e d a n d 1 e -f t d e p end! n g o n 
exigencies of the time.
Newspaper Society (NS):
Represents employers in the regional press in England, 
Wales Belfast, and also London based local newspapers. Up 
to 1980, it n e g o t. i a t e d j o i n 11 y w i t h t h e B PIF , b u t hi a s 
since ceased doi ng so.
Scottish Newspaper Proprietors Association (SNPA):
Scottish equivalent of the MPA and NS, represents 42 
Scottish daily and weekly newspaper publishers. Up to 
1944, operated on an extension of NPA agreements, but 
since th en c onducts i ts own bar gai n .i ng .
APPENDIX 4
DESCRIPTION of the FOUR NEWSPAPERS RESEARCHED
The field work was carried out between the summer of 1985 
and autumn of 1986. For the purposes of discretion, the 
newspapers in which the research took place are referred 
to as 'Paper 1', 'Paper 2', 'Paper 3', and 'Paper 4'.
Whilst it is not possible to describe the papers in too 
much detail without giving away their identity (given the 
relatively high profile of the individual firms that 
constitute the newspaper industry), a brief description is 
prescanted of each paper to allow the reader to assertain 
some? of the organisation characteristics of the latter.
By way of setting the newspapers in a general context, all 
four were long established papers in their regions, and of 
the workgroups researched, all tended to have a stable, 
relatively long-serving staff with a low turnover, except 
for Paper One's clerical section, which had a relatively 
high—turnover.
Paper One is a medium size national quality daily paper in 
which research was conducted for some four weeks in the 
summer of 1986 amongst NUJ, SOGAT clerical and N G A '82 
chapels. The newspaper is part of a relatively small 
grouping of media interest, which has voting shares in a 
television company and independent local radio. The paper 
has a circulation of some 475,000 (mid-1980s), and 
employed approximately 1 , 0 0 0  staff (at the time of 
research). In May 1987, it turned over to a fully 
computerised direct input production system, after several 
years of operating a hybrid hot-metal/photocomposition 
production operation. Like most other "Fleet Street' 
newspapers, it moved its plant out of Central London to a 
n e w s i t e i n L o n don's Eas t End in 1987, and concomitantly 
shed a large percentage of its staff, some SOX in the 
craft areas.
Paper Two is a large provincial daily 0. evening newspaper 
situated in the Anglian region of England, and the 
research took place in this paper over a period of three 
weeks during the autumn of 1986 amongst NUJ, SOGAT 
clerical and NGA"82 chapels. The newspaper is the 
principal subsidiary of a larger group which publishes 
some 20 daily, evening and weekly newspapers. The 
researched paper employs just over 400 staff, and has a 
daily c i r c u I at: i on of j ust un der 50 , 000 , and an e ven i n g 
c i r cu 1 at i on of j ust under 40 , 000 (all figures at the t i. me 
of research). The paper first began to introduce 
computer i sat ion i n 1966, and turned over to 
photocomposi ti on in 1974. In 1985, the f i rst phase of 
direct input was introduced in the editorial room, and in
1986 . a d v er t i s i ng d i r 0 c t i nplat was ac:h i eved „ At. t h0 1 .1 me 
of research , the company was negotiating wi th the un i ons 
t g i n t r o d u c e f u r t h e r el erne n t s o f dire c: t in p u t .
Paper Three is a Scottish regional dai1v & evening, i n 
which research amongst SGB and N G A ' 82 craft, chapels was 
undertaken initially over a period o-f -four weens over the 
summer of i 985 „ Some -f o 11 ow-• up i ntervi ews were conducted 
i n t h e s p r i n g a -f 1986 , t o u p -- date the o r i g i n a I r esearc h ,
The newspaper i s par t o-f a 1 arge mu 11 i nati ona 1 cornpany, 
wh i ch has a w:i. de range o-f i nterests , trie 1 argest s i nq I e 
one b e 1 n g p r i. n t i n g a n d p u b I i s h i n g . T h e d a i 1 y n e w s p a p e r h a s 
a circu1 atian of approx 1 mately 125,000, and an eve n 1ng 
circulation of 180,000 <c „summer 1985). In 1980, tns
newspaper moved over f r om hot-metaI t o pn ot oc omp osi 1.1 on 
overnight, and at the time of research, was in the very 
early stages of talking to the unions about direct input,. 
In the mid 1980s, the company employed some 1,200.
Paper Four is a Scottish regional dai 1 y & evening, in 
which a small piece of research was conducted amongst a 
SGB craft chapel at the paper in the spring of 1986,, The 
paper is a par t of a 1arge m u 11 i nati onaI company, with 
c o n s i d e r a b 1 e interest si 1 n t he regi o n a 1 p r e s s, 7 h e c o m p a n y 
r e s e a r c h e d ii a s a daily c ire u 1 at i o n is a p p r o x 1 m a t e 1 y
94,000, and its evening circulation is 122,000,, At the 
time of research , the paper employed a staff of about 960,, 
The newspaper had been converted to photocomposition in 
the late 1970s, and was in the process of negotiating with 
the trade union over direct input during the time of 
research„
APPENDIX 5
SURVEY QUESTIONS in FULL
A/ Questionnaire distributed to NUJ and NGA ' 82 workgrc.tps
B / Q u e s t i o n n a i r 0 d i s t r i b u 10 d t o S 0 (3 A T CI e r i c a A w o r k g r □ u p s
C/ Quest i onnai r 0 di sr.r i bu1 0 d t o M/F0 C0
01 0?  0^
huESTIONNAIRE : All Workgroups
The following questions are designed to gain an understanding of the attitudes of various 
workgroups in the newspaper industry to the problems and opportunities presented by changing 
technology.
Please circle (except for Q6) the appropriate box(es)
A/ Personal Details
1. Occupation; (if more than 3 functions, just circle 3 main jobs) 
Reporter I HI 1 Sub-editor l~021 Keyboard-op IT) 3) Paste-up 1041 
Reader [U51 Artist FUF1 Camera-op f'071 Platenaker fUn
Clerical ['091 Dispatch 1101 Other PHT
2. Age;
25 or under fUTI 26-35 I'021 36-45 l03l 46-55 fTPTI 56 or over fU51
3. Sex: __
Male 1011 Female fUZD
4. Trade Union;
NUJ GH3 NGA '82 GED SOGAT '82 QE0 SGB of SOGAT '82 QB3
5. Did you serve an apprenticeship/indentured 
Yes lT)1) No 1021
B/ Attitudes Towards Your Job
6. Number in order of priority (from 1-5) those factors that you feel were/are 
most important in your job in respect of both old and new technology:
i.Hot-metal ii. Photo-composition
CD □
CD CD
CD CD
□  □
□  CD
a. Skills
b. Job satisfaction
c. Control over work process
d. Wages
e. Job security
What has been your experience of previous introductions (if any) of new 
technology in respect of the following factors:
Please 
Leave Blank
[ ] 04
[ ] 05
[ 106
[ 107
[ 108 
( ]09
[ ] 10
a. Skills
Inproved Little inpact
(M3 GED
Worsened
run [ ] 21
b. Job satisfaction run GED cun [ ] 22
c. Control over work process run GED run t 3 23
d. Wages run m G223 [ 3 24
e. Job security run GED m [ 3 25
f. Stress run GED mi [ ] 26
What do you think will be the inpact of further changes in newspaper 
technology in respect of the following factors:
Inproved Little impact Worsened
a. skills on] css] run [ 1 27
b. Job satisfaction GED GED run [ 3 28
c. Control over work process run GED GED [ 1 29
d. Wages GUI GED run [ ] 30
e. Job security GED GED GED [ ] 31
f. Stress run GED GED [ ] 32
11 
[ ]
16
[
12 
[ ]
17
r
13 
[ ]
18
[
14 
t ]
19 
t :
15 
[ 3
20 
[ :
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t/ Attitudes Towards Trade Unions
9. Have you held/do you hold a trade union position at any of the following 
levels:
National fTTH Regional/Branch ITJ21 Chapel liPTI
10. In respect of your working life in general, do you feel tliat your union is: 
Very important ITH"! Fairly important l'02l Not very important fUT)
11. What do you think of the print unions approach (nationally) towards 
changing technology: (Please comment on all the unions if you wish)
Too About Not defensive
defensive right enough
a. NUJ m \m cm
b. NGA '82 run GED cm
c. SOGAT '82 run Gia cm
d. SGB (For Scotland only) run GED run
12.
11
What in your opinion has been the impact of new technology in respect of 
inter-chapel relations at the shop-floor level:
Improved fUl I Little impact ITJ71 Worsened rUTI
In view of the impact of changing technology, what is your opinion of 
amalgamation of the 3 main print unions (NUJ/NGA/SOGAT) in respect of both 
your particular union and print unions as a whole:
i.Your union ii.All
A good thing overall GED D m
A necessary evil am run
Unnecessary cm D m
D/ Attitudes Towards Other Workgroups
[In a situation where there was only 2 union covering the print industry, 
what would your attitude be to the following issues:]
14. Pay differentials:
Maintained at present levels fDTl
Revised on two-tier skilled/semi-skilled basis i 021
Phased out completely rUTI
If: Demarcation of jobs:
Jobs to be allocated along broadly traditional NUJ/NGA/SOGAT lines I j)11 
Allocated along revised skilled/semi-skilled basis 1021 
Complete flexibility as practicably possible fUTl
16. Women workers - what do you think will be the effect of more women entering 
previously male dominated work areas in respect of the following factors:
Improve Little impact Worsen
a. Wages D m a m D m [ ]50
b. Demarcation issues am a m am [ 151
c. Job security D m run D m [ ] 52
d. Union Strength D m run run t ] 53
17. Journalists - if you were in the same union as journalists, what do you 
think would be its effect in respect of the following factors:
Improve Little impact Worsen
a. Wages D m c m G m t ] 54
b. Demarcation issues run D m run [ ] 55
c. Job security run c m c m [ ] 56
d. Union strength E D run a m [ ]57
Please
Leave Blan]
33 34
[ ] t 3
36
I ]
[ ] 37
[ ] 38
[ ] 39
[ ] 40
[ ] 41
42 45
[ -]*■ [ 3
43 46
[ 3 [ 3
44 47
( 3 [ 3
[ ] 48
[ ] 49
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Please
Leave Blan}
18. NGA '82 craft workers - what do you think will be the consequence of 
merging with the NGA '82 in respect of the following factors:
**NGA '82 members please ignore this question
Improve Little impact Worsen
a. Wages GED GED GED
b. Demarcation issues (UP GED RBI
c. Job security 1011 RJ71 RBI
d. Union strength fTTTl fU7] fDTl
19. SOGAT '82 production workers - what do you think will be the consequence 
of merging with SOGAT '82 in respect of the following factors:
Improve Little impact Worsen
a. Wages GED UEZ3 m [ ]62
b. Demarcation issues rrm m GED [ ]63
c. Job security run m GUI ( ]64
d. Union strength □ m gm GED ( 365
20. SOGAT '82 clerical workers - what do you think will be the consequence of 
merging with SOGAT '82 in respect of the following factors:
**A11 SOGAT '82 and SGB members please ignore this question
Improve Little impact Worsen
a. Wages CTO ged GED [ 366
b. Demarcation issues rrm GEZ3 GUI [ )67
c. Job security GUI rrm E D [ 368
d. Union strength D m D m GED [ ] 69
**For SGB and SOGAT '82 members in Scotland only
Given that in Scotland, the SGA amalgamated with SOGAT in 1975, what do
you feel has been the consequence of this merger in respect of the
following factors:
Improve Little impact Worsen
a. Wages rrm rrm rrm [ ] 70
b. Demarcation issues rrm rrm GED [ 3 71
c. Job security rrm GED GED [ 372
d. Union strength rrm rrm c m [ )73
[ ]58 
[ 159 
[ ]60 
[ ]61
Ti-^ nk you very much for taking the time to fill-out this detailed questionnaire.
If you are interested in being interviewed further over the issues raised here, 
woi you please write your name and address (and telephone number if you have one) 
so that I may contact you outside of working hours.
For your information, I have been a menber of the NGA (London Region) since 1973, 
and at present am a research student at Glasgow University.
Nama..................................
Address...............................
Tel
- 346-
n i h
01 02 03
QUESTIONNAIRE ; SOGAT '82 Clerical Chapel
The following questions are designed to gain an understanding of the attitudes of 
various workgroups in the newspaper industry to the problems and opportunities 
presented by changing technology
Please circle the appropriate bax(es)
A/ Personal Details
1. Occupation(s):
Tele-ad sales [01] Librarian [02] Circulation [03]
Editorial Auxiliary [04] Secretarial [05] Other Clerical [06]
2. Age:
25 or under [01] 26-35 [02] 36-45 [03] 46-55 [04] 56+ [05]
3. Sex:
Male [01] Female [02]
4. How long have you been a member of SOGAT '82
Not a member [01] 1yr or less [02] 1-5yrs [03] 5-10yrs [04]
Over 10yrs [05]
5. How many years have you worked in the printing industry
1yr or less [01] 1-5yrs [02] 5-10yrs [03] 10yrs or more [04]
B/ Attitudes Towards Your Job
Given the changes in working practices taking place in the newspaper industry 
at the present time, what is your opinion of the following -
6. Demarcation of jcbs between different unions:
Jobs to be allocated along broadly traditional NUJ/NGA/SOGAT lines [01] 
Allocated along revised skilled/semi-skilled basis [02]
Complete flexibility as practicably possible [03]
7. Pay differentials between different unions:
Maintained at present levels [01]
Revised along two-tier skilled/semi-skilled basis [02]
Phased out completely [03]
If you have had any experience of working with new technology (eg direct input 
of advertising, using computer based data systems in library) please answer 
the following questions -
8. What has been your experience of previous introductions of new technology 
in respect of the following factors:
Inproved Little impact Worsened
a. Skills [01] [02] [03]
b. Job satisfaction [01] [02] [03]
c. Wages [01] [02] [03]
d. Stress [01] [02] [03]
9. What do you think will be the impact of further changes in newspaper 
technology in respect of the following factors:
Inproved Little impact Worsened
a. Skills [01] [02] [03]
b. Job satisfaction [01] [02] [03]
c. Wages [01] [02] [03]
d. Stress [01] [02] [03]
Please
Leave
3lank
]0<
]0E
] 0€
]0/
] 08
[ ] 09
[ ] 10
[ ] 11 
[ ] 12 
[ ] 13
[ ] 14
[ ] 15
[ ] 16 
[ ] 17
[ ] 18
C/ Attitudes Towards Trade Unions
10. Have you held/do you hold a trade union position at any of the following levels: 
National [01] Regional/Branch [02] Chapel [03]
11. In respect of your working life in general, do you feel that your union is:
Very important [01] Fairly important [02] Not very important [03]
12. What do you think of the print unions approach (nationally) 
changing technology (please comment on all unions):
Too About Not defensive Don't
defensive
towards
a. NUJ
b. NGA '82
c. SOGAT '82
d. SGB
[01]
[01]
[01]
[01]
right
[02]
[02]
[02]
[02]
enough
[03]
[03]
[03]
[03]
knew
[04]
[04]
[04]
[04]
13. What in your opinion has been the impact of new technology in respect of 
inter-chapel relations at the shop-floor level:
Inproved [01] Little impact [02] Worsened [03] Don't knew [04]
14. Are you in favour of SOGAT '82 amalgamating with the NGA '82 in the near future:
Yes [01] No [02] Not sure [03]
15. Are you in favour of SOGAT '82 amalgamating with the NUJ in the near future:
Yes [01] No [02] Not sure [03]
16. Overall, what is your opinion of amalgamation of the 3 main print unions
(NUJ/NGA/SOGAT) in respect of both your particular union and print unions 
in total:
A good thing [01]
A necessary evil [02]
Unnecessary [03]
Not sure [04]
Pleas*
Leave
Blank
[ ]1!
[ ]2I
[ ] 2 
[ ] 2:
[ ]2i
[ ]2<
[ ] 2! 
[ ]2( 
[ ] 2'
[ ]2i
Thank you very much for taking the time to fill-out this detailed questionnaire.
If you are interested in being interviewed further over the issues raised here, would 
you please write your name and address (and telephone number if you have one) so that 
I may contact you outside of working hours.
For your information, I have been a member of the NGA (London Region) since 1973, and 
at present am a research student at Glasgow University. * / V
Name
Address
Telephone
Please
[jeave Blank
QUESTIONNAIRE ; FOC's/MX's
The following questions are designed to gain an understanding of the structural 
changes in collective bargaining at the shop-floor level due to changing 
technology.
Please circle the appropriate box(es) -
Q1. Trade Union: NUJ GED NGA '82 [223 SOGAT '82 (22 SGB of SOGAT [Ml
Q2. Union Office Held: POC GUI Dep FOC GE] M X  GEO Dep M X  GSD
Q3. At what stage during the introduction of new technology have negotiations 
taken place between your chapel and management (circle as many stages as 
apply):
a. Initial planning for changing over technology PUTI
b. Selection of specific systems fTTTI
c. Implementing new technology on the shop-floor fTTTI
Q4. Do you believe that the amount of consultation over new technology issues 
between your chapel and management changed compared to negotiations over 
other collective bargaining issues:
Mere consultation over new technology than other issues IDT]
About the same amount of consultation over all issues GED 
Less consultation over new technology than other issues IQ3T
Q5. Do you believe that inter-chapel relations are changing because of 
new technology:
• Better inter-chapel relations fTTTI 
Little change fTTTI 
Worse inter-chapel relations fTTTI
Q6. In negotiations with management over new technology issues, how often does 
your chapel negotiate jointly with one or more other chapels (approximately) 
Once per month or more fTTH 
Once every two - six months fTTTI 
Less than twice per year E H
Q7. In negotiations with management over other general collective bargaining 
issues, how often does your chapel negotiate jointly with one or more 
other chapels (approximately):
Once per month or more l OIT 
Once every two - six months F021 
Less than twice per year f 1331
Q8. How often do you as a union official meet with officials of other chapels 
when discussing both new technology issues and other general collective 
bargaining issues (approximately): i.New technology ii.Other issues
Once per month or more fTTTI fTTTI
Once every two - six months 1021 1021
Less than twice per year | f)3j fOTI
Q9. Has the structure of your chapel altered since the introduction of 
new technology:
More chapel representatives fDII
The same number of chapel representatives fTTTI
Less chapel representatives 1031
Thank you very much for taking the time to fill-out this questionnaire.
01 02 o:
04 [ )
05 t 1
06 [ ]
07 [ ]
08 [ ]
09 [ ]
10 [ ]
11 [ 1 
12 [ ]
13 [ )
14 [ ]
15 ( 1
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APPENDIX 6
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA in FULL
T h e  - f o l l o w i n g  s t a t i s t i c a l  m a t e r i a l , ,  m o s t l y  i n  t h e  f o r m  o-f 
b a r  c h a r t s , r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  -f i n d i  n g s  o f  t h e  q u a n t  i t a t  j. v e  
s  i.i r v  e  y  u  n d e  r t a  k e  n i n f o  la r n  e  w  s  p a  p  e  r s  i n 1 9 8 5  a  n d 1 9 8 6  .
T h e  f o i l  o w i  n g  p o i  n t s  • s h o u  1 d b e  n o t e d  w h i  c h  w i  I ]. h o p e f  la 1 1 y  
a  s  s  i s  t t h  e  r e  a  d  e  r i n  u  n  d e  r s  t  a  n  d i n g t h  e  f o  1 1 o  w  i n  g c: h  a  r t s ,
I,. I h  e  s t s t  i s  1 1 (iz s  d i s  1 1 n g la i s  n  b e  c w  e  e  n t h e  t w  o  la n i o  n s  
r e p r e s e n t i n g  c r a f t  w o r k e r s  -  t h e  N G A ”8 2  a n d  S B ,  a n d  t h u s  
t h e r e  a r e  f o u r  g r o L A p s ,  r a t h e r  t h a n  j u s t  t h e  t h r e e  g i v e n  i n  
t h e  t a b l e s  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  t e x t ,  b u t  w h i c h  a r e  n e v e r t h e l e s s  
t a b l e s  d r a w n  f r o m  t h e  s t a t i s t i c s  b e l o w .
2 »  T h e  ' ' A L L ” c a t e t e g o r y  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  a v e r a g e  r e s p o n s e  
f o r  a l l  f o u r  s e p a r a t e  g r o u p s ,  a n d  i s  c a l c u l a t e d  o n  t h e  
b a s i s  o f  a d d i n g  u p  t h e  t o t a l  p e r c e n t a g e  g i v e n  f o r  e a c h  
g r o u p , a n d  d i v i d i n g  b y  fou.r„ T h i  s  i s  a  s i m p l y  m e t h o d ,  b u t  
g i v e s  a  m o r e  a c c u r a t e  a s s e s s m e n t  o f  t h e  t o t a l  r e s p o n s e  a s  
c  a  t e  g o  r  i s  e  d b y  w o r k e r  t y p e .  A  n  a  1 1 e  r n a  t i v  e  m  e  t h o  d w  o  la I d 
h a v e  b e e n  t o  r e c a l c u l a t e  t h e  ' A L L '  f i g u r e  b y  t o t a l l i n g  t h e  
.i n  d i v  i d u  a  1 r e s p o n s e s ,  b u t  t h i s  w  o  u  I d h a  v  e  m  e  a  n  t a  1 a  r g e  
d i s t o r t i o n  i n  a  w  o  r k g r o u p  a n a 1 y s  i s  C t h e  b a s  i s  o f  t h e  
t h e s i s ) ,  a s  t h e r e  w a s  a  l a r g e  d i v e r g e n c e  i n  t o t a l  n u m b e r s  
r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  q u e s t i o n n a i r e  i n  e a c h  c a t e g o r y  o f  
w o r  I-:;er , e g  t h e r  e  w e r  e  o v e r  4 0  c r  a f  t r e s p  onci e n  t s  i n  e a c h  
c r a f t  g r o u p ,  b u t  o n l y  3 4  c l e r i c a l .  H e n c e  t h e  u s e  o f  t h e  
s i m p l y  m e t h o d  o f  a d d i n g  u.p t h e  r e s L A l t s  o f  e a c h  g r o u p ,  a n d  
t h e n  d i v  i d i n  q b  y  f o  u  r „ w h i  c h  n  e g  a t e d  t h e  n u m e r i  c a I  b i  a s  i n 
w o r k g r o u p  r e t u r n s .
3„ The 'weighted' figure refers t o t h e mu11 i p1i c at i on of 
the absolute number of respondents to each question asked 
i n t h e slar vey, when less t h an 1007. of r e sp on d en t s 
answered. (LJsually one or t wo quest i ons were 1 ef t b 1 an k on 
most forms). This was done to level out differences in 
questions left unanswered. Thus if out of the 42 NGA'82 
respondents, only 40 supplied an answer to one particular 
question, this was averaged out, by dividing 42 by 40 ~ 
1.05, and giving the absolute number a multiplier of 1.05 
(eg 35 NGA'82 respondents answered 'yes' to union 
amalgamation, thus 35 x 1.05 =  36.75). This multiplied 
figure represented an estimate (based on the average of 
t h o s e w h o a n s w e r e d t. h e q u e s t .i. o n ) o f w h a t t h e t o t a I n u m b e r 
woul d h ave been w i t h a 1 0 0 “7 an swer ed quest ion. Thi e fig ur e 
was then divided by the total * nu.mber of respondents, in 
the NGA.'82 case = 42, so as to find the percentage. In the 
e x ample given, this w o la 1 d have meant 36. 75 x 1 0 0 d i v  i d e d 
by 42 ~ 87.57.. This percentage was then taken to the 
nearest whol e f i gun? to si mp 1 .i f y , wh i ch i n our ex amp 1 e 
would have' been 887.. This method leaves room for an error 
of 17. plus or minus.
ICONTENTS
A . Pr of .i I e o-f Respon den t s ;
1 « Age
2 „ Sox
3 „ A p p r o n t. i c o d / i n d e n t u r o d ( j □ u r n a I i s t & c r a ■f t o n .1 y )
4» Ex per ience i n prin t i ndustry/1eng t h of uni on
in e m b e r s h i p C c I e r i c: a I o n i y )
B u Wor k 0 1'“ i en t at i on of Wor kgr oups ( j our na 1 i st & cr af t
□n 1 y )
1 . Importance of skills
2 . 1 mp ortanoe of c ont r o 1 over t he 1 abour proc ess
3„ Importance of wages
4„ Importance of job security
5 „ I mj:jor t ance of j ob sat i sf action
C „ A1.1 i t u d e T o w a r ci s N e w T e c h n o 1 o g y
1 „ Ex pe!•- i ence of pr evi ou.s i n t r oduc t i ons of new
technoI og v s regard.i ng ski 1 Is, job sat i sf act :i. on , 
wages and stress 
2» Expectations of future introductions of new
technology regarding: skills, job satisfaction, 
wages and stress 
3 „ Previ ous ex per ience f uture ex pectat i ons compar ed ;
regarding all four variables combined
D. Attitude Towards Print/Newspaper Trade Unions 
Nationally
:l.. I n v o I v e m e n t w i t h / i m p o r t a n c e o f w o r !•: e r s " t r a d e u n i o n 
2 - Op i n i on of nat i onaI un i ons approach toward new 
technology 
3« Attitude towards print union merger
E „ Attitude Towards Other Categories of Workgroups
perception of impact of new technology at shop-f1 oor 
level 5 attitudes towards pay differentials? and 
attitudes towards job demarcation
F » Male Work to r s A11 i t u d e T o w a r d s Women W o r k e r s ( j o la r n a 1 i is t 
craft male workers only)
1, Effect on wage level sr, job demarcate on ? job 
security? and trade union strength
2. All foiAr variables combined
G. F/MOC Survey; Changes in Inter-Chapel Collective 
Bargaining Structures Due to New Technology 
1„ Phase of collective bargaining/consultation 
involvement.
2. Extent of collective bargai ni ng/consul tat :i. on re new 
technology in relations to other issues 
3„ Changes in chapel relations re new technolog''/
4., Joint chapel collective bargaining re new technology
5. Joint chapel collective bargaining re other issues
6 . Joint chapel consultation re new technology
7„ Joint chapel consultation re other issues
8 = Change in representative structure because of new 
technology
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APPENDIX 7
BREAKDOWN of QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS by NEWSPAPER & WORKER
CATEGORY
Newspaper Worker Category
Journali st Cleri cal Cra-ft 
NGA SGB
Total
Paper 1 10 13 10 - n!>3
Paper 2 10 16 17 - 43
Paper 3 - 5 15 30 50
Paper 4 - - - 13 13
Total 20 34 42 43 139
APPENDIX 8
BREAKDOWN of INTERVIEWS/GROUP DISCUSSIONS by LOCATION & 
WORKER CATEGORY
Location Worker/Union Category
Journal Cleri cal Craft 
NGA SGB
Mgt Total
Paper 1
Paper 2
Paper 3
Paper 4
Wapping
Activists
Union
officials
9
7
12 
8 
13
26
26
36
.3
Total 17 14 98
* The above table only includes those people interviewed 
on an official basis, normally tape recorded, and does not 
include countless numbers of workers, line and higher 
managers, trade union representatives, and 'News 
International' pickets spoken to throughout the period 
of the research between summer of 1985 and Autumn of 1988. 
To these and all of those represented in the table above, 
the research is indebted to.
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APPENDIX 9
PRINT INDUSTRY TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP FIGURES: 1890-1987
Total Pri nt Uni on Membershi p (Uni on Densi ty i n Pri nt 
Industry)
1890 - 40,000 (24%)
1914 - 90,000 (31%)
1920 - 190,000 (in PKTF)
1939 - 217,000 (in PKTF)
1945 ~ 205,000 (in PKTF)
1946 - 219,000 (in PKTF)
1949 - 270,000 (40%)
1974 ~ 415,374 (70%)
Organised Journali sts
Year NUJ IoJ
1886 — 250
1900 2930
1907 738
1915 3 1 Lil / 1989
1920 4888 2119
1925 4827 2036
1930 5574 2164
1935 5919 2465
1940 7092 2758
1945 8400 2878
1950 11 o84 2653
1955 1 ■ O' Cj 4 2619
1960 15244 2660
1965 1962 1 2400
1966 19613 -
1967 1V 613 -
1968 21290 -
1969 22404 -
1970 24801 2300
1971 26792 ~
1972 27587 -
1973 28082 -
1974 29433 -
1975 28274 ^396
1980 32637 -
1936 u 2 8 o 2000
1987 30000 ~
373-
SOGAT"82 and its horebears
Year NATSOPA NUPPW NUB STA S&DTU
1889
1900
1901 
1914 
1918 
1920
6000
iOOOO
15000
70000
2242
4085
21700
3000
4000
5000
1921
1926
1939
1940
1947
1948 
1951 
1955
1957
1958 
1962 
1964
20359
28000
26956
NUFBMRPW
100000+ 
70000 
90000+ 
81240 
100000+ 
120000 
141728 
150000+ 
163000
7000
7462
46351
1966
1967
1968
1969
SOGAT
224452
229089
7130
7221
7050
1539
1481
1731
1970
1971
1972
1 9 7 3
1974
NATSOPA
50981
50587
55691
56146
55992
SOGAT
192920
183276
183276
187580
193804
7050
6987
6697
6702
6418(S6A)
2026
2300
4000+
SOGAT- 75
1975 190473
1976 195107
1977 198182
1978 201665
1979 205784
1980 199877
1981 53260 184910
1982 51906 178176
SOGAT'82
1983 216639
1984 210118
1985 206898
1986 202019
1987 196231
MC&T
804
1000
374-
NGA'82 Zi its horebears
Y ear TA LSC PMMTS ACP ASLP SLADE
1890 9556 8910 400+(AAP)
1900 16179 11287
1914 23783 12384
1920 31234 15500
1925 31918 14750
1927 31953 14670
1930 34098 14800
1934 35163 14290
1935 35784 14180
1936 36482 14130
1939 38277 14255
1940 39384 13996 4670 1455 7780 8300
628
1945 41000 12865
1946 43381 13015
1947 44321 13100
1948 45664
1949 46511
1954 14000 5000
LTS
1955 19000
1963 62601
NGA
1964 81937
1965 85551 1449
1540
1966 85805 16032
1967 90861 12987
1968 92066 13216 15959
1969 107373 16145
1970 107761 16579
1971 107708 16541
1972 108053 16293
1973 108296 16600
1974 108792 16925
1975 r 198o/ 0
1976 107723
1977 109438
1978 109904 25561
1979 111541
19S0 116438 22388
1981 113905
1982 112299 25103
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
NBA'82 
133949 
131584 
131721 
131730 
130992
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APPENDIX 10
PRINT INDUSTRY TRADE UNION FAMILY TREES
Diagram 1 : National Union of Bookbinders & Machine 
Rulers (NUB&MR) C1786-19113
Diagram 2 : National Union of Printing & Paper Workers 
(NUP&PW) C1840-19193
Diagram 3 : Original Society of Papermakers (OSP)
C1800-18373
Diagram 4 : Amalgamated Society of Papermakers (ASP)
C1854-18943
Diagram 5 : Amalgamated Association of Pressmen (AAP)
C1834-18913
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1. PRINTING in BRITAIN
a) Pre-1945
I Books I
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GILLESPIE S (1953) 100 Years of Progress: Record of the STA 
1853-1952 STA
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[Journals!
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Industry' London County Council Education Dept 1917
b) Pre— 1970
I Books I
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Paper Workers OUP
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[Journals]
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[Books!
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[Books!
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EVANS H (1978) 'Armageddon at the Times' 
in New Statesman 10.11.78
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the Newspaper Industry: an International Comparison' 
in Cambridge Journal of Economics No.8, 1984
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SMITH P (1988) 'The Impact of Trade Unionism & the Market in 
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No.3, 1988
[Reports & Thesis!
BLACKBURN P (1980) "Social Nature of Technological Change: 
an Analysis of Production Technology, Specific Reference to 
the Newspaper Industry" MSc Manchester 1980
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BLANDE T (1976) "Technology in the Printing Industry" 
Certificate in Trade Union Studies, LSE
DAVIES R (1982) "An Investigation into the Effect of 
Computer Composition on the Work of the Typographer"
PhD CNAA 1982
ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE IJNIT/PIRA (1984-85) "The Future of 
Print"
FINANCIAL TIMES SURVEY (1986) 'Electronic Printing & 
Publishing' in Fi nancial T i mes 18.2.86
FINANCIAL TIMES SURVEY (1988) 'Printing Technology' 
in Fi nanci al Ti mes 5.9.88
FINANCIAL TIMES & St. CLEMENTS PRESS (July 1986) C Internal 
Document I
GREATER LONDON ENTERPRISE BOARD (1984) Printing Matters
JOINT STANDING COMMITTE for NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS (1976) 
Programme for Action
LABOUR RESEARCH DEPT (1977) Report on the Printing Industry
WILLIAMS R/STEWARD F (1985) 'Case Studies of the 
Implementation of Collective Agreements on the Introduction 
of New Technology' in European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living & Working Conditions The Role of the 
Parties Concerned in Introduction of New Technology
[Newspaper Articles!
FINANCIAL TIMES
10.05.75 : Leslie N. 'Thomson warning over continuing Times
1osses'
0 2 . 1 2 . 7 5 Rogers R 'Union pulls out of Fleet Street talks' 
10.06.85 : Wintour P 'Print union rejects NGA 50/50 tele-ad 
proposal'
20.7.87 : Burns J 'High technology marches on in the press
14.04.88 : Snoddy R 'Fleet Street revolution has only just
begun'
GUARDIAN
01.11.75 : Labour Corres. 'Printing unions will insist on
social & humane policies'
27.10.84 : Wintour P 'NGA plans for jobs rejected'
25.03.85 : Wintour P 'Who's job is it anyway?'
08.02.88 : Rusbridger A 'A Revolution that tore heavy
industry from capitals heart'
(National papers move out of Fleet Street)
TIMES
25.11.75 : Routledge P 'Fleet Street unions agree attitude
to modernisation'
28.05.76 : Times Statement 'New printing technology - plans
for survi val . . . TNF‘'
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e) Disputes
i. In the 1970s 
[Books!
JACOBS E (1981) Stop Press; the Times Dispute Andre Deutsch
[Journals!
ECONOMIST (1979) 'Missed more with each passing day' 
(Piece on the need for TNL management to compromise with 
unions) in Economist, the 9.6.79
ECONOMIST (1979) 'Time past, Times...' (Piece urging TNL 
management to retreat from dispute with unions) in 
Economist, the 30.6.79
HIRD/WINTOUR (1978) 'Armageddon at Printing House Square" 
in New Statesman 3.11.78
ROUTLEDGE P (1980) 'Dispute at TNL, a View From Inside' 
in Industrial Relations Journal V.11, No.4, 1980
WINTOUR P (1978) 'More Trouble at the Times'
(Piece on management's plans leading up to the TNL dispute) 
in New Statesman 10.11.78
[Report I
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY Fleet Street Branch (1980) "Jobi 
Under Attack: the Employers Offensive Z< Lessons of the 
Times"
[Newspaper Articles!
FINANCIAL' TIMES
30.05.78 : Clark P 'Print union chiefs in new talks to end
di srupti on '
10.03.79 : Pike A/Wilkinson 'M 'The core of the Times
dispute'
22.10.79 : Tyler C 'Times should be back by end of next
month'
22.10.79 : Lloyd J 'Times past and itmes to come'
24.10.79 : Tyler C 'Fleet Street's bloodiest battle'
GUARDIAN
20.05.78 : Harper K 'NGA orders return to work'(Observer
dispute)
09.10.79 : Collins R 'Times rejects new NGA demands'
SUNDAY TIMES
19.06.77 : El 1sworth-Jones W 'Deadlock in Darlington press 
row' (NUJ dispute)
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21.08.77 : Mascarhenas A 'Crucial issue -for Fleet St in
Financial Times stoppage'
07.05.78 : Humphrey D-'Print heads ready to talk on
newspaper ultimatum' (Times dispute)
21.05.78 : Knightly P/Humphrey D 'Fleet Street showdown'
13.08.78 : El1sworth-Jones W 'More trouble at Sunday
Ti mes... '
15.10.78 : Jacobs E 'Behind the Fleet St missing millions'
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15.10.78 : Stephen A 'Behind Fleet St missing millions'
(Daily Telegraph dispute)
15.10.78 : El 1sworth-Jones W 'Behind Fleet St missing
millions'
(Sunday Times problems)
26.11.78 : El 1 sworth-Jones W et al '5 vital days -for next
week's Sunday Times'
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reinstated' (Daily Express dispute)
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12.03.77 : Leader 'Normal working is resumed'
12.08.78 : Thomas C 'Fresh threat to Sunday Times'
DAILY TELEGRAPH
18.08.77 : 'Financial Times statement on the time-off
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19.09.78 : 'Text of letters sent by the Times' (Times
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01.06.79 : W.Rees Mogg 'Where the Times stands'
06.06.79 : Wade W 'Where the printers' union stands'(Gen.Sec
NGA)
i i. In the 1980s 
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MELVERN L (1986) The End of the Street Methuen
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ANON. (1986) 'Chapels Roofless Under the Storm' 
(Anonymous "Times' journalist states why 'Wapping' NUJ 
members failed to respond to official NUJ line) 
in New Statesman 7.2.86
BENTON/HOLLINGSWORTH (1986) 'Gotcha:How Murdoch Sank the 
Print Unions' in New Statesman 7.2.86
DEAN B (1987) 'Reflections on Fighting Impossible Odds' 
('Wapping' post-mortem) in New Statesman 13.2.87
ECONOMIST (1984) 'Finanical Times: No Comment'
(Inter-union dispute in FT machine room) in Economist
13.10.84
ECONOMIST (1985) 'The Mirror' (Dispute between Maxwell and 
the unions) in Economist 31.8.85
GENNARD J (1984) 'Implications of the Messenger Dispute' 
in Industrial Relations Journal V.15, No.3, 1984
GIBSON A (1985) 'The Print Industry: Heading for a Showdown' 
in Socialist Worker Review April 1985
GIBSON A (1985) 'Print Workers Under Attack'
(Gibson talks to print workers about response to Shah and 
Murdoch) in Socialist Worker Review July-Aug 1985
HAGUE H (1987) 'Wapping Sunset' ('Wapping' post-mortem) 
in Marxism Today March 1987
LLOYD/HAGUE (1986) 'The Wapping time-bomb: how the fuse was 
lit' (Backroom planning by Murdoch in his move to Wapping) 
in UK Press Gazette 3.2.86
MACINTYRE D (1986) 'Down & Out in George Orwell's Union' 
(Problems faced by NUJ over 'Wapping' issue) 
in New Statesman 22.8.86
MARXISM TODAY (1986) 'Wapping War' (Interview with Brenda 
Dean) in Marxism Today March 1986
MORRELL F (1986) 'Brenda Dean: Frankly Speaking' 
in New Socialist March 1986
POWER M (1987) 'A Tale of Wapping Woe'
('Wapping' post-mortem) in Marxism Today March 1987
RADICAL SCOTLAND (1986) 'Anderson Quay' (Women workers 
involved in dispute at Daily Record in Glasgow) 
in Radical Scotland June—July 1986
WEBSTER P (1986) 'Wapping Warriors' in Marxism Today July 
1986
WILBY P (1986) 'Behind Barbed- Wire' ('Wapping refusenik' 
tells why he finally decided to work in Wapping) 
in New Socialist March 1986
WISHART R (1986) 'Keep yout Tartan bunnet on Mr.Maxwell' 
(Critical look at Robert Maxwell's behaviour at the Daily 
Record) in Scot Media March 1986
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WINTOUR C (1986) 'Why Bill O'Neill won't be at all sad to 
go' (Murdoch manager talks of protraicted discussions with 
unions before move out of Fleet Street) in UK Press Gazette
3. 2.86
WINTOUR C (1986) 'Rupert Murdoch shows us his dockland 
plant' in UK Press Gazette .3.2.86
WINTOUR P (1987) 'Flagship or Flop?' ('Wapping' post-mortem) 
Marxism Today Feb 1987
UK PRESS GAZETTE (1986) 'A battle that Murdoch has still to 
win' in UK Press Gazette 3.2.86
CNewspaper Articles!
News International (Wappi ng) Pi spute 
FINANCIAL TIMES
19.12.85 : Hague H/Bassett P 'TUC to act over Wapping
di spute'
23.12.85 : Hague H 'Deadline approaches on Murdoch project'
07.01.86 : Hague H/Snoddy R 'Murdoch to take charge of
Wapping talks'
13.01.86 : McLoughlin 'Murdoch orders presses to roll'
(First editions of News Int.titles at Wapping get 
go-ahead)
22.01.86 : Lloyd J/Thomas D 'Murdoch printing unions vote
for action'
23.01.86 : Journalists may hold key to Murdoch project'
(NUJ options in News Int. dispute)
24.01.86 : Lloyd J/Hague H 'Murdoch papers prepare to endure
strike'
27.01.86 : Lloyd J/Hague H 'Murdoch wins first round in
batt1e...'
28.01.86 : Lloyd J '9 journalists at Times stay out of
Wappi ng '
30.01.86 j Brindle D/Thomas D 'Jobs outlook bleak for
Murdochs strikers'
17.02.86 : Bassett P'NGA leaders seek legal way to fight
Murdoch'
10.03.86 : Bassett P 'News Int.claims Wapping victory'
07.04.86 : Hague H 'NUJ calls meetings over dispute'
(News Internati onal di spute)
10.04.86 : Bassett P 'Delicately-poised Wapping talks reach
crunch issue'
15.04.86 : Hague H 'NUJ rejects mass expulsions'
(News International dispute)
18.04.86 : Hague H 'NUJ crisis as delegates vote to
discipline members*at Wapping'
27.05.86 s Thomas D/Bassett P 'Murdoch offers final Wapping
peace package'
09.06.86 : Labour Editor 'NGA votes for compulsory disputes
levy' (News International dispute)
: Bassett P 'Search for new initiative at Wapping'
12.06.86 : Brindle D 'Hard times -for the Wapping
journalists'
01.08.86 : Bassett P 'Mixed -feelings on Wapping pickets
ruli ng '
01.09.86 : Hage H 'Hopes o-f meaningful peace talks
resume... '
05.09.86 : Labour Corres.'NUJ to act on Wapping journalists
09.10.86 : Bassett P 'Sogat dashes hopes of Wapping peace
deal '
27.10.86 : Hague H 'Journalists to expel Wapping member'
24.11.86 : Bassett P 'TUC considers wider implications of
Wapping' (role of the EETPU)
16.02.87 : Labour Corres.'NUJ ends dispute at Wapping'
17.12.87 : Bassett P 'Print workers to press for union
rights at Wapping'
GLASGOW HERALD
15.02.86 : Rogers R 'NGA faces seizure of £17m assests' 
(News International dispute)
GUARDIAN
16.12.85
27.12.85
21.01.86
23.01.86
25.01.86
27.01.86
28.01.86
29.01.86
07.02.86
17.02.86
24.02.86 
08.04.86^
09.05.86
19.05.86
07.11.86
26.01.87
04.09.87
26.04.88
Wintour P 'Murdoch pushes divided print unions 
into corner'
Wintour P 'Sogat to hold mass meetings as Murdoc 
deadline passes'
Wintour P 'Mr.Murdochs bouquet of barbed wire' 
Wintour P 'Union concessions failed to move 
Murdoch'
Wintour P 
Edi tori al
future'
'Refuseniks who resist lure of Wapping 
'Traits Murdoch cannot stand' (NGA
'Print workers battle for 
'The battle of Wapping'
Brown M 'Fleet Streets night of the long knives' 
(Murdoch's overnight move to Wapping)
Barker D 
1 i e s '
Dubbins T 
gen.sec.)
Harper K 'NGA ready to resume blacking'
Mitchell S/Roberts K 'Inside fortress Wapping' 
Wintour P 'Murdochs PR diversion on unions 
Wapping road'
Travis A 'Talks aim to curb violence at Wapping' 
Wintour P 'How hate can bread extremists (anger 
at police)
Wintour P 'Sun journalists suspend payment of 
union subscriptions after expulsion' (Resulting 
from News International dispute)
Wintour P 'Shields & batons v.bricks, bottles & 
poles'
Wintour P 'Low morale among Wapping print staff' 
Milne S 'Scars linger after retreat from Wapping 
(how the sacked workers fared post-Wapping)
MORNING STAR
15.02.86 : McNeill I 'Print union boycotts Times 
supplements'
SOCIALIST WORKER
30.03.85
29.06.85
31.08.85
25.05.86
Duke 0 'NBA locked out at the Sun'
Corres. 'Scab labour -for Murdoch?'
(Murdoch plans to use non-union labour at new 
plant)
Taylor I 'War on Fleet Street'
Editorial 'The roasting she deserves' (on 
B.Dean's handling of dispute)
Other Nati onal Press Di sputes 
FINANCIAL TIMES
23.08.85 : Hague H 'Maxwell suspends Mirror printing'
27.08.85 : Brindle D 'Maxwell set to resume talks in Mirror
dispute'
20.09.85 : Lloyd J 'Maxwell threat of single union deal at
Mi rror'
07.11.85 : Labour Corres.'Printers vote for action over
Manchester closure' (Redundancies at Thomson 
Withy Grove)
21.11.85 : Labour Corres.'NUJ acts in dispute at Telegraph
24.12.85 s Hague H 'Maxwell to axe 1600 employees at MGN'
29.10.86 : Hague H 'NGA pays £4m in dispute benefits over 2
yrs'
15.04.87 : Labour Corres.'Action vote by
journalists on the Guardian' (Over new technology 
payment)
GLASGOW HERALD
27.08.85 : Ritchie M 'Why Robert Maxwell decided the crunch
had come' (Maxwell closes down all his papers)
28.08.85 : Watson A 'Militancy of trade unions'
(SGB gen.sec. replies to article above)
GUARDIAN
19.05.85
31.08.85„
03.09.85
22.11.85
01.05.86
Helm S 'Print unions set to fight Maxwell' 
(Maxwell announces move from Fleet Street) 
McLaughlin J 'Mirror to leave Fleet Street - 
Maxwell '
Hague H 'Sogat disquiet as Mirror resumes' 
Wintour P 'Telegraph journalists in revolt' 
Wintour P 'Manchester journalists threatened 
dismissal' (Manchester Evening News dispute)
wi th
Provinci al Press Di sputes
FINANCIAL 
12.04.85 !
13.04.85
17.04.85
TIMES
Labour Corres. 'Striking print men given 
ultimatum by
newspaper' (Wolverhampton Express & Star dispute) 
Goodhart D 'Print workers defy sacking ultimatum' 
(WES/NGA dispute)
Labour Corres.'Fresh disruption at Portsmouth 
News possible' (PSN/NUJ dispute)
18.07.85 : Labour Corres. 'Journalists -face pay cut over new
tech' (York Evening Press/NUJ dispute)
08.07.87 : Buxton J 'Scotsman sacks journalists in new 
technology dispute'
GLASGOW EVENING TIMES
16.03.86 : Morrison J/Tempest D 'Record Chaos'
(Maxwell threatens sit-in printers at Scot. Daily 
Record)
02.04.86 : Morrison J 'Unions vote on Record peace deal'
GLASGOW HERALD
03.05.86 s Steele D 'Record now -faces severe redundancies'
(Scottish Daily Record)
23.08.86 : Smith G 'Talks -fail to break deadlock in dispute'
(Aberdeen Press & Journal dispute)
26.08.86 : Labour Corres. 'Striking print union rejects
proposal of talks at ACAS' (Aberdeen Press & 
Journal dispute)
18.06.87 : Labour Corres. 'Deadlock in technology dispute at
the Scotsman'
02.07.87 : Ross D 'Journalists union declares an all-out
strike' (Scotsman/NUJ dispute)
04.07.87 : Corres.'Talks plea by striking journalists'
(Scotsman/NUJ dispute)
11.07.87 : Reekie C 'Journalists agree to return to work at
the Scotsman'
GUARDIAN 
04.07.85
23.08.85
28.12.85
25.02.86
06.03.86
31.03.86
02.04.86
SCOTSMAN
01.07.87
Wintour P 'NGA expected to reject newspaper 
group's offer over technology' (Portsmouth &■ 
Sunderland Newspapers dispute)
Wintour P 'NUJ deal to end six-year dispute'
(NEP to reinstate NUJ)
Wintour P 'Hitch to newspaper peace' (NEP fail to 
recognise NUJ after joint union new technology 
deal )
Wintour P/Stead J 'Maxwells staff defy Scottish 
sackings' (Daily Record dispute)
Wintour P 'Printers occupy Maxwells plant' 
(Occupation at the Scottish Daily Record) 
McLaughlin J 'Journalists ask TUC to help at 
Record' (Scot.Daily Record dispute)
Wintour P 'Maxwell in talks as deadline nears' 
(Scot.Daily Record dispute)
Corres.'Scotsman 
outcome'
journalists to hear of talks
SOCIALIST WORKER
15.02.86 s Simmons M 'The dress rehearsal' (Shah/NGA 
dispute)
2. PRINTING : INTERNATIONAL
a) General
CBooks!
BAKER EF (1933) Displacement of Men by Machines; Effects Q-f 
Technoligical Change Commerical Printing Columbia Uni Press
BAKER EF (1957) Printers & Technology; History of 
Int. Pressmen g< Assistants Union Columbia Uni Press
BARNETT G (1909) The Printers; Study in American Trade 
Unionisin American Economic Assoc
ENGWALL L (1978) Newspapers as Organisations (Swedish case 
studies) Saxon House
HAGAN J A History of Australian Print Unions 1850-1950 
ANU Press Canberra
ITWU (1964) A Study of the History of the ITU Colorado 
Springs
LIPSET SM et al (1956) Union Democracy; Inside Politics 
of ITU Glencoe Free Press
PORTER AR jnr (1954) Job Property Riqhtss Study of Job 
Controls ITWU Kings Crown Oxford
ZERKER SF (1987) Rise & Fall of Toronto Typographical Union
CJournals1
BREED W (1955) 'Social Control in Newsrooms Functional 
Analysis' in Social Forces V.33, 1955
MATEZKO A 'Newspaper Staff as a Social System' 
in Polish Sociological Bulletin No. 1 , 1967'
PRETZER WS (1986) '...Custom, Capitalism & Conflict in 
Washington Print Trade 183.4-36' in Labor History V.27, No.l, 
Winter 1985-86
TAFT P (1978) 'The Limits of Labor Unity's Chicago Newspaper 
Strike 1912' in Labor History V.19, No.l, Winter 1978 ^
WAGNER K (1981) 'Newspaper Industry in UK, Germany & USA' 
in National Institute Economic Review Feb 1981
CTheses3
BREED W (1952) "The Newspaper Man, News & Society" PhD 
Columbia Uni
b ) New Technology
CBooks!
AUSTRALIAN DEPT of LABOUR & NATIONAL SERVICE (1969) 
Technical Change in Print Industry Four Case Studies 
Melbourne
BLAUNER R (1964) Alienation Freedom Chicago
KEBLER H/SCHLESINGER C (1967) Union Printers & Controlled 
Automati on Free Press New York
ROGERS T/FREIDMAN N (1980) Printers Face Automation Heath 
Lexington
SMITH A (1980) Goodbye Gutenberg OUP
ZIMBALIST A (1979) '...the print industry'in Zimbalist A
Cedi (1979) Case Studies in the Labor Process Monthly 
Review Press
^Journals!
ECONOMIST (1986) 'Daily Computer' in Economist 12.07.86 
(Article on the extent that new technology is being used in 
newspapers worldwide)
GASKELL IA (1970) 'Staff in Control as Paris Newspaper 
Carries Out Quiet Revolution' in Editor & Publisher Feb 1970
GRIFFIN T (1984) 'Technological Change & Craft Control in 
the Newspaper Industry: an International Comparison' 
in Cambridge Journal of Economics No.8, 1984
IPIR (1978) 'US Newspapers in the 1980s' in International 
Press Institute Report V.27, No.8, Sept 1978
RASKIN AH (1978) 'Big Squeeze on Labor Unions' in At1 antic 
Monthly Oct 1978
[Reports!
ANGLO-GERMAN FOUNDATION for the STUDY of INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY
(1978) (Research Paper B0179/4E) Innovation in the Print 
Industry in FDR
AUSTRALIAN DEPT of LABOUR & NATIONAL SERVICE (1966) 
(Nat.Conf.on Employment & Tech.Change in Print Ind.) 
Employment & Technoliqical Change in the Print Ind.
BUREAU of LABOR STATISTICS (1973) Report on New Technology 
in the Print
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE (Geneva, 1981) (2nd Tripartite 
Technology Meeting -for Printing & Allied Trades):
General Report V. 1
Training & Retraining Needs in Print Allied Trades 
Report V.2
Technological Developments & their Implications -for 
Employment in the Print 8< Allied Trades with 
Reference to Developing Countries Report V .3
Brewer R 'Technological Developments Changing 
Structure of Print Industry'
Winsbury R 'New Technologies in Newspaper Production 
in Developing Countries & their Labour & Social 
Impli cati ons'
SOCIALIST WORKER'S PARTY (1980) Jobs Under Attack: the 
Employers' Offensive & the Lessons of the 'Times' - Section 
1: Lessons from Abroad
WINSBURY R (1975) (Report to Royal Commission on the Press 
1974-77) New Technology & the Press
[Newspaper Articles!
FINANCIAL TIMES
02.12.75 : Bell D 'The Post Gets Through' (Washington Post 
dispute)
20.01.78 : Dicks A 'West German newspapers stopped over
techology negotiations
NEW YORK TIMES
29.07.74 : Raskin AH 'City Papers on Threshold of Future...'
(New York papers embark on new technology deal 
wi th uni ons)
03.07.78 : Winfrey C 'The Times enters new era... '
(New York Times signs radical new techn.deal with 
unions)
06.11.78 : Stetson D 'The Times & News resume publication'
(after long dispute over new technology)
SUNDAY TIMES
07.12.75 : Pringle P 'Whats bugging the Post' (Washington 
Post dispute)
3. PRINTING : WORKGROUPS & TRADE UNIONS
Journalists
[Books!
BELOFF N (1976) Freedom Under Foot: the Battle Over the 
Closed-Shop in British Journalism Temple Smith
BUNDOCK CJ (1957) A Jubilee History (2nd official history of 
the NUJ) OUP
CARR-SAUNDERS AM/WILSON PA (1933) The Professionals OUP
MANSFIELD FJ (1943) Gentlemen, the Press (1st official 
history of NUJ) WH Allen
ROSTEN VLD (1937) The Washington Correspodents New York
SIMPSON D (1971) 'Managers in Workers Unions: the Case of 
the NUJ' in Thurley K/Wood S (1971) Industrial Relations in 
Management Strategy CUP
TUNSTALL J (1970) Westminster Lobby Correspondant RKP 
(1971) Journalists at Work Constable
VINER G (1965) Basic Statistics on Journalism in the British 
Isles NUJ
[Journals]
ANON. (1986) 'Chapels Roofless Under the Storm' (Anonymous 
'Times' journalist states why 'Wapping' NUJ members failed 
to respond to official NUJ line) in New Statesman 7.2.86
BREED W (1955) 'Social Control in Newsroom: Functional 
Analysis^' in Social Forces V.33, 1955
MACINTYRE D (1986) 'Down 8< Out in George Orwell's Union' 
(Problems faced by NUJ over 'Wapping' issue)
New Statesman 22.8.86
MATEZKO A 'Newspaper Staff as a Social System' 
in Polish Sociological Bulletin No.l, 1967
MORGAN J (1986) 'NUJ make claim for lower paid'
in UK Press Gazette 29.9.86 (NUJ/NS 1986 pay negotiations)
PILGER J (1986) 'Mirror Images' in New Statesman 6.6.86 
(Piece on the 'golden age' of tabloid journalism)
PRUGGER FC (1941) 'Social Composition & Training of the 
Milwaulkee Journal News Staff' in Journalism Quarterly 
No.18, 1941
ROBERTSON B (1978) 'Armageddon at the Times'
in New Statesman 10,.1.78 (NUJ FOC in letters page argues
that TNL mgt -failed to consult unions over new technology)
SIMPSON D (1980) 'How Control has Shi-fted' in Journal i sm 
Studies Review No.5, July 1980
WEBSTER P (1986) 'Wapping Warriors' in Marxism Today July 
1986 (Short piece on the journalists at Wapping)
WILBY P (1986) 'Behind Barbed Wire' ('Wapping refusenik' 
tells why he finally decided to work in Wapping) in New 
Socialist March 1986
UK PRESS GAZETTE (1986) 'Mail staff vow to block shutdown' 
in UK Press Gazette 29.9.86 (Daily Mail NUJ chapel warn mgt 
about making Manchester staff redundant)
UK PRESS GAZETTE (1986) 'Telegraph's journalists fears over 
DI deal' in UK Press Gazette 29.9.86
CTheses Z< Reports!
BREED W (1952) "The Newspaper Man, News & Society" PhD 
Columbia Uni
CHRISTIAN H (1977) "Development of Trade Unionism & 
Professional Amongst British Journalists" PhD LSE 1977
JOURNALISTS CHARTER (1976) Technology in the Print: Why We 
Should Resist It (Pamphlet)
NUJ (1980) Journalists & New Technology NUJ
CNewspaper Articles!
DAILY TELEGRAPH
18.08.77 : 'AJAX protest over payment of fines'
(Right wing faction in NUJ)
FINANCIAL TIMES
23.01.86 : Journalists may hold key to Murdoch project'
(NUJ options in News Int. dispute)
28.01.86 : Lloyd J '9 journalists at Times stay out of
Wapping '
07.04.86 : Hague H 'NUJ calls meetings over dispute'
(News International dispute)
08.01.88 : Burns J 'Collins t-o end union role at main
off i ces'
(NUJ under de-recognition pressure in book 
pub.sector)
27.01.88 s Burns J 'NUJ action could open chapter of unrest
in book publishing'
07.03.88 : Gapper J 'Testing time -for journalists union'
(Provincial newspaper question need -for 
recognition of NUJ)
GUARDIAN
27.10.84 s Wintour P 'NGA plan for jobs rejected'
(NUJ reject NGA plan for 50/50 representation in 
edit.room)
02.03.88 ; Beavis S 'Publishing workers begin to fight back' 
SUNDAY TIMES
19.06.77 : El 1sworth-Jones W 'Deadlock in Darlington press 
row' (NUJ dispute)
b ) Craft Workers
CBooks3
BLAUNER R (1964) Alienation Z< Freedom Chicago 
B0RAST0N/CLE6G/RIMMER (1975) Workplace &  Union Heinemann
CGCKBURN C (1983) Brothers; Male Dominance & Technological 
Change Pluto Press
GILLESPIE S (1953) 100 Years of Progress; Record of the 
STA 1853-1952 STA
HOWE E/WAITE A (1948) London Society of Compositors Cassell
ITWU (1964) A Study of the History of the ITU Colorado 
Springs
KEBLER H/SCHLESINGER C (1967) Union Printers & Controlled 
Automation Free Press New York
LIPSET SM et al (1956) Union Democracy; Inside Politics of 
ITU Glencoe Free Press
MORE C (1980) Skill & the English Working Class; 1870-1914 
Croom Helm
MUSS0N AE (1954) The Typographical Association 0UP
PORTER AR jnr (1954) Job Property Rights; Study of Job 
Controls ITWU Kings Crown, Oxford
ROGERS T/FREIDMAN N (1980) Printers Face Automation Heath 
Lexington
SISSON K (1975) Industrial Relations in Fleet St Blackwell
ZERKER SF Rise & Fall of Toronto Typographical Union
ZIMBALIST A (1979) '...the print industry' Zimbalist A Ced!
(1979) Case Studies in the Labor Process Monthly Review 
Press
CJournals3
CANNON IC (1967) 'Social Situation of the Skilled Worker' 
in Soci ology V.l, 1967
ECONOMIST (1981) 'Aristocrats of Fleet Street' 
in Economist, the 21.2.81
ECONOMIST (1985) 'Newspapers: Direct EETPUtting' 
in Economist, the 20.7.85
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